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Washington, D. C.
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PUBLIC HEARING
ON

PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO
L RULES 26, 43, 50, 52, 59, 83, AND 84.

COMMITTEE MEETING

I. Opening Remarks of Chairman.

II. Approval of Minutes of October 1993 and February 1994
Meetings.

7 III. Consideration and Approval of Proposed Amendments Published
For Public Comment.

A. Summary of Comments Submitted on Proposed Amendments.

IV. Report on Legislative Activity Affecting Civil Rules.

L V. Rule 68.

C A. Survey Results from Federal Judicial Center on Offer-
of-Judgment Proposal.

B. Further Consideration of Draft Proposal.

VI. ABA Proposal on Rule 64 - Nationwide Enforcement of a
Prejudgment Security Order.

A. Report by Philip A. Wittmann on Discussions with ABA
Proponents of Change to Rule 64.

VII. Class Action Procedures - Justification and Practical
Consequences of Changes to Rule 23. (Note: The panel
discussion will begin at 3:00 p.m. Thursday, April 28.)

A. Panel Discussion by Herbert Wachtel, Esq., Professor
Francis McGovern, and John Frank, Esq.

B. Discussion of Background Material and Draft Proposal.

VIII.Facilitating the Use of Masters in Pretrial Proceedings.

Lo IX. Access to Judicial Records.
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X. New Comments and Proposed Amendments to Rules Received from 
I

the Public.

A. Conflict Between Provisions of Rule 4 and Admiralty

Rules. ,

B. Potential Ambiguity in Rule 37.

C. Mandatory Conference and Disclosure Prior to Filing of

Lawsuit.

D. Clarification of Certain Provisions in Rule 4. 7
E. Amendment of Rule 26 Governing Interviews of Former

Employees of Corporate Adversaries. 
L

F. Clarification of Rule 62 on Effective Date of Judgment.

XI. Continuation of Stylizing Project (Rules 31-33).1

XII. Informational Update on Facsimile Filing Guidelines. 
7

XIII.Next Meeting.
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MINUTES

ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON CIVIL RULES

Lw October 21, 22, 23, 1993

L The Advisory Committee on Civil Rules met on October 21, 22,and 23, 1993, at the Park Hyatt Hotel, San- Francisco. The meeting
was attended by Judge Patrick E. Higginbotham, Chair, and CommitteeK Members Judge Wayne D. Brazil; Judge David S. Doty; Carol J. Hansen
Fines, Esq.; Francis H. Fox, Esq.; Assistant Attorney General Frank
W. Hunger; Mark 0. Kasanin, Esq.; Judge Paul V. Niemeyer; Judge
Anthony J. Scirica; and Phillip A. Wittmann, Esq. Judge Sam C.
Pointer attended as outgoing chair. Judge Alicemarie H. Stotler
and Judge Robert E. Keeton attended as chair and outgoing chair of
the Standing Committee. Also present were Bryan A. Garner, Esq.,

L consultant to the Standing Committee; Peter McCabe, John K. Rabiej,
Mark Shapiro, and Judy Krivit of the Administrative Office; William
Eldridge and John Shapard of the Federal Judicial Center; and
Edward H. Cooper, Reporter. Observers included Robert Campbell,
Esq., and Alfred W. Cortesese, Jr., Esq.

Judge Higginbotham led the committee in expressions to Judge
Pointer of thanks and appreciation for his devoted and enormously
productive service as chair.

The minutes of the May, 1993 meeting were approved.

Discussion of legislative consideration of the pending Civil
Rules amendments led to discussion of Civil Justice Reform Act

LI plans. It will not be long - two years - before a massive effort
will be needed to evaluate experience under local plans. The
lessons learned from this experience may make it possible to
incorporate successful experiments in national rules, restoring a
greater level of uniformity in procedure across the district
courts. It was noted that at the most recent count, 48 CJRA plans
had been filed; 26 of them included disclosure provisions cast in
a variety of forms. Early experience seems to be favorable,
although in the Northern District of California there is some
dissatisfaction with the suspension of discovery until the Rule
26(f) conference.

Facsimile Filing

Under the current form of Civil Rule 5(e), papers may be filed
by facsimile transmission "if permitted by rules of the district
court, provided that the rules are authorized by and consistent
with standards established by the Judicial Conference of the United
States." The amended version of Rule 5(e), now pending in Congress
and slated to become effective on December 1, 1993, embraces
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electronic filing as well: "A court may, by local rule, permit
papers to be filed by facsimile or other electronic means if such
means are authorized by and consistent with standards established
by the Judicial Conference of the United States." The amended l
version adopts the language of Appellate Rule 25(a), which
authorizes local court of appeals rules for facsimile or electronic
filing. C

In September, 1993, the Judicial Conference deferred action on
a recommendation of the Committee on Court Administration and Case r
Management that courts be authorized to adopt local rules
permitting facsimile filing on a routine basis. Detailed
Guidelines for Filing by Facsimile were included with the
recommendation. The Judicial Conference referred the C
recommendation to the Committee on Rules of Practice and Procedure,
in coordination with the Committees on Automation and Technology
and Court Administration and Case Management, for a report to the
September, 1994 Conference.

The Appellate Rules Advisory Committee met immediately after
the Judicial Conference action. As reported to this Committee, the
Appellate Rules Committee recommended that the Judicial Conference
adopt a significantly abbreviated version of the Guidelines
recommended by the Committee on Court Administration and Case
Management. The Guidelines no longer would refer to "filing," but _j
instead would govern "facsimile transmission." The Guidelines
would establish technical requirements, note resource availability,
and set filing fees. The provisions on original signatures, tL
transmission records, and cover sheets would be deleted from the
Guidelines and incorporated in a model local rule. This change was m
recommended on the view that practicing lawyers should not be L)
required to resort to Judicial Conference Guidelines for rules
governing practice and procedure. Lawyers naturally look to the
national rules and local rules for guidance, and should not be at
risk of innocent departures from an uhfamili ar source of L
regulation.

Extensive discussion was devoted to the proper balance between a
national rules adopted through the! Enabling Act process and local
rules, as viewed through the special role of Civil Rule 5(e) and
Appellate Rule 25(a). These questions parallel the general debate
over the role of uniform national rules and local rules, but with
the specific difference created by the provisions of Rules 5(e) and
25(a). It is clear that the Judicial Conference does not intend to
bypass Enabling Act procedures by adopting national rules in the L
guise of "Guidelines." The guideline device cannot be used to
replace or modify the national rules. I As one rough approximation,
Judicial Conference guidelines or standards should not attempt to
tell lawyers how to practice. Rules 5(e) and 25(a) however, have
been adopted through the Enabling Act prokedure. Civil Rule 5(e),
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at least, was meant to achieve a special balance between local
autonomy and national uniformity. The provision for local rulespermitting filing by facsimile transmission was adopted because ofthe perception that there are significant variations in local
conditions. Some courts have the equipment and staff necessary tor handle facsimile filing. Some courts do not. Rather than attempt-to force a choice on all courts, requiring that all or none permitfacsimile filing, the question was left to local option. At thesame time, the provision for standards established by the JudicialConference was adopted to serve several purposes. The Conference
can, at the outset, determine the appropriate time for permitting
local adoption of routine facsimile filing practices. PresentE Conference standards limit facsimile filing to compellingcircumstances or to local practices established before May 1, 1991.The Conference can authorize wider adoption of routine facsimilefiling. Second, the Conference can-adopt standards that ensurethat local rules will not degenerate into a variety of 'conflicting
requirements that , could prove particularly troubling to
practitioners who resort to facsimile transmission from distant

e places. Third, the Conference procedure, aided by variouscommittees and advised by the Administrative Office staff, canrespond to rapid changes of technology in ways far better than theformalized Enabling Act process. As an immediately relevantexample, it may prove wise to authorize routine facsimile filing
even though the time has not yet come to authorize routine filingby other electronic means.

LI The sense of the Committee was that the background of Civil
Rule 5(e) and Appellate Rule 25(a) is important in determining theappropriate approach to facsimile filing. Local rules, authorized
by 28 U.S.C. § 2071, can govern local practice but must beconsistent with rules prescribed under § 2072. Local rulesregulating facsimile transmission and filing are consistent withRules 5(e) and 25(a) - rules adopted under § 2072 - only ifL,/ "authorized by and consistent with standards established by the
Judicial Conference of the United States." To the extent thatnational uniformity is desirable, Judicial Conference Standards canincorporate mandatory provisions to be included in any local ruleauthorized by the standards. These strictures in the Standardswould not be an exercise of rulemaking power. Instead,' theUM Standards would fulfill the purpose of Rules 5(e) and 25(a) thatlocal rules not lead to substantial disuniformity.

The Committee believes that in fact national uniformity isvery important. The attempt to limit Judicial Conference standardsto bare technical provisions is unwise. Instead, the standardsshould establish uniform terms to be incorporated in local rules.Provisions governing signatures, transmission records, coversheets, and time of filing are obvious examples.

LLe
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The Committee was strongly of the view that whatever action
the Judicial Conference takes, the product should be captioned as
"Standards," the term used in Civil Rule 5(e) and Appellate Rule
25(a), not "Guidelines."

The Committee also agreed unanimously that at least the first
sentence of proposed Guideline I(3) should remain in the Standards.
This sentence states that papers may not be sent by facsimile
transmission for filing'unless authorized by local rule or by order
in a particular case. If the Committee's approach is adopted, 'this
sentence should state explicitly that the' local rule must be
consistent with the terms set out in theI Standards. The lCommittee
did not have any view on the second sentence of the ̀ proposal, which
would prohFlibit facsimile tlransmission of bankruptcy petitions and
schedules.

The Committee discussed briefly the question whether the' time
has come for routine facsimile filing.! fflPossible' problems were
noted, and good experiences were 'recounted. No Committee
recommendation was made.

The Committee did Knot have time, nor adequate advance
preparation, to work on the details of the proposed Standards or
the Model Local Rule 25 being drafted by the Appellate' Rules
Advisory Committee. Only two questions were discussed. L

Signature requirements were discussed briefly. The Committee
was confident that so long as a Judicial Conference Standard
authorizes filing by facsimile transmission, the facsimile image of
a signature satisfies the signature' requirements of the Civil
Rules. Rule 5(e) is adequate authority. The local rule provisions
of the Standards should state that the facsimile signature
satisfies a signature requirement. (The Committee did not directly
address the question whether the local rule should provide that an
original copy be maintaineduntil'the litigation concludes.)

Time-of-filing questions also were discussed briefly. Two
problems were noted. " One is that transmission, particularly of
lengthy documents, may take some time. It may be desirable to
establish the time of filing by some precise event such as the time
of receiving the first image, the time of receiving the complete
document, or some mid-point average.:' The other is the problem of
transmissions received outside regular business hours of the
clerk's office. Support was expressed for the view that
transmissions received outside regular business hours should be
treated as filed at the time the clerk's office next opens. Some
tension was noted, however, with the desire to adjust practices to
the possibilities created by new technology. If it is relatively
easy to treat papers as filed at the time aifacsimile transmission
is received, perhaps that adjustment should be made. Whatever
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answer is best, a clear answer should be given.

Facsimile Service

The Committee was advised that the Appellate Rules Advisoryr Committee is preparing a draft rule authorizing service byL facsimile transmission. The draft is scheduled for immediate
publication for public comment. The Committee approved the
proposal that the request for comment include an observation thatL similar changes may be- made in other national rules. Thisobservation may stimulate such extensive comment as to provide an
adequate foundation for recommending adoption of facsimile service
provisions in the Civil Rules. The Committee left for future

L consideration the nature and extent of possible differences between
facsimile service in the course of district court litigation and
facsimile service in the conduct of appeals.

Particularized Pleading

The pleading questions raised by Leatherman v. Tarrant CountyL Narcotics Intelligence and Coordination Unit, 1993, 113 S.Ct. 1160,
were discussed at the May, 1993 meeting and continued on the agenda
for further discussion.L

Discussion began with a review of the development of the Fifth
Circuit pleading practices that were involved in the Leatherman
decision. It was noted that in practice many courts have exactedheightened pleading requirements in specific types of litigation.
Common examples are antitrust, RICO, and securities claims. Most
often these heightened pleading requirements are imposed without
any explicit articulation or justification.

Turning to the Leatherman decision, it was noted that the
Court took pains to state that it was not dealing with pleading
with respect to official immunity. There was some speculation that7 perhaps it remains open to require some form of allegations in thecomplaint that address and negate obvious issues of official
immunity.

r The general values of notice pleading were reviewed. Onesuggestion was that notice pleading should not be encouraged.
District courts should be encouraged, on this view, to adopt localrules requiring more elaborate pleadings, with more fact content,L for specific categories of cases. One example is provided by
multiple and overlapping product liability cases that have nationaldocument depositories. A plaintiff who files a new case knowsV every conceivable theory; why not force disclosure of whichtheories are advanced in this case? Another member of the
committee urged that tightened pleading requirements would promote
more economical disposition of litigation. The process of course
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would entail increased motion practice, but the overall savings

would be significant. Another committee member observed that

notice pleading often is frustrating in product liability and

admiralty litigation, and that contention discovery is expensive 7
and time-consuming. Similar views were expressed by observing that

most plaintiffs and defendants agree' that the federal procedural

system "is broke." They spend vast amounts on discovery, first; on

pleading, second;^, and on trial,' rleast.lh More particularized

pleading couldt help" reduce expenditures lat` later 'stages of the

process.

Thelse views were reinforced by the observation that for many

years,' the Committee has been 1willlin to reconsider and continually

revise discovery rules. ,Perhaps lthe time has, come rto recognize C

that notice pleading is nHot so firmly enshrined ias to be beyond

reconsideration. At themsane timnem it was noted that discovery has

become the process through which; pa'tie s can get an early grasp of

a case, requiring disclosure of what is involved. Functionally, it Li

is like heightened pleading. l 1Vil

Doubts were expressed, however, about the prospect that much

can be done with pleading requirements. Rule 12(b)(6) motions

often are denied with directions to amend the complaint; how many

cases really are finally 'dispatched at the pleading stage, or

should be, is a real question. More problems may be encountered, U
indeed, with over-stated,'4 ov'er-long pleadings than with

uninformative terse pleadings.

A response was offered that to the extent that more detail is

needed, contention interrogatories can do it; this response was

coupled with the observation that it is better to make as few Rules

amendments as possible. It also was urged that local rules

imposing variations in pleading requirements would be disastrous.

Variations in present practice often respond to the views

individual judges have of the desirability of specific forms of Li
litigation; local rules could perpetuate these responses.

The cost of pleading motions also was emphasized. Some

committee members believe that stricter pleading rules will give

rise to many more pleading motions, testing not simply the entire

complaint but each part of the complaint. It is not just that

pleading motions can be extremely expensive. It also is that

motions can be made to delay access to evidence, to delay overall

progress of the litigation, and to increase expense for the

adversary. Control of the evidence often is with defendants, who L

have these incentives to make pleading motions. If changes are

made that will encourage pleading motions, care should be taken to

ensure effective means of controlling the relationship to discovery L

so that important discovery can go forward. Summary judgment

practice is a better alternative because it ensures adequateJ r
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discovery opportunities. In a variety of ways, we have been
attempting to encourage "meet and confer" practices, in large part
as an effort to civilize the early stages of litigation. Lawyers
do prepare for pretrial conferences, and are likely to prepare for
discovery plan meetings. Heightened pleading requirements would be
in tension with this effort. Heightened pleading requirements also
might reduce the number of cases that "self-destruct" without ever
requiring an investment of judicial time; we should not be eager
for that result.

'The relationship between pleading and discovery also involves
the observation that in taking control of the discovery process,
judges regularly enforce disclosure. They require the parties to
tell what the case is about, not for purposes of dismissal but for
purposes of shaping discovery.

Pretrial conference practice also must be taken into account.
Proposed Rule 26(f) is expressly geared to the scheduling
conference. The purpose of discovery plan conferences is, in large
part, to force a productive, informal, and inexpensive exchange of
information about the real nature of the case. Perhaps it makes
sense to wait to see whether this procedure, coupled with more
active use of pretrial conference orders, can reduce the occasional
costs of notice pleading. Repeated amendments to Rule 16 have been
designed to encourage more active use of pretrial conference
procedures. Judges who have insisted on early conferences find

L that lawyers cooperate and that real benefits follow. Perhaps all
that is needed is some means of encouraging greater use of tools
already in the Rules. Adding provisions that encourage moreF pleading motions may be less satisfactory.

Pleading by pro se litigants was discussed separately. It is
difficult to know-whether pleading rules can accomplish anything

L constructive in sorting through these cases. The Fifth Circuit
has had good results from the practice of sending magistrate judges
to the prisons, so that pro se prisoner plaintiffs can explain

L directly what their cases are about.

It also was observed that forgiving pleading practices may be
influenced by our frequent reliance on litigation as a means of
supplementing public enforcement of'public policies. To the extent
that we are concerned with more than immediate private interests,
we may be more reluctant to dismiss litigation for inadequate
pleading. At the same time, it was remembered that many of the
areas that seem to involve de facto heightened pleading
requirements involve such public policies - antitrust, securities,
and like litigation are common illustrations.

Various possible means of incorporating heightened pleading
requirements into the rules were discussed.
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The possibility of increasing the Rule 9 categories of claims t
that must be pleaded with particularity seemed undesirable to
virtually all committee members who spoke to the question. There
is a real risk that imposing specific pleading'requirements for
specific ,legal,4theories will be seen as a substantive decision that
these theories1, are disfavored. The number ofhcategoriesdthat might
be added is without apparent limit, and can easily change over time C
as , experience ,, accumulates with teach individual category. L
Appropriatedegrees of particularitylmay vary from 'one subject to
another, and be difficult to specify in advance. "The requirement 7
of Rule 9(b) that fraud be pleaded with particularity may seem LJ
distinctive',iinithis respect becauseof the belief that 'even a bare
allegation of fraud can do damage outside 'the litigation itself. 7

Rule 8 'is an obvious 'place to lodge heightened pleading iJ
requirements. Rule 8(a)(2), requiring a short and'plain statement
of the claim, is an obvious starting place. One model, not rP
directly discussed, would require plqading 'ain sufficient detail to
show" that the pleader is lentitled; 'to relief. " The cognate
provisions of Rule 8(b),,' requiring 'arl[1shortnaiand plain statement of
defenses, and perhapsl i8(cd),,- also mayl', deserve elaboration) Rule
8(e) provides another jpossib~leIlocation. ,If Rule 8(e) is amended,
it may be possible to 1refer dtiore-ty to the purpose of the
amendment by, requiring pleading suff cient to support decision of C

motions under Rules 12(b),1ic) (d),V or (f). Changes of this sort
might ibe designed to exjact pnlyla smuall'incrementalI'-tighteAing of
pleading standards, or could 1 emore ambitious!. [

An alternative approach would belamendmenit of the Rule 12(e)
provisions governing m9tions for more def nhite statement. This
approach would have thdyi'adv ntag ,obf perXitting case-specific, K
court-controlled determinations whether more detailed pleading is
likely 4to provide a sui ableopportur ity for pretrial disposition.
The increased judicial ,iibolvemeint 41 required' to 'achieve this
advantage might be well!er' ii a u risk that

After wondering Rules 8 and '12 have much K~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~a eis n~ bi0the investment would not b ePrepa id'll,

fter wondering whethjer ipresent 'and 112 have much
effect on the ways judges dispose of cases, the committee concluded
that no present action seemsi warranted.' The pending revisions of
Rule 11 mayibear on the !ne for action in the future. Pleading K
topics will remain on the agenda for continuing study.

Rule 4(m)

It has been suggested to the Committeethat the 120-day'period
for service established by Qurrent Rule 4(j), to be renumbered as
Rule 4(m) in the 1993 amendments, isl too long.

Several members of the committee suggested that the 120-day
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L period has not presented any problems. It provides a useful
docket-clearing device for a small number of cases. There may be
occasions in which multiple defendants are named and it is useful

L to have time after serving some defendants to find out whether
others should be dropped.

It was suggested that 90 days would be the minimum workable
period. A reduction from 120 days to 90 days, however, seems the
sort of adjustment that should be made only if there is a clear
problem to be fixed.'

A particular question was raised about the relationship
between Rule 4(m) and Rule 12(b)(5). If a motion to dismiss for
failure to make timely service under Rule 4(m) is treated as a Rule
12(b) (5) motion to dismiss for insufficiency of service of process,
Rules 12(g) and (h)(l) seem to forfeit a personal jurisdiction
objection that is not joined with the Rule 4(m) motion. Something
may turn on the question whether the personal jurisdiction
objection is "then available" if service has not been made at all
-by the time of the motion. The Committee concluded - without

L attempting to decide what the answer may be - that it is not
appropriate to consider this problem now.

L The Committee concluded that there is no present need to study
further the 120-day period set by Rule 4(m).

Rule 23L~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
The Committee began work on Rule 23 in response to a request

from the ad hoc committee on asbestos litigation. The initial
basis for consideration was provided by a model approved by the
Litigation Section of the American Bar Association. (The TIPS
section of the ABA opposed endorsement of this model by the ABA;L the resolution was that the Litigation Section could support the
model, but not as an ABA proposal.) As revised on the basis of
discussions at earlier Committee meetings, a proposed amendment was
taken to the Standing Committee for discussion at the June, 1993
meeting. Because the amendment is complex and likely to become
controversial, the chair of this Committee suggested to theStanding Committee that the time available for consideration by theStanding Committee at that meeting was not sufficient to allow full
exploration of the issues raised by the amendment. It also was
noted that this Committee would have several new members in the

L near future, and that it might be desirable to have the benefit of
their consideration before moving toward publication of a proposalfor comment. No action was taken by the Standing Committee, andthe amendment remains on the agenda of this committee.L

Discussion began with recognition that the draft amendment
may, in large part, simply describe and validate actual practice
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under the current rule, permitting more express focus on what |

really works. At the same time, it gives the judge more power over

notice, opt-out or opt-in choices, and the like. The already

large power of the district court will be expanded.' And class

actions may become available in circumstances that do not 'now

permit certification. Asbestos litigation may serve as an example

of current developments. In one recent massive proceeding,

settlements inr excess of $2 billion were reached by classes of

present claimants and future claimants. 4 The parties assert a

"limited fund" class 'much trns'lon resolution in''state- court

litigation of a dispute involving denial of infsurance coverage. If

the insurers'prevail, the defendant "will be gone." The future

claimants aire those who have been exposed to asbestos but who have

not ''filed claims. Certification0of a pure "futuires class" is K
questionable under the present rule. The, aimendments will make it

easier, to 'ceirtify future classes.

'Thej 'framewor'k of present practice shows de facto aggregation K
by 1'ci mmodificat'ion" of claimsJ An illustration was offered of a

small t3-l'1aw etrkfirm whosg 3,000 c'lass clients are nothing but lnames

in'alcomp uterfille. iThe longstanding pressures toward aggregationin4 cope1 file h.
may be building to a head, with'"i"iificant movement in th'e 'last

few months. Class action practlice is a'major part of'I this

movement, but it must be considered within the setting of potential P
changes in underlying substantive tand r medial law. Efforts to L
achieve greater uniformity"lin awards vfor' pain and suffering, for

example, could have an obvious impact on administration of K
aggregated litigation. H t I; i

A forerunner of the current draft has been circulated to an ad

hoc list of practicing lawyers and academics, selected primarily L
from a list of those who appeared at a single day of the hearings

on the proposals that led to the 1993 Civil Rules amendments.

There has not been extensive reaction. There was no apparent

sentiment favoring more dramatic changes in class action practice. Lo

Academics generally seemed to favor the 'basic structure of the

proposal. Less enthusiasm was shown by practicing attorneys, both K
those 'commonly representing plaintiffs and those commonly

representing defendants. A very common reaction is that lawyers

have learned to live with the present '!frule, and do not need'to

devote ten years to educating themselvesland judges in a new rule.

It 'is common to speculate that anyI time saved in reducing L

litigation over the distinctions between (b)() (b) (2), and (b) (3)
classes will be offset 'by an equal in rease in 'litigation aimed

directly at the points now- reac ed indirectly through

categorization. Notice, opt-out,' and opt-in choices are very

important. The increased level of district 1curt discretion,

indeed, may lead to an increasel'in total litigation addressed to K
class action procedure. There also is concern that more flexible

notice provisions will be used to add "inireasedf'notice costs to
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actions that now are (b) (1) or (2) classes, and to provide
inadequate notice in actions that now are (b) (3) classes. The
provision for opt-in classes is opposed by many who fear that it
will allow judges to defeat effective use of class actions to
enforce disfavored substantive principles. The requirement that a
class representative be willing is questioned as an almost-certainL defeat of most defendant class actions.

It also was noted that opposition may come in forms that defycommon stereotypes. Defendants, for example, may favorL certification of classes of future claimants as a means of
establishing repose. Plaintiff class attorneys, on the other hand,E may oppose such classes in the belief that greater recoveries willbe available after claims fully mature. The current proposal does
not explicitly address future classes, but is sufficiently flexible
that it seems to permit them.

L One possible modification of the proposed amendment was
discussed. It would be possible to add an eighth factor toproposed Rule 23(b), explicitly allowing denial of class

L certification on the ground that the costs of administration would
outweigh the private and public benefits of enforcing theunderlying claim. A point of departure for drafting could be foundin the Uniform Class Action Rule promulgated by the NationalConference of Commissioners on Uniform State Laws. It was
concluded that this addition would not be desirable. The
superiority requirement of proposed Rule 23(a) (5) providesL flexibility to respond to these concerns. A more explicit
provision might lead to denial of class actions in "'(b)(1)"
settings, and would be difficult to restrain by appellate review.

The best means of pursuing further deliberation werediscussed. The proposal has been with the Committee for some time.It seems carefully balanced to many Committee members. It isanticipated that although the proposal seems balanced andreasonably conservative to many Committee members, there will bemore explicit and hostile reaction when it is formally published
for comment. It was agreed that the formal publication and public
comment process should not be initiated by recommendation to theStanding Committee until the Advisory Committee is confident that
the proposal is desirable. The formal process shouldinot be used
to launch trial balloons. It is possible to begin with a formal
request for public comment on the need to revise Rule 23, as wasL done before preparing the proposed 1993 amendment of Rule 11. Asan alternative, it is possible to undertake a widespread informalcirculation. Or the proposal could be published with a request for
comment on suggested alternative draft provisions.

The possibility of widespread informal circulation was thoughtdangerous by some members because of the risk that it may cause

L
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positions to crystalize without thought, entrenching opposition

that would be mollified by a more open deliberative process. It

was noted that many lawyers have commented in the past that only a

small fraction of the' practicing bar have any generalized

experience with class actions. Most lawyers who have handled class LJ9

actions have experience in only one or two substantive fields. The
problems encountered in' class actions', however, seem to' be 7
distinctively different across different substantivel'fields. It LJ

may be better to focus' on processes that will provide open and

simultaneous expressions from'a cross-section of experienced
lawyers.

This discussi'on led to discussion of the extent to which

changes cain Abe 'madel'!1 following publication and public&ll comment

without need ljlfo'r Frepeating, the publication and Ipublici l6 comment

process. One' argument advanced by opponents of t1e disclosure
provisions proposed in the 1993 amendments to Rulme'1 26(a)(1) was

that the final proposal was different from the published proposal, L
and had' not been republished for additional comment. 7Thep- inciple
urged'in responding to this argumenth'was that the final kproposal
was medrely at r1)~educed' version of theit' original Propsl'' 1 h'at the
original coin ined 4ll of the dtiels included in the final

proposal, and l'more in addition. Thatlprinciple se em right to the

committee, b'ut account must' be t~aen 'of' the potentia)¶Yj e'el d for 7
republication 'in determining whether a proposalt is :Bldy for

publication.' '1-

The discussion of Rule 23 closed with the conclusion that, in

part because there are several pew Committee members, the'proposed

amendment shouldibe retained on the agenda for further discussion

at the next' Committee' meeting. It Ias recognized that th Idraft C

changes the nature of the certification process. The process is

made more open-ended and discretionary by elevation of the

superiority' requirement tb subdivision (a) (5), trlansfori*tion of C

the subdivision (b) categories 'into factors that inform the

superiority decision, reduction of tI the predominance of common

questions! test from a prequisite il (b) (3) class actihns to a

factor that simply bears on superiority, increased flexibility as

to opting 'out and opting in, incre sed flexibility as to notice

requirements, and other changes. These changes will generate

uncertainty during a significant period of 1earning the new0L le. C

They will reduce the opportunitieqp4 forOappellate' coi rod of

discretionary district court decisions They may generate more

complexity even in the longi run kthan'thei ertificatios pocess

should have toibear. l i

Additional materials will be supplied to the Com ttee to m

assist preparation for renewed discussion of tIRule 23 atithe next
meeting.,A

1

* L I 7~~~~~~~~~
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Rule 53

Discussion of Rule 53 began with a relatively lengthy
introductory description of the questions that might be faced.

Rule 53 governs the appointment of special masters in termsL that seem to focus primarily on trial. For many years now courts
have made increasing use of masters before and after trial. Before
trial, discovery tasks seem to be those most often assigned to
masters, but it is not uncommon to assign broader responsibilities
for supervising pretrial case management or for facilitating
settlement. After trial, masters are used to supervise enforcement
of complex decrees, particularly in "institutional reform"
litigation. Enforcement tasks at times seem to require extensive,
expert, and detailed familiarity with the institution and theproblems that may require reformulation of a decree as
implementation is attempted. The'responsibilities imposed on the
master may call for'nonlegal expertness as much as - or more than
- legal skills. The'means used to gather information may go beyondL those familiar to ordinary adversary litigation.

These pretrial and post-trial uses of masters raise a number
of questions that are not addressed by Rule 53. The central

L questions go to authority to rely on masters, the extent to which
judicial power can be delegated and the terms of review by the
judge that must be observed, the distinctions that may be
appropriate between delegation to masters and delegation tomagistrate judges,' the propriety of 'ex parte communications
between master and judge, the occasions that justify appointment of
masters, the persons who qualify to be appointed and grounds for
disqualification, the extent ito which rules of judicial ethics
apply to masters, the ability of masters to demand evidence from
the parties or even to seek out evidence independently, and the
terms of compensation'and liability' for paying compensation.

The best means of addressing these questions are uncertain.
There are distinct advantages in amending Rule 53, not only because
Rule 53 is familiar as the rule'regulating masters but also because
there are great efficiencies in maintaining a single rule that7 addresses all of the common issues that affect use of masters for
any purpose. If Rule 53 amendments Fare pursued, it will be
important to catch all of the cross-references to Rule 53(b) in
other rules. There are equally apparent advantages in establishingindependent rules governing 'pretrial and decree-enforcement
masters. Pretrial masters might be governed by provisions in thediscovery rules, but Rule 16 may be a more suitable location
because pretrial master responsibilities may extend beyond
discovery. Perhaps a new Rule 16.1 would be most' appropriate.
Decree-enforcement masters might be dealt with by provisions in theL "judgments" section of the rules, perhaps as a new Rule 66.1
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following Rule 66 on receivers. If separate rules are adopted for
pretrial and decree-enforcement masters, it still may be possible
to establish a single set of provisions governing common issues for
incorporation into the separate rules.

Thought also must be given to coordinating special master
practice with appointment of expert witnesses under Evidence Rule
706. There are some, indications that court-appointed experts have ,

been used for purposes of advising courts in ways that go beyond
testimony presented in open court. If such practices are emerging,
much remains to be learned about them before it' can, be", determined
whether explicit rule provisions are needed. In ,like vein, there
are indications of ,occasional ,practices, in1 appointing ,experts as
judicial assistants by means outside Evidence Rulie 706. The C

econo~mist,7law, clerk is one exaample. Again,, much, more must be
learned, befere the,,,lrulemaking iprocess can, be undertaken.l

Some recent appellatel,,decisions appear to be constricting use L
of special masters, particullarly in the pretrial setting. These
decisions afford the imme1dlatoccasion for addressing'the question
through the rulemaking process. LI

General discussion followed this introduction.

The first and recurring, question was the extent of actual 9
reliance on special masters, for pretrial and decree-enforcement
proceedings. Most of the discussion focused on pretrial matters.
Some members of the committee reported that they had no experience
with pretrial masters; in theidistricts in which they practice,
judicial duties are delegated only to magistrate, judges, not
special masters. Otherslt11 reported extensive use, reflecting
inability of the magistrate lJudge, corps to handle all of the L}
pretrial work that needs to be done. The Northern District of
California makes extensive, lPuse of masters, perhaps, because the C

docket ,'is studded with lcomplicated intellectual property cases. Li
Masters are used to supervi4e discovery, to handle other pretrial
management tasks, and to facilitate settlement. As avery special n

illustration, one committee member who is supervising consolidated
pretrial proceedings has appointed a special master to handle
communications and coordination with courts in 48 states dealing
with related litigation Masters also are used, to supervise
disposition of class altion ljudgments. One concern may be that
adopting formal rule' say invlte increased use of masters by making
the practiceseem easJrer dlre ordinary. Rule amendments should
be frai ed tb^ensure that rela4nce on masters remains exceptional.

To the extent that mat are appointed because of limits on
available magistrate judge tinel as well as district judge time, one L
possibility may be to expand the number of ,magistrate judges. If
there is only occasional neee , it might be possibleto establish a

7Ki
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roving corps of magistrate judges available for assignment tospecific tasks without regard to ordinary district lines. TheLi problem in large part is one of the limits of judicial time inrelation to the demand. Magistrate judge positions were created to
respond to burdens on judicial time, and have become essential.
Regularization of special master practices may in turn encouragethe system to rely on ad hoc appointment of nonjudicial officers in
a way that soon becomes another indispensable part of the system.
This prospect argues for caution in approaching rules that may
expand' reliance on masters.

The view was expressed that pretrial use of special masters isessentially unregulated by the Civil Rules. The history of Rule 53
shows explicit consideration of this possibility and: equally
explicit rejection. As the rules now stand, it is necessary torely on theories of inherent power. Rule'53 provides at most ananalogy to regulate some'of the questions that arise. And thereare many important questions.

L Cost is one of the broad questions posed by resort to specialmasters. In the competition for scarce judicial resources andattention, litigants who can afford to pay maybe nudged toward useof special masters.! This phenomenon may be seen as a desirable
movement toward "user pays" methods of defraying the costs ofadjudication. One incidental benefit is that a greater share ofLi public judicial capacity is freed for use by others. It may seeminstead to give an unfair advantage to wealthy parties who canafford to bypass the queueOfor judicial disposition. Even worse,

C it may seem to impose disadvantages on litigants who cannot really
afford the cost of masters inflicted by court order. The
experience in federal equity practice before the use of masters wasseverely curtailed by the 1912 rules was offered as a warning.
There are real risks in routine delegation to masters who manage toL spend inordinate amounts of time, generating inordinate fees andproviding inexpert service.

The question of compensation rates was noted. Experience in
the committee reflected rates as high as $300 an hour, and as lowas $50 to $75 an hour for monitors selected to review decreeenforcment problems. In one case fees were set lower than theparties agreed upon in anticipation that the master's fees might beargued as support for increased statutory fees. One judge observedthat masters are commonly selected from "retired judges companies"
who provide private judicial services, with expenses prepaid by theparties on an equal sharing basis but eventually taxed as costs.

It was observed that the nexus between Evidence Rule 706 and
masters may run in two directions. Not only may a master become ineffect a witness; an expert witness may be appointed and asked toL assume the duties of a master. If these questions are addressed,
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it should be in coordination with the Evidence Rules Advisory Z
Committee. Some judges use experts in Evidence Rule 104(a)

hearings to help decide whether to consider evidence from another
expert,; there ,may ,be some risk of acontinual regression. ,There
may , be a ,more direct interdependence if a special master is
appointed for discovery or other pretrial chores withj an eye to
paving the way towardRule 104(a) hearings.

There may,be siqnificant distinctions between appointment of
a master with consent o'f ali-the parties and appointment over the
objectionlof one or more parties. then all parties ponsent-i the
practide may seem similar to arbitration. Indeed, some private
contracts rovile for court app t of arbitrators upon failure
of th~ parties t o a gr ee; these relatiolnships do not, involve specialK
masters. 'Nonethpe~ps, there may re~ain issues that lshould be

l~~iabil ' 'ity, I r o m l I

a~dr, dApart from ~,the qu siis o qa1fication,
[[bm ti~,so of, re fer'ence, com jibu~atin h~tial

]udgvapplicab'lityrlf j Jethi adt

e Af ,i WW s,,[1, 11~,~t el

like, on pecific iylustration wasttm from
liability. Might there be a, dis tinci% iIbeteeLcpsesuL msters
and others, wit rerpqt to then e avdilabis tyL of u oa ineunity ? Lty
Could the tuur t on the decion hr fo bd of ee rulent
i~ a for~nala 'pa it gpent, order? An, of c se cansexptefsth

p ]ries s notalone! r ugle men coSu l ft oe n o t a 1m stelr if th d!s, rI to paricipe i acfninat 1n tecourt's
power. And at the q~a7er imIits ofk]eypaqtc~ ~i1 I
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Tneneefor, rules inh part on thoe etent

o- l~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ariz ing practice.

tha inerntor tappfnts onstrs ppsindyon iiee tpower

p,~rti'cul~arly, if, Y pr , objects.

Fina ly, discussion turned toI :he form o~f possible rules. A
h~ighly ditaie ~ el gover~ning many aspct of ,pretrial master

appolin mntws obsidered' as' a,-: ~e 1. [Teview wqas 'expresed
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one oi0of rnumbed amendments, Rule
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\16(c)(8) could be amended to include specific authorization for
appointment of pretrial special masters. Another possibility would
be to work within the discovery rules; this possibility is
particularly attractive if it is concluded that most other pretrial
chores should be discharged by a magistrate judge or district
judge. Rule 53, although a trial rule, might be amended at least

L to establish general provisions that govern masters appointed under
any rule.

The prospect of addressing Evidence Rule 706 as well, in
coordination with the Evidence Rules Committee, was found too
complex to be addressed immediately.

The conclusion of the discussion was that models of possible
rule amendments should be prepared, perhaps with alternative
versions responding to the possible choices between Rule 16, the
discovery rules, and Rule 53. Decree-enforcement questions are to
be postponed unless the process of drafting amendments for
discussion leads inexorably to such problems. The basic approach7 is to use simple and general terms in the rules, leaving questions
of detail for the Notes.

Rule 68

A proposal to revise Rule 68 advanced by Judge Schwarzer,
Director of the Federal Judicial Center, has been reviewed at theL November, 1992, and May, 1993, meetings of the Committee. In
addition, the Court Administration and Case Management Committee
has endorsed the provision of the Civil Justice Reform Act of 1993,
S. 585, that would enact this proposal as legislation. The CourtL. Administration Committee has urged that the Committee on Rules of
Practice and Procedure report to the March, 1994 session of the
Judicial Conference on the appropriateness of considering this

L matter through the Rules Enabling Act process.

Discussion of this proposal began with the observation that
Rule 68 has received much attention over time. There also has been
much discussion of more direct fee-shifting proposals. Initial
support for moving toward a "British" fee-shifting system seems to
be waning. One reason for concern is the heavy reliance we place

L~. on private litigation to accomplish public ends; this "private
attorney general" approach would be impaired by putting plaintiffs
at risk of paying defense attorney fees. As economists haveK studied fee shifting in greater detail, moreover, they have
identified realistic settings in which fee shifting can deter
settlement.

The difficulties that inhere in the present proposal arise in
part from the fact that it strikes out in a new direction. This7 proposal would be a creative and predictive exercise of the

L
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rulemaking power, not an adoption, validation, and refinement of L
practices that have emerged in the courts. It may be that
economists - who have begun to study offer-of-judgment sanctions `7
seriously - can help by identifying party incentives and L
motivations that "are 'not intuitively obvious. Common-sense
ev'aluation'of economic diagnoses remains important, however. The
more refined reaches of game theory, for example, may' be more
sophisticated than the motives that actually drive behavior. L

Following this introduction, the Reporter reviewed the
purposes and character `of the current proposal. The central
feature of the" proposal ils adoption of a sanction that provides for
limited attorney fee shifting. The assumption is that`'something
can be done to increase the number of cases that settle, and to
accelerate the time of settlement in cases that now settle. There L
also seems to be a belief that fairness requires compensation to a
party for expenses 'incurred after ltmaking an unsuccessful' offer to
settle onrterms more favorable to its adversary than the judgment. U
The mechanism designed to serve these`l lpurposes would shift
reasonable'post-offer fees', but subtract the benefit that results
from the ' difference between Joffer andjudgment and limit 'the
maximum award to the amount of the judgment. A simple set of
figures was used to illustrate both the "benefit-of-the-judgment"
and "cap" features: Ir

Defendant Offer $50,000 $50,000
Post-offer def fees 15,000 55,000 7
Judgment '40,000 40,000

The award in the left column' is $5,000: The actual reasonable
$15,000 fee is reduced by the $10,'000 difference between offer and L
judgment. 'The award -in the right column is $40,000: The actual
reasonable $55,000 fee is first reduced by the $10,000 difference
between offer and judgment, leaving a $45,000 figure; and then
"capped" at $40,000 as the amount' of the judgment. The plaintiff
nets $35,000 in the first setting, and the defendant is in the same
position as if the $50,000 offer had been accepted. 'The plaintiff
gets nothing in the second setting, but is not out-of-pocket, and L

the defendant is $5,000 worse of f than had the offer been accepted.

Economic theory can identify' situations in'which this system
would encourage settlement,,1 and other situations in which it would
deter settlement. Theory has not yet reached a point at which the
distribution of actual impacts can be predicted. C

Strategic use of 'this syst'em is often predicted, and difficult
to control. Since multiple offers are allowed, and indeed
encouraged, many lawyers who have reviewed the proposal predict
that early offers will be made for the purpose of affecting
bargaining positions in later negotiations, not for the purpose of

CJ
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prompting settlement.

The predicted impact of the system may depend on the character
of the underlying litigation. "Big" cases for high stakes may be
relatively immune from this form of settlement incentive; other
incentives will overwhelm offer-of-judgment sanctions. In small-
stakes cases, plaintiffs who have relatively few resources and who
are risk-averse may feel compelled to settle on terms that do not
reflect the fair settlement value of their claims.

It also is possible to question the value of early settlement.
If the proposal encourages parties to settle without undertaking
the discovery and other information-gathering efforts that
otherwise would be made, early settlements may reflect ignorance
rather than fair appraisal of the dispute.

The intrinsic value of settlement also can be questioned.
Some litigants may seek judgment, not the present money equivalent
of probability-adjusted possible outcomes. The theory that we
should increase incentives to settle may not take sufficient
account of this question.

7 With this introduction, discussion began with speculationL about the characteristics of cases that settle. It was noted that
although more than 90% of all filed cases disappear without trial,
many of them disappear for reasons other than settlement.
Settlement is most likely in cases that are approached by theL parties from a cost/benefit analysis. Most of these cases likely
settle now. Those that survive may involve stakes beyond money
judgments. With large and uncertain damages, and uncertainty as toL liability, settlement may be difficult to predict. The risk of
losing everything may make it attractive to settle on terms that do
not correspond to a dispassionately calculated predicted value.
And cases involving multiple parties may be more difficult to
settle, at least as to all defendants. The rules of setoff,
contribution, and like incidents of joint, joint and several, or
several liability are important. The multi-defendant antitrust
action is an illustration of a pattern in which it is common to
settle with all but one or two deep-pocket defendants as a means of
financing a big-scale trial. Settlements among most parties do notLb avoid the need for trial.

But there may be cases in which settlement remains possible.
A very small sample considered by the Federal Judicial Center found
trials in cases in which the defendant expected to pay more than
the plaintiff expected to win, so that settlement should have beenL possible. Cases involving a single defendant and relatively clearL damages at a reasonably low level may be particularly suitable for
settlement. Personal injury cases in which the dispute centers onfT damages also may be cases likely to be influenced by Rule 68
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revisions.

It was urged that we should pursue this topic to see whether
it is possible to encourage early settlement. Some regular
litigants are frustrated by the difficulty of achieving early
settlement. Incentives can help. California practice relies on
shifting payment of expert witness fees as incentives in the offer-
of-judgment rule.` 'This incentive has helped induce settlements.
Offers are routinely made1 and' the consequences are' regularly
considered in evaluating the offers. Offers are made even in cases
involving relatively poor parties who may not be able to satisfy a
judg ent for isanctions, since the judgment can be traded off in the
process of settlingabn appeal.

The ,ioffsettng' concerns, iabout the fairness of, settlement also
were explored. Fear was rjexpressed that exposure to potentially
substantial Rule 68 consequences could distort settlement
calculations. An indiv'idual plaintiff with a legitimate claim, F
anxious for fullrdiscoveryk1to evaluate and" assert the claim, may
feel undue pressurleli tol ''llse.ttle on Iterms that -do Snot seem
intrinsically attractive. [T is fear was expressedon the basis of |

experience both in representing plaintiffs land hikin 'representing
defendants. The relatively great economic power of many defendants
in relation to many plain`ifIs may lead lto unfair results. This
observation led to the[lsjug est[ion that erhaps sanctions'should be
imposed , ifor making -ani ''~ofilfthat isr lessi fav 6rabil e 1'11~than the
judgment.

The most direct view about the valud of settlement was that it
is a mistake to view trial 'as a pathological event,, resulting'from
settlement miscalculations by the parti s. The system'is designed
to provide trials. rSystems designed to deterparties from going toL
trial are unwise; what'is tpoil~be feared is nrot an ineffective'rule
but a rulelthat is too effective in coercing settlements. '

Related doubts Iwere expressed 'in "the 'observation that
protracted experience ,wi attempts to encourage settlement
suggests"that rule-drivep approachesare not likely to work. The F
current ;rulie has'little; effect outside [of statutory fee-shifting
cases,I because costs are not likely' todlbe signifi ant in relation
to stakes. Economists gro sly exaggerate thel rationality of the F
settlement process. In many personal inijury ca es the damages are
not capable of calculation. It is not fair to attach consequences
to failure to guess right -in response to-a Rule 68 "offer when there
is no sound basis for dtng probable judgi''ents.

These views led many to believe that the proposed amendments
may involve matters of substance. To the extept that they seem to
move part-way toward adoption of the "British Rulel" thatthe loser
pays the winnerr s att rhely fetes, there may be 'more direct and1 lil lill; 14 ^ ill 1 1l~~~~~~~~~~l n
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better ways of making the move.

It also was suggested that offer-of-judgment provisions work
effectively only in cases in which rejection can defeat the right
to recover statutory attorney fees. In such cases it can create a
conflict of interest between attorney and client if statutory fees
are an important guarantee of fee payment. On the other hand, it
also can help reduce conflicts of interest in cases in which
settlement is thwarted by the attorney's desire to pursue greater
fees through litigation.

Fee-shifting sanctions may have a perverse consequence if a
party who rejects a formal offer seeks to reduce the danger of fee
liability by increasing expenses in an effort to win a more
favorable judgment.

John Shapard of the Federal Judicial Center described the
questionnaire they plan to use in an effort to gain more
information about the settlement process. He began by noting that
it is easier to understand the proposed Rule 68 amendments as
creating a choice for the of feror. The offeror can choose to stand
on the judgment, without any attorney fee award, or can choose the
offer with an adjustment for attorney fees. Thus if the defendant
offers $50,000 and judgment is $40,000, the defendant will choose
to pay the judgment if post-offer fees are $10,000 or less, and
will choose to pay the $50,000 offer less post-offer fees if the
fees exceed $10,000. This rationale would support rule language
that avoids the need to determine reasonable post-offer fees
whenever the offeror elects to accept the judgment. This
rationale, on the other hand, may lend support to arguments that
the Rule affects substantive rights.

Mr. Shapard also noted that plausible offers under a fee-
shifting statute may restrain incentives to run up expenses by
imposing responsibilities on an adversary. A party who may have to
compensate such expenses may hesitate to inflict them.

The proposed questionnaire, which has been reviewed with a
subcommittee of this Committee, is intended in part to find out how
many cases that do not now settle might have settled. It also
hopes to find out whether cases that do settle might be settled
earlier. It has been opened out from earlier versions so as to
solicit reactions to other possible revisions of Rule 68. Although
the broader inquiry may help gather lawyer reactions to an array of
possible sanctions, drafting the questionnaire in this form is more
difficult. The- survey population will seek to reach all lawyers
who participated in 600 cases selected at random. There will be
100 tort cases that went to trial and 100 that settled; -100
contract cases that tried and 100 that settled; and 100 "other"
cases that tried and 100 that settled. A separate questionnaire
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will be designed for statutory-fee shifting cases.

It was asked whether the survey is something that should
inform consideration of Rule 68 amendments, or'whether the first
questions should be addressed as a matter of philosophy rather than
probable impact. It was pointed out that one of the motives for
undertaking the survey is that legislation has been introduced to K
enact theu capped-benefit-of-the-judgment proposal the survey has L
meaning outside of possible use by'this Committee.

A motion was made and seconded that this Committee not ask the
Federal Judicial Center to undertake the proposed survey.
Discussionhiof this motion included the observationl that the Court
Administration and Case Management Committee has already approved C

the principle embodied in the proposed Rule v68 amendments, and has
asked for a report on the wisdom of addressing th e&matter through
the Rules Enabling Act process. The proposed statute does not fit
well with the RRules; it would overlap Rule 68, and does i not attempt L
to adjust the overlap. We' should knowliri more about the possible
impact of Rule 68 before seeking to cutkoff the R6lemaking process.

Further discussion resulted in a suggestion that most members
of the Committee would, 'if put to the question, agree to several
points. First,' the Committee is not now prepared to go6ahead with
the proposed revision of Rule 68. Secondf,[ thatl to whatever extent
the Judicial Conference has approvedIthe basicl elements of this
proposal on recommendation of the Court JbAdtinistration and Case
Management Committee, it should reconsider. 'In ddition, it shouldL
note the need toiadapt any legislation that k~mayV'be ad6pted to the
incidents iof , Rule 68 as it stands nowlincluding its impact on
attorney fee- shifting statutes. Third, the questidn of allocating L
responsibility between legislation iland the RulesEnabling Act
process is difficult. There may be substantive elements to
attorney feel shifting in!,this' setting &that ¶,ounsel action by
Congress. At the same time, the proposa lbears' directly on a
procedure that has been adopted through the iiEnailng Act process,
and there are great benefits to, cons ideratL~Lor through this
deliberate and multi-stage process. This suDmary was approved on
motion, as described below.

On vote i, the motion that the Committee not recommend to the
Federal Judicial Center Ithat it undertake the proposed survey
failed, seven votes against and two votes for.

A motion, was then made to recommend that the Federal Judicial K
Center undertake two surveys, including 'one focusing on the use of
Rule 68 in statutory fee-shifting cases. The motion included m

approval of the three points summarized'in theLnext-to-preceding
paragraph. 'The motion carried, nine votes for and no votes
against. l

r I r t~~~~~~~~s
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Two final suggestions were made. One was that the actions of
the Committee leave it open to consider abrogating Rule 68. The
second was that any Rule 68 revision should address the possible
issue preclusion effects of a Rule 68 judgment.

Liaison to Evidence Rules Committee

Judge Brazil reported as liaison member from this Committee onthe New Orleans meeting of the Evidence Rules Committee.

The Evidence Rules Committee plans to review all the Evidence
Rules. Proposed revisions to Rule 412 are going forward now.

The Evidence Rules Committee began with proposals that it
consider the topic of "trial management." It considered the
possibility of providing guidance and perhaps encouragement formanagement of litigation at the trial stage. The possibilities of
proceeding by way of formal rules, guidelines, or educational
efforts were considered and found difficult to evaluate. It wasconcluded that the Civil Rules Committee is the more appropriateL body to initiate study of these matters, but that it will be
desirable for the Evidence Rules Committee to participate in the

C process. Joint projects, or initiatives by the Civil RulesCommittee, will be welcome.

The Evidence Rules Committee also considered the relationship
between Civil Rule 53 masters and Evidence Rule 706 court-appointed
expert witnesses. The Evidence Rules Committee will study the 700
series rules, but believes that the initiative with respect tomasters and experts should come from the Civil Rules Committee withrespect to all questions other than experts appointed to testify at
trial.

Many issues will be studied involving Evidence Rule 408 on the
admissibility of statements and offers in settlement. Among theissues will be identification of communications that count as madeL for the purpose of settlement; admissibility in one case ofcommunications made in another case; and what exceptions might be
made based on finding different purposes for the communications.
Sealed settlements also will be studied, recognizing that these
questions may involve the Civil Rules Committee.

Regulation of juror questions at trial will be studied.Again, this topic may overlap with the Civil Rules Committee.

Finally, there was substantial debate over Evidence Rule404(b) dealing with other crimes, wrongs, or acts. The questionsL included whether there should be an Evidence Rule .104(a) hearingrequirement before bad acts can be used for any purpose; whetherfindings should be required as to the relative probative value and

L
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effects of the evidence; and whether a criminal defendant can V
concede an issue to avoid admission of such evidence.

Finally, it was noted by a member of this Committee that C

pending legislationpwould adopt a limit on'the number of' expert
witnesses that can be used at trial. It was moved and seconded
that this Committee opptose adopting such limits by legislation
rather than the Rules Enabling Act process. The motion passed
unanimously.

Sealing Records L
Judge J. Rich Leonard wrote on behalf of the joint committee

on Court Records established by the Administrative Office and the K
Federal Judicial Center. He noted that the records schedule LI
adopted in 1982 by the Judicial Conference requires that designated
court case files be preserved, but that there is an impasse between
orders that seal records without any time limit and the refusal of
the National Archives to accept records that' cannot be, made
available by a specific date. He recommended that the various g

rules committees consider rules amendments setting 25 years as the
presumed expiration date of sealing orders. Civil Rule 43 could be
amended, for example, by adopting a new subdivision: "(g)
Expiration of sealing orders. An order sealing court records
expires 25 years after final judgment unless the order or a later
order sets a different expiration date."

The Committee decided that the time has not come to worry L
about the National Archives problem. Legislation may be a suitable
mans of addressing the record storage problem.' It was noted that
a provision setting a presumed expiration period would simply
prompt careful lawyers to ask for perpetual sealing, or sealing for
periods so long as to be perpetual for any practical purpose'. And
it was suggested that most judges probably assume now that sealing
orders are perpetual.

The questions raised by this proposal, however, involve much -

deeper issues of access to court records. Members of the committee
noted that different courts around the country follow quite
different policies in directing that records be sealed. A wide
variety of records may be sealed, including pleadings, summary
judgment materials, transcripts, and settlement papers. Sealing
orders at times are used to protect privilege materials. The topic
has been enormously controversial in state courts. Special
problems arise in litigation consolidating actions governed by
different state laws; one member of the committee reported that in
consolidated litigation involving the laws of 48 different states
he had adopted the expedient ofi requiring disclosure according to L
the law of the least protective state - once an item is disclosed
under that law, it is available as a practical matter in all other

., C~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~L
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L cases.

The Committee has recently considered legislation dealing with
public access to settlement agreements in litigation with the
United States or United States agencies, and concluded that
legislation is the proper means of addressing that problem.L

Sealing orders in more general terms, however, seem a suitable
topic for Civil Rules action. The topic is important. The
Committee concluded that these questions should remain on the
agenda for further study, instructing the Reporter to provide
information for discussion at the next meeting.

Proposed Amendments To Be Published

It was reported that earlier Rules amendment proposals will be
published for public comment. Rules 26(c)(3), 43, 50, 52, 59, 83,
and 84 are in the package. The versions of Rules 83 and 84
initially proposed by this Committee have been revised by the

L Reporter of the Standing Committee, working with the Reporters for
the various advisory committees, to achieve uniformity. Public
hearings have been set for Dallas, Texas, at 2:00 p.m. on April 6,

L:. 1994.

Style amendments

K The Committee resolved itself into Committee of the Whole to
work on style revisions of the Civil Rules developed by the Style
Subcommittee of the Standing Committee, working with Bryan A.
Garner. The history of the process was noted. The initial draft
of the Style Subcommittee did not include the 1993 Civil Rules
amendments that were then in process of adoption. Judge Pointer,
as chair of this Committee, revised all of the 1993 amendments to
conform to the style of the draft. This Committee was divided into.
three subcommittees that each studied one portion of the draft.
Suggestions from these subcommittees were incorporated in the
draft. The product of this process went back to the Style
Subcommittee; working with Bryan Garner, the Style Subcommittee
developed the draft now before this Committee.

The nature and purpose of the style project were discussed -

throughout the deliberations of the Committee of the Whole. It was
concluded that it is worthwhile to pursue restyling through to the.
point of establishing a well-polished document that restyles all of,
the Civil Rules. The purpose of the project is to make the rules
more accessible to the lawyers, judges, and even pro se litigants
who must work with them. The Rules have many ambiguities and
failures of clarity that can be corrected. The Civil Rules have
been chosen as the demonstration project. The Style Subcommittee
has grown increasingly enthusiastic as the project has developed,
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finding the drafts much easier to use and understand than the

current rules. The purpose-throughout has been simply to improve

clarity, recognizing that resolution of identified ambiguities may

effect changes'in 'Meaning but seeking as far as possible to resolve

each ambiguity in favor of the most likely intended meaning. Once

a uniform stylel has been attained, all future revisions will follow

this style. '

The use to be made of the final document, however, remains

uncertain. The most ambitious program would be to publish the

document for public comment with an eye to adoption of the complete H
revision all at once. This possibility has been contemplated by

the Standing Committee from the beginning. This Committee would

report the final restyled draft to the Standing Committee with a C

recommendation for adoption as with any other Civil Rules changes.

Upon approval by the Standing Committee, with such changes as it

might find desirable ,the draft would be published for comment. If

this course were followed,'the period for public comment should be

longer 'than the ordinary period' to ensure as full comment as

possiblel on the ways in which changes made for the purpose of

clarification might effect unintended changes in meaning. Even

then, there are risks 'of confusion, and a 'certainty' that changes in

language will generate litigation over arguments that meanings have

been changed. It also may be unwise to attempt to seek public

comment on any rules amendments designed to change rules meaning J

during the period for comment! onl lthe style proposal. Public

comment on the style proposal could easily absorb all the available H
time and energy of 'this 'Committee.

It was 11noted that inadvertent substantive changes may be made.

The drafts, represent an,' int'ent to identify each recognized L
ambiguity and to sta thereasons for its resolution. It was

suggested, however, that ifEany of the changes have any substantive

effect!,, the project wilI'generate great resistance. Each time this

Committee has studied portionsi of a draft, significant numbers of

possible substantive changes he been found. This experience has

demonstrated the difficulty ofuavoiding unintentional changes in

meaninq~ and has sharpened the mlense that a cautious approach may A

be desirable in determining the use to be made of the final

product. 'III '

The effort to revise all the rules at one time responds to the

belief that it is better to use style conventions that are constant

across the full set of rules. ;

Consideration also must be given to other foreseeable work in

deciding the use to be made of the final style -draft. In

relatively short order, the results of local civil justice delay

and expense reduction plans will be available for study. This

Committee must be deeply engaged in the process of sorting through 7
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the successful innovations and separating the unsuccessful ones,
with an eye to incorporation of the successful practices in the

L Civil Rules. Much time and energy will be required for this work.

The Committee concluded that it is important to produce as7 clean a style draft as possible. A motion that the Committee not
attempt to finish work on the style draft at this meeting passed
unanimously. It was agreed that a separate meeting should be held
for the sole purpose of working on the style draft. The potential
impact of the style draft is enormous; great care must be taken to
ensure that no changes of meaning are effected. The work cannot be
rushed. Judge Pointer agreed to incorporate into a single draft
the suggestions that have been made by members of the Style
Subcommittee and marked on the current working draft. This new
draft will provide the basis for discussion at the style meeting.

Further discussion of the steps to be taken after finishing a
style draft concluded without resolution. It may prove desirable
to circulate the draft for informal comment, but the form and scope

L of the circulation cannot be determined without deciding on the
purpose of the circulation. If it is decided to pursue submission
to the Standing Committee with a recommendation for publication
through the regular Rules Enabling Act process, it may be better to
follow that path without extensive prior circulation. If it is
decided to hold the draft as a model to be incorporated in
individual rules as amendments are made for otherpurposes, wider
informal circulation may be desirable.

Specific drafting rules were noted. One problem that has not
been fully resolved is the "hanging indent," in which an unnumbered
flush block of text follows numbered and inset portions. It would
be better not to come back to the margin after inset items. This

I~. problem arises in part from the attempt to preserve well-known Rule
numbers. Rule 12(b)(6), for example, is to remain numbered as Rule
12(b)(6). This problem arises perhaps 20 times in the current
draft. Recognizing that hanging indents can create ambiguity,
efforts should be made to eliminate them.

E A number of specific style issues were discussed.

In Rule 1, the draft changes the provision that the Rules
"shall be construed" to "should be" construed. It was suggested
that the revision should adopt "must be" construed to create
rights. The response was that "should" is appropriate because the
language is hortatory. A motion to retain "should" passed by seven7 votes for, one vote against.

In various rules, the draft refers to the place where a court
"sits." It was concluded that "is located" is the appropriate
term.
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It has been agreed that "party" is a neutral term; a party can

be referred to by "that," "who," and other flexible words. L
In draft Rule 4(d)(4), a change from requests addressed to a

defendant "outside any judicial district of the United States" to

"not within any judicial district of the United States" was
accepted. Parallel changes are appropriate in other places.

Draft Rule '5(c)(1)(C) carries forward an ambiguity of the 7
current rule. The provision that filing and service on the
plaintiff constitutes due notiae to the parties seems, as observed
in the footnote, awkward if answers to cross-claims and replies to
defendants' pleadings are served only on the plaintiff. The style
draft does not attempt, to resolve this quesAion.

Discusslion of RuleS 12(g) and (h) led to the conclusion that
they mean two things: If a Rule 12(b) motion is' ade, it must

include or waive all defenses then available under paragraphs (2),
(3), (4), or (5). If no Rule 12(b) motion is made, these defenses
must be included in the answer or, wdvedl.' The style draft should
ref lect this meaning. "

Rule 13(i)', on first examination, seems to have no independent 7
meaning. Iffiti serves as no more than a cross-reference to Rules
42(b) and 54(b), perhaps it should be deleted. The Reporter is to r
study`the question and report. EL

Discussion of Rule 14 renewed an earlier discussion of the

need to preservetantique provisions that have served purposes now 7
vanished. Rule 7(c), for example, abolishes demurrers, pleas, and
exceptions for insufficient pleading. This provision was useful
when the rules were first adopted. It is no longer necessary to
emphasize the absence of Rules providing for demurrers7 peas, and

exceptions for insufficient pleading. For the moment, the approach
to these provisions will be to note them with the question whether
they continue to serve any purpose.

Future Meetings

Future meetings of the Committee were set. A meeting will be
held February 21, 22, and 23, 1994, in Sea Island, Georgia, to
discuss the style revision draft. The next meeting for regular 7
business will be held April 28, 29, and 30, 1994, in Washington,
D.C. The following regular meeting was tenatively set for October
20, 21, and 22, 1994, in New Orleans, Louisiana. As noted above,
a hearing on published Rules amendments is scheduled for April 6, 7
1994, in Dallas, Texas.

Respectfully submitted, ,

Edward H oe, Repo~e

Lz
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MINUTES

ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON CIVIL RULES

February 21. 22. 23 1994

The Advisory Committee on Civil Rules met on February 21, 22,K and 23, 1994, at The Cloisters, Sea Island, Georgia. The meeting
was attended by Judge Patrick E. Higginbotham, Chair, and Committee
members Judge Wayne D. Brazil; Judge David S. Doty; Carol J. Hansen
Fines, Esq.; Francis H. Fox, Esq.; Chief Justice Richard W. Holmes;
Assistant Attorney General Frank W. Hunger; Mark 0. Kasanin, Esq.;
Judge Paul V. Niemeyer; Professor Thomas D. Rowe; Judge Anthony J.
Scirica; Judge C. Roger Vinson; and Phillip A. Wittmann, Esq.
Judge William 0. Bertelsman attended as liaison member from the
Standing Committee, and Judges Robert E. Keeton and George C. Pratt
attended as members of the Standing Committee Subcommittee on
Style. Professor Daniel R. Coquillette, Reporter of the Standing
Committee, was present, as were Standing Committee consultants
Joseph F. Spaniol, Jr., Esq., and Bryan A. Garner, Esq., and Peter
McCabe, Esq-, and John K. Rabiej,' Esq., of the Administrative
Office. Professor Edward H. Cooper was present as reporter.

The sole agenda item was work on the current draft of a
restyled set of Civil Rules, prepared by Judge Sam C. Pointer from

L the Style Subcommittee draft.

Before turning to the style project, the schedule for the
April meeting of the Committee was discussed. One of the major
items on the April agenda will be Rule 23; background materials
will be sent out soon. Three experienced lawyers have been invited
to attend the afternoon session on April 28 to discuss the history

L of Rule 23 beginning with the 1966 amendments and to discuss its
present effects. John P. Frank, Esq., Professor Francis E.
McGovern, and Herbert M. Wachtel, Esq. will form a panel. It was

L observed that settlements of truly massive tort actions now are
creating private ADR mechanisms - "the market" is pushing to
develop mechanisms that up to now have eluded legislative solution.

Note was made of the October recommendation with respect to
offer-of-judgment legislation, which was approved by the Standing
Committee in January. The recommendation that the Judicial
Conference suspend its endorsement of such legislation pending
completion of Enabling Act consideration may be on the Conference

v discussion calendar in March.

Early experience with'the voluntary disclosure provisions of
new Rule 26(a)(1) was discussed. Judge Brazil has prepared a
tentative list of variations among districts that have suspended
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Rule 26(a)(1), those that have adopted variations by local rule,
and those that operate under the national rule. Discussion of the
experience with Rule 26(a)(1) led in two directions. L

One part of the Rule 26(a)(1) discussion was devoted to the
reactions it has stirred to the Rules Enabling Act process. Groups
dissatisfied with the new rule have used it to focus attention on
the Enabling Act process The milder reactions are that Congress
should lengthen the period between submission of rule amendments to
it and the effective date. Stronger reactions address more
fundamental aspects of the process.

Another part of the Rule 2~6,(a)(l) discussion was devoted to K
the perennial problems crdeated by loca~l rules. Several members
observed that local rules generate far more complaints than the
national, rules. The pblems hecomemore aggravated as practice L
becomes increasingly nationalized. ltThe problems may be severe even
on a local basis, however; one member reported that each judge in
a large local district has a different disclosure practice. Once
again,, as at earlier meetings, the hope was expressed that
evaluation of experrience hderlthe Civil Justice Reform Act of 1990
will provide the occasion to reduce the proliferation of local 7
rules. I

Style

The style revisions were reviewed by subcommittees for H
presentation to the fullCommittee.

Judge Doty led a group that reviewed Rules 21 through 25.

Discussion of their recommendations lasted to 4:30 on Monday,
February 21.

Phillip Wittmann led a group that reviewed the discovery
rules. Judge Brazil had special responsibility for Rules 26
throughI29 and led the discussion of those rules. That discussion
ran through into Friday morning, February 23. Mr. Wittmann led
discussion of Rule 30 until the meeting was adjourned at 11:30 a.m.

Some common styling questions emerged from the discussion. L

In Rule 26(a) (3) (B) (ii), the style draft changed the provision
that objections not timely made are "deemed waived" unless the l
failure is excused by the court. The style draft provided that an
objection may be made only if permitted by the court. The
Committee recognized that a "deemed waiver" is not a waiver at all,
not an intentional and voluntary relinquishment of a known right.
It further recognized that it is harsh to describe procedural
forfeiture as ,waiver. Nonetheless, it was concluded that the
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familiarity of fictive waiver concepts warrants retention of theK term. The "deemed waived" language was restored.

A few word conventions were adopted. "Parts" or "partly"
should be used for "portions" or "partially." "Limits" should be

L used for "limitations. Phrases including "pendency" ordinarily
should be simplified.

A number of substantive questions were noted, often with
suggestions of study for amendment outside the style project.

r=1
1, Rule 26(a)(3): The present rule requires that disclosures be

"made," and that "j[w]ithin 14 days thereafter," objections be made.
The style draft, Rule 26(a)(3)(B)(i), required objections "[w ]ithin
14 days after receiving the disclosure." The change was thought to
entail a change of meaning, since the present rule does not define
the time when a disclosure is "made." We may wish to consider
amending the rule to set the time from receipt, since that would
provide a clear answer for cases in which the disclosures are
served by mail.

Rule 26(b)(4)(C): The present rule requires that an expertL witness be paid a reasonable fee for time spend in responding to
discovery. The style draft required compensation for expenses as
well. This change was thought desirable - indeed mere correction
of a probable oversight - but beyond the scope of the style
project.

Rule 26(c)(1): This draft has been published for public
comment up to April 15, 1994. It was agreed that the word "also"
should be elaborated before the Committee recommends the rule to
the Standing Committee: I' - and, on matters relating to a
deposition, a+so either that court or the court for the district
where the deposition will be taken * * *."

Rule 26(e): By a 7:6 vote, the restyled version was adopted,
as amended. Those who preferred to continue the present language
without change agreed that the new structure is better, but feared37 that any variation in the still-controversial disclosure provisions
might prove controversial.

The final sentence of present Rule 26(e)(1) now requires
disclosure of any additions or other changes to information

L provided by an expert witness. The style version added the
requirement that the additions or changes be "material." The
requirement of materiality was thought desirable - indeed a limit
that should be implicit in the present rule - but a matter that
should be accomplished by amendment outside the style process.

Rule 26(g)(2): Subparagraph (A) does not contain the language
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added to Rule 11 in 1993, permitting positions taken by good-faith

argument for "establishing new law.," The "new law" provision was

deleted from styled Rule 26(g)(1)(B)(ii), with the recommendation

thatit be considered through theamendment process.
The final paragraph of present Rule 26(g)(2) provides for

striking an unsigned "request, response, or objection." The style

draft added "disclosure" to the list. AlthoughRule 26(a)(4)

requires that disclosures be signed, the addition of disclosures to

Rule 26(g)(2) was deleted as a substantive change that should be

accomplished through the amendment process.

Rule 27(a)(3): The final sentence was deleted as unnecessary.

Rule 34 has not referred to the, court in which the action is K
pending since, the 1970 amendments. Rule 35 9still refers to the

court in'which the action is pending but the style version deletes

the reference. If thereference if restored,,to Rule 35 - as might

be appropriate for orders directing a party to produce a nonparty

- the cross-referenceinRule 27(a)(3) likely should be restored.

Rule 2'8(b')2): [These notes include brief research by the

Reporter following the meeting.] Up to 1963, Rule 28(b)'provided:

"A commission or letters rogatory shall be issued only when

necessary o6rconvenient, on application and notice * * *." The

limit imposed by '"only when necessary or convenient" was deleted in

1963. TheIRule now reads "VIA commission or a letter roqatory shall

be issued, on application and notice * * *." The 1963 Committee K
Note does not explain the change, but the overall purpose of the Ho

1963 amendments was to ease access to these devices. It has been

thought clear "that the, discretion the courts formerly, had in

deciding whether, tojissue a commission or letters rqgatory has been

considerably redluced." 8 IC.A. Wright & AIR., Miller, Federal

Practice &,, Proceoure: Civil § 2083. 'The h'istory, at any rate,

suggests that "is was not used to indicate that a commission or E

letter regatory must issue. I'Shalll b issulbonly when necessary

or convenient" does not readily translate to l"must'be issued when

necessary or convenient." The scant authority cited,,in § 2083

seems to bear out the view that courts stilXhave discretion to L

refuse a commission or letter rogatory. I

Further research must be done Ito verify the meaning of the

current rule. If indeed it recognizes discre~tion to, refuse to

issue a commission or letter rog~atory, the stled version of Rule

28(b)(2) would be itroduiced as fo'Le a commissiona, a letter of

request, or, in an toplasAt e cacomiiission a letter oK
of reuestmayb* ,,iof request; issue" xpdts nt',er ational

procedure~hould fibe ,onsulted to eetermine Iwether i ,ere is an

identifiable pmm r practjd en'

Rule 30(a) ([2KBfi': This Rule requires leave of court or

consent of the partlies if, a proposed deposition "would result in
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more than ten depositions being taken under this rule or Rule 31 *
* *.if The meaning of this provision was debated. Some thought
that depositions of expert witnesses authorized by Rule 26(b)(4) do
not count for this purpose, reasoning that these are Rule 26(b)(4)
depositions rather than Rule 30 depositions. Others thought thatL Rule 26(b)(4) does not of itself supply authority for taking
depositions, but simply regulates the practice for Rule 30 or 31

7 depositions when a party wishes to depose an expert. This view was
L supported by observing that Rule 26(b)(4) does not address any of

the many deposition practice questions regulated by Rules 30 and
31, and Rule 37 nowhere provides for enforcing Rule 26(b)(4)
depositions. If this doubt proves troubling in practice, it may beL desirable to provide a clear answer by amending the rule.

Rule 30(f)(1): This Rule provides for sending a copy of the
deposition to the attorney who arranged for the transcript or
recording. It does not provide for sending the copy to a party who
proceeded without an attorney. This omission should be cured by
amendment.

Rule 30(f)(1)(B): This rule provides "that if the person
producing the m .. rials desires to retain them the person may * *
* (B) offer the originals to be marked for identification, after
giving to each party an opportunity to inspect and copy them, in
which event the materal` may then be used in the same manner as if
annexed to the deposition. The style version, Rule
30(f)(1)(A)(ii) translates this: " * * * with originals being
returned to the producing party and the copies then being used as
if originals annexed to the deposition." The style versionL highlights a possible ambiguity in the present rule. Many members
of the Committee believe that "materials" must be read in the same
sense in both places in the same sentence -'it is the originals,

L_ not any copies made by other parties, that may be used as if
annexed to the deposition. This has been the practice of several.
,Others believe that it is desirable to allow the copies to be used
as if annexed, and that the style draft reflects the correct
meaning of the current rule.

The history of Rule 30(f)(1) is reflected in the 1970 and 1980
Committee Notes. It is not particularly helpful. The current
version was adopted in 1980. The 1970 version, set out in 8
Federal Practice & Procedure: Civil § 2114, was criticized as

2 ambiguous. The 1970 version read:
L except that (A) the person producing the materials may

substitute copies to be marked for identification, if he
affords to all parties fair opportunity to verify theL copies by comparison with the originals, and (B) if the
person producing the materials requests their return the
officer shall mark them, give each party an opportunity
to inspect and copy them, and return them to the person
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producing them, and the materials may then be used in the

same manner as if annexed to and returned with the

deposition.
It was suggested that this version was intended to create two

procedures: under (A), substituted copies'would serve as originals

for all purposes. This meaning is clear in (A) as it has been I

amended., Under (B), the apparent sense was that the -original

"materials" couldbe used as if annexed to the deposition.

This question too should be investigated further,t to determine K
what meaning should be reflected in the, styled rule. In ad'ition, V

the Committee may,wish to consider amiendnents to changeithe present

rule. Some members thoughts it would be useful to allowuse as if

originals of copies, madellby parties, other than the4 party who

produced the originals.

Respectfully submitted,

Edard .sve 
_

Reporter

C
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REPORTER'S SUMMARY

Comments on Proposed Amendments:
Civil Rules 26, 43, 50, 52, 59, 83, and 84 V 0

L
On October 15, 1993, the Committee on Rules of Practice and

Procedure published for public comment proposed amendments to Civil
Rules 26, 43, 50, 52, 59, 83, and 84. The public comment period
closes on April 15, 1994. A public hearing on the proposals is

r scheduled for April 28, 1994, to coincide with the first day of theL Civil Rules Advisory Committee meeting in Washington, D.C.

This note summarizes the three written comments that have been
transmitted by the Administrative Office to the Reporter as of
April 1, 1994.

General

John L.A. Lyddane finds "these amendments are essentially non-
controversial" and sees "no reason why they should not be
implemented."

Rule 50

Judge Cornelia G. Kennedy is concerned that Rule 50(b)
continues to be ambiguous on the question whether a motion for7 judgment as a matter of law must be renewed after verdict "where
the court simply fails to rule on the motion made at the close of
the evidence rather than denies it." Her court - the Sixth Circuit
- does not require renewal "if the trial court reserved its17 decision on -the motion to see if the jury verdict would make the
issue moot. If the motion must be renewed under all circumstances,
perhaps it would be better to say so."

L Rule 83

7 Stephen Yagman expresses concern that the proposal "do[es]
away with" the final sentence of Rule 83, which now requires that
procedural orders by individual judges be "not inconsistent with
these rules or those of the district in which they act." Since the
proposal requires that procedural orders by individual judges be
"consistent with federal law, rules adopted under * * * §§ 2072 and
2075, and local rules of the district," the concern must reflect
the change from "not inconsistent with" to "consistent with." HeL extols the virtues of uniformity in local practice.

L



ADDITIONAL CONMENTS: 1993 PROPOSED AMENDMENTS

Public Citizen Litigation Group

All of the following comments were set out in a single
submission by the Public Citizen Litigation Group.

Rule 26(c)(3)

Generally support the proposal. But suggests: (1) "Return or
destroy" orders should be permitted only if the party providing L
discovery responses retains both the request and responding
materials in readily accessible form for the benefit of future
litigants. (2) It should be made clear that a protective order can
be amended after judgment. (3) Iy may be intended to suggest, by
way of an allusion to the last sentence of the Note, that Rule 26
should be amended to provide for amendment of protective provisions L
included in a judgment. (4) The Rule or Note should state that a
court may require that unfiled materials be filed, even after the
case has concluded. (5) It should be provided that a nonparty can
move for modification without intervening. (6) The list of factors L
to be considered should be deleted in favor of a "good cause"
standard. Considering the extent of reliance may too often defeat
modification. Courts seem to have balanced the appropriate factors
reasonably well under a general good cause standard.

Rules 50, 52, and 59 K

The comment reflects the belief that Rule 6(a) permits filing
by mail without actual receipt by the court. If a change is
intended, it should be made clear. (The source of this belief is
uncertain. Rule 5(e) provides for filing with the clerk or a
judge. The cases and treatises say that filing requires actual 7

receipt by the clerk or judge; filing by mail occurs at the time of L
receipt, not at the time of mailing. Cooper v. City of Ashland,
C.A.9th, 1989, 871 F.2d 104; Torras Herreria y Construcciones, S.A.
v. M/V Timur Star, 6th Cir.1986, 803 F.2d 215, 216; Lee v. Dallas
Cty. Bd. of Educ., C.A.5th, 1978, 578 F.2d 1177, 1178 n. 1, 1179;
4A C. Wright & A. Miller, Federal Practice & Procedure: Civil 2d,
§ 1153.) It also is suggested that provision should be made for C

filing by private courier services. Local rules have conflicting
provisions for filing by means-other than United States mail, and
should be replaced by a uniform national practice.

Rule 84(b)

This is a good idea, but it is not clear that it is authorized
by 28 U.S.C. § 2072. Congress should be asked to amend the statute
to confer this authority on the Judicial Conference. The procedure
should include provision for notice and comment, and for
transmittal to the Supreme Court and Congress at least 30 days
before technical changes become effective.

r
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04/11/94 04:31 e5164636091 HOFSTRA LAW 002
COMMr7TEE ON RULES OF PRACTICE AND PROCMURE

JUDICIAL CONFERENCE OF THE UNITED STATES
WASHINGTON, D.C. 2054

ALICEMIE M. STOTLER 
CHAIM OF ADVIORYCOMMS

I W~~~QAIR

JAMES IC. LoGXWPETER CG U3C 
APPEUA7E RULESZIMMUAY =PAUL- 

MANeSL 
ZMR~ffcY A

PA7RICK PE tWSINBOTAI

D. LOWEL JENSEN
CRYPIAL RULESK . April 1±, 1994 RALPH KWWYINT, J

Edward R. Cooper
Associate Dean
University of Michigan Law SchoolL 312 Hutchins Eall
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48109-1215

Dear Ed:

at its Febr eeting, the Advisory Committee OnBanuptc Rules discussed the proposed amendments to BankruptcyRL2les 8018 and 9029 which incorporate the uniform amendmentsgoverning localirules These proposed arenetS e virtuallyL t~he same as the prposed ameodents; to F. RCiv.P. 83 that wereL publisd for public comment in October 1993.
A notion was adopted by the Advisory Committee on BankruptcyRules (by a 10-l vote) to recommend to the Standing Committeethat the language of the proposed new subdivision (a) (2) of Rules8018 and 9029 be c d as follows:

L (2) A local rule iaposing a requjreent of form meutnot be enforced in maner that causes a party to loserights because of a Leqe z noonwillful failure to complyL wwith the requirement.

If ts cnge is made, the following sentence in the; uniforms commttee note also should be changed:
MThe proription of paragraph (2) is narrowly drawn --covering only violatio ato that arer not willful and only those involWng local rules directed toLmatters of form.w

The Bankruptcy Committee believes that a firdig ofnegligence should not have to be made for a violation to beprotected by this rule. Other uonwillful violations also asouldbe protected, such as when the failure to folloW a local rulerelating to form is due to reasons beyond the lawyers control,or in other situations in which the lawyerls conduct does notrise to the level of negligence.
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LI

It also has been suggested that I inform the reporters of
the Appellate, Criminal and Civil Advisory Comittees of the
Bankruptcy Committee's reondation, with a request that each
reporter inform his or her advisory coamittee. for its reaction.
It may be helpful to the Standing Committee to know whether the
other advisory coumitts~a agree with this recommendation of the
B unriptc Commitee

I understand that your next meeting will be held on April 7
28-30i 1994. X request that you ask your committee at that time j
to consider whether it agrees with the Banlcruptcy Comittee's
recommendation.

Best personal regards.

Sincerely, ''

I-~~~~~L

Reporter.
AdVisory oaittee on'
Bankruptcy Rulas

cc: Ron. Alicemarie S. Stotler
Hon. Paul Mannes
Prof. Daniel R. Coquillette

Li



Froa: Tom Rowe at Ei 919-383-8665 6 94-11-94 99:27 pmTo: John K. flabiej at ED 1-292-27-1826 9 8Z of 8ez

uke Uxniversity
School of Law

L Science Drive at Tcwerview
Box 90360

Durham, Morth Carolina 27708-0360

L
Thomas D. Rowe, Jr. Telephone (919) 684-5362
Professor of Law Facsimile (919) 684-3417
Internet TDR'facultylaw.duke.edu Rome phone (919) 383-6775

April 11, 1994

John K. Rabiej, Chief
Rules Committee Support Office
Administrative Office of the United States Courts
Washington, DC 20544

By fax

Dear John:

Thanks for your patience as I learn the protocols by which the Advisory Committees pro-
ceed. What I had written to the Chair and Reporter of our Civil Rules committee about theL pending Rule 84 proposal was as follows:

C "We have pending the proposed changes to Rule 84 on Judicial Conference authority toL revise forms or make technical changes without Supreme Court approval or Congressional re-
view. I unreservedly agree that such authority should exist. I have grave doubts, though, about
the power of the rules process to confer the authority on itself. I'm enough of a formalist that

L unless there's something here I'm missing, I can't swallow the validity of getting to this desirable
end by regular rule amendment as opposed to Congress legislating to grant the authority. Either
the Rule 84 proposals are pursuant to our Rules Enabling Act authority, or they aren't If they

L, are, they purport to authorize rule amendments by a process different from that established by
the very charter of the rules process, the Enabling Act. The only route I can see to square this

r bootstrapping with the Act is the supersession clause in § 2072(b). I haven't done homework onL the supersession clause, but I'm leery of using it to affect the R.EA authority itself as opposed to
other jurisdictional or procedural statutes. And if these Rule 84 proposals aren't pursuant to our
REA authority, then we must be claiming some inherent rulemaking authority that I should thinkL we'd prefer not to claim. In short, I'm strongly inclined to think that if it's not too late, we
should withdraw the Rule 84 proposal and ask the Judiciary Committees to put it through byr statute."

I hope this gives you what you need. I look forward to seeing you at our meeting later
this month.

Sincerely yours,

L sob e
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UNITED STATES COURT Of APOEALS
SIXTH CIRCUIT Ii

MICHIGAN-OHIO-KENTUCKY-TENNESSEE

DEC 3 3 47 A;, '93
CHAMBERS OF
CORNELIA G. KENNEDY
CIRCUIT JUDGE Ai ,-. - t C

U. S COURTHOUSE
DETROIT. MICHIGAN 48226 November 30, 191TF - .- TS

L ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~WAS H,':

Mr. Peter G. McCabe, Secretary
Committee on Rules of Practice and Procedure
Administrative Office of the United States Court
Washington, D.C. 20544

Re: Proposed Rule 50

Dear Mr. McCabe:

The proposed Rule 50 seems to me to continue to have a
potential ambiguity. If the motion for judgment as a matter of law
is made at the close of the evidence and is not granted, the movant
may renew its request for judgment as a matter of law by filing a
motion in ten days. The rule then goes on to provide what the
court may do in ruling on a renewed motion. The ambiguity I see is
whether one must renew the motion where the court simply fails to
rule on the motion-made at the close of the evidence rather than
denies it. The new rule states that if the motion made at the
close of the evidence is not-granted, the court is-considered to
have submitted the action to the jury subject to the court later
deciding the legal question. One does not ordinarily renew a
motion which is still under advisement to be decided later.

Our court, at least, has not required renewal of the motion if
the trial court reserved its decision on the motion to see if the

L jury verdict would make the issue moot. If the motion must be
renewed under all circumstances, perhaps it would be better to say
so.

When motions for judgment were called motions for directed
verdict and motions notwithstanding the verdict, the need to file

L a post-judgment motion or to renew a motion was more apparent.

Very truly yours,

E Cornelia G. Kennedy
C t

K ~CGK/ks
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MARTIN, CLEARWATER & BELL X52
COUNSELORS AT LAW °

220 EAST 42NID1 STREET X/,

FRANCIS P BENSEL JOSEPH L DEMARZO NEW YORK, N. Y. 10017-5842 NASSAU COUNTY OWE
RICHARD A YOUNG JAY W. LEVY 4 H ,} 9MRIKVPU
GEORGE VAN SETTER ERIK KAPNER (212) 697-3122 kASTMEADOW. NEW YORK 11554-1576
BRUCE G. HABIAN KENNETH R. LARYWON (516) 222-f#a4C
JOHN L A. LYDDANE PETER T CREAN IFAvsMI.F1L (212) 949-7054 FACSIMILES: (516) 222-8513
ROBERT T WHITTAKER WILLIAM P BRADY 'I.i
JEFFREY A SHOR BARBARA D GOLDBERG
ANTHONY M SOLA SPENCER L. STUDWELL
SEAN F. X. DUGAN JEFF LAWTON

WRITER'S DIRECT DIAL NUMBER:
STEVEN 0 WEINER SAUL FELLUS
JOHN R AQUARO ROBERT H. MOSES (212) 916-0950

i,,,; MATTHEW SCHULTZ JAMES M HYLAND
KATHLEEN M. BECK PATRICIA S. LIPTACK
STEVEN A. LAVIETES DAVID B. PEVNEY
MICHAEL LEHRMAN KEVIN GORf
KATHERINE J. ZELLINGER PETER S. SAMAAN
STACIE L. YOUNG VIVIAN S.M. WANG
MICHELE STONE WILLIAM P. KELLY
ANTHONY R. FILIATO PAMELA H. SCHWAGER
ROSALEEN T. MCCRORY ALEXANDER D. ROSATI
RICHARD C. MOONEY GERARD A. BRITTON

a, RICHARD M MOORE V. CHRISTOPHER HIRSCH D
LESLIE A HARASYM ALFRED L. ODOM
THOMAS A. MOBILIA GREGORY J. RADOMISLI
MICHAEL F. LYNCH JOSEPH G COLBERT
MARGARET M JOHNSON NAOMI L. BROWN

i. ROBERT M. HARRISON MEG SOHMER WOOD
KEVIN R. NATALE

Peter G. McCabe, Secretary
Committee on Rules of Practice

and Procedure
Administrative Office of the

United States Courts
Washington, D.C. 20544

RE: Preliminary Draft of Proposed Amendments
October 15. 1993

Dear Mr. McCabe:

Thank you for including me in those to whom the above-noted
proposed amendments were circulated for comment.

I agree that these amendments are essentially non-
controversial and see no reason why they should not be implemented.

Ve truly yours,

JohnL.A. Lyd ane

j ~JLAL: fd z
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LAW OFFICES AS.
YAGMAN & YAGMAN, P C. )9fl

F723 OCEAN RONT WALK DEC17 2s5 'j9
VENICE, CALIFORNIA 90291

(310) 452-3200 A x : -i
UNIMTEO-

December 9, 1993

Hon. Alicemarie H. Stotler
Chair
Committee on Rules of PracticeL and Procedure of the Judicial
Conference of the United States
Courts

Washington, D.C. 20544

Peter G. McCable
Secretary

LI Committee on Rules of Practice
and Procedure of the Judicial
Conference of the United States
Courts

Washington, D.C. 20544

Re: Proposed changes to Rule 83(b), F.R. Civ. P.

Dear Judge Stotler and Mr. McCabe:

This letter is written to express my wish to be permittedto give testimony in oppostion to the proposed change to Rule 83(b),F.R. Civ. P. at the hearing to be held in Dallas, Texas on April 6,2 1994, and to set forth, briefly, the basis for my opposition to theproposed change to Rule 83(b).

The present Rule 83(b) prohibits individual judges fromissuing so-called standing orders or local-local rules to governpractice before them when those orders or rules are inconsistentwith provisions of the local rules of the court. The proposedchanges to Rule 83(b) do away with this prohibition. The pro-hibition is warranted because it promotes uniformity within agiven court as a whole and because it staunches balkanizationL of practice within a court as a whole. Such balkanization makesL practice in a court more difficult, and especially so for civilrights lawyers who usually practice by themselves or with smallfirms, and who almost always take cases on a contingent feebasis. While large firm lawyers actually will generate morefees under the proposed rule change, civil rights lawyers willbe unduly burdened both in their practice and financially by theL proposed rule change. There is no good reason why federal judgesof a particular court should not be required to and be able toagree among themselves on uniform rules of practice for a givenL court. The proposed change in the provisions of Rule 83(b) seems

L



Hon. Alicemarie E. Stotler
Peter G. MHcCabe
December 9, 1993
page two

to be a retreat from the abolition of standing orders or local-localrules established by the last amendment to Rule 83(b). There wasgood reason for the prior change, and there is no good reason, ex-cept perhaps the dislike of district judges of the prohibition oftheir issuance of standing orders or local-local rules,- to changeRule 83(b) as is proposed. Uniformity of practice is a good thing,and doing away with the prohibition of standing orders and 16cal-local rules both undercuts the uniformity of practice that is de-sirable in the federal courts, and cuts against the provisions of ARule 1, that provide for the "inexpensive" determination of4>everycause. The traditional independence of the federal judiciary should rnot need to depend upon or to include the ability of many differentjudges in a given district court each to require practice beforehim or her in a different manner. It is a better idea to requirethose judges to agree among themselves how practice in a given KCcourt should be regulated than to impose upon attorneys andilitigants who appear in a court in the way that would be permittedby the proposed changes to Rule 83(b).

Sincerely,

L

STEPHEN YAGMAN K
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L PUBLIC CITIZEN LITIGATION GROUP
SUITE 700

2000 P STREET N W
WASHINGTON. 0 C 20C36

(202) 833-3000

March 24, 1994
Hand Delivery

Peter G. McCabe, Secretary
Committee on Rules of Practice

and Procedure
Judicial Conference of the United States
Room 4-170
One Columbus Circle N.E.
Washington D.C. 20544

Re: Comments on Proposed Amendments to
Federal Rules of Civil Procedure

Dear Mr. McCabe:

LI Pursuant to the notice dated October 15, 1993, I am hereby
r submitting the comments of the Public Citizen Litigation Group

concerning the proposed amendments to the Federal Rules of Civil
Procedure. I reuest that you make them available for the
committee prior to its hearing scheduled for April 6, 1993. As in

L the past, we stand ready to assist the committee in any way
possible.

L Sincerely yours,

Alan B. Morrison

L~~~~~

bK

K



March 23, 1994

COMMENTS OF PUBLIC CITIZEN LITIGATION GROUP
REGARDING PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO EJ

FEDERAL RULES OF CIVIL PROCEDURE OF
JUNE 1993

Public Citizen Litigation Group is a nonprofit public interest L

law firm that litigates in federal and state courts around the V
country. Although our principal work is in the District of

Columbia, in any given year we are likely to be litigating in K
between five and ten other district courts, generally but not

always, on the side of the plaintiff. Most of these comments are K
offered to suggest clarifications and not because of policy I

disagreements with the proposals.

Rules 50(c)(2). 52(b). and 59 (b)-(e)

Each of these Rules would be amended by requiring that the r
motions under those Rules all be filed and not just served within L

the time period provided therein. According to the Committee note 7

on Rule 50(c)(2), filing was chosen because it is "an event that

can be determined with certainty from court records. This K
suggests that the pleading must actually be received by the court

within that time, but Rule 6(a) permits motions to be filed by Li

mail. We believe that, if a motion is filed by mail within the

required time, the filing should be timely regardless of when the

court actually receives it (the current law). If the Committee D
intends to change this, so that, under these Rules only, filing isl

equated with receipt by the Court, then the Rules should be made L
explicit on this point and reenforced by the comments. If not, P

these Rules and their comments should be clarified to make it clear

L
lK



that it remains proper and timely to file by mail. And if these

Rules are changed to require actual receipt, consideration should

be given to extending the time allowed so that the receipt

requirement does not effect a reduction in the existing time

periods.

Despite these changes, there is no mention here or elsewhere

in the Civil Rules of service and filing by overnight mail

services, such as Federal Express, Express Mail, or UPS. These

methods of delivery are commonly used and should be covered in a

clear and uniform fashion by the basic Civil Rules, not left to the

various district courts, which have treated them in a variety of

different ways, including, in some cases, treating the Postal

Service's Express Mail Service as timely service by mail, while

disallowing other more reliable methods-such as Federal Express.

For those who practice in more than just one district, the lack of

uniformity creates unnecessary burdens and confusion, and at times

it results in unnecessary motions having to be made in order to

obtain compliance with procedures that sometimes are not even

included in local rules. We take no position on how- overnight

delivery ought to be treated, both for purposes of authorizing the

method of filing and computing the time for responding, i.e.,

should the three day extension of time when service is made by

regular mail be modified? We simply urge the Committee to address

this matter at this time and then to forbid local courts from

adopting variations to whatever the Committee decides.

2



Rule 26(c)

We generally support the thrust of this amendment as it

relates to the substance of the basis for dissolving or modifying L
protective orders. Although we believe that very broad protective

orders are entered far more often than is justified by the terms of

the Rules, we do not disagree with the Committee's judgment that

the greater problems relate to when they should be modified or

dissolved, rather than trying to attempt to control the courts at K
the time of entry of the order. M

We do, however, have a number of suggestions. The first is a

substantive one relating to a provision found quite often in C
Li

protective orders: the party receiving the discovery, typically the

plaintiff, must either return or destroy the materials at the L

conclusion of the litigation, presumably to prevent its r
unauthorized dissemination. However, the effect of such provisions

is to make it more expensive and time-consuming for subsequent

plaintiffs to obtain the same information from either the original

plaintiff or the defendant. In addition, the first set of answers K
to interrogatories or depositions may be more candid, and hence

more useful to the subsequent plaintiff, than those which are the Li
result of additional consultation with counsel. For these reasons, K
Rule 26(c) should be amended to permit "return or destroy" orders

only in those' cases where the party providing the discovery

retains, in a readily accessible form, both the discovery request -I

andy the materials supplied in response thereto, so that future L
litigants need not start from scratch and waste time and money to C

3
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duplicate work performed in prior cases.

The second issue relates to matters of timing of requests for

modification. In many cases, the requests are made by non-parties,

who often do not file motions seeking access until the case has

been concluded on the merits. Thus, even if a non-party becomes

L aware of a protective order and believes that materials of interest

to it may have been produced, motions to modify are rarely made

because most attorneys recognize that the courts are extremely

reluctant to modify protective orders until a case is resolved on

the merits. Moreover, in many cases, the interested person will

L first learn of the case and of the fact that materials of interest

were produced under a protective when the parties settle, often on

the eve of trial, which means that motions to modify can only be

'made after a judgment of dismissal is entered.

The final paragraph of the comments suggests that Rules 59 and

60 should govern post-judgment motions, but those Rules seem wholly

inapplicable where the request for modification is made by a non-

party after judgment is entered, in some cases several years

thereafter when the documents first appear to be of some interest

or even relevance in subsequent litigation. To remedy this

problem, Rule 26(c) should be amended to make it clear that a

protective order can be modified at any time, even after the case

is otherwise concluded.

Related to the issue of timing are questions of the authority

of the court to order that pleadings and other papers that were

L filed and then returned to the filing party, be refiled and to

L 4



direct that papers that were subject to a nonfiling order under K
Rule 5(d), be filed with the court. The principal reason for the

return of exhibits and the non-filing of discovery materials is

that filing consumes valuable court space. That rationale has no

bearing on the issue of whether materials that should have been D
filed, but for the non-filing order, or once were filed but were

return to a party, should be filed so that there can be access to

them under various court record doctrines. Rule 26(c), or at least

the comments thereto, should make it clear that there is no C

prohibition on a court requiring that materials be filed, even J

after the case is concluded, as the Second Circuit held in In re r

U
Agent Orange Product Liability Litig., 821 F.2d 139 (1987).

Another question that frequently arises is whether a non-party

who wishes to modify a protective order must move under Rule 24 for

formal intervention before being permitted to make the motion to

modify. Because of the divergence of views, many persons are now

moving to intervene before moving to modify, thereby generating

additional work for no apparent benefit. Motions to intervene on LK

these grounds are almost never denied, except where the r

modification of the protective order is being denied, and even then

those rulings confuse intervention with the merits. Therefore, we [

urge the Committee to make it clear that motions for modifications

of protective orders can be made by any person, whether or not a I
party.*

There has also been similar confusion over the issue of
whether persons who are members of a class under Rule 23, or

(continued) EJ
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Finally, we urge the Committee to delete subparagraph (3),

which sets out some of the factors that it suggests be considered

on a motion to modify. Our concern is with factor (A), "the extent

of reliance on the order," principally because, in almost every

case, the party that sought the protective order will argue that it

L would never have complied with the discovery requests in the

absence of an iron-clad protective order, and there will be no way

to go behind that contention, especially where the order is entered

on consent, as is often the case. But even if the motion were

contested, judges often find "good cause" to include moving the

case ahead and avoiding discovery disputes, with the understanding

that the relevant materials will come out at trial or on

dispositive motions. Since most cases settle, the reasons for

finding good cause at the pre-trial stage disappear when the case

is concluded. It is, therefore, our recommendation that thefr
existing good cause standard should replace paragraph (3), with an

explicit recognition in the comments that the meaning of good cause

may vary depending on the stage of the litigation. The courts seem

r to have balanced the various interests reasonably well so far, and

therefore we see no reason to change the standard or even to

F attempt to codify the decisions in this area, let alone to require

stockholders in a case subject to Rule 23.1, may appeal the
approval of a settlement, to which they objected in the district
court, without formally intervening. We believe that the better

L view is that intervention is not required, and we- urge the
Committee to make this clear for both rules. However, we do not
'urge that it do so in connection with these Rule changes, although
the lack of necessity of establishing party status under all three
Rules involves many of the same considerations.

6
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("the court must consider") judges to balance each of the

enumerated factors.

Rule 84(b) L

This proposal would permit the Judicial Conference, rather

than the Supreme Court, to amend the Federal Rules of Civil

Procedure in very narrow circumstances. In the past we have

opposed other proposals on the ground that they gave too much

discretion to the Judicial Conference. However, we believe that

the delegation here is not overly broad and that the kind of

changes that can be made under this proposal do not, as a matter of L
policy, need to go through the Supreme Court and Congress. The 7
question nonetheless remains as to whether this type of delegation

is authorized by 28 U.S.C. S 2072. We believe that it would be

preferable to ask Congress to amend the statute to authorize this

limited type of amendment as applied to all of the Rules subject to L

that provision. K
In any event, even though the authorization is narrow, we

believe that the Judicial Conference should be required to provide L
notice and an opportunity for comment before making even technical

changes. Such a requirement would both assure that even technical -
changes are appropriate and clear and that changes which are not C

technical are not made inappropriately under such a delegation.

Because the comment period need not be lengthy, it should not pose

any significant problems, but it is an appropriate check under the

circumstances., We would also urge that, as part of the amendment

to S 2072 authorizing the Judicial Conference to make technical a
7



changes, Congress should add the notice and comment provision and

require that the Judicial Conference publish all such changes in

the Federal Register and send copies to the Supreme Court and

Congress at least 30 days before they become effective.

The present proposal for amending the Rules of Civil Procedure

does not include any provision comparable to the proposal in Rule

53 for the amendment of the Rules of Criminal Procedure relating to

photographs and broadcasting in the courtrooms. There is no reason

why only criminal cases should be permitted to have photographs or

broadcasting done; indeed, there are far fewer problems likely to

arise in the televised trials of civil cases and appeals than in

criminal trials. Therefore, we urge that whatever rule is adopted

include all cases in both the district courts and the courts of

appeals. While we would prefer a broader amendment with specific

authorizations, we support the positive step of authorizing the

Judicial Conference to issue guidelines on this issue.
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COMMITTEE ON RULES OF PRACTICE AND PROCEDURE
OF THE

JUDICIAL CONFERENCE OF THE UNITED STATES U !
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20544

ALICEMARIE H. STOTLER CHAIRS OF ADVISORY COMMITTEES
r ~~~CHAIR

JAMES K. LOGAN
PETER G. MCCABE APPELLATE RULES

SECRETARY PAUL MANNES

t ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~BANKRUPTCY RULES

PATRICK E. HIGGINBOTHAM
CtL RULES

D. LOWELL JENSEN
April 8, 1994 CRIMINAL RULES

RALPH K WINTER, JR.
a EVIDENCE RULES

Honorable Herbert Kohl
Subcommittee on Courts

7 and Administrative Practice
L 223 Hart Senate Office Building

Washington, D.C. 20510

L Dear Senator Kohl:

Thank you for the invitation to testify on the use of
7 protective orders in federal court litigation at a hearing before

L the Subcommittee on Courts and Administrative Practice of the
Senate Committee on the Judiciary on Wednesday, April 20, 1994.
I am unsure at this time whether my prior commitments will permit

L me to attend. If I am unable to testify personally, I will
designate one of my colleagues on the Advisory Committee on Civil
Rules of the Judicial Conference to testify on my behalf.

I am hopeful, nonetheless, that I will be able to attend the
hearing, and I am looking forward to it.

Sincerely,

Patrick E. Higginbotham

cc: Honorable Howell T. Heflin
Honorable Charles E. Grassley



COMMITTEE ON RULES OF PRACTICE AND PROCEDURE
OF THE EiJ

JUDICIAL CONFERENCE OF THE UNITED STATES
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20544

ALICEMARIE H. STOTLER CHAIRS OF ADVISORY COMMITTEES
CHAIR 7

JAMES K. LOGAN

PETER G. MCCABE April 12, 1994 APPELLATE RULES
SECRETARY PAUL MANNES
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Dear Senator Grassley:

- I write to advise you that the Judicial Conference of the
United States, at its March 15, 1994 session, withdrew its position
supporting in principle the offer-of-judgment proposal in S. 585,
the "Civil Justice Reform Act." For the reasons that follow, the 7
Conference also adopted the recommendation of its Rules Committee L
to take no action on the legislation at this time. The committee
believed that the offer-of-judgment proposal contained in S. 585 is
a matter that should be scrutinized in accordance with the Rules H
Enabling Act.

The Advisory Committee on Civil Rules has been actively C
considering proposed amendments to Rule 68 of the Federal Rules of
Civil Procedure similar to the offer-of-judgment provision in S.
585. It has studied and debated extensively several drafts of
proposed amendments to Rule 68. But the proposals are complex and D
controversial. They leave open many unanswered questions about the
actual effect on settlement practices. As a result, the committee
concluded that any endorsement of change to Rule 68 would be [
premature at this time. The committee also wishes to consider a
survey by the Federal Judicial Center concerning proposed rule
changes on settlement practices. K

I am enclosing a paper prepared by Dean Edward H. Cooper, the
reporter to the Advisory Committee on Civil Rules, which explains
the issues in detail. The advisory committee will continue its
study of proposed amendments to Rule 68 at its next meeting on
April 28-30, 1994, in Washington, D.C. The meeting is open to the
public, and we would welcome the attendance of members of your
staff.

Sincerely, 7

Alicemarie H. Stotler
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Dear Senator Dole:

I am requesting your assistance in opposing Senator Brown's
amendment (No. 1496) to S.4, the "National Competitiveness Act of
1993." Senator Brown's amendment would change certain parts of
the amendments to Rule 11 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure,
which became effective'on December 1, 1993. The Rule 11 amendments
were 'submitted to Congress in May 1993 only after extensive
scrutiny by the bench, bar, and public in accordance with the Rules
Enabling Act.

Serious consideration of amendments to Rule 11 began about
four years ago. The rule had been the subject of thousands of
decisions and widespread criticism'since it was substantially
amended in 1983. In an unusual step, the Advisory'Committee on
Civil Rules issued a preliminary call for general comments on the
operation and effect of the rule. It also requested the Federal
Judicial Center to conduct two extensive surveys on Rule 11.

After reviewing the comments and studies, the committee
concluded that the widespread criticisms of the 1983 version of the
Rule, though frequently exaggerated or premised on faulty
assumptions, were not without merit. There was support for the
following propositions:

* Rule 11, in conjunction with other rules, has tended to
K impact plaintiffs more than defendants,

* it occasionally has created problems for a party which
seeks to assert novel legal contentions or which needs
discovery to determine if the party's belief about the
facts can be supported with evidence,

* it has too rarely been enforced through nonmonetary
sanctions, with cost-shifting being the normative
practice,
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* it provides little incentive, and perhaps a disincentive,
for a party to abandon positions after Li
determining they are no longer supportable in law, or infact, and

* it sometimes has produced unfortunate conflicts between 7attorney and client, and exacerbated contentious behaviorbetween counsel. -7

The draft amendments broadened the scope of the obligation to"stop-and-think" before filing or maintaining a position in court,but placed greater constraints on the imposition of sanctions. The Eamendments were later revised by the advisory committee and the KStanding Committee on Rules and approved by the Judicial Conferenceof the United States and then adopted by the Supreme Court, withtwo justices dissenting. L

The amendments strike a fair and equitable balance betweencompeting interests, remedy the major problems with the 1983-version of the rule, and should reduce both the extent of court-involvement with Rule 11 motions and the time spent on frivolousclaims, defenses, and other contentions. 7
The amendments represent the end product of a rigorous publicrulemaking process that worked as contemplated by Congress underthe Rules Enabling Act. The issues were fully aired in a public 7forum. Interested individuals and organizations were provided, andresponded to, opportunities to comment on the changes. Thelanguage of the amendment was meticulously drafted only after theJudicial Conference committees, which consist of prominent lawyers, LJlaw professors, and judges, had the benefit of this publicexamination.

Senator Brown's amendment to Rule 11 would undercut the RulesEnabling Act process frustrating not only the intent of the Act butalso the participants in the rulemaking process, including the Kpublic and many advocates of Rule 11 change. Your leadership LKin maintaining the integrity of the Rules Enabling Act would begreatly appreciated. r
Sincerely yours,

EJ
Alicemarie H. Stotler

cc: Honorable Orrin G. Hatch
Honorable Charles E. Grassley
Honorable Hank Brown

L
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which supported that subsidy. sup- pointed out by Airbus and not making At the end of the bill add-the following new
ported the GATT agreement. any money. The strategy with Airbus title:

I am also told that both McDonnell is market share. The, strategy with TITL -FEDERAL RULES OF CrIiL
Douglas and Boeing oppose bringing a Japanese is market share. PROCEURE
countervailing duty-. I read from the We are not going to turn to that Mr I lt= 11 FlI)ERAL RZJL OF C1'L PRO-
Council on Competitiveness in June of strategy here in the United States and C th Feera
last year. It states on page 36. and I am put in a MITI and put in an Airbus and 1~ID s fCii ProedA-uleismedd
just taking this up by advice of coun- start subsidizing. But we have to do (1) in Civwi Procedure istramendedtor
sel: something to boost the commercializa- If specifically so identinied, are likely to

There has been Industry and government tionl of our technology, and that is have evidentisry support after a reasonable
consensus behind the pursuit of a negotiated what S. 4 is all about. opportunity for further investigation or dis-
solution to the trade-distorting effects of So there we are. We are back on 5. ve4 " and Inserting "or are well grounded
Airbus subsidies. There has, however, been no.Wnaeher bu h Ser4 In fact,'; and

littl conensusbehid th aggrssiv use f no. Wehave eardaboutthe ero- (2) in subsection (c)-w
li.ttleconensust behindther thessivebsidieof space, and there is one point of agree- (A) In the first sentence by striking out
The gap between the tough talk on Airbus mnent: the legitimacy of a Philosophy "may. subject to the conditions stated
and the lack of trade action against It has at that supports industry. That is the phi- below," and Inserting In lieu thereof 'shall'!;
times been glaring. losophy we have In this particular bill. (B) in paragraph (2) by striking out the

In December 1985 and in February 1987, We ought to assist with the research, first and second sentences and inserting in
-U.S. trade officials prepared section 301 cases definitely do that. That is the bare lieu thereof "A sanction imposed for viola-
against Airbus for Cabinet-level decision, minimum, and we have been doing, that tiOn of this rule ma~y consist of reasonable
Both times no, decisive trade action wa ovrteyrsWehedne i attorneys' fees and other expenses Incurred
taken. The 1965 decision even followed a cut.Ta steln rn c-As'a resul ftevoain ietvso
highly publicized Presidential spe-ech, and cutr.Ta stenadgatcl oninonetary nature, or an order to pay pen-

secton 31 wa suporte. AnAirbs susidylege. Th 'distinguished Senator knows alty Into court or to a party."; and
was singled out as a violation of trade agree- agricultu~re better than any. And we at (C) In paragraph (2)XA) by inserting before
ments. Ciountervailing duty, investigations the land grant colleges conducted the, the period "., although such sanctions may be
were also considered several times from 1918 research with Federal grants. We ha awarded against a party's attorneys".
through 1992. and not one was initiated. A the experimental stations to put new (b) EFrsCTIv DATL-The Provisions of

likelyconseqence f thatinconistenc was nw ides to te terthis section shall take effect 30 days afterlikey cosequnce f tht inonsitenc wasnew deasto te tet. Then we had the the date of the enactment of this Act.
the weakening of the credibility Of the U.S. extension centers to conduct outreach.RW.M.Pesdn.Iko
trade policy. This Is exactly what we have now for thi r-BRON r PeietIko

In lieu 'of trade action, negotiated solu- thus ad atiulrlimlllus-has, become somewhat con-
tions were' sought with the objec-tive of lim-tovialthtsrnwrdhvebn
iting the 'trade distortions associated with ness industry on the industrial side, ~on t'vrll htsrn od aebe
Airbus subsidies. the technology side, on the production exchanged., Bilt I want to pay my re-

Three fact-ors block U.S. Industry-govern- side. tpets to the distinguished work of the
rnent consensus, on trade'actionL against Air- These programs are industry Initia- toSenators who are on the floor right
bus. One, the desire of U.S. airlines for ac- tive and largely Industry now, the distinguished chairman who
'Mees to suboidize cheaper Airbus prdcshihteNtoa cdm fEI as brought this forward and the dis-
two, U.S. g olver`nment's linking of trade pol- nern odctn errviwW otnguished Senator from Missouri, who
Icy goals to foreign policy pri oritiees: three, abouetin thaduti gveer devibew.te f ghon has worked, so bard and, long on this

concernof ~J I adIrc f partsproducers aoti nta eydlbrt aho
over emopardizing arel atifswth their and in a very modest way. I cannot find bill.
pean airline customers. a business entity that opposes this. All iney knowta biothel of thted are imn-

In 1978, EAlter Ailnssrnlpoe ftem have written, In, all the coali- ieyadsneeycm itdt
the TreasuiryDepaLrtment s~elf-initiated CBD tions: National Association of Manu- proving the t~bncOlptltiveness of this
case against Airbus. No &action was taken. In facturerg, the Compttv ecnlg iounty.I'particularly appreciate the
1985 the State Departmert blocked trade ac- Coalition, and all the others. So we Commitet 'of, the chairman of the
tion on the grounds that it 'would damage have a goodi measure. commttee to.. work toward that end.
U.S.-West European relations,- particularly If we ca mov fowad I want to Whle we may have some disagree-
U,.S.-Frecb~ ties. And In 1987 McDonnell m t st h udn ee fti

Dougls oppsed Sction301 ation ut ofyield to see If we can get some amend- entsa, otefnin ee fti
fear that retaliation by Airbus governments ments up and get some votes. mesr.Ih.~n ob hthspr
would cost It '!importatnt European airline Mr. BROWN addressed the Chir pose Is sincere ~and that his commit-
customners. The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen- mneit 'Is to making this Nation much

Consequently, the action was dropped. a~tor from Colorado is reonzd more competitive land to improving job
Government officials were unwilling to take Mr RW.M.Peiet aeopportunities 'for Americans .
trade measures opposed by the U.S. Industry, heard the chairan I repod Mr. P resident, in that regard. I want
lacking full industry support and sometimes tr odnt ie~ eda offer anl amendment to the ,Chamber
inter-government c onsenIsus. Tr~ade policy Mr rsdnt iet keda that I1 hope will merit inclusion in the
was paralyzed. amendment to 'the desk, butI ask bill. I is one that I think deals with

-unanimous consent that the pendingI had a similar experience, Mr. Presi- a~mendiment be set aside. the, fundamental question of competi-
dent, with the automobile industry. I The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without, tiveness., Included In all of the factors
will never forget the excitement in the ,ta not eiieesi hearly part of the year when we hdteobjection. it is so ordered.thtgtourcmeivnsssteW the ~~~~~~~~~questio n ofwuhrat has happened to our
three big; auto companies coming here, i1DE~'~legal, system and the potential for friy-
the heads !of General'Mot-ors, Ford, and (Purpose: To amend rule 11 of the Federal- olous lawVsuits.

Chrysler.They wer gonRouperlesO of Civil Procedure) In thatl regard, there has recently
for the -first time before the commit- Mr. BROWN. Mr. President, I send an been achange in the rules of Federal
tee. I heard a] oouple of days before the amendment to the desk and ask for' Its Rue of i;vil Procedure ta eiv
hearing that, they intended to, come immediate consideration. haes!amjrip o n thate poentiale
and support' a dumping case, Initiating The PRESIDING OFFICER. The comnpetitiv~eness of this, Nation. Those
a joining of hands., initliatin a dump- clerk will report. Rules of Civil! Procedure were recently
ing case. We ,know oyer 2 y7ea ago. The bill clerk read as follows: axhen 1ed. i knowi many Members are
and I amijusticiting from memory with The Senator from Colorado [Mr. BROWN]J familiar, wt~h, 1!h changee. For those
round flguxes-that the Japanese auto- proposes an amendment numbered 1496. who akre not Illmight, outline very brief-
mobile industry'lost about 33.2 billion Mr. BROWN. Mr. President, I ask lY wha.t shap~peined,
on overseas sales, but lback home in the unanimous consent that reading of the Th uiilCneeo fthe Unit-
domestic' market they~ madel It up with amendment be dispensed with. a ttsrcmeddt the Su-
$11.1 billion In profits. The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without pe Cuthasoehngsto the

So there is an assault. Do not ask objection, it Is so ordered. Feea ie fCvlPoeure be
about losing any money, as has been The .amendment is as follows: md.Teravsyco ittee has
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come up with some suggestions, many Cojifere nce suggested. I want to share compensation to -unusual circumstances~f]
of them by trial-attorneys that deal in with the Members the comments of with monetary sanctions 'Ordinarily" to tL,.
this area, many of themn ~by judges. Justices' Scalia. Thomas, and Souter Payable to the court.
Those, changes have been accepted In a, from a dissent that they fled. I will Interrupt, the Justices' dialo
process that I will outline later. Many Quoting In part: to describe that..
of the changes to the Federal Rules of In my view. the sanctions proposal will1 In the past, if somebody filsafi!
Civil Procedure are very good iand. I eliminate a significantand necessary deter- IOUs lawsuit Aga~inst YOUa, it a O'
think,, will help in the judicial process'. rent tolfrivolous litigation. sible-nlot required, but,,possible-for
Bu~t one particular set of changes I I will repeat that. T-he rules as re- you to get your Ordinary, necessary a
think presents an enormous 'problem vised under the changes "willl elimi- o 'nes fees refunded to you6 n
for our country. And I feel that the nate a significant and necessary deterI- the changes in rule 11 says that sn
overwhelming Members of this Charn- rent to frivolous litigation." That Is tions go to the court, not to 'the Injue
ber will be~ concerned about changes In the issue, and that is the subject of the par~ity.
the rules and will want to bmake some amendment. What kind 'of ,incentive is that
modifications,,inithose changes in the The amendment attempts to address, evnrieteIsuI h nurn
rules, ~ d f the changes in, the Rules of Civil Proce- arydoes, not get compensated. wtkj

Wha.t w, ar ieally ta ng about dure 'and address what I believe wwould oudte vnpIn it ou or bigIt
Is a change in,1the Rules of Civil Proce be a tragic'mistake: Changing ou rlsUP? It isjst mr ttonycss h

dure-specfically ,those' canges ,to In a way that reduces oir eliminates cangsirue1 u h eerne~
rule 11. We are particularly concerned sanctions against~ frivolous lawsuits. If amI frivolous lawsuit. This is la terrib) j
about ltihe ch'angesl in rule ~ 11 that ad- thisChamber closes its eyes to those ipratmaue ecno fo
dress the' saxictions 'jrposid for ri1ing rule chaniges,1we will have had a' direct t u h ue fCvlpoeue

liI)sawsUiis` Th' e lawuits hand In encouraging frivolous litig-santosaais rvlosatofriyolous These ~~awThat Isl what the ,Justiceartair
that ar ruh wtotasldbasis tion and eliminating reasonable deter- aotI ths ute

In thepast nder ule 1,', when thsethtts omettietsue IthnkI
in fact, or a solid[ bAsis 'In . rence'to fri'volous'litigation. I think a continue:

clais, tose cassjl, ,tho$e' representa- makes a difference in whether we keep Under,~ proposeruelcX)acotmy
tosare 1Tdee 'lad an ability to jobs in the United States or not,, and It!re amntfr"oeo alo h e

bring mai~ingul jsactionsagainst the makes a difference as to the cost of Inabc tatres,'fe n ofther xes
Th~~~~~~~ dI 'believe goods produced in America versus the Inurd a'a ietfeut ofrteffecltive _J

It isvalldL~th~ ~rinlng sanctions rest of the world. derne"Adthe comxne ta~ry makes it
against party w brizigsa grtiund- To continue with the remarks of the certhteewencompensation Is ga'-
less clail, oe~ ~coii~gespeople justices: Cd tsol egatdsparingly-forco

from cluttering' u~ o'ur ~ourts with The proposed revision would render the "drcl n nvoidably caused by th 11j
thos gons cars ""topo-rule toothless, -by allowing judges to dispense lain" sse rr h viwoito t he e
vide arriaeomeitntohewith sanctions, by disfavoring compensation vitmo nau~elitigatorths revi-'

Injurd pai~ty 'I~~i~ I~ ~fsb~none as afor litigation expenses, and by providing 21- silns aov~ rule 11 from a means of obtai~
groundes'~ caim ii.de ~anst thm day'safe harbor within which, if a party Is In c'pnai.fo damages resultV

and they r~' injfrd~'~otI~oly by thtaccused of a frivolous filing withdraws a jtl frmfiooDltItint nivtto
but by th~ ~ttdrh~~ost~. and othering. he Is entitled to escape with no sanc- file frivolu ssls

fees to efend th aives.<beyn aren tosatl. Mr. rsdnt hn these -changes
tited o ~iie~ "'' ~blefom o con- The, amendment: beforeL the bodyInrel wl'linaetenctri
pens~~~tlonJ~~ Fv' :~~,, ~~ deals with'those -changes In rue 1.Ito teInjurdpryt lr h of

I believe tat ~ 6~ly d the Main-does not eliminate one of the changes. of these'ilton n ilel'mna
bers of eel""~~ fl one of the changes was the safe harbor the deterrn value of sanctionn rv

but the ~t ~iia&It~ kdAri'erian pee-provision. The testimony before the all)u at wtl'o
p~e feel hat i~ fr'ikl~, M. Presi-JudiciarXy Committee by a number of 'As Ju~~eSal said: dinj
dent, thi jkr~1~d~ o~ly['del with aattorneys indicated a feeling on the I would o aergsee thisdiet

portio ofarie~Zcbi ead part of some that the safe-harbor pro- ther were coevincing indifcation, tha en-
Ing sanci ' ~~vision could well be a plus in eliminat- currnrlfrieunfetvo n

The De~ii~be'~11 ~liang to rule 11Ing frivolous actions. thr aperIob enrlareet
were, subpee yor The Justice of the Court that wrote Illece inarcn eor fteav

and th S~preb~ Cout efrdthm this dissent di o el5.Ims o-committee Itself, that rule 11, as writtzen.l
on to ConA~~~es~~. ~ F fess that I h~vil doubts as to whether iceally wOrKs. Accordn to that report, a'i

Leto metecoOR heIn the safe-harbor' provision that has been FdrlJdca etrsre hwdta
guae ue br h hiJsieo h added to the rules w Ill be helpful or 0pcetSfdsrtjugsblveue

UniteStewbm bereerdtoe not. I luspect It will not, But I have hshdnoealpstv fetadso
change t~thls Cogress. I__not chosen to include It in this amend-bertieintspentfm.J

canlteg m~h he Jutc d ment. 'Me safe-harbor provision will Mr. Preidentl that is 80 preto
dressedto ~he peakrofl th Hose remain part of rule Uneven If this th ititjugsddntLao-ra

Thi tsIa~~ttl oe ht ie~sariy di amendment passes., I have done that re- least accrdng to this survey do r
cats tat ~6 $~c~iit itslf 111l~ hae ro. utantly, but I have done it because I favor-tho'se cbanges In rule, 11.
posed hese~"endmens in~ ilill submit- wanted to retain the changes to rule 11 The repiort continues:

F ~~~~~that even had a modicum of argument Ninetyfie percent believed the Rule har
Thus, it would beanit obleve that in favor of improving the situation, not impede development of the law, a~

the hangs t nil 11 avereceveda formal The amendment before the body only about 7 m~sid the benefits justify
review and~r ndreetofheSupreme focuses on four parts of the changes of penditr fjdca ie
court. I * rule 11 and besically, In those four True, mLny lawyers do not like ruk'

it has been ieeed to'us but the areas, restores the impact and value of 11. Itl ma"cause themn finamncial liabil
Chief Jut"Wlemake it cler that this the old rule 11. I will go through them itY, it ~~ da~mage their prfesIo
does not necessrl 1 ersnt the specifically, but I want to finish the :reputat ioIn front of imprann
thinking of tihe or, o h wording comments of the Justices, because I ents a. otb pst-of-litigatln av_
the Court woudi ~ sbitd think they address the case very well. It prod~ie are savings not to lawyer'F

OneofteYs4cswoeidisn Here are their conclusions on the but toligat.Bthevehem,
specifclly ab h hjgst ue changes relating to rule 11: APPPOV~. fterl yteFdrld
11. ThatJsIe~jiidb ~tesfl Finally. the likelihood that frivolousness trict j dswodiy gapewt ~
that It a'ia~ort n amu will even be challenged is diminished by the prbe flitigationabsIseog
to chne±e 1IhY ayteJdcl proposed rule, which restricts the award oftoprud me that It should not b
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gutted as the proposed revision Bug- After 1983, rule 11 had teeth, and promote competitiveness from a point
gest~s. some lawyers who filed frivolous cases that Is going to make a real Impact be-I I~~~tir. President, let me repeat Justice were bitten by those teeth. The provi- cause litigation, particularly litigation
Scalia's comments, because I think It Sion was unfortunately weakened last that 'is not legitimate,' has economic
is very Important. He refers to the feel- year. No longer would s&nctions be cotisequences that are very negative.
Ing of the district judges that dealt mandatory. So I urge the adoption of this amnend-
with rule 11 before it was revised: Worse, attorneys would nob longer ment, and I yield the floor, Mr. Presi-I Th~~'e overwhelming approval of the rule by have to certify that the case appeared dent.
the Federal district judges who daiy grapple meritorious after reasonable investiga- Mr. BROWN addressed the Chair.
with the problem of litigation abuse is tion. Instead, Mr. President, an attor- The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
enough to persuade rie that It should not be ney, without penalty, could file a case ator from Colorado.
gutted as the proposed revision suggests. without knowing that the case was Mr. BROWIVN. Mr. President. I want to

Mr. President, I have before me a va- meritorious. The attorney could file describe to the Chamber why it Is this
riety of com~ments I would like to first and face no penalty if he or she is offered'on this amendment. We re-
make, and I would like to go into the reasonably believed evidence might be ferred to that to some extent earlier.
details of the amendment that I have found to support the case afterward. it is my feeling, and I believe mostI offered to the Senate for consideration. There would be no penalty under Senators will agree, that the millions
But I see ray colleague from Iowa here these circumstances, even if nO evi- of dollars lost in frivolous litigation
on the floor, and I know he wishes to dence were ultimately found to support has an Impact on the cost of goods and

L. make remarks with regard to this pro- the frivolous claim. Moreover', no pen- ser-vices in this country, and has a sig-
posed amendment. alty could be imposed if the attorney 2iiatipc norptnilcm

I would like at this time to yield to agreed to dismiss the case. Even if.a peticatimeness aond the world.ia Thati
the dstinuishd SeatorfromIowapenalty- were offered, it would be meas-

for the purposes of debate only. ured b~fidtretef uo t-why I think it Is important that this
F ~~~The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. ers, not upon the attorney who vio- -amendment be addressed along with S.I FEINGOLD). The Senator from Iowa. lated the rule by the award of attor- 4. smoecolItinfilMr. GRASSLEY. Mr. President. I ney's fees. Btsmoecud hnfilthank the Senator from Colorado for So these provisions soon turned rule and reasonably raise the issue: Why

not, only yielding, but I also thank him 11 into a hollow shell. If the rule is not offer it on this vehicle even though this
for his leadership In ~this area. He may soon changed, we will face an Increase is a competitiveness bill?)
have said this before I got to, the floor, in frivolous cases in our Federal Well, the answer lies in part on how
but th1s was of some, concern to us last courts. further adding to their burden. the changes were'made last December
year as we reviewed within our Judici- This will cause our people and our to the Rules of Civil Procedure. The
ary Committee the work of the courts economy to suffer wasted resources In procedures for the adoption~ of these
and finally the Supreme Court in time and money, without any benefit changes in the rules'are basically this:
changing the rules of, civil procedure. to anyone and with the denial of jus- A recommendation- comes out of a com-

So the Senato r Is not bringing up an tice to a lot of people, because frivo- mi~ttee, 'the Supreme Court forward it
Issue that is new to the concern of our lous lawsuits In litigation benefit no to us, and then It becomes effective uan-
commnittee or the concern of this entire one. It will not be deterred or punished less Congress takeisbsme action; that
body. And he has spelled out very well under the current rule 11. is, the ch~anges in rules become effec-
the need for his amn endment. But the It certainly makes no sense to bringe tive automatically without 'any legisla-

Famendment also expresses, over a long suit first and to determine that It istv cinunles-s we act to overturn
period'of timerhe', ̀ocenta some, well grounded in fact later. Just think, them.
of us,ha~ve had ont th uiir cm- how long anyone would put 'up with -Thei problem ts this: We have had
midttee, for the asre~r thttere is this rule for Criminal litigation--that a committee hearings In Judiciary, we
for rule 11. prosecutor could bring criminal have had discussions, but we have not

go I rise in support of the Brown charges first without any current belief had a bill referred out dealing with ruleLamnendment, and I db that because we that the law was, broken and that the 11.
need to ma~ke sure that Federal courts defendant violated it. That would be a In other 'words, this Chamber has not
are open to all who have legitimate regime that came right out of Alice in bad an opportunity to go on record on
claims. That is not, the case now, be- Wonderland, and of cours there Is no rule 11. I would not burden the Chain-
cause there is such a big amount of reason to implement such a system, ber with this amendment, even though
cases coming, some without merit, then, in civil litigation, either. I feel very strongly about it and I
clogging our courts. The Brown amendment will restore think It is important to competitive-

it seems to me that at the same time effective sanctions to rule 11-that is ness. If this Chamber had acted on rule
we areconcered, tht theFederal all we are trying to do-as when rule 11 11 prior. I would not presum~e to move

L courts ught to b open toall legiti- worked, No lawyer who practices in to a vote on these Items if the Chamnber
mate laim, wealsoneedto ensure good faith nor any client of such a law- had due consideration and ha consid-
thatfrivlouscase neihercompete yer would have any reason to fear the ered this and made their feelings clear.

fr atteniton wihmeritorious ones, changes that Senator BRoWN is propos- But the reality Is,, the Rules of Civil
nor that frivolou Feeral litigation be ing. Moreover, the Brown amendment Procedure are bein changed withoutL used as a weapon. will not return rule 11 to Its 1983 lan- this body having £ voice In that mat-

As Federal civil litigation has grown, guage in its entirety. Represented pear- ter. without this body having a chance
the nunber of frivolous cases has also ties themselves will not be able to be to vote on it. Tu,ofeigteand
grown. -sanctioned, and other changes that en- mnent, gives the body' an opportunity toL ~~Due to the general caseload increase, sure the fairness of the rule will be voice their concerns about It.
particularly in criminal cases, the time maintained. If the majority wants to encourage
that passes before civil litigants can Cases that are not known to have a frivolous litigation or adopt these rules

f receive Justice has lengthened tremen- 'basis In fact or law at the time they which encourage frivolous litigation,
dously. The rules of civil procedure had are filed should not be brought. The that, of course,. will be Up to each Sen-L always had provisions against frivolous Brown amendment will then fairly re- ator and their ~ownvi -ew of what is ap-
cases. But the origi nal, rule 11 was inef- Quire that such cases, not be broughtp. ~propriate. But I would think It would
fective in preventing frivolous cases. I strongly support the amendment be a tragedy, to have this kind of
So to take care of that problem, in 1983 and I request that my colleagues sup- change in the basic fundamental Rules
Sanctions were made mandatory. Port It, as well. It Is something that of Civil Procedure take place in this

The provision finally became effec- will impact very positively upon our country and not have the Senate of the
tive In deterring the filing of cases that competitive position which the under- United States ever review the Item or
had not been fully investigated, lying bill is attempting to do. It will vote on it.



S2858 CONGRESSIONAL RECORD-SENATE March 11, 19947I have chosen only four elements of Mr. President, I suspect that many of determines that, the rule is violated, i,the changes in rule 11 to address in this those people are ones who might be In- should the court order sanctions? Lamendments AS I have, already spelled clined to bring this kind of cl aim; that Put another way: If you violated ruleout, a number of the other changes are is. a claim that they do not know is ac- '11 and it Is pointed out that you vio- _not addressed by this amendment. The curate and have not taken the time to lated rule 11 and you have time to re-only ones that I -have 'brought to the find out is accurate. spond and you do not correct Your mis- Jattention of the'floor are the ones that But that is not the way I was taught take, should you have to6 pay sanctions "
I thinkare o egregious that I think law. That is not the way generations of or not? Th newrlsasttyothey cry out for correction. American attorneys have been taught may or may not have to'. I suggest ifI thought I would take a few mo- law. That is not in conformance with You violated the rules and It is pointed 7~ments and outline to, the, Senate, very the standards of ethical behavior that out to yo and you still do'not correct,,briefly, the kind ol'fchange's that have decades and decades and decades of at- Your misake that yo ugttohvtaken place. '' torneys In this Nation have followed. to pay fr the damaEge you caused. SoThe firt I hop to dra to your at- This suggests a standard of behavior Our rule chnessmp.Weipltention'to is, the, qupestion Of what ki nd, that is beneath what has been de- drop the, woD"myadchneitof' standards' you ought to appy to the mnanded by the Rules of Civil Procedure "shall."veracity of or support fbjr allegations in the past. I should polin out In this retard thatand claims filed lin couirt. ~Should you Should we be lowering the standard the degree of the sanctions is still dis-babe to allege ies'nteped of conduct that we expect from attor-cetoa.Thdgrefsntisyu7Ings, that is, represgihtatlIons obf the law neys? Should we be suggesting that you will have to paaa vr.Ifi gseo

and facts, which" yOud not kn ow to be can bring a lawsuit without knowingseriftisnterothjugtrue? ' ~~~~~~~~~~the facts that you allege, without hstealiy toitmake It very smallWell, here is what the old rule 11 doing a reasonable Inquiry? I do not sanctions. But, the[ primiary issue ofsays, and I a~mjQdfting a' 'portion, "that think so whether sanctions! should be'manda-to thebeto the silgner's knowledge, And that is why I felt so strongly tory is a 'very clear., If you 'break theinformation;, and belief formed ifter about this that I brought this anmend- rules "and y'ou knMow you are breakingreasonable inquiry it'is well grounded ment before this body. We should have temn and you do not correct it and youIn fact and It is warranted by existing an opportnt ovt nwehro as nte prf
law or a good faith argumnent." rtyu wnity to voter onthesthedrdor causendno partIy da-mage, this

That is an excerp fro it:u o o att oe h rsaedent pays yotil have to be sanc-1Tha isareexcrptfro, i bu Ifor attorney's conduct, whether you tioned. TheI iewIIrules say not nee-~think It gets to, the he'art of it. want to lower the standards for bring- essarily so.in other words, to make allegations Ing an action, whether you want to There is a third 'change in the newin those pleadings', it has to be to the allow people to bring an action alleg- rule i1 that I~ thou.ght was s severe
best of your knowledge and Informa- Ing things they do not even know are that we, ought to ".k1ress It. The new
tion and belief,oformed after a reason- re rule readsas follo'ws:able inquiry.-In other words, you have So that Is the first part of the A sanct~ion i=osdfor violation of this7to do a reasonable check of the factsaiedetAlometradfmth lesllTe Ie'Itobelirevwht youleg puti d~own iatre. o amendment so It will be clear. It Is dreter repetitlon of such conduact or comn-dono believe 'thatiyuptdw Is ovrl ruren-I under subsection (1) on page 2 of our parable c~onduct by 6th6rs similarly' situated.some. It seemsIto rne Ithat'is only rea- amendment. It says: "In subsection Subec tod th( lmtalpsinsuprarasonable. ~~~~~~(b)(3), by striking ,out 'or,'"-and then an(B *0

Whnatb oteleehngsi ti e they quote the following passage that I They go I~on to spell'out what theghar~dintrue 11 sqayn? ell,itws e- a quoted. It would read -this way: an at- saci n ay be. That Is a daaiquotIng frome supaagap (W 3. torney certifies that "the allegation change. 14ays the only sanctions yousays ths: "Theallegaions an otherand other factual contentions have evi- are likely, to get is that whichwolfatalsths conThenaltions ha ndevtdeniry dentiary Support or are well grounded prevent yo~u frome doing It again. Whatsupport"-that 1 sesraoblutIn fact." It Is not as strong, even with15tebteaprcInhikghere is the catch -'or, I'f'specificallys my amendment, as I believe the pre- about 'what is an appropriate sanction,7identifiedare likely o have evi vious, rule was. It Is meant to be a corn- one way ofilooking at It is to say if you
f ~~~~~dentifriesupprt aftery a hasoabe evi promise. But it is meant to retain the have caused damageiof 1100, you oughtportuniy for'furtbe ~nvesIgano very important requirement that there topydageo10.Thnwrue1I IIIs evidentiary or factual support forsa:Non.Juteugsoyuwl 7Thcoer. neI1 as In efetta what you allege in court. That Is the not do It again. it c0ould be 11, not 1100.Touhd not nueed1 to k nowIffyour claim first change. We simply say let us not It could be 10 cents, not 3100. This doeshas do baoi inefact, kbut fyourin theym denigrate the standards that attorneys not say pay for your mistake; it doesmight ifayou hav fac, chanceu tohinktesy have complied with over the years. - not remedy the damnage caused theftigatht, It o mihavtacbne true.es The second amendment deals with a other party. It says we are only going

Ltig me use ithe exact flanugehydfern ra e e edtepsaeto do what we, think m!ight prevent you Luset thatuit intoves.iThis dalsawithhth from doing It again. That is notI a sanc-us* ie: yt aeeietir upr fe question of sanctions. The new rul tioln. That is not a deterrent.-lireaoble topportuvdnityfor supr afe reads in subsection (c): The~ new rule run counter to our phi-tigation or discovery. Sanctions. If, after notice and a reasonable lslw trn oneIn other wods, you ca bigcaesOpportunity to respond, the court determines our sense, of justice, iihat you ought toIn oherwors.~yodcn bingchagesthat subdivision (b) has been violated, the pay for your mistak4. Only deterring
against somnebody, and they have, to court-may, subject to the conditions stated the next action Is not enough. Keep inhire a lawyer and they, have to answer below, Impose an appropriate sanction upon Mind here what has been imposed on an 7the pleadings and they have to go the attorneys, law firms, or pa.rties that Innocent party-the legal fees for de- Lithrough enormous expense to answer have violated subsection (b) or are respon- fending a frivolous suit or claim can becharges that you do not even know are sible for the violation, thousands upon thousands of dollars.true. The justices that we quoted earlier This Miember does no~t feel that IsMr. President, that is not right. That referred specifically to this section, right. This Member thinks the one who F
Is just not right---to say you can bring pointing out that Sanctions should be violates !rule 11 ought to pay for the ~-a lawsuit when you~ do not know what mandator-y, not permissive, for rule 11 damage. So here lIswhat our amend-you are alleging Is, true and, have not violations. m ient does. :We substitute that lan- 7taken reasonable measures to find out. The question Is this: If someone has guage that says only deter, with this: 1That makes no sense.I violated the rules, has brought a frivo- In paragraph (2), by striking out the firstNow, I understand why, sme people lous action, after notice and reasonable and second sentences andI inserting in ileu
might favor this chiangie the rule. opportunity to respond, and the court thereof "A sanctio0n imposed for violation of



AMarch 11, 1994 CONGRESSION'AL RECORD-SENATE S25nis' rfee maynd ni o fhe exeneasinablred ast aing law. So if the attorney engages in But let me explain a little bit aboutandl o other expeins'dries Inure a frivolous argumnent-s-a~nd that is what, the procedure which happens regarding-reslntaof ntureviorlatn, odirctoives ofna we are talking about here, a frivolous the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure,altY into court or to a party." fo ~ argument that costs the other party which include rule 1I.What does it change? ~ money to defend-at least the attorney There has been controversy as to howWhat des Itchang? I partyse on ught to bear responsibility for that, courts ought to take care of its rule-Ite drosany reernce to payinocng onlty. Ohrwise, there is no disincentive making authority. but the prevailingpat dofs the damagende ito pahifts they against every lawyer in every lawsuit point of view is that the Judiciary haspatous h awayrmadeterec and backitsth from filing a frivolcus attempt to re- the inherent power to determine Itsfocu awy frm dterrnceand ackverse existing law. own rules. Congress felt it'had a role,th coponssibiit fordpayigapenat Ito aie Mr President. that Is the body of the so, It a~dopted the Rules Enabling Acttepar iblty an of theyourt at pealso pre- amendment. Those are four small. by- which the Rules of Procedure wouldpart andto he curt.It lso re-modest changes In the rules. It brings be changed by first having a committeeserves the possibility of using rule partially back to what it was appointed by the Judicial Conferencenothnkmf oueare gualtyes Dofs briygin a efre the commission made its r~ec- of the United States to study any pro-frivolous acinyou or ughty not bitohav ornmendation. It accepts those por- posed changes.triolover athen atornys feest nof tohae tions of the commission's recomznenda- After the committee made, Its reportother side? I hope If people object to tions that have some basis in logic, to the Judicial Conference, which Is aL this amendment they will address that. This Issue is fundamental. It is much body composed of judges from all levelsquesion n tis prtin ofthemore significant than simply some of the judiciary, the Judicial Con-am tendment isno prtty cler.tiso rule technical procedures under our Federal ference would study any proposals anddmesignednonly fordeterrecleor- do rue1 rules. The question that isbefore the then make recommendations to the Su-allowgted ourt tor addteresscte attdor-o Senate with- this amend~ment "is siiniply preme Court of the United States. ThenU neys' fees and other costs imposed on this: Do we sanction frivolous actions, the Supreme Court of 'the Unitedthe other partyl.' or do we close our eyes and do away States would consider the issue andThe fourth-change that we thought with the ability to sanction frivolous make recommendations to Congress.was so egregious' that we had to drs legal actions?, Some may say. "Look, Under -the Rules Enabling Act, Con-K' It, Involves a slight modification in the the new rule still has some restrictions gress has 6 months to either adopt thechanges proposed by the Judicial Con- In it." That would not be an unfair recommendations, too modify them, orference. They proposed adding this lan- comment. But It is also quite clear to delete, them.guage, and I will read It because it Is that the heart and the soul and the This particular rule 11 that came uppretty brief, guts of rule 11 have been torn out of It. was submitted to the Congress and the(A)Moetay antios ay otbeaward-Its also quite clear that rule 11's abil- 6-month ime period expired prior toed against a represented party for a violation ity to deter frivolous actions has, been Congress' taking any action, and so allof subdivision (b)2. abated, of the ~proposed Rules of Civil Proce-What is subdivision (b)X2)? Well, (b)(2) Ufltimately, the question we must an- dure, including rule U1, went into effectreads as follows: ewer on this amendment is whether it on December 1. We -knew toward the
fl'e prtyor ttoneycerifls tailtheis in the Nation's Interest to encourage end ~of thel Conigress last year that ifclaims, defenses, and other legal contentions attorneys and parties to bring frivolousan chans 96`a4-1to be made, they hadtherein are warranted by existing or by a. actions, to misstate the law,- to allege' to be made" befr Dcmber 1.nonfrivolous "Argument for'the extension, facts that they do not believe or do not Ifa Senator is Interested in making a -

modification, or reversal of existing law or know to be true or have not Inves- chanige to a nile, he 'or she could intro-L. establishment of new law. tigated. It seems 'to this Senator that duce a bill, but no bill was introducedWhat dces all this deal with? It deals It is only reasonable to ask'somebody proposing to change rule 1l.with the case where the attorneys to Investigate what they are going to During tha t 6-month period last yearargue for an extension or modification allege In court. It seems to this Sen- in the' House or in the Senate. ii'1 thereor reversal of existing law, In other ator that Parties should know some of we're' reasons for change, a bill couldwords, someone brings an action know- the facts underlying what they charge halve been introduced in the House orIng the law has not been read that way in the pleadings. It seems reasonable to the Sena te.in the past, arguing It should be read ask them to have some knowledge of it Inalfins oSntrBo~, hethat way in the future. It seems reasonable to ask that frivo- said that he did not like rule U1, but he
The new rule 11 says that when you lous arguments not be made. never took-the steps t oiytepobring that action knowing the law does The question is whether or not we ad- psed changes, and now he is now be-not support your position and you lose, dress the need for improved competi- latedly taking steps on this particular

sanctions cannot be brought against tiveness, in, this Nation by making sure bill,. which is unrelated and 'not ger-
you. we do ~~~~~~not gut the rules that protect us ma~ne' to Senator HoLLiNas, technologyL We do not strike that section, Al- against frivolous lawsuits, bill.though, Mr. President. I think it would Mr. President, I yield the floor. My colleague from Colorado raisesismake sense to strike It. But we do The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who sues a~bout 'frivolous lawsuits!' and letmodify It slightly. We leave in the part seeks recognition? me s~ay that this has been consideredthat does not allow sanctions against Mr. HOLLINGS. Mr. President, I mug- by maniy concerned groups of people.the complaining party, but we do per- gest the absence of a quorum. The Brown arnelidment is completelymit sanctions against the party's at- The PRESIDING OFFICER. The oppose'd by the civil rights community.r-" torney. Our fourth change simply says: clerk will call the roll. The, Brown amendment is opposed by" -although such sanctions mayI be The assistant legislative clerk pro- the Department, of Justice. Six mnem-6~ awarded against a Party's attorney." ceeded to call the roll. bers of, the Supreme Court approve ruleSo we have retained the limitation Mr. HEFLIN. Mr. President, I ask 11 thiat is now in, effect. Senator BROW-Non sanctions against the party whose, unanimous consent that the order for quoted from Justie Scalia's 4dissent.L.attorney tries to reverse or extend the the quorum call be rescinded. There areawy gong to be dissentslaw, but, under our amendment, It The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without over at the Surm ourt, but if you

would be possible to sanction the attor- objection, It Is so ordered, have a 6 to 3loeinte Supreme courtney. Mr., HEFLIN. Mr. President, that of the Unite tts that Is a prettyWhat Is the logic for that? A client amendment has no place on this bill. It good Vote.does not know or understand the law as obviously deals with a matter pertain- AsI listened to the criticisms of theL the lawyer does. It Is the lawyer who Ing to the operation of courts. I do not new, iul e 11 from Senator BRowN andmakes the recommendation or decision know why It. is even being brought Senator GRA~sstsy, I do not agree withto attempt to reverse or extend exist- here. them, I halve before me a memorandum
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from the Administrative Office of the rule 11-that is one thsat was in effect by Sena~tor BPtOWN that plain tiffs coVVU.S. Courts which says: before December I of 1993-had Ian- irresponsbyped cam tctI a~m writing to addiress criticism raised guage that said that signature to a The court ,hsits. own power to Initiatduring the mairkup of H.R.. 2814 that the pleading demonstrated that the plead- an inquiry as to whether rule 11 hasamendments to Rule I1 of the Federal Rules Inc "ls well grounded in fact." been violated.of Civil Pro~edurs will eviscerate the rule's Senator BROWN at the subcommittee AS the Senate can clearly see, thi~efec onaper~se fiigfrvl 9ed sZ~ barings on July 28. 1993, grilled the a highly technical matter that weL'The amendment~s to Rule 11 retainth chairman of the Rules Advisory Corn- being called upon'to consider, and it iErule'a core principle'to "stop and think" be- mittee that had proposed to the Judi- atmintobe amended onto an un-fore filing. Bvr broadening the scope of Rule cial Conference this aspect of the rule related bill without the MembersaF51411 coverage and tightening its application, change. this body havin an adequate OPT,the amendments reinforce the rule's deter- Senator BRoWN claimed that under tunity to study the Issues. FoT sh~rent effect and also, eliminate abuses that the new rule 11, a party "no longer has in Congress 'on Friday afternoon tchave arisen In the Interpretation of the rule, to research a claim and know that It Is have to consider this amendment on,~Although the amendments strike a 1 true." He feels that a party "no longer unrelated Pilll seems to m e to be anil~~between competing interests, the ITS hang s tokwhifas"borbigigeiltn.Istrengthening the rule~ have, been neglected ha oko i at"bfr rnigresponsible Way of gIltigby those'critical 'of the mnmet n a, lawsuit. so It 1Is my opinion that we~ ought Mtneed to be hlghiighted., Well, what Senator BROwN ignores to be involved in this at this time. TheFirst, the amendments exandte of from the testimony and the response JudiciaryiCommittee had hearig, -the rule bipong'lctnangblaion the chairman of the committee, Judge there wasi amtple 6pportunity fo acon a party Ito stop IsId oaigaofi~oc Pitr aej httenew rule to be taken.~ But no acotion was brou~tIt becomes awrthtta'psioisn 11 "still calls for and demands that at- forth through, the form of a bill bein1wlonger tenabie torneys have made a reasonable Inves- Int~roduced~ to make any changes tcWbat they ol like to, go back, to tigation under the circumstances." rule11. -- rudrthe~ old rule, as I interpret it,I As Judge Pointer demonstrated, of- There was some effort to make ;oF 1, Cwould beto allow"a partyto continue tentimes a party does not get all thecagstrue2(l) which de&s-advocati ng. ai frivolous Iposition with facts until the discovery is finished, with discovery.- AMd rule WV=X2 relat-impunity, so long' as- it can claim Igno- and the new rule does, Indeed, require ing to ithe taking of depositions. Trceat the tie thpeading' was high standards and is not an egregious House did ~aesm hne ntsgned, 'which ~oul have ) 6een montin looseing of standards,.res but itwas not passed here InIor years ago." The point is that under this new rule Senate.LSecond, the amendments specifically ex- U,. "if a plaintiff is going to make an There Is still some effort being madetend liability to a law firm, rather than Jim- allegation that he does not have hard to try t~o reach some sort of an 7grluing the liability ~'to the junior associate support for, the plaintiff should say, I ment with the ]Department of Justi~who actually, sgstefling, do this on information and belief, and th ivlrghsgous8ndohrsp4Third, he amedmentsspecifcally extend be under a responsibility to withdraw tmn otoemtes u that hathie raho ue acin to ipdividual that or not continue to assert it, if ntpoeedothpitwhere any-claims, deeso n ostos ahr thanaferesnbeopruiyord-thghsbeniale.Flsolely toacaei'wihh peading-as-a- 

tfe eaoaleoprtnt frdewhole" isfioos.Smoor dcsos0very, it turns out there Is no basis Isem to ethttIsJust IF"have cdsre terl o apply onytote for It." proper and an Inappropriate time ~whole ple~ig elvn a pry, of the r~e- Now, the new rule U1 has changes bring this m'tt up at such a ltaponlbllty~or mi~t~lnig a ingl orsev- from the old rule in that -If a violation stage as this. If there had been a rea:eral Indiv i'dua fi~oapet~s regarding a pleading Is found, then the sincere effort, it could have been dc7So, rule 1 htwn noefc on court may impose sanctions, within the 6-month time period allow~December~' 1aa eine osrngthe Under the old rule, the language was pursuant to the Rules Enabling Act.-ithi Matter, bl that a court must Impose a sanction if seems to ire that we ought not to -bIFourth, theamndents eq~iwai the obli- it found a violation of the rule, dealing with,'this iamendment at t-tJ'WU=onbtwe the" 'Lprtes by imposing a As Judge Pointer demonstrated in time on this unrelated technology b Iconiun biainon the defendant to his testimony, a court needs the flexi- It may 'be that a, bill could be intstopinsstin ona deialcontained In the bility or discretion to impose sanctions duced, referred to the judiciary corn~Inital aswe. Frquenlyanswers are gen- because a complaint, or for that fact an mittee. beariangs ~,ourld be held, anworal denials ILe oalck of Information -answer or motion to dismiss may con- then its merits could adequately ~at the time of the reply. The amendments taln a technical violation, but the rest considered., 4Impose a significant responsibility on the de-pednfend~at to act accordingly after relevant In ofta ol b efcl s- I lsn, I do f~eel that tener>formation Is later obt~ilned. oeptable. Why, then, should a court be U1 is a flexible rule, and It has proviit is also jmporta~srto highlight the required to Impose a sanction? Such sions that strengthen, not weaken, etaloe o t e'r1 tht the sandendents Te disscrtion would not. in my judgment, forts to nrevent f4volous lawsuits. rt7Wan. A part' must continue to undertake giveaway to mass, Irresponsible plead- new rule is expected to reduce t-"a nuiry reasonable under the cir- Ing. number of Ina pporiate motions recurnatances"i before filing under the amend- Obviously, those who are purporting 4ueting sanctions, thereby aLlowinjmnents. in those cases where a party believes tchnerlUrssehepsilty ours t ou oeatnintthat a fact Is true or false but needs addi- to hatnaeprue11msthposblty couldtIntentinally brig aittenttosnntoio-tional discoery to coofnni it, thea atymend-eninal biggiiat anto reQuests.ments allow filing but only if such "fact" la a frivolous action and, upon a finding I suggest the absence of a quorum.L Ljspecifically detifled. 'The provision does of sucb by the court, might escape a The PRESIDINq O FFICER (Mrsnot relieve a, party, ~fIts Initial duty to un- penalty. The response to that concern Fxzs"mnJ),-The clerk- will call the rolldertake reasonble preflling Investigation, is that well, yes, -there coutld be no pen- The legislative clerk proceeded fIncssof abuse, tbe court retains the power alty, but In that type of egregious in- call the roll.to sancton sua ponte ad the agrievedtentionally frvolous pleading a court Mr. KERRY. MdmPe Idet, IL S-.'party can seek other remedies.~ e.g., lawsuit will most likely Impose a sanction, unanimou cOnsn htthSrefor mallcioun eeUtOn.I 1 oe rdrWThe existin rueIe not require a court Under the new rule- the quorum call bersiddto impsran octr sanction payable to -flYf warranted, the court may award to the The PRESIDING rOFChWtothe ote al -~ os r- Psrty prevailing on the motion the reason- objection, It ls sooxerd* . w~~~~~ide acorwihteiseio to' Impose an able expenses and attorney's fees incurred in Mr. KERRY, Madam presietapporaes.utoicu Ingan ore re presenting or opposing the motion, would like to say a few words about 8quirin moneaypynttohe opposing Also, a c ourt on Its own InItiative 4. 1 would like to compliment the Saf7party adt hecut may begin a show-cause proceeding as ator from South Carolina on what beNow, as to the bearings that we had to whether a party has violated the trying to accomplish with this bIll,_~In the Judiciaryv CommitteeI the old rule. This should take care of concerns hope that we In the Senate can move
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beyond some of the divisions of the last Studies by NIST researchers have Blame for the problems has been laid atfew days and try to focus on what this pointed the way to significant process- many doorsteps: sluggish domestic produc-bill does. Ing Improvements adopted by Ibis tivity growth, closed foreign markets, theWe have had an extraordinary Technology. Inc., which is a company deteriorating U.S. education and trainingamount of debate In the U.S. Senate i avmyq h oe?5sple system, poor ?management and misguidedIn Dnves, A, te sle .S. uppiergovernment policies in areas ranging fromabout jobs and the economy. During of an experimental material. The NIST capital formation to product liability laws.the NAFTA debate, there was a lot of assistance can reduce by a hundredfold Some fear the United States is too pre-discussion on the floor about the prob- the number of defects In this material, occupied with national prestige technologylems of the American workplace. There making This more competitive and al- Projects to worry about investing in the ge-are, as you know, major problems in lowing it to be a more secure employer neric enabling technologies that are criticalthe American workplace. Raytheon of Amnerican workers, to the competitiveness of many industries.Corp.in Masachsettsjust nnouced isincrely ope w canundertandOthers charge that the United States is in-Corp.In Masachsettsjust nnouced Isincrely ope w canundertandcreasingly turning over the difficult job ofthat it will have to lay off some 4,400 what Is at stake here. We need to be commercialization and manufacturing tech-more people over the course of the next able to commercialize Ideas faster- nology to foreign companies. Unfortunately.couple of years--over 1,000 of them In better-and this bill permits industry In turning over technology to its competi-Massachusetts Itself, to make choices about how to do that. tors.,America is turning over the keys toMost of the companies In the country It is an important bill for creating jobs economic growth and prosperity.are downsizing in one way or the other, and making this country more com- The American People and its leaders haveThere are enormous numbers of jobs petitive. too readily assumed that preeminence inthat are moving to low-skill, low-wage I hope' we can look a little harder at science automatically confers technologicalleadership and commercial success as well. Itcountries. There have been a series of the ways in which S. 4 helps America does not. America assumned that governmentarticles In the newspapers recently to be competitive and helps us to ore- support for science would be adequate to pro-commenting on the fact that-notwith- ate Jobs and move away from a par- vide for technology. it is not. In too manystanding the improvements in the tisanship that seems to characterize so sectors. America took technology for grant-Li econ6mny-there has not been an im- much of what happens In Washington. ed. Today, the nation is paying the price for -provement in wages in America. The PRESIDING OFFICEaR. The Sen- that complacency.Americans are working longer, they ator from South Car~olina. This report examines the U.S. position inare working harder, and they are tak- Mr. HOLLINGS. Madam President, critical technologies and the actions the na-

Ing home less. In the 9Os most the distinguished Senator from Massa tion must take to strengthen it.Americans could look forward to s.cuet srgt ntre.Teeisn .Teei KEY FIDINGSmajor increase in income In the course qusintatordlmm a oe Ther is abroad domesti and iflternaCtionalqueston tht ourdilema wa fore consnsusabout the critical generic tech-of just a couple of years. Well, In the seen by many over the pest 10 years, nalogies driving economic growth and comn-1980's, it took the average American 10 specifically the U.S. Council on Coin- petitiveness
waitto ony2years to achieve i noegot petitiveness, headed up by John Young The U.S. Office of Science and Technologywhat i tookonly year to ahieveof Hewlett-Packard, George Fisher, Policy, the U.S. Department of Commerce,- -back then. In 1989 and 1990, American then with Motorola and now Kodak, the U.S. Department of Defense. Japan'sworkes lot in ach ear wat i hadand other business leaders, certainly a Ministry of International Trade and Indus-taken them those entire 10 years to nonpartisan group, which issued a doc- try, the European Community and many in-get. hat i the red~cment f theument entitled "Gaining New Ground, dividual industry groups have all bompiledAmerican worker.TehooyPirtsfr America's similar lists of critical technologies. ThisAnd it is that predicament that S. 4 ecno'sPrriesfrproject examined critical technologies fmrcnseeks to address. Future" back-in 1992, 2 years ago, and the poin't of view ~of a cross section of ~U.S.S. 4 has received support from a wide it says: Industry and confirmed the overlap of criti-Li- variet of technlogy busiesses who The U.S. position in many critical tech- cal technologies that appears In these othernologles is slipping and, in some cases, has studies. Given the broad consensus aboutrecognize that America has a comnpeti- been lost altogether. Future trends are not critical techiologles,'it Is time to move be-tiveness prcblem, and who know there encouraging. yond making lists and begin implementingis nothing in this bill that smacks of iakuaioscnett rn h programs that will strengthen U.S. techno-
industrial policy or the Government.etrdou ntithREOD

S.4amforaukbl- Teebing no bjetio, te mte 2. The U.S. position in many critical tech-Tahewa orered to objecprionted inathe nologies is slipping and, in some cases. hasity to take products from the labora- REORasfllw: lost altogether. Future Trends are not en-tory out into the workplace. It willCoagg
__ help us avoid the situation we have GAn-.s!No NrIAv GROU-ND: TEMrOLOGY America pioneered such technologies asfaced in the past when Americans have PFIOauMES FOR AY.ERICA'S FUTURE numerically controlled machine tooF, robot-developed technology-for the V'CR, KEXECL'I' StLMMARY ics, optoelectronics and integrated circuitsthe fax machine--only to see it devel- Throughout America's history, technology only to lose leadership in them to foreignoped and manufactured by the Japa- has be-en a major driver of economic growth. competitors. Moreover, In many criticalnese. the Europeans. and others. It has carried the nation to victory in two tecbnologies, ranging from leading-edge aci-world wars, created millions of Jobs, spawned entific equipment to precision ' bearings.The fact is this bill will help create enienwidsrewadoee h rs trends are running against U.S. industry.

jobs. pect of a brighter future. In many respects, (See lists on pages 7 to 11.) The erosion of the
Maybe this seems abstract to some. techology has been America's ultimate U.S. position in critical technologies hasLet me cite a couple of examples of the comparative advantage. Because of our great helped to highlight an Important lessontangible results the programs of the technological strength, U.S. manufacturing about Industrial competition in the late 20thNational Institute of Technology and service industries stood head and shoul- century: a lead In science Is not sufficient toproduce In Masachusets, Teadyneders above other nations in world markets. sustain technological leadership. ScientificInodce.ino InMarktigach newts soTwrarye, That comforting view is under assault. As excellence also must be supplemented byaa result of intense International competi- strong position i rtcltcnlge npackage that was developed in conjunc- tion, America's technology edge has eroded by the ability to convert these technologiestion with NIST. That package allows in one Industry after another. The U.s.- into mnanufsctur'ed products, processes andmanufacturers of analog and analog/ owned consumer electronics and factory au- services that can compete successfully in thedigital electronic components to actu- tomation industries have- been practically marketplace. Otherwise, Amnerica's jobs,ally test the components of these de- eliminated by foreign competition; the U.S. standard of living and national security willvices without compromising test acou- share of the world machine tool market has be In jeopardy and. beca-iise technology is in-
This is a techniquie -which wolnt and the U.S. merchant semiconductor indus so3il America' fuur lAd nlnetry ha hfe rmdominance to a-distant 3.Fringvrmn syaerstematicallyhave been developed, marketed, or pro- second In world markets. Even such Amer- Pursuing leadership in critical technologies.duced withou~t the NIST effort. Aild. ican success stories as chemicals, computers Governments in other major Industrializedwithout NIST. Americans would not be and aerospace have foreign competitors close countries have esed R&D inoenlives, public-employed In this activity. on their heels. . private technologyi consortia. Infrasructure
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ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICE OF THE
L. RALPH MECHAM UNITED STATES COURTS JOHN K. RABIEJ
DIRECTOR CHIEF, RULES COMMITTEE

SUPPORT OFFICE

L CLARENCE A. LEE. JR. WASHINGTON, D.C. 20544
ASSOCLATE DIRECTOR

K March 29, 1994

is MEMORANDUM TO HONORABLE PATRICK E. HIGGINBOTHAM AND DEAN
EDWARD H. COOPER

L SUBJECT: S. 1976, Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1994

Attached for your information is an article from the Monday, March 28, 1994 issue
of the Washington Post and a copy from the Congressional Record of S. 1976, the Private
Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1994. The bill, if enacted, would affect the Federal Rules

K of Civil Procedure relating to class actions.

The bill would require courts to appoint a plaintiff steering committee or a guardian
L to direct lawyers in class actions involving securities. Their powers would include the

authority to retain or dismiss counsel and reject or accept an offer of settlement. The bill
seeks to ensure that investors, not lawyers, decide whether to bring a suit, whether to settle,

L and the appropriate lawyers' compensation. Under the bill, a plaintiff in whose name the
case is brought must hold either 1% of the securities that are the subject of the litigation

F- or $10,000 worth of securities. The bill also imposes stricter pleading requirements in
L securities fraud claims. Finally, the professional liability of accountant firms in securities

cases is limited under the bill.

Our Office of Legislative and Public Affairs is currently making inquiries into the
likelihood of passage of this bill. We will inform you as soon as we receive this information.
Please contact me, if you want us to mail copies of the bill and the article to each

Ls committee member.

John K Rabiej

Attachments

cc: Honorable Alicemarie H. Stotler
Professor Daniel R. Coquillette

A TRADITION OF SERVICE TO THE FEDERAL JUDICIARY
7__I
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, PERS0NALFINANCFromBIt -. -~,--...... -- how investors recover,6 cents ontdoar.
Dodd said, and in one recent case_, telw

Rep. John Dingell (D-Mich.), chairman Of yrs-got $8 million out of a settlement thatr
the House Energy and Commerce Comit- l $12 mini. + v < -4A;-.
tee, last week said some of the p p However, a number of consumer1
"need refinement" lest they' end 'PSidin as, well a's the national organizationofste.
crooks. But he, like others, endorsed the seuiesrgatsayhyaeferl
, idea of limiting frivolous suits . that attempts like Dodd's and a bill offered

Many of the suits now being led amount by Rep. WJ. Blly Tauzi
to "ightec amblane casin," sai ~n House might do more harm than -good.

Christopher J. Dodd (D-Conn.), who last, key ise v a wa tof. l
week introduced a bill that would rewrite the - er~ ihu
rules governing shareholder lawsuits-..His - - - -"

i esr',i ei dtomk thartjer-for . -- ";,,.. .,.

secuiti lawyeisto bring ior s sits MXy Oij;'L8
while continuing to allow suits to redress uz:- .OW,

' ' - * '' si -f ' l',^ -R ~' 'I, -1 *CHr 4 4This bill is one that deals with abroad beigfiled anoint to . .stC SOPHERL DODD -

, spectr of issues said Dodd, who is hair- .
manofthesecuritiessubcommittee. Hesaid hig htech ambulance to d, u, ,*lu,high~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~h
be is concerned not only with frivolous litiga- .CHoweve the measure allows the pi
l ' tion put alsi over whether investors aiit to'run from th ti Hi
a served even'by'mentorious' .Studies - - "the violation should have been discoversserved even by meritorious'suits. SuisSen. ChrstopiierjDd

__,_'_'_'_'_-_'_'___''_'_'_'_'--_A,_______J;,, ,,- through exerisexe-of due diligence. pponer
- .-. :-~~~....- ~too difficult for legitimately wronged share-, Sa hti tovgean ihjllwcm

h Io=--'-- A --...... olders to recover. : , : ~nieg to hide behind the statute'of liMitatioJ
~Uinv a I t~dV ......avs . ... I AThe Dodd bill would, among other things: . more easily. rvIS 1 J u a Elimnate thedoctrine of -5ointandseveral T * Require the establis e of -a plaint7

liability." Under-this doctrine; all defendants steering committee or appointment of a cda I
are equally liable for damages, and if one or guardian in class-action suits. The commit

A i | . t ,, | more of 'them is'insolvent or has fled, the tee or guardian would act as the client, de-
others must pay the damages, even if their
role was rminor. -'- accept settlement offers. Critics of the prf,H elped M anypoototeiaitysotathsatte tnwr Out d awealstatnrvde thefeplainti f-4

JL | I Dodd would replac6'this doctrine with one sent system say lawyers and defendants of-
X | -- 7 - | of ~~~~~~~~~proportionate liability, -so that those at the ten work out deals that provide the plaintiff-

Homeowners who refinanced last center of any fraud would pay the bulk of the lawyers with a handsome fee while giving i
year reduced the interest rate on damages. Those whose involvement was dividual investors 6 cents on the dollar.
their loans to 7.23 percent from marginal-such as, say, an accounting firm One thing the Dodd bill would not do is re-
9.12 percent,. on average, and cut that failed to detect a scam-would pay less. quire losers in lawsuits to pay the winnezfl
the term of their loans by four years, Consumer groups and of course trial law- legal costs. The idea of moving to the s
according to data from the Washing- yers don't like this provision, contending that called English system was heavily criticized
ton-based Federal National Mort- it would shield accountants and other profes- by consumer and other groups for its "chi,
gage Association.- sionals from liability; investors often rely on ing effect" on lawsuits. A discussion draft

The reductions will save these their representations of the company's finan- the bill had contained what Dodd's aidLa'
homeowners an average of $60,000 cial health. : called a minor provision concerning fees but
over the life of their loans, Fannie A Require investors to hold a miimum of that was dropped as not being worth all tl7
Mae calculated. $10,000 worth or 1 percent of the securities heat it was generating. L

Of the people who refinanced last at issue to have standing to sue. Backers of The battle over these issues is not likely
year, slightly more than half opted the bill say this would be easy to get around; to be resolved soon. For small investors and
for intermediate-term loans-15- it is included mostly as a "speed bump" to small companies, in the meantime, class-aV
year and 20-year loans-and more slow down attorneys who find a-person with tion suits are likely to remain a fact of life. LI
than 90 percent chose fixed-rate one share of stock to act as the named plain- . Thus, investors should take seriously any
mortgages. tiff in a class-action suit.. notices they receive about suits against firrr-

"The lowest interest rates we've Opponents argue that this would make it they hold stakes in. Read documents you ri
seen in a generation gave homeown- difficult for small investors to recover dam- ceive and in the case of a large investmenrt
ers tremendous short-term and ages in court. . perhaps consult an attorney.
long-term benefits," said Donna Cal- a Extend the statute of limitations so thatin- Settlements in weak or frivolous case7
tejon, Fannie -Mae's senior vice presM vestors could sue up to five years after the aren't likely to bring you much, but soumi
ident. - . alleged violation or.two years after the viol times investors do make significant recover-

Albert B. Crenshaw tion was discovered. Currently the standards ies and you don't want to be left out whe.
- I t are three years and one year. . that happens.
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1 l Rule 68. Offer of Settlement

2

3 Qa) offers. A party may make an offer of settlement to another
4 party.

5 (1) The offer must:

6 (A) be in writing and state that it is a Rule 68 offer;
7 (B) be served at least 30 days after the summons and
8 complaint if the offer is made to a defendant;
9 (C) [not be filed with the court] (be filed with the

il0 court only as provided in (b)(2) or (c)(2));
11l (D) remain open for [a stated period of] at least 21
1 2 days unless the court orders a different period;
L13 and

14 (E) specify the relief offered.

L15 (2) The offer may be withdrawn by writing served on the
i16 offeree before the offer is accepted.
17 LEi Acceptance: Disposition.

118 (1) An offer made under (a) may be accepted by a written
19 notice served [on the offeror) while the offer remains
20 open.

21 (2) A party may file (the) [an accepted] offer, notice of
22 acceptance, and proof of service. The clerk or court

723 must then enter the judgment specified in the offer.
j24 [But the court may refuse to enter judgment if it finds
25 that the judgment is unfair to another party or contrary
26 to the public interest.]

r27 (c) Expiration,

L28 (1) An offer expires if [rejected or] not accepted before
29 withdrawal or the end of the period stated or ordered

j30 under (a)(l)(D).

|31 (2) Evidence of an expired offer is admissible only in a
32 proceeding to determine costs and attorney fees under133 Rule 54(d).

i4 l(d) Sugcessive Of fes. A party may make an offer of settlement
L5 after making [, rejecting,] or failing to accept an earlier

t6 offer. A successive offer that expires does not deprive aE37 party of (remedies) [sanctions] based on an earlier offer.
138 Te) (Remedies1tSanqtions1. Unless the final judgment -is more
,739 favorable to the offeree than an expired offer the offeree
40 must pay a (remedy) [sanction] to the offeror.

11 (1) If the offeree is not entitled to a statutory award of
742 attorney fees, the (remedy) [sanction] must include:

r



43 (A) costs incurred by the offeror after the offer i
44 expired; and

45 (B) reasonable attorney fees incurred by the of feror
46 after the offer expired, limited as follows: 1l
47 (i) the monetary difference between the offer and
48 judgment must be subtracted from the fees; 'nd 17
49 (ii) the fee award must not exceed the money amount
50 of the judgment. 17
51 (2) If the off eree is entitled to a statutory award of
52 attorney fees, the (remedy) [sanction] must include:

53 (A) costs incurred by the of feror after the offer j
54 expired; andI

55 (B) denial of attorney fees incurred by the offeree
56 after the of6fer expired.

57 (3) (A) The court may reduce the (remedy)[sanction] to
58 avoid undue hardship [or because the judgment could
59 not reasonably have been expected at the time the
60 offer expired].

61 (B) No (remedy may be given) [sanction may be imposed]
62 on disposition of an action by acceptance of an U
63 offer under`this rule or other settlement.

64 (4)(A) A judgment for a party demanding relief is more favorable I,
65 than an offer to it:

66 (i) if the amount awarded - including the costs,
67 attorney fees, and other amounts awarded for 17
68 the period before the offer (was served)
69 [expired] - exceeds the monetary award that
70 would have resulted from the offer; and ]

71 (ii) if nonmonetary relief is demanded and the
72 judgment includes all the nonmonetary relief
73 offered, or substantially all the nonmonetary 17
74 relief offered and additional relief.

75 (B) A judgment is more favorable to a party opposing relief
76 than an offer to it: ik
77 (i) if the amount awarded - including the costs,
78 attorney fees, and other amounts awarded for
79 the period before the offer (was served) U
80 [expired] - is less than the monetary award
81 that would have resulted from the offer; and

82 (ii) if nonmonetary relief 'is demanded and the
83 judgment does not include [substantially] all
84 the nonmonetary relief offered. 1
85

2 1

17



i
'86 (fI Nonavylicability. This rule does not apply to an offer made in
87 an action certified as a class or derivative action under RuleLOB8 23, 23.1, or 23.2.

LS9
E900 Fee statute alternative

02 le) fRenediesar Unless the final judgment is moreLt 3 favorable to the offeree than an expired offerthe offeree
94 must pay a (remedy)[sanction] to the offeror.

(1) The (remedy)[sanction']u'st4include:

6 (A) costs incurred by 'the offeror after the offer
~97 expired, 'and

V98 (B) reasonable ,attorney, fees incurred by the offeror
~99 after the offer expired, limited as follows:99

(i) the monetary differencebetween the offer and
U1l judgment must be subtracted from the fees; and

f0 2 (i4) the fee award must -not exceed the money amount
W 3 . vf the judgment.

104 (2) (A), The court may 'reduce the (remedy)[sanction] toL 05 avoid undue hardtsgp(.lor-because the judgment could
L6 not reiasonablyhave been expected at'thetime the

.iF37 offer expired].

FOS (B) No (remedy'may be given)[sanction may be imposed]:

t:)9 ( i) against a party that otherwise is entitled to
010 a statutory award of attorney fees;

Lal (ii) on disposition of an action by acceptance of
A12 an offer under this rule or other settlement.

r13

J&14 (e)(2)(B)(i) might take less protective forms: No remedy say be
given:

Li6 Costs but not fee shifting

'117 (i) that requires payment of attorney fees by a
party that is entitled to a statutory award of

.49 attorney fees; or

r,20 Statutory fees not affected

A 1 (i) that affects the statutory right of a party to
j,22 an award of attorney fees;

L ~~~~~~~~~~3Li



I COMMITIEE NOTE 17
2 Former Rule 68 has been properly Criticized as one-sided
3 and largely ineffectual. It was available only to parties defending
4 against a claim, not to parties making a claim. It provided little
5 inducement to make or accept an offer since in most cases the only
6 penalty suffered by declining an offer was the imposition of the "I
7 typically insubstantial taxable costs subsequently incurred by the
8 offering party. Greater incentives ei after the decision in
9 Marek v. Ciwsny, 473 IU.S. 1 (1 985),` whi ch riled'ithat akplaintiff I10 wh~~~~~o obtains'la posiiv udgmn lestana defendant's Rule6

11 offer loses th zgt to collectpost,-offer aUttorn'ely fiees p'rovidedby
12 a statute as co~stsu o prevailn litf.ih eiini

13 Ma~~~~~ek~~~case 'sboweewsliie ocasesfete ysuch ee-.
14 slnftin5 statuts. Itasprvk1ciiism, on the rodthtit
15 was icsitnwihtetaurypolicies that, favor seil'10 6,1
17 [Earlier proposals werelimade to make Rule 68 available to
18 all parties and to inc iseff by authorig attorney fee
19 sanctions. These proposals -met with Vigorous cnticism.
20 Opponents stressed the polic considertin volved in the21 "AmericanRule7 -on,,tre ee. hy~ep~ie that the
22 of -all p a pftfesth68 |
23 offers Sould produce ,inapproprate w4dfwls and would create
24 unequal pressures and cerceufa seteme becaus'pties
25 often hav ifferent levso nowledge, jsk-arsessand I
26 rsucs

27 lThe basis for many of the changes made in the amended It
28 Rule 68 is provided in an article byl Judge William W. Schwarzer,
29 Fee-Shifting Offers of Judgment- an Approh to Reducing the
30 Cost of Litigation, 76 Judicature 147 (1992).

31 The amended rule allows any party to make a Rule 68 1
32 offer. The incentives for early settlement are increased by *
33 increasing the consequences for failure to win a judgment more
34 favorable than an expired offer. A plaintiff is liable for post-offer
35 costs even if the plaintiff takes nothing, a result accomplished by. I
36 removing the language that su the contray ruling in Delta
37 Air Lines, Inc. v. August, 1981 450IU.S. ,346. Post-offer
38 attorney fees are shiftd, subject to twollimits. The amount of
39 post-offer attorney fees is reduc by l ie difference between the
40 offer and theeJudgment.l In addition the attoey fee award cannot 3 E
41 exceed the amount of the judgment. A plaintff who wins nothing L
42 pays no attorney fees. A defendant pays no more in fees than the
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1 amount of the judgment.

2 A plaintiffs incentive to accept a defendant's Rule 68 offer
3 includes the incentive that applies to all offers - the risk that trial
4 will produce no more, and perhaps less. It also includes the fear
5 ~of Rule 68 consequences; the defendant's post-offer attorney fees
6 may reduce or obliterate whatever judgment is won, leaving the
7 plaintiff with all of its ownlexpenses and the defendant's post-offer

i 8 costs. A defendant's incentive to accept a plaintiffs Rule 68 offer
- 9 is similar: not only must it pay alarger judgment, but It can be

j 10 held to pay post-offer costs and the plaintiffs post-offer attorney
11 fees up to the amount of the judgment.

L12 Attorney fee shifting is limited to reflect the difference
* 13 between the offer and the judgment. The difference is treated as

A 14 a benefit accruing to the fee expenditure. If fees of $40,000 are
L 15 incurred arter the offer and the-judgment is $15,000 more

16 favorable' than the offer, for example, the maximum fee award is
17 reduced t6 s25,000.

'18 Subdivision (a!. Several formal requiremnents are imposed on the Rule 68
19 offer process. Offers may be made outside of Rule 68 at any time

L420 before or after an action is commenced. The requirement that the
I2l Rule 68 offer be in witing and state that it is made iunder Rule 68

, 1!22 is designed to avoid claims for awards based on less formal offers
L23 that may not have been recognized as paving the way for an award.

'*24 ! A Rule 68 offer is not to be filed with the court until it is
125 accepted. The offeror should not be influenced by concern that an

E 26 unaccepted offer may work to its disadvantage in la' proceedings.
7i
-427 The requirement that an offer remain open for at least 21

28 days is intended to allow a reasonable period for evaluation by the
O29 recipient. Consquencescannotfairly beimposedifminadequate fme

130 is allowed for evaluation. Fees and costs are shifted only from the
31 time the offer expires; see subdivision (e)(1) and (2) . A party who

32 wishes to increase the prospect of acceptance mayl et a longer
133 period. The court may order a different period. As one example,
34 it may not be fair to require a defendant to act on an offer early m

L!35 the proceedings, under threat of Rule 68 consequences, without
*36 more time to gather information. If the court orders that the

F 37 period for accepting be extended,,the offer can -bewithdrawn under
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1 paragraph (2). The opportunity to withdraw is important for the
2 same reasons as the power to extend - developing information
3 may make, the offer seem less attractive to the plaintiff just as it
4 may make the offer seem more attractive to the defendant. As
5 another example, the 21-day period may foreclose offers close to
6 trial;, the court can grant permission to shorten the period to make
7 an offer possible.

8 Paragraph (2) establishes power to withdraw the offer I
9 before acceptance. This pow'er lreflects the fact that the apparent

10 wortl',Qf a case eanchange as further informalion is developed.
II It also enables a party to retain control lof, its own offer in fce of
12 an order extending the time for acceptance. Withdrawal, nullifies
13 the offer -consequences cannot be'" , Won a withdrawn offer.

14 SubdivisionQbL, An offer can be acceptd only during the period it
15 remains openand is ~c n itha ceptace requires service
16 on the feo.A& apac i~ fetv notitstndiigan
17 am tt ttion the
18 offeror before the whwal is srve on the offeree. If it is
19 uncertain w eth er p r wital w t
20 doubt, shouild bersovdbyivn fcttthwihaalsne
21 the parties remain f m Iu'essij'eiPl 68 offer or to J
22 settle outside the, R le6pos. , r

23 Once an offer is acted, judgment may be entered by the L
24 clerk or court acoi tbei nature of the offer. Ordinarily the
25 clerk Ishould ent ju d for money ,,or recovery of clearly I
26 identified p rlikely to be
27 requir frety nijncondcatryelef.

28 The court has the same power to refuse to enter judgment
29 under Rule 68 as it has to refuse judgment on agreement of the
30 parties in other, settings;, AAn injunction may be found contrary to
31 the public interest, for example, if it rqquwe~ the court to enforce
32 terms that the court feels unable to supervise. A settled decree
33 may affect public rests i broader terms, paiticularly in actions
34 such as those to ctro the conduct of public institutions, protect
35 the eiwironment, ,or re ie enployment practices. Tbe parties
36 cannot force e t to adt and enforce a decree that defeats
37 amportant interest of nonpates.0 A, Rule 68judgment also might
38 benfartoot ila l ti' a, tion. An extreme

L
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1 illustration of unfairness would be an agreement to allocate all of
L 2 a limited fund to one party, excluding others. Less extreme

3 settings also might justify refusal to enter judgment.

4 Subdivision Cc), An offer expires if it is not withdrawn or accepted.

5 An expired offer',may be used only for thepurpose of
a 6 providing remedies underisWbdivision (e). Theprocedures of Rule1 7 54(d) govern requests for costs or attorney fees.

j 8 Subdivision Id!. Successive offers may be made by any party without
* 9 losing the opportunity to win remedies based on an earfier expired

rt 10 offer, and without defeating exposure to remedies based on failure
L11 to accept an offer from another party. This system encourages the
£12 parties to make early Rule 68 offers, which may promote early

[ 13 settlement, without losing the Opportunity to make later Rule 68
L414 offers as developing familiarity with the case helps biig togeer
615 estimates of probable value. It also encourages laterLRqle 68 offers
16 following expiration of earlier offers by preserving possibiiky

117 of winning remedies based on an earlier offer.,

fl18 The opertionl of -'the successive offers provision is
419 illustrated by Example 4 in the discussion of subdivision (e).

,2O Subdivision (eV Remedies are mandaty, ulmess reduced or excused
under paragraph (').

2n2l Jdgmen The time for determining remedies is
823 controlled by entry of final judgment. In most settings finality for

24 ithis purpose will be determined by the tests that determine finality
i p5 for purposes of appeal. Complications may emerge, however, in
}6 actions that involve several parties and claims. A final judgment

,27 may be entered under Rule 54(b) that disp of one or more
0 ;28 claims between te offeror and offeree but leaves open oter claims
9 v betweenthem. Such a judgment can be the occasion for invoking

7,30 Rule 68 remedies it it finally idisposes of all matters involved in toe
ai31 X Rule 68 offer. It s is possible that a Rule 54(b) judgment may
132 support Rule 68 lremedies even though it does not dispose f all
33 matters involved in' the offer. A plaintiff's $50,000 offer to settle

all claims, for e le, might be followed by a $75,00 judgment
t35 for the intiff ontwo claims, leaving two other claims to be

736 resolved. Usually it wil b better to defer the deteminaton of

Li
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I remedies to a single proceeding upon completion of the entire
2 action. If there is a special need to determine remedies promptly, '
3 however, an interim award may be made as soon as it is L
4 inescapably clear that the final judgment will be more favorable
3 than the offer.

6 C andf Remedies are limited to costs and attorney
7 fees. Other expenses are excluded for a variety of reasons, In L
8 part, the limitation reflects the policies that underlie the limits of
9 attorney fee awards discussed below. In adition, the limitation

10 reflects the great variability of other expenses and the difficulty of
11 determining whether particular expenses are reasonable..

12 Costs for the present purpose include all costs routinely
13 taxable under Rule 04(d). Attorney fees are reated separey.
14 This provision supersedes the conswruxio of Rle 68 adopted. in,
15 4Marek 1.Chs,473 U1S. J (1985), vidre which statutory '716 attorney fee ar lreatas co sts for P s~ f 68 i but
17 onyi,~esauebasthem as css

18 Several limits are placed on remedies based on attorney fees
19 incurred after a Rule 68 offer expired. The fees must be
20 reasonable. Te award is reduedby dedcng from the amount |
21 of reasonable fees the monetary difference between the offer and
22 the judgment. To the extent that the judgment is more favorable 7
23 to the offeror thanthe offer, t is fair to attribute the difference to [24 the fee expenditure. This reduction is limited to monetary
25 differences. Differences in specific relief are excluded from this
26 reduction bause the policy drlying the benefit--the-judgment
27 rule is Mot so hga dsu Artb e difficults frequently28 encountered in settng a monty alue on sp c relief.

29 The attorney fee award Also is limited to the amount of the
30 judgment. A claimant's dgment can bereduced to *
31 nothing by'a fee awrbtci-f-poc-ket liability is limited to
32 costs. A tefen fee shif Og is
33 symmetia blitnghesa stoth mony i~nout of the
34 judgment. l Ino monetar rl is aarded, atoneyi fee remedies
35 are no avial oether pat.This result not only avoids!,the
36 difficute fstin oeayvaluie on specific' rliefbt~s
37 di Jih~teisko eern itigaio inovrg mtesob
38 publi L ~~~~~~~11 ,<, -
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1 Several examples illustrate the working of this 'capped
2 benefit-of-the-judgmentr attorney fee provision.

3 Example 1. (No shifti After its offer to settle for
71 4 $50,000 is not accepted, the plaintiff ultimately recovers a $25,000Li 5 judgment. Rejection of this offer would not result in any award

6 because the judgment is more favorable to the offeree than the
7 offer. Similarly, there would be no award based on an offer of

i 8 $50,000 by the defendant and a $75,000 judgment for the plaintiff.

9 Example 2. (Shifting on rejection of plaintiff's off) After
10 the defendant rejects the plaintiff's $50,000 offer, the plaintiff wins

L 11 a $75,000 judgment. (a) The plaintiff incurred $40,000 of
12 reasonable post-offer attorney fees. The $25,000 benefit of the
r 13 judgment is deducted from the fee expenditure, leaving an awardI14 of $15,000. (b) If reasonable post-offer attorney fees were
15 $25,000 or less, no fee award would be made. (c) If reasonable

post-offer fees were $110,000, deduction of the $25,000 benefit of
L 17 the Judgment would leave $85,000; the cap thatjimits" the award

18 to the amount of the judgment would reduce the attorney fee award
219 to $75,000.

20 Eample 3 (Shiffing on rejection of defendant's offer)
221 After the plintffjects -the defendant's $75,000 offer,' the
L22 plaintiff wins a $50,000 judgment. (a),The defendant incurred

23 $40,000 of reasonable post-offer attorney fees. The $25,000
24 benefit of the judgment is deducted from the fee expenditure,

L25 leaving a fee award of $15,000. (b) If reasonable post-offer
26 attorney fees were $25,000 or less, no fee award would be made.
l27 (c) If reasonable post-offer fees were $110,000, deduction of the

428 $25,000 benefit of the judgment would leave $85,00D, the cap that
29 limits the fe award to the amount of the judgment would reduce
30 the attorne 'fee award to $50,000. The plaintiffs judgment would

i31 be completely offset by the fee award, and the plaintiff would
F<32 remain liable for post-fer costs.

433 Example 4. (Successive offers) After a defendant's $50,000
24 offer lapses, the defendant makes a new $60,000 offer that also

E ',55 lapses. (a) A judgment of $50,000 or less requires an award based
A36 on the amount and time of the $50,000 offer. (b) A judgment
r37 more than $50,000 but not more than $60,000 requires an award
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I based on the amount and time of the $60,000 offer. This approach
2 preserves the incentive to make a successive offer by preserving the
3 potential effect of the first offer.

4 Examle 5. (Count sers The effect of each offer is C
S determined independently of any other offer. Counteroffers are I
6 likely to be followed by judgments that entail no award or an
7 award against only one party. The plaintiff, for example, might
8 snake an early $25,000 offer, followed by $20,000 of fee IL
9 expenditures before a $40,X000 offer by'the defendant, an additional

10 $15,000 fee expenditures by each party, and judgment for $42,000.
11 The plaintiffs $25,000 offer is more favorable to the defendant
12 than the judgment, so the plaintiff is entitled to a fee award. The
13 $35,000 of post-offer fees is reduced by the $17,000 benefit of the
14 judgment, netting an award of $18,000. The defendant is not
15 entide to any award.
16 some circumstances, however, counteroffers can entitle
172both atis to awards. Offers made and not'accepted at different
18 Iu n thi e l itig fmo y falon both sides of [lthe eeventual .19 ju glit 'Each receives the benefit of its offer and pays the ILc eue f r g i accept the offer of the other party. The
21 aw in a net award to the party entitled to r
22 the greater amount. As an example, a plaintiff mg make an
23 early $25,1000 offer, then mincu reasonable attorney fees of $5,000

24 beforel[~~~~the defezidant'sl $6 ,00offer,, after wIc eac party
25 incurred resnble' att~e fes~of $25,000. "AIJUdgment for3L
26 $50,000 611l supr afewrd fo eah pa 7b.Te $5,0
27 judgmnismrfaobe t11the plaintiff thian the Plaintiff's
28 e-xpre ff.Th 000isls favo 6rable, to the plaintiff th an L
29 the dee"n9~fe.Teatrey, fee~ award to the30 plaini c~t 50 by subtracting te ~$25,00I

31 ~~~~benef¶f DhIugetfrz h 3, 000, of post-,offer fees. The L
32 attorne~ fe wr o h ee~a would boe reucdAis to
33 $15,00 I~ bat~~$000txfto h ugetfo V7
34 the $~,O f~k~rfe.le$500aadt h
35 defend~t6idl e oTaan h 5 wr1t h
36 planif levni 1,~Qntaadt h eedn.E

137 Expe6 ontrlaims) 'Cases involving claims and,
38 conecam 'r nmony alone fall within~ the ealier examples.
39 Eacpiryco tolstiie noanyofer itmaks.&s If no'offer isI
40 acetdtefia u compared totetem f each
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1 offer. (a) The defendant's offer to pay $10,000 to the plaintiff to
2 settle both claim and counterclaim is followed by a $25,000 award

£3 to the plaintiff on its claim and a $40,000 award to the defendant
4 on its counterclaim. The result is treated as a net award of
S $15,000 to the defendant. This net is $25,000 more favorable to
6 the defendant than its offer. If the defendant's reasonable post-
7 offer attorney fees were $35,000, the attorney fee award payable

i 8 to the defendant is $10S000. (b) If the defendant's reasonable post-
5 9 offer attorney fees in example (a) had been $45,000, the attorney

10 fee award payable to the defendant would be limited to the $15,000
j11 amount of the net award on the merits. (c) The defendant's offer

12 to accept $10,000 from the plaintiff to settle both claim and
C 13 counterclaim is followed by an award of nothing to the plaintiff onj 14 its claim and a $40,000 award to the defendant on its counterclaim.
^15 Tlie result is treated as a net award of $40,000 to the defendant,

16 which is $30,000 more favorable to the defendant than its offer.'

17 Contingent Fees. The fee award to a successful plaintiff
'18 represented on a contingent fecjbasis should be calculaled, on6 aL19 reasonable hourly rate for reasonablepost-offer setvices, not by
n20 prorating the contingent fee. The attorney should keepI time

..21 records from the beginning of the representation, not for the post-
122 offer period alone, as a means of ensuring the reasonible itiie

23 required for the post-offer period.

t24 Hardship or surprise. Rule 68 awards may be reduced to
25 avoid undue hardship or reasonable surprise. Reduction may, as

126 a matter of discretion, extend to denial of any award. As an
:27 extreme illustration of hardship, a severely injured plaintiff might

r28 fail to accept a $100,000 offer and win a $100,000 judgment
Lag9 following a reasonable attorney fee expenditure of $100,000 by the

130 defendant. A fee award to the defendant that would wipe out any
731 recovery by the plaintiff could be found unfair. Surprise is, most

likely to be found when the law has changed between the time an
t33 offer expired and the time of judgment. Later discovery of vtally

7ay important factual information also may establish that the judgment
5iv could not reasonably have been expected at the time tie offer

16 expied. -

L37 Statutory eEt Rule 68 consequences for la party
58 entitled to statutory attorney fees have been governed by ther 3 9 decision in Marek v. Czesny, 473 U.S. 1 (1985). Revised Rule 68

3
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I continues to provide that an otherwise existing right to a statutory
2 fee award is cut offas to fees incurred afer expiration of an offer j g

3 more favorable than, the judgment. The only additional Rule 68
4 consequence for a pat entitled to statutory fees is liability for
5 costs incurred by the offeror after the offer expired. The fee
6 award provided by subdivision (e)(l)(B) for other cases isnot
7 available,, ,,These res establish a balance between the policies
8 underlying Rule 68 ,and statutory attorney fee provisions. It is I n
9 desirable,, o encourage early settlement in cases governed by K'

10 statuty attorney fee provisions just as in other cases. Effective
11 incentives remainimportant. -The awardofanattomey fee against 3 V
12 a party "titded to recover statutory fees, however, could interfere
13 with ithe legislative' Petermination that, theunderlyingji clim,
14 dese Ipe adl prtction. The balance struck bytRule 68 4oes '
15 not as he qson whether failure to win a dgmet mre , ,
16 favorJbl¶ than an1Lxpired offer should, be taken intoatccut in
17 et ing statute supports an' iwaorl , I o
18 fees inurdL J xiainofteofr

19 K0tehtiil [effects of 'a Rule 68 offer expire
20 upon1c1pan of aisucessive Rule 68. offer or other settlement.
21 This lkeK 'asie to reach 'a final settlement, free of
22 unewitya ote rsetof Rulei68 consequences. The
24 oparties in determining theterms

25 of settlemenIt I V7
26 , mlient more favorable. Many complications surround the
27 dete on whether a judgment is more favorable than an offer,
28 even iniacasei that inyolves only monetary relief. Tbe difficulties
29 are illute by the provisions governing offers to a party U
30 demandin lief. T Ibe comparison should begin with the exclusion
31 of cos, a e ees, and other items incurred after expiration of
32 the offer , pwpose of the offer process is to avoid such costs.
33 Costs, ooitfees, ad other items that would be awarded by a 1
34 judgm et t * e expiration of the offer, on the other hand,
35 should ncluded. An offer fat ' matches only the award of
36 dama shnot as favorbe as ajjudgment that includes additional U

37 money awards. B~yond that point, comparison of a money
38 judgment wi a ,nony offer depends on the details of the offer, RE;
39 wchaj nl :ed 6y thoffr. A offer maypi separate
40 amoupts fn costs, ey fees, and other items.

,Illi0,lljl~l I , 1 I'.,, , ,, ,-I L

1 __~~~~~~~~~~~~F
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I The total amount of the offer controls the comparison. There is7 2 little point in denying a Rule 68 award because the offer was13 greater than the final judgment in one dimension and smaller-
4 although to no greater extent - in another dimension. If the offerL F S does not specify separate amounts for each element of the final6 judgment and award, the same comparison is made by matching
7 any specified amounts and treating the unspecified portion of theE. 8 offer as covering all other amounts. For example, a defendant's>1 9 lump-sum offer of $50,000 might be followed by a $45,00010 judgnent for the plaintiff. The judgment is more avrable to the7 I1 plaintiff than the offer if costs, attorney fees, and her items

12 awarded for the period before the offer expired total',,more than13 $5,000.
L 14 Comparison of the final judgment to successive offers

15 requires that the judgment be treated as if entered at the time of16 each offer and adjusted to reflect any Rule 68 award, that would
17 have been made .had judgment been entered at that time..,, ToA 18 illustrate, a plaintiff's $25,000 offer might be followedbyL119 reasonable attorney fees of $15,000 before a defendant's $35j,00I 20 offer, followed by a $30,000 judgment. The judgment is more

7 21 favorable to the plaintiff than the offer because a $30,000judgmentU 22 at the time of the offer would have supported a $10,000 fee award
23 to the plaintiff. The judgment and fee award together would have

C 24 been $40,000, $5,000,more than the offer.

2 5 Nonmonetary relief further complicates the comparisonr, 26 between offer and judgment. A judgment can be more favorablej 27 to the offeree even though it fails to, include every item of28 nonmonetary relief specified in theoffer. In an action to enforce29 a covenant not to compete, for example, the defendant might offer
30 to submit to a judgment enjoining sale of 30 specified items in a31 two-state area for 15 months. A judgment, enjoining sale of 29 ofr32 the 30 specified items mi a five-,state area for 24 months is morej 33 favorable to the plaintiff if the omitted item has little i ce
34 to the plaintiff. ,,Any attempt to undertake a careful evaluation ofJ 35 significant differences between offer and judgment, on e ther

-1,36 hand, would impose s~ubstantial burdens ,andoften would prove37 fruitless. The Standard of comparison adopted by subdivision
I38 (e)(4)(A)(ii) reduces these difficulties lby requirng that the

'I 39 judgment include substantially all the nopmoetary, relief in the40 offer and additional relief as well. The dbetermiation whether a

F
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| I ijudgment awards substantially all the offered nonmonetary relief is
2 a matter of trial court discretion entitled to substantial deference on
3 appeal.

4 The tests comparing the money component of an offer,with
5 the money component of the judgment and comparing the
6 noximonetary component of the offer with the nonmontry
7 component 'ofthe judgment both must be satisfied to spport 37
8 awardsjn actions for both monetay and nonmonetay relief
9 Gains in one dimension cannot be compared t losses in another

10 dimension. 17ih 4h11. z L
11 The same process is followed, in converse fashion, to
12 determine whether a judgment is more favorable to a y
13 opposing relief. U

14 There is no separate provision for offers for structured |
15 judgments that spread monetary relief over a period of time,
16 perhiaps including conditions subsequent-that, discharge further
17 liability. I Te potental difficulties can be reduced by framing an 'p
18 offer i, altave terms, specifyig a single sum and allowing the
19 option of ng the sum into a structured judgment. If only
20 a struc judgmet is offered, however, the task of comparing
21 a single-sum jugmenth a structured offer is notjustified by the
22 purposes of Rule 68, even when a reasonable actuarial value can
23 be attached to the offer. If applicable law permits a structured *F
24 judgment after adjudication, however, it may be possible to
25 compae the judgment with asingle sum offer. Should a structured
26 judgment offer be followed by a structured judgment, it seems IF
27 likely, that i tthe comparison should be made Iunder' the
28 pinciples tt apply to nonmonetary relief, since the elements of
29 the scture not likely to coincide directy. '

30 No sepaate provision is' made for offers
31 that require4accptance b more than one party. Rule 68 can be IF,
32 applied i taiht-forward fashion if there is a true joint right or
33 joint liaility.jA award shold be made against all joint offerees
34 without excusng any who urged the others to acpt t offer; this F
35 resultt is jsifie .by he lications entailed by a different
36 approach and by the relationships that establish the joint right or Er
37 Liabfiy., Rule j8 should not apply inl other Cases in which an offer
38 requires cnce by morep than oheonly situation

~1
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I that would support easy administration would involve failure of any
; 2 offeree to accept, and a judgment no more favorable to any1 3 offeree. Even in that setting, a rule permitting an award could

4 easily complicate beyond reason the already complex strategic
7 5 calculations of Rule 68. Offers would be made in the expectationLI 6 that unanimous acceptance would prove impossible. Acceptances

7 would be tendered in the same expectation. Apportioning an award
8 among the offerees also could entail complications beyond anyF7 9 probable benefits.

10 Subdivision If). Rule 68 does not apply to actions cerfied as class or
LX 11 derivative actions under Rules 23, 23.1, or 23.2. This exclusion

12 reflects several concerns. Rule 68 consequences do not seem
13 appropriate if the offeree accepts the offer but the court refuses to

> 14 approve settlement on that basis. It may be unfair to make an
7S 15 award against representative parties, and even more unfair to seek
L 16 to reach nonparticipating class members. The risk of an award,

17 moreover, may create a conflict of interest that chills efforts to
. 18 represent the interests of "others.
L

19 The subdivision (f) exclusions apply even to offers made by
A 20 class representatives or derivative plaintiffs. Although the risk of

C21 conflicting interests may disappear in this setting, the need to
22 secure judicial approval of a settlement remains. In addition, there

=23 is no reason to perpetuate a situation in which Rule 68 offers can
L24 be made by one adversary camp but not by the other.

r 25

L

L'
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-

I * Rule 64

in 1986 the House of Delegates of fte American Bar Association adopted

A a resolution supporting enactment of a federal statute governing prejudgment

secuity in federal courts and suggesting corresponding revisions of Civil Rule 64.

The proposed statute would allow nationwide enforcement of a prejudgment

l~ Isecurity order made by a federal court. It also would establish standards for
prejudgment security independent of state law. Attempts ar made to integrate the

operation of the federal scheme with state law. These complex proposals were

ij | considered briefly at the November meeting. it was concluded that the matter

should be held on the agenda for further study.

Only preliminary discussions have been held with the ABA proponents of

this recommendation. It is clear that they are prepared to inoduce legislation,

and believe that they can find substantial support in Congress. It also is clear that

>1 tfthey would prefer to work through the problems with this Committee, so as t

anticipate and adjust for difficulies that may arise upon serious study of Civil

Rules amendments.

it The questions are complex at several levels. A decision must be made as

to the proper means of integrating the processes of legislating and rulemaking.

Integration is required if, as seems certain, many aspects of the ABA prposal

would sain and break the limits of the Rules Enabling Act. Drafting a rule to

implement proposed legislation involves obvious risks. Attempting to assist the

Li legislative process in other ways also courts a variety of dangers. The Committee
must think carefully about the role it might want to assume, if any, in a

lrflb cooperative endeavor.

LI cesAW from participating in an integrated legislative and rfemaing

r_ process, consideration might be given to the prospect of amending Rule 64 in

IZ ways that do not depend on new legslation. One example would be creation of

a Trno notice' procedure for caes presenting the risk that notice of attachmet

proceedings will cause disappearance of the assets to be attached. It is difficult

Lgto think of other examples so long as Rule 64 continues to depend primarily on

state law security devices.

L A decision also must be made as to the place of this topic in aliocaing the

time of this Committee. Tbe underlying questions involve many matters that are

not peculiarly procedural. Detailed knowledge of state property law, and

especially commercial law and transactions, is vitally important.

LI
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A major allocation of Committee time and resources will be required to
pursue this topic in a coherent way. If that investment seems appropiate, the
next step will be to initiate a closer worldng relationship wItb the ABA proponents
of change.
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RULE 64

The ABA Proposal in Brief

In 1986 the House of Delegates of the American Bar Association adopted a resolution
supporting enactment of a federal statute governing prejudgment security in federal courts and
suggesting corresponding revisions of Civil Rule,64. The proposal and some of the questions
it raises are sketched below. The proposal itself envisions a clear link between statute and rule.

L . Absent a statute, action by way of rule at best would test the limits of "practice and procedure,"
and in the eyes of many would enter the realm of substantive rights. The proposal is one that
should be considered first in terms of recommending legislation by Congress. That task may be
appropriate for the Civil Rules Committee if it seems important to undertake revisions of Rule
64 that stretch or exceed the limits of the Rules Enabling Act.

Present Rule 64

Rule 64 now invokes the law of the state in which the district court is held to govern "all
remedies providing for seizure of person or property for the purpose of securing satisfaction of
the judgment ultimately to be, entered * * *." Federal statutes govern when applicable, but
apparently there are few federal statutes. The' Rule 64 principle of dynamic conformity
superseded a statute that invoked state law governing attachment and similar remedies as state
law existed, on June 1, 1872, but allowed district courts to, adopt current state remedies by
general rules.

Rule 64 has not been amended since its adoption.

L The ABA Proposal in detail

One critical part of the ABA proposal seems to get lost from view in most of the
L summaries. It would retain present Rule 64, designating it as Rule 64(a). Federal remedies

would be added. The federal remedies would be available in any case properly brought in
federal court. Although the statute at times seems to imply' contrary inferences, it does not seem
to be intended that an action could be brought solely to obtain the benefit of federal attachment;
the underlying claim must be the subject of a federal action.

The most important effect of the proposed statute is to enable a district court to order
prejudgment seizure of property anywhere in the United States or the territories. The order
could be registered by filing in any district court. The argument made in support of this
expansion is twofold. Modern technology makes it increasingly easy to spirit attachable property
around the country. The effort required to institute multiple attachment proceedings in several
different courts is expensive.

The statute also undertakes to list the grounds that support prejudgment security orders.
The supporting ABA memorandum describes them as grounds generally available in the states,
often available in the states, sometimes available in the states, or logical extensions of the
remedies sometimes available in the states. This description alone makes it clear that the statute



would effect significant expansions in the availability of prejudgment security.

In addition to the grounds that support attachment, the statute sets the time the order
becomes effective and seeks to govern priority among competing liens. There is a specific
provision that makes an attachment a lien on real estate from the time of docketing "even though
,the officer fails to especially atttach the same' or part thereof; and the defendant cannot thereafter C7

assign, transfer or convey the same or any interest therein." Although the statute further LJ
provides for recording in accordance with state law, these provisions do not explicitly qualify
the seemingly,,absolute effect of the attachment at the time of docketing.

The basic statutory procedure; for attachment requires no less than three -days notice.
Provisions for ex parte attachment are included, based on a showing that the defendant is about
to abscond or that notice to the 'defendant is likely to defeat execution of the attachment. An ex
parte attachment can be undone by posting bond to siecure the damages claimed in the action
(rather than in the value'of the attachedproperty), ,or by motion seeking immediate dissolution K
"which shall be granted unless the plaintiff proves those statutory grounds upon which the order
or writ was issued."

The new Rule 64 drafted to implement the statute is modeled on New Jersey law. It fills
ten single-spaced pages. Many of the provisions would be difficult to fit with federal practice,
and some are at best arcane. One subdivision, for example, forbids issuance of an attachment
against a defendant who has beenlarested in"te same action upon a capias ad respondendum or
ne exeat; it further forbids" an orderil thod to bail luness specified findings are made. r

The methods of making levy on the writ are spelled out for tangible personal property;
tangible personal property in the possession of a bailee for which a negotiable document of title
is outstanding; choses in action evidenced by negotiable commercial paper; negotiable investment L
securities; other choses in action; legacies or distributive shares in an -estate, or beneficial
interests in a trust; and real property. Some of these methods refer to state law; others do not. 7

The Rule 64 draft includes provisions that might give new meaning to the scope of 7
supplemental party jurisdiction under 28 U.S.C. § 1367,., There is an elaborate system for a
allowing creditors of the defendant to participate as "applying claimants" who may defend against
the claims of the plaintiff and other ,applying claimants. If the defendant enters an appearance,
the claim of each applying claimant is to "proceed, in the same manner as a separate action."

Random, Questions

Need for Federal Remedies: The first question is whether there is a need for independent 7
federal prejudgment remedies. The question should be addressed separately for federal-question L!
and for diversity cases. The ABA Sections of Litigation and Tort and Insurance Practice
manifestly believe that there is a need to enhance the utility of prejudgment remedies in ways that

2 , L



would be difficult to accomplish in state courts. Federal legislation, implemented by appropriate
Civil Rule provisions, is an obvious response with respect to federal-question cases. It may be
more difficult to determine whether federal diversity jurisdiction should be used to provide more
effective remedies than state courts can provide. This use of diveristy jurisdiction would seem
to some a highly appropriate means of fulfilling the purposes for maintaining access to federal
courts. To others it would seem an unwise invitation to take still more state-law claims to
federal court, and an improper intrusion on state interests when attachment rests on a ground not
available under the state law that governs the claim.

Nationwide Remedies: The desire to avoid multiple independent proceedings for
prejudgment relief in different courts, invoking different rules that may require different

L showings, is understandable from the perspective of a person who has a "valid claim against a
defendant who may be able to delay or defeat payment. The sheer ferocious efficiency of a
single proceeding that can be used to freeze assets throughout the country may seem less

L attractive from the perspective of a defendant that is sued on a questionable claim or who wants
and needs control of its own assets pending litigation. There is room to challenge the basic
premise of the ABA proposal, however the challenge is resolved.

Integration with other proceedings: The ABA proposal includes answers to many of the
obvious questions that must be addressed by a proposal to create federal prejudgment remedies.
The questions and answers all must be explored independently. Among the most important are
developing means to govern the relationships between the federal security order and security
orders entered in other proceedings, state or federal--the problems may go beyond proceedings
involving only one defendant,Jincluding proceedings against different combinations of defendants
who have shifting joint interests in various properties, and so on; integrating these prejudgment

17 security orders with security interests that do not arise from prejudgment remedies; developing
LI ways to test and ensure the personal jurisdiction of the court entering the security order;

determining whether a security order can be made only in a court where an action on a claim is
K; pending; providing convenient means to resolve disputes by people claimed to hold property of

the defendant in distant districts; and determining the relationships between federal prejudgment
remedies and the state remedies that continue to be available in federal court.

L State law exemptions: It must be decided whether federal prejudgment security orders can
attach to property exempted from attachment by state law. If state law is to be invoked, it will

i. be necessary to provide for a choice of state law--looking to the location of suit, the domicil of
the debtor, the domicil of any person claiming an interest in the property, the location of the
property, or whatever other connecting factors may seem relevant.

No notice security: The ABA proposal seeks to define a procedure for effecting security
without advance notice. The first need is to satisfy the requirements of due process. The next

'L question is whether to go beyond due process minimum requirements. These questions may
deserve consideration even if no other change is made in Rule 64. Rule 64 provides prejudgment

C security "under the circumstances and in the manner provided by" state law. It may be desirable
K S to establish a uniform federal notice procedure. A uniform federal procedure may seem

3

L



particularly appropriate with respect to security orders entered under "any existing statute of the Li
United States."

Location of intangibles: In one view it might seem that a nationwide system could avoid LdI
the frequently difficult problem of assigning a location to intangibles. If there is to be any effort
to integrate a federal prejudgment security scheme with pther interests, however, the problem
likely, cannot be avoided.

Relationship of statute and rule: If both statute and rule are to be used, it is important that 7
they be integrated. The matters better covered'by statute should be identified, separating out
matters better left to the rulemaking process. If an ambitious role is assigned to the rulemaking
process,, it may be desirable to include specific enabling lauthority in the statute. ,

Summary

The ABA proposals can be evaluated only on the basis of deep familiarity, with J
prejudgment security devices. Many of the issues seem better suited to legislation than judicial
rulemaking. Even the modest goal of amending Rule 6 to provide uniform notice provisions L
may raise unexpected difficulties in relation todifferent state law remedies. The first question
should be the need for legislation, to be implemented'as appropriate by rulemaking. C
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1 RULE 16.1. PRETRIAL MASTERS

2 (a) Appointing.

3 (1) Magistrate Judge. A court may appoint a L
4 United States magistrate judge as pretrial

5 master in any action.

L
6 (2) Other Person. A court may appoint a person

L 7 who is not a United States Magistrate Judge as

8 pretrial master in any action if the parties

9 consent or if the master's duties cannot be

10 adequately performed by an available

r~ 11 magistrate judge. Unless the parties consent

L 12 to the appointment, the person appointed must

,q 13 not have a relationship to the parties,

L 14 counsel, action, or court that creates an

15 actual or apparent conflict of interest.

16 (b) Grounds for Appointing. A court may appoint a

t- 17 pretrial master to perform any of the duties

L 18 described in subdivision (c) when it is likely

19 that:

20 (1) a master will advance/the just, speedy, and

r 21 economical determination of the action; and

L
22 (2) any fees and expenses charged under

23 subdivision (h) will not impose an unfair

24 burden on any party.

25 (c) Master's Duties and Powers. A pretrial master may

26 be appointed to:

L 27 (1) mediate or otherwise encourage settlement;

28 (2) formulate a discovery plan; supervise

29 discovery; make discovery orders under Rules

30 26 through 31, 32(d)(4), 33 through 36, and

L
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31 45; make recommendations [to the court] for
3,2 orders under Rules 26 through 36 and 45; make
33' orders under Rule 37(a); or make K
34 recommendations [to the court] for orders
35 under Rule 37;

36 (3) conduct conferences and make orders under Rule
37 16; LI
38 (4) hear and determine any other pretrial motion, 17
39 except a motion:

40 (A) for injunctive relief, K

41 (B) to dismiss for failure to state a claim,

42 (C) for judgment on the pleadings,

43 (D) to strike any claim or defense, K
44 (E) for involuntary dismissal or transfer, K
45 (F) for summary judgment,

46 (G) to certify, dismiss, or approve
47 settlement of a class action, or

48 (H) to establish for trial under Evidence
49 Rule 104 the qualification of a person to 1
50 be a witness, the existence of a
51 privilege, or the admissibility of 7
52 evidence;

53 (5) conduct hearings and make proposed findings 1
54 and recommendations for disposition of a
55 motion described in subdivision (4); K
56 (6) manage other pretrial proceedings;

L
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I
57 (7) assist in coordinating separate proceedings

58 pending before the court or in other courts,

59 state or federal;-or

60 (8) perform any duties agreed to by the parties.

g 61 (d) Order Appointing Master.

62 (1) Contents. The order appointing a pretrial

63 master must state:

64 (A) the master's name;

65 (B) the master's duties and powers under

66 subdivision (c), and any additional

67 powers for performing those duties;

68 (C) the times for performing the master's

69 duties;

70 (D) the circumstances[, if any,] in which the

71 master may communicate ex parte with the

72 court;

73 (E) the topics[, if any,] on which the master

74 must make reports or recommendations to

75 the court;

76 (F) the time limits, methods, and standards

77 for reviewing the master's orders and

78 recommendations;

79 (G) any bond required of a master who is not

80 a United States magistrate judge; and

81 (H) the procedure for fixing the master's

82 compensation under subdivision (h).
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83 (2) Amendment. The order appointing a pretrial

84 master may be amended at any time [after

85 notice to the parties].

86 (e) Master's Orders. A pretrial master who makes an

87 order must file the order and serve a copy on each

88 party. The clerk must enter the order on the

89 docket.

90 (f) Master's Reports. A pretrial master must report to

91 the court as required by the order of appointment,

92 and may report on any other matter. Before filing

93 a report, the master may submit a draft to counsel !
94 for all parties and receive their suggestions. The

95 master must: F

96 (1) file the report;

97 (2) serve a copy of the report on each party; and

98 (3) file with the report any relevant exhibits and _J

99 a transcript of any relevant proceedings and

100 evidence.

101 (g) Review of Master's Orders or Recommendations.

102 (1) Time. A motion to review a pretrial master's

103 order, or objections to - or a motion to adopt

104 - a pretrial master's report or

105 recommendations, must be filed at a time

106 directed by the court, or within 10 days from

107 the time the order is docketed or the report

108 is filed.

109 (2) Findings of Fact. The court may set aside 7
110 findings of fact or recommendations for

7E
L
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111 findings of fact by a pretrial master only for

112 clear error, unless:

113 (A) the order of appointment provides for

114 more searching review, or

115 (B) the parties stipulate that the master's

116 findings will be final.

117 (3) Questions of Law. The court must

118 independently decide questions of law raised

L 119 by a pretrial master's order, report, or

120 recommendations, unless the parties stipulate

121 that the master's disposition will be final.

122 (h) Compensation.

L 123 (1) Fixing Compensation. The court must fix the

124 compensation of a pretrial master who is not a

L 125 United States magistrate judge.

t 126 (2) Payment. After considering the nature and

L 127 amount of the controversy, the means of the

128 parties, and the extent to which any party is

L 129 more responsible than other parties for the

130 reference to a pretrial master, the court must

131 order payment of any compensation fixed under

132 subdivision (1) either:

133 (A) by a party or parties; or

134 (B) from a fund or subject matter of the

135 action within the court's control.

L

Lv
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136 COMMITTEE NOTE l

137 The appointment of masters to participate in
138 pretrial proceedings, has developed into an extensive
139 practice. Reflections of the practice are found in such
140 casesas Burlington No. R.R. v.,,Department of Revenue,
141 934 F.2d 1064 (9th Cir. 1991), and In re Armco, 770 F.2d
142 103 (8th Cir. 1985). This practice is not well regulated FT
143 by Rule 53, which focuses on masters as trial
144 participants. A carefulstudy has made a convincing case
145 that the use of masters to supervise discovery was 2
146 considered and explicitly rejected in framing Rule 53.
147 See Brazil, Referring Discovery Tasks to Special Masters:
148 Is Rule 53 a Source of Authority and Restrictions?, 1983
149 ABF Research Journal 143. Rule, 16.1 is adopted to
150 confirm and regulate the! use of pretrial masters. It
151 does notiapply to trial or post-trial masters. A court C

152 that wishes to appoint a pretrial master to serve also as
153 trial or post-trialt'master must proceed separately under
154 Rulb'e53,[or Rule 65.21.,

155 Subdivision (a). United States magistrate judges L
156 are authorized by statute to perform many pretrial
157 functions in civil actions. 28 U.S.C. § 636(b)(1). In
158 addition, the statute specifically authorizes appointment
159 of a magistrate judge as special master. § 636(b)(2).
160 Appointment as a pretrial master is appropriate when
161 needed to perform functions outside those listed in § C

162 636(b)(1). A magistrate judge ordinarily should be
163 appointed in preference to other persons. A magistrate
164 judge is an experienced 'judicial officer who has no need F

to set aside nonjudicial responsibilities for master
166 duties; the fear of delay that often deters appointment
167 of a master is much reduced. There'is nolneed to impose
168 on the parties the burden of paying master fees to a L
169 magistrate judge. A magistrate judge, moreover, is less
170 likely to be involved in matters that raise conflict-of-
171 interest questions. FT
172 Despite the advantages of designating a magistrate
173 judge, the occasion may arise for appointment of another
174 person as pretrial master. Appointment of another person
175 is readily justified if the parties consent. Absent Li

176 party consent, the most common justifications will be the
177 need for time or expert skills that cannot be supplied by
178 an available magistrate judge. An illustration of the L
179 need for time is provided by discovery tasks that require
180 review of numerous documents, or perhaps supervision of
181 depositions at distant places. Expert experience with li
182 the subject-matter or specialized litigation may be
183 important in cases in which a magistrate judge could 7

L
.I
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184 devote the required time.

185 Masters are subject to the Code of Conduct for
186 United States Judges, with exceptions spelled out in the
187 Code. Special care must be taken to ensure that there isr 188 no actual or apparent conflict of interest involving a

L 189 master who is not a magistrate judge. A lawyer, for
190 example, may be involved with other litigation before ther 191 appointing judge or in the same court, directly or

L 192 through a firm. A Flawyer. may.,. be, involved in other
193 litigation that involves partie's,'interests, or lawyers
194 or firms engaged in the present action. A nonlawyer may

L 195 be committed to intellectual, social, or political
L 196 positions that are affected by the case.

m 197 Subdivision (b). Pretrial masters should be
i 198 appointed only when needed. The parties should not be

199 lightly subjected to the potential delay and expense of
200 delegating pretrial functions to a pretrial master, even
201 if the master is also a magistrate judge. The risk of
202 increased delay and expense is offset, however, by the
203 possibility that a master can bring to pretrial tasks
204 time, talent, and flexible procedures that cannot be

L 205 provided by judicial officers. Appointment of a master
206 is justified when a master is likely to advance the Rule

r 207 1 goals of achieving the just, speedy, and economical
L 208 determination of litigation.

209 The risk of imposing unfair costs on a party is a
210 particular concern in determining whether to appoint a
211 pretrial master without the consent of the parties.
212 Parties are not required to defray the costs of providing
213 public judicial officers, and should not lightly be
214 charged with the costs of providing private judicial
215 officers. Disparities in party resources are not
216 automatically cured by disproportionate allocations of
217 fee responsibilities - there is some risk'that a master
2 18 may appear beholden to a party who pays most or all of
219 the fees.

220 Subdivision (c). Pretrial masters have been used
' 221 for a variety of purposes. The list of powers and duties

222 in subdivision (c) is intended to illustrate the range ofr 223 appropriate assignments. The only explicit limitation is
L 224 set out in paragraph (4), but courts must be careful to

225 assign only those pretrial tasks that can be better
r 226 performed by a master than a judge or magistrate judge,

227 just as care must be taken in assigning trial tasks. See
228 LaBuy v. Howes Leather Co., 352 U.S. 249 (1957); Los
229 Angeles Brush Mfg. Corp. v. James, 272 U.S. 701 (1926).
230 Judicial exercise of judicial functions may be
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231 particularly important in cases that involve important
232 public issues or many parties. At the extreme, broad and
233 unreviewed delegations of pretrial responsibility can run
234 afoulof Article III. See Stauble v,. 'Warrob, Inc., 977 K
235 F.2,d,690 (1st Cir.1992)'; TInhre Bituminous Coal Operators'
236 Assn., 949 F.2d 1165' (D.C.Cir.,,1991); Burlington No. R.R.
237 v. Department of Revenue, 934,F.2d 1064 (9th Cir.1991).

238 'Paragraph (ld) confirms, the, ,,frequent ,practice of
239 relying 'on masters to mediate or otherwise-encourage
240 settlement.^ A master may have ,several advantages in
241 proMOting settlement., ,The Iparties may share ilwith a
242 master information they would not reveal, to a judge who
243 might- try the 'case. The, master ,may be able, to offer
244 assessments of ,,the icase and Suggestions, for' settlement K
245 that would not be appropriate from a trial judge. The
246 parties may have' special respect for advice rom a master

257~~~'wt ePargrp (t reer elcUtly to dicvey bu

247 itclexerience "in a par'tilar field,s whether as
248 litigahor or other w se. In mult party X cases master
249 may11 be'kable to dvlpmes [ in1jury -and d ama"es that

250 facilitate settlement aOf Iloe erfsa 'The
251 advtages, b however do no It w eighrper forh I ka* of a
252 mastsrt. A mlieTway lack th~ tenlOve e peri'ce and
253 aura e of officean tohatmay e iqh ;neiht judge's
254 effprts to promotie -, Itemas te hse sole
255 fiunrtion is to prom6po'e setlh m n~, moeo er, asy r attach
256 exaggerated imp6A~ance0 1t h ~eofstlng

257 Paragraph (2) refers 'explicitly to discovery, but t
258 includes disclosure as w~ell. ipervision of~discovery
259 has been 'one of the tasks"`m!t01" frequently assigned to
260 masters. The nteeeld formay be acte inw
261 overworked courts presenteds ,r t plege,
262 focusework-product oro 'protdctvtu- and of
263 doctments against d~iscovery [istraoma~leable
264 to help the parties plan reaitcdicvr p6 asin
265 ways that paralll 6I''helpin FstLm eoitijn, t
266 lower the'tone ofl ontetidsdiscvrynev+ ,or to
267 resolve ~disputes~ or evena when
268 reason fails. The limits of the adversrpocs must,

269 ~~~however,, be observed. It w~olddp feiprpr for,,ample,
270 to appoint, a masster w~ith "ltho Ipert rsate the
271 questions and to recommend tei1} answers"seWlver v.
272 Fisher, 387 , F.2d 66 1,(lo6th6 Cj~.i967). Th drt
273 supervise discovery canq~ include6 ,p t maeodrs
274 une aRl 37(a)(4).; ¶Phem~ , di~e~[lso "I bendiv power
275 to recommend more severe sancltlons.F

276 Paragraph (3) permits Isigmnt of Rue1 ~erial'7
277 conference duties. Final ptei~i lt d doferhe drec
278 focused on shaping the'llr riashou ' ecly
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279 be conducted by the trial judge. A pretrial master's
280 special experience and knowledge of the case can be

L 281 tapped by having the master participate' in the
282 conference.

283 Paragraph (4) permits assignment of authority to
L 284 hear and determine pretrial motions, with stated

285 exceptions. The listed exceptions are frequentlyr 286 encountered matters of great importance. It is not
287 possible to capture in a general list all matters that
288 may be equally important in-Ma'articular case. Trial
289 judges must be careful to retain initial decisionL 290 responsibility for all matters central to a case.

291 Paragraph (5) complements paragraph (4) by
292 permitting reference to a master for hearings and

1 293 recommendations for disposition of any motion described
- 294 in paragraph (4), including those listed in paragraphs

295 (A) through (H). Even though the court retainsr 296 responsibility for independent determination of matters
L 297 of law, and can retain responsibility for independent

298 determination of matters of fact in the order referring
C 299 the proceedings' to the master, references should be

300 limited to cases presenting special needs. Courts have
301 frequently ''noted the undesirability of referring

* 302 disposlitive motions to masters. See Prudential Ins. Co.
303 v. U.S. Gypsum Co., 991 F.2d' 1080 (3d Cir.1993); In re

L 304 U.S., 816 F.2d 1083 (6th Cir.1987); In re Armco, 770 F.2d
305 103 (8th Cir.1985); Jack Walters & Sons v. Morton
306 Building, Inc., 737 F.2d 698, 711-713 (7th Cir.1984).

307 Paragraph (6) is a general authorization to assign
* 308 authority toimanage pretrial proceedings. This provision

309 reflects the difficulty of foreseeing the innovative
L 310 procedures that may evolve under the spur of litigation
311 that is complex in subject matter, number of parties, or

i 312 number of related actions. It also can encompass a
X 313 variety of alternative dispute resolution devices. A

314 master might, for example, preside at a summary jury
315 trial. Matters that bear directly on the conduct of

L 316 trial, however, are seldom apt to be suitable for
317 delegation to a master. See Silberman, Judicial Adjuncts
318 Revisited: The Proliferation of Ad Hoc Procedure, 137L 319 U.Pa.L.Rev. 2131, 2147 n. 88 (1989). -

320 Paragraph (7) reflects an emerging practice of
321 relying on masters to help coordinate separate
322 proceedings that involve the same subject matter. One
323 form of coordination is to appoint the same person as
324 master in several actions. Other, often informal, forms

r 325 of coordination may be possible as well. As experience
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326 develops with this practice, it may be possible to L,
327 achieve many of the benefits of consolidation without the
328 complications that might arise from attempts to
329 consolidate-actions pending in different court systems.

330 Paragraph (8), finally, emphasizes the importance of
331 party consent. Just as parties may consent to
332 arbitration, so consent has an important bearing on the
333 means of processing disputes'under judicial auspices.
334 Courts cannot be asked to abandon all responsibility for
335 proceedings conductedunder their authority or judgments
336 entered on their rolls. ' Party consent, however reduces
337 concerns' about expense' and limiting access' to public
338 judges. ]t

339 Subdivision (d). The order appointing a pretrial
340 master is vitally important in informing the master'and
341 the parties about the nature and extent of the master's
342 dutiles'41and powers. Care must be taken to make the order
343 as clear as possible.

344 An Thesimple requirement that the master be named does K
345 not'Laddress the means ioftselecting the master. Often it
346 willI- be useful to engage the, parties in thel process,
347 invitingnominationsland review of potentialcandidates. F
348 Party ,involvemer t maypi be particularly useful if the LJ
349 master is expected to promotetsettlement. However much
350 the parties Ilare involved, courts should guard against
351 repetitivqel selection lof a single, small Igroup'of familiar
352 candidates.,

353 Precise designation of the master's duties and
354 powers isjessential.; There should be no doubt among the
355 master and flparties, asIto the tasks to be performed and
356 the allocation of ., powers between master and court to
357 ensure'performance., C1lear delineation of topics for any [7
358 reports, or recommendations is an important part of this
359 process. It1 also is itaportant to protect against delay r
360 by estab]ishing a time schedule for performing the
361 assigned lduties Earlyldesignation of the procedure for
362 fixing the master's compensation also may provide useful
363 guidance ,,to the parties. I L

364 Ex' parte communic ations between master and court
365 presentR'i troubling quetions. Often the order should
366 prohibit such communications assuring that the parties [
367 know where ,authority is l,,lodged at each step of the
368 proceedings. Prohibiting ex parte-communications also
369 canwenhance the role o a settlement master, by assuring
370 then~, parties setlement can be fostered by
371 confidential' revelatisthat would not be shared with
372 the Icourt~ Y e t theremay becircumstances in which the L

L
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373 master's role is enhanced by the opportunity for ex parte
374 communications. A master assigned to help coordinater375 multiple proceedings, for example, may benefit from off-

W 376 the-record exhanges with the court. The rule does not
377 attempt to provide guidance on these questions. It
378 requires only that the court address the topic in the

L 379 order of appointment.

380 There should be few occasions for requiring that a
381 pretrial, master be bonded. If special circumstances
382 suggest a risk that' inadequeate 'performance may cause

383 significant harm, however, a court may wish to ensure a
384 source of damage payments. Although a court rule'cannot

L 385 address the question of official immunity, it is proper
386 to provide for a bond that serves the function of
387 individual liability.

388 The provision for amending the order of appointment
389 is as important as the provisions for the initial order.
390 New opportunities for useful assignments may emerge as

L 391 the pretrial process unfolds and the master becomes
392 intimately familiar with the case. Conversely,
393 experience may show that an initial assignment was too
394 broad or ambitious, and that the court should resume

- 395 control. It even may happen that the'first master is
396 ill-suited to the case and should be replaced. Anything
397 that could be done in the initial order can be done by
398 amendment.

399 Subdivision (e). A pretrial master's order should
400 be filed and entered on the docket. In some
401 circumstances it may be'appropriate to have the clerk's
402 office assist the master in effecting service of theK 403 order.

404 Subdivision (f). The report is the master's primary
405 means of communication with the court. The nature of the
406 report determines the need to file relevant exhibits,
407 transcripts, and evidence. A report at the conclusion of
408 unsuccessful settlement efforts, for example, often will
r 409 stand alone. A report recommending action on a motion
410 for summary judgment, on the other hand, should be
411 supported by all of the summary judgment materials.

412 Subdivision (g). The time limits for seeking review
413 of a master's order, or objecting to - or seeking
414 adoption of - a report, are important. They are not
415 jurisdictional. The subordinate role of a master means
416 that although a court may properly refuse to entertain
417 untimely review proceedings, there must be power to
418 excuse the failure to seek timely review.
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419 The clear error test provides the presumptive E
420 standard of review for findings of fact. The clear error
421 phrase is used in place'of the clearly erroneous standard
422 of ,Rule 52 to'suggest the subtle distinctions that, may
423 justifysomewhat more searching review ,of a master. A
424 court may provide for more searching reviewin the order
425 of appointment; 'because the parties may, rely on 'the
426 standard of review in proceedings before the master, the
427 order should be amended to change ,the standard of review
428 only for compelling reasons. AVcourt may not provide for C

429 less sparching review ywithout the consent of the, parties; U!
430 clear error reviepwmarks thei outer limit of appropriate
431 deference ,,to a-,,master. Parties 1who wish to expedite
432 proceedings ,however, may Istipulate that the ,master's s
433 findikngs, Iwill be final. ,

434 Absent consent of the parties,/ questions of law
435 cannotb be delegated for final resolution by -a; master. L
436 The subordinate role of the master may at times warrant
437 treating Las questions of law matters that lwould be
438 treatedl asplquestions of fact on reviewing al,,tria*l court. g

439 Subdivision (h). The need topay compensation is a
440 substa"'tial reason f'or carein appointinq private persons
441 as maste'rs. The 'burden can be reduced to some 6lexent by
442 recognizing the public service element ofkthe master's
443 office. One court has endorsed, the 'suggesti nthat an
444 attorney-master should be compensated'at a rat of about
445 half that earned by private attorneys in commercial
446 matters. Reedvy.l Cleveland Bd. off Eguc., 607,F.2d 737,
447 746 (6th Cir.19179). Even, if that suggestion is followed,
448 a discounted public-servicerate Ican impose substantial K
449 burdens. 1Two obviousmeasures ofth~e burden jare provided
450 by the amount in controversy and the means of ,the
451 parties. The nature of the dispute also may be important
452 - parties pursuing matters' 'of public' inte'rest, for
453 example, may deserve special protectiod A party whose
454 unreasonable behavior has occasioned the need tollalppoint
455 a mastdr, on the other hand,' may properly b charg4ed all

456 or a major portion of the master's fees.

r
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NOTE

March 31, 1994

EXPERT WITNESS-MASTERS-JUDICIAL ADVISERS

This note is a preliminary description of a question not
addressed in the first rough draft Rule 16.1 on pretrial masters.
The Evidence Rules Advisory Committee has expressed concern that
courts have come to confound the roles of expert witnesses
appointed by the court under Evidence Rule 706 with the roles of
special masters. A third role as adviser to the court at times
seems to be added to the blend. Many potential problems arise from
these practices. The problems and solutions are likely to vary
with the nature of the master element in the formula: pretrial,
trial, and post-trial masters play distinctive roles. Much moreK must be known of present practices before it will be possible to
identify the potential benefits and risks of combining different
roles in one person. It is too early to offer advice on what

7 provisions should be incorporated in which rules.

In the abstract, there is much to be said for clear separation
7 of three distinct functions. A master exercises the powers of a

Li judge on a temporary, restricted, and controlled basis. After
appointment, the relationship between master and appointing judge
should be much the same as the relationship between a trial court
and an appellate court. The relationship between master and
parties should be much the same as the relationship between judge
and parties. A court-appointed expert is a witness who

L communicates with the judge only through testimony in open court,
L and is subject to pretrial discovery. An adviser is a law clerk,

or possibly some other member of the judge's official staff, who
deals with the judge in confidence and who does not engage directly

L in the adversary process. Combination of these functions can
defeat one of the central premises of the adversary process. The
parties should have access to all information that affects the

l: decision, both to challenge or clarify the information and to
understand and have confidence in the result.

A variety of reasons may be guessed for the apparent tendency
to depart from clear separation of roles among master, witness, and
adviser. One reason is the inherent complexity of many litigated
subjects. Centuries ago, Lord Mansfield sought advice from experts

L on the law merchant. If questions of commercial practice then
seemed too complicated for judicial reasoning alone, the problems

r11 that today furnish the stuff of litigation are overwhelminglyL complex. Routine product liability, medical malpractice, patent
infringement, and like traditional litigation can generate
confusion aplenty. Antitrust, securities, advanced technology,
environmental, retirement benefit, and other modern topics can farL outstrip these examples. Expert help is necessary for
understanding, and may be more reassuring when traditional role
lines are crossed. Similar phenomena occur in litigation
undertaken to control and reform social institutions. Expert help

L



is sought especially with the tasks of formulating, enforcing, and

modifying complex decrees.

A second reason may lie in failures of the adversary process H
when confronting these complex subjects. Judges may seek help in J

nontraditional formsbecause the traditional forms simply have not

done well enough. If the judge cannot understand a case as

presented by traditional means, it seems natural to try otherz

means.

Yetanother reason may lie in procedural rules that at times

allow litigat-on to 'run out of reasonable control. Current

discovery rules have combined with -modern information technology to

facilitate exchanges of information in quantities that far exceed

the possibilites of comprehending decision. Effective control of

these processes may require resort to judicial adjuncts who operate

outside traditional roles. '

These speculations are fueled by occasional vicarious glimpses

of practice. 'The blending of expert witness and master roles has

been noted in various places. In the summary of her Federal

Judicial Center paper on masters, Professor Farrell notes that

masters "sometimes * * * proceed more informally to make findings

based on their own knowledge," at times based on expert experience K
(pp. 13-14). She also notes that experts have been appointed under L
Rule 706 "to advise the parties and the court on settlements and

the framing of consent decrees." A few reported decisions are 7
similar'. In B:.H. by Pierce v. Murphy, 7th Cir.1'993!'',1 984 F.2d 196,

198 & n. 2, the court refers to "the settlement process, conducted

pursuant'' to" Evidence Rule 706, adding that 13 experts had been

appointed to review ten substantive areas of the lawsuit and two

people, had, been appointed "to manage the process'." Johnson

Controls, Inc., v. Phoenix Control'Systems, Inc., 9th Cir.1989, 886

F.2d 1173, 1176-11717', rejected the contention that the master was

in fact,an expert witnegss who sihould ha iobten subjected to cross-

examination, noting that considerationh if bnormatibn not available

to the defendant was proper because the defendant had stipulated

that documents involving trade secrets cduld be submitted under

seal. In U.S. v. Cline, 4th Cir.1968, 388 F.2d 294,~N 296, the court

found that a "master" appointed to execute the court's definition

of a boundary line was in fact an expert, who must be made

available for examination by the parties. '

The more mysterious role of judicial advisers also has been H
noted. Professor Farrell notes reliance on Rule, 53 to appoint

experts to serve as neutral advisers to the court, pp. 17-18. The

Manual for Complex Litigation Second, § 21.54, notes that a court

may consult with a confidential adviser, buturges caution unless

the parties agree 'to this device. Others have noted a case in

which a pretrial master was kept on as technical, adviser to the

court during trial,, Brazil, Special Masters in the Pretrial

Development of Big Cases: Potential and Problems, 1982 Am. Bar

2



L; Found.Res.J. 287, 302; appointment of a master as law clerk,
Brazil, Special Masters in Complex Cases: Extending the Judiciaryr or Reshaping Adjudication?, 1986, 53 U.Chi.L.Rev. 394, 405; and
appointment of technical advisers under authority of Rule 53, Rule
706, or inherent power, Silberman, Judicial Adjuncts Revisited: The
Proliferation of Ad Hoc Procedure, 1987, 137 U.Pa.L.Rev. 2131,
2170-2172. Again, a few opinions have provided tantalizing
glimpses. In Danville Tobacco Assn. v. Bryant-Buckner Assocs., 4th
Cir.1964, 333 F.2d 202, 208-209, the court noted that after
testifying, a witness had been appointed as "master," but concluded
that he was not really a master. "He was subject to questioning as
a witness before and after his counseling advice to the court." A
year later, in Bullard Co. v. General Elec. Co., 4th Cir.1965, 348
F.2d 985, 990, a case in which the trial judge appointed a master
who sat with the judge at trial, the court observed that the trial
court "has the right on an intricate subject of suit, as here (in
a patent action), to engage an advisor to attend the trial and
assist the court in its comprehension of the case. * * * But when
there is a merger of master and advisor the result may have a
hybrid status." In Reed v. Cleveland Bd. of Educ., 6th Cir.1979,
607 F.2d 737, 747-748, the court ruled that it was proper to
appoint an education expert as adviser to the decree master in
school desegregation litigation, but that it was not proper to
appoint a law professor as legal adviser to the master. "[T]he
adversary system as it has been developed in this country precludes
the court from receiving out-of-court advice- on legal issues in a
case."

The most extensive discussion is provided by Reilly v. U.S.,
E 1st Cir.1988, 863 F.2d 149, 154-161. The court approved
Li appointment of an economist as adviser on damages calculations,

relying on inherent power, putting Rule 53 to one side, and
explicitly denying reliance on Rule 706. The complexity of the

L calculation was found sufficient justification; the trial judge may
have relied as well on the ground that the defendant's evidence was
weak and not helpful. The court suggested that the adviser should
be named in advance, so the parties can object; that written
instructions should be given, and the master should at the end file
an affidavit of compliance with the instructions; but that there is
no need for a formal report of the advice given.

Casual conversation suggests that these vignettes are a thin
layer on top of proliferating and diverse practice. More must be

L learned before undertaking to regulate this practice by Civil Rule,
Evidence Rule, Criminal Rule, or other means. A start may be
provided by Professor Farrell's full paper when it becomesE available. Help also may be found in early coordination with the
Evidence Rules Advisory Committee, a task that may be the next
logical step.

- Edward H. Cooper
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Ok Code of Conduct for U.S. Judges: Masters
(November, 1993 issue)

Application: General

The Code applies to "[a]nyone who is an officer of the federal
judicial system performing judicial functions." Paragraph B of the
Compliance section reaches masters as judges pro tempore: "A judge
pro tempore is a person who is appointed to act temporarily as a

L judge or as a special master." Special masters are specifically
exempted from Canons 4C; 5B (except the first sentence); 5C (2),
(3), and (4); 5D; 5E; 5F; 5G; 6C; and 7.

Exemptions

4C: Permits judges to participate in the activities of
organizations devoted to improving the law, but limits the range of
permitted activities.

L 5B: The first sentence, which does apply to special masters,
permits participation in civic and charitable activities that do
not reflect adversely on the master's impartiality or interfere

L with the performance of judicial duties. The balance, from which
special masters are exempt, regulates participation in civic and
charitable activities.

5C(2). (3), and (4): These provisions regulate business activities,
remunerative activity, investments, and acceptance of gifts,

K favors, or loans.

5D: Regulates fudiciary activities as executor, trustee, guardian,E and the like.

5E: Prohibits acting as arbitrator or mediator.

5F: Prohibits the practice of law.

5G: Limits extra-judicial appointments.

6C: Canon 6 generally regulates compensation for permitted law-
related and extrajudicial activities. 6C relates only to required

r financial disclosures.

7: Canon 7 directs judges to refrain from political activities.

K Applicable Provisions

The exemptions leave many Canons applicable to masters. Study
of these provisions provides one perspective on the use of masters.
Masters are used to perform vital judicial functions. It seems
clear that they should be regulated as judges. At the same time,
they are not judges and frequently are involved in many other

L matters as lawyers. Some of the regulations that properly apply to



full-time judges seem poorly adapted to the role of part-time

masters. A few of these provisions are noted below. The purpose of

noting these provisions is to illustrate issues that may shed light

on the role of masters. The lessons may be as much about the use

of masters as about the need to urge further exemptions from the L
Canons. Canon 3A(4) on ex-parte communications is a particularly

telling example.

_B:R. The final sentence prohibits a judge from testifying K
voluntari y tas a character witness.

2C: Bars'membership "in any organization that practices invidious

discrimination oan the basis of race, sex, religion, or national

origin."

3A(4): "[E]xcept as authorized by law," a judge should "neither

initiate nor consider ex parte communications on the merits, or

procedures affecting the merits, of a pending or impending

proceeding." A judge may, with notice to the parties and

opportunity to respond, "obtain the advice of a disinterested

expert [the master?] on the law applicable to a proceeding before

the judge."

3B(3): "A judge should initiate appropriate action when the judge

becomes aware of reliable evidence indicating the likelihood of

unprofessional conduct by a judge or lawyer."

3C: These disqualification provisions may affect the role of

masters more than first appears. Canon 3C(l)(a) requires L
disqualification if the judge has "personal knowledge of disputed

evidentiary facts concerning the proceeding." This provision has

an obvious bearing on "expert masters." It also may bear on the

investigatory functions discharged by some masters, particularly in

the decree-enforcement stage: is information acquired by

investigation, not adversary presentation in open court, "personal L

knowledge"? Canon 3C(l)(e) requires disqualification "if the judge

has served in governmental employment and in such capacity

participated as counsel, advisor, or material witness concerning 7
the proceeding or has expressed an opinion concerning the merits of

the particular case or controversy."' The "expressed an opinion"

provision is not clearly related to the "governmental employment"

preface, and in any event raises questions about the combination of E
expert witness and master functions.

5(c)(l): "A judge should refrain from financial and business

dealings that * * * involve the judge in frequent transactions with

lawyers or other persons likely to come before the court on which

the judge serves." Read literally, this could create significant 7

problems for a master who is a lawfirm partner.

5(c')(6: "A judge should report the value of any gift, bequest,

favor, or loan as required by statute or by the Judicial Conference FL

of the United States." Perhaps this is covered by the express

exemption from the reporting requirements of Canon 6C.

L



6: Masters are exempt from the reporting requirements of 6C. They
remain subject to the balance of Canon 6. This canon permits
compensation "for the law-related and extra-judicial activities
permitted by this Code," if: there is no improper appearance; the
compensation is reasonable; and expense reimbursement is limited to
actual costs.

Different Master Roles

The difficulties in thinking about these problems arise in
L, part from the differences between masters and judges, and in part

from the fact that masters play many different roles that may
deserve different rules. Perhaps the present rules have struck
precisly the right balance, but reconsideration of the functions
served by masters requires reconsideration of the balance. At the
same time, the problems of defining rules of conduct in turn
suggest the need to be careful about using masters.

Some of the more obvious differences between masters and
judges are easily listed. All masters are subject to supervision by
a judge, a fact that may justify more relaxed treatment. Few are
judicial professionals, a fact that may justify more relaxed

r treatment in some dimensions and more stringent treatment in
L others. Some are viewed as assistants to the judge, a role that

conjures up conflicting images of pro tempore judge and staff.

Apart from the general differences from judges, masters may
play an even greater variety of roles than judges can play. A
master whose only role is that of mediator may differ from a
settlement master. The role of a master who reviews mountains of
documents and makes recommendations for final action by a judge is
different from the role of a master given greater powers to manage
discovery and make rulings subject to review. These roles
approach, but may differ from, the role of master as hearing
officer. Masters who supervise decree enforcement, perhaps with
investigating responsibilities, are different still.

Masters, in short, are not judges. Confusions in fitting them
into the Code of Conduct for judges reflect deeper conflicts about
the appropriate use of masters. Working through these issues may
shed new light on the proper roles of masters.

1 3
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RULE 4(i)(3)

Michael Marks Cohen has written that new Rule 4(i)(3) O
conflicts with the provision for service in the Suits in Admiralty
Act, 42 U.S.C. § 742. Rule 4(i)(l) provides generally for service a

upon the United States by delivering a copy to the United States \A
Attorney and also sending a copy by mail to the Attorney General.
Rule 4(i)(3) provides that the court must allow a reasonable time
for service for the purpose of curing failure to serve multiple
officers if the plaintiff has effected service on either the United
States Attorney or the Attorney General. Section 742 requires that
the libelant "forthwith" serve the United States Attorney and mail
a copy to the Attorney General. Mr. Cohen believes that the
'f "orthwith" requirement in § 742 is inconsistent with the provision
in Rule 4(i)(3) allowing a reasonable time to cure failure to serve
both. He urges deletion from § 742 of the two sentences on
service.

Judge Higginbotham has asked Mark Kasanin to review this
L question for the committee.

L
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L : ~~~~~~~~RULE 37(b)(2)

Professor Florence Wagman Roisman has pointedout an ambiguity
created in Rule 37(b)(2) by the 1993 amendment of Rule 26(f). Rule

L 37(b)(2) lists sanctions that a court may impose on various

grounds,, including "if a party fails to obey an order entered under
Rule 26(f)." Before the 1993 amendment, Rule 26(f) clearly

provided for entry of an order after a discovery conference. New

L Rule 26(f) provides for a meeting of the parties and preparation of
a discovery plan. It does not directly refer to entry of an order
embodying the plan. The plan, however, includes a variety of

matters that could be embodied in an order and some matters - such
as changes in the limitations on discovery imposed by rule - that
should be embodied in an order. Paragraph (4), indeed, refers to
"any other orders that should be entered * * * under subdivision
(c) or under Rule 16(b) and (c)."

One response to this ambiguity is that on a fair reading of

L Rule 26(f), there is no ambiguity. It is contemplated that the
submission of a discovery plan often will lead to adoption of an
order enforcing the plan. The order is one "entered under Rule
26(f)" within the meaning of Rule 37(b)(2). Often the order will

include terms that might be disobeyed. Disobedience is properly
subject to sanctions under Rule 37(b)(2). There is no reason to

require a second round of Rule 37(a) motion to compel compliance
, L and renewed disobedience. The separate Rule 37(g) sanction for

failing to participate in Rule 26(f) efforts does not imply a

contrary conclusion; it relates to, matters distinct from failure to
obey a discovery-plan order once entered.

A second response might be that sanctions should be available
directly under Rule 37(b)(2), but that the rules should be made
clearer. Rule 26(f) could be amended by adding an explicit
provision for entry of an order embodying the discovery plan. One
easy change would be adoption of a new paragraph between present
paragraphs (3) and (4):

(f) * * * The plan shall indicate the parties' views and
proposals concerning:

jj4. any orders that should be entered by the court to
implement the discovery plan: and

L

(45) any other orders that should be entered by the
,r court under subdivision (c) or under Rule 16(b) and

L (c).

A different change would be to add a new final sentence to

Rule 26(f), explicitly providing that the court may enter orders
appropriate to implementing the discovery plan:

(f) * * * The court may enter an order implementing the
discovery plan.

r~~~~



Rule 37(b)(2)
April 6, 1994

Professsor Roisman suggests that the ambiguity should be fixed
by amending Rule 37(b)(2) to refer to an order entered under Rule
16. It is difficult to find a reason to extend the discovery-
enforcement mechanism of Rule 37 to pretrial orders. F

Although the Rule 37(b)(2) reference to an order entered under
Rule 26(f) seems to have meaning, the 'rules would be clearer if
Rule 26(f) made explicit reference to entry of an orderimplementing the discovery plan. This is the sort of change that,if 'found desirable, can be made when it seems to fit with a package
of other rule amendments.

I~~~~
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F PRE-FILING CONFERENCE AND DISCLOSURE

William F. Raisch, Esq., has written to urge adoption of a
Rule or Rules that would require two things before any claim is
filed, whether as complaint, counterclaim, cross-claim, or third-
party claim. First, the claimant must certify that before filing
it had conferred or attempted to confer with the defending parties
in an effort to settle or invoke alternate dispute resolution
mechanisms. Second, the pleading must be disclosed to the
defending parties before filing; exceptions would be made to
accommodate problems with the statute of limitations or evasion of

L effective remedies. The hope is that these devices would reduce
the volume of litigation, and also would enhance cooperation among
the parties in litigation that is not resolved by these means.

L It is not clear where these provisions would fit best in the
structure of the rules. If they were limited to the initial
complaint, they might fit with the provisions of Rule 3 on

L commencing an action. The most obvious place, however, is with
Rule 8, which governs any pleading that sets forth a claim for

r relief.
LI

This proposal tracks closely Recommendation 3 in Agenda for
Civil Justice Reform in American Report from the President's
Council on Competitiveness, 15-16 (August, 1991):

L,

In most cases, the right to sue should be conditioned on
a showing that the parties have attempted, and failed, toL resolve their dispute. The party alleging harm would be
required to prove that it gave timely notice of the
grievance prior to filing the suit, except where
emergency or other circumstances require immediate resort
to the courts without prior notice to the opposing party.

The ABA has found this recommendation "worthy of consideration,"
Li but concluded that study of implementation proposals is necessary.

The ABA caution was based on the belief that alternate dispute
resolution techniques work best when undertaken voluntarily, and on
concern that "ADR should not be used to close access to the
courts." ABA Blueprint for Improving the Civil Justice System, 40-
41, 66 (February, 1992).

L The Reporter believes that this topic cannot be dismissed from
the Committee agenda, but that the ABA probably is right in
believing that further experience and study are needed. It may be
unwse to attempt development of a uniform national rule before
experience can be had with state or local federal court practices.
New Rule 26(f), finally, includes discussion of the possibilities

L of settlement or prompt resolution as one of the topics for the
discovery planning meeting. This conference occurs after filing,
not before, but may go part way toward the objects of the present
proposal.
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l
RULE 4(C)

Jos eph W. Skupniewitz, Clerk for the Western District of

Wisconsin, has written that the new provisions of 
Rule 4 have added

cost and delay. He raises separate questions as to Rule 4(c)(1)

and Rule 4(c)(2).

Rule 4(c)(1)

L Former Rule 4(a) made the plaintiff "responsible for prompt

service of the summons and a copy of the complaint." 
New Rule

4(c)(1) makes the plaintiff responsible for 
service "within the

time allowed under subdivision (m)." Mr. Skupniewitz says that

before the change, his court "enforced upon litigants the

requirement for prompt action, even if this meant quicker action

E than 120 days." Now, plaintiffs can take the full 120 days, and

L this opportunity "is producing delays in the early 
stages of case

processing in this district."

L The change from the prompt service requirement 
of former Rule

4(a) is due, at least in part, to the change in nomenclature for

service by mail. The provisions of former Rule 4(c)(2)(C) and 
(D)

L for "serving" a complaint by mail have become the waiver-of-service

provisions of new Rule 4(d). A provision for promptness would have

to require prompt effort to serve or seek a waiver of service.

The 120-day time limit of Rule 4(m) was considered at the

October, 1993 meeting of this Committee.- It was decided 
that there

was no sufficient justification for changing 
the period.

On balance, it seems premature to revisit the details 
of the

120-day service provision and its relation 
to the prompt service

requirement of former Rule 4(a).

Rule 4(c)(2)

Former Rule 4(c)(2)(B)(i) required that, at 
the request of a

party authorized to proceed in forma pauperis, service 
be made by

a marshal or other person specially appointed. 
New Rule 4(c)(2)

L carries forward this provision, although it is ambiguous on the

question whether the plaintiff must request such service. The

source of the apparent difficulty is that former Rule

4(c)(2)(C)(ii) allowed summons and complaint to be "served" by

mail. New Rule 4(d) transforms this practice into a new procedure

for winning waiver of service. Mr. Skupniewitz assumes that the

Marshal is not authorized by new Rule 4(c)(2) 
to seek waiver of

service. Wisconsin does not provide for service by mail,, 
so there

is no opportunity to rely on the incorporation of state 
practice in

Rules 4(e)(1), (g), and (h)(l).

It is not clear from the face of the rules 
whether a marshal

responsible for making service under Rule 4(c)(2) 
can first seek a

waiver of service under Rule 4(d). The Committee Note does not

L dispel the uncertainty. There is room, however, to construe the

47d
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Rule 4

page two

rules so as to allow the Marshal to seek waiver before effecting
service. There is no indication that the Rule 4- revisions were
intended to end the former practice. To the contrary, the purpose
of the revisions was to make clear the nature and effects of a
desirable procedure. Allowing the Marshal to seek waiver would
help fulfill the purpose of avoiding unnecessary service costs.

At least two contrary arguments may be made, each of which [
could be addressed to the former Rule as well. A request for
waiver may not be effective to toll state statutes of limitations
that require actual service. New Rule 4(d)(4) addresses this F
question in part by providing that, when service is waived, the
action proceeds as if service had been made at ,the time the
plaintiff filed the waiver. 'The Marshal may not be in a position
to determine whether a request forwiver willl generate limitations K
problems. A request for waiver, moreover, will delay the moment at
which the Marshal attempts to make actual service; this makes the
Marshal responshible for determipnirng,1for the party, whether to [7bypass the waiv'er process because oft ,'possible difficulties in
making' service fwithin the l2O-day period of, Rile 4(m).

The Cotmittee is not isa s n to answer this question by [7
an advisory opolin inn a r e i I rt undertake

amenmens O Rue 4.Sweep1i; ;eysisinRul 4 wte ma~de after
aperiod ofksere al yer ~~uyadpmnet. Before undertaking

new ame reasenaS¶1er' & 4~jshbul[ 1b1,,, al'lowed,, for
accumulating :%pe riPos are needed.
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Rule 26

Interviewing Former Employees of a Party

i John E. Iole and John D. Goetz have urged that the Committee
L consider a proposal advanced in their article, Ethics or Procedure?

A Discovery-Based Approach to Ex Parte Contacts with Former
Employees of a Corporate Adversary, 1992, 68 Notre Dame L.Rev. 81-

L 132. The title virtually describes theproposal that Rule 26 be
amended to add a provision governing interviews with former
employees of a party.

The article was stimulated by Formal Opinion 91-359 of the
American Bar Association, interpreting Model Rule of Professional

7 Conduct 4.2. Rule 4.2 regulates communication with a party
represented by another lawyer. Opinion 91-359 concludes that the
Rule does not apply to communications with former employees of a
party. The article explores a number of court decisions that have
taken various approaches to the question. In the end, it urges
that the question should be regulated not by rules of professional
responsibility but by rules of procedure. Under the proposed rule,
a party may not, without written consent of the former employer,
contact a former employee of another party until 45 days after
service ofthe complaint. If contact is made after 45 days without
consent of the former employer, notice must be given within 11 days
after the contact. If the contact results in discussion of a
pending action, all communications must' be recorded verbatim. A
record must be filed with the court under seal, but need not be

L transcribed or produced to another party unless ordered by the
court.

The most important question is whether rules of procedure
should begin to address nondiscovery means of gathering
information. Many will find it difficult to be enthusiastic about
the prospect. The discovery rules have not proved entirely

L successful. Regulation of less formal activities is likely to
generate new opportunities for dispute and to make litigation still
more costly and prolonged. If nondiscovery activities are to be
regulated, the next question will be whether it is appropriate to
limit the rule to former employees of present parties. There may

, be some modest distinctions - the authors make much of the risk
that former employees will inadevertently divulge privileged
information - but any attempt to generate a rule must consider the
cogency of the distinctions and the possibility of acting in more
general terms. The details of any attempted rule of course will

K L present many additional questions.

There also may be some special sensitivity arising from the
relation to state regulation of professional responsibility.

I:~ ~ ~ ~~. __
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RULE 62

Deputy Associate Attorney General Tim Murphy has written that

the Department of Justice "is forced to relitigate the claim 
and

spend additional time enforcing the judgment" because judgment

debtors fail to understand that absent a stay, the judgment becomes

enforceable upon expiration of the automatic ten-day stay built

into Rule 62(a). Indeed, he asserts that some defendants assert

that because the judgment does not contain a due date, payment 
is

not immediately due. It is not clear whether he is suggesting a

rule amendment or some other means of addressing the problem.

The procedures suggested by General Murphy can be implemented

without rule changes. He believes that a judgment - or some other

final order - should include "specific time frames within which

defendants are to pay their penalties or other debts." In

addition, there should be specific instructions on the means of

effecting payment to the United States.

It is difficult to conclude that these questions should be

addressed by amendment of the rules. Rule 58 now provides that a

judgment "is effective only when" set forth in a separate document

and entered under Rule 79(a). Rule 62(a) provides for issuance of

execution after the expiration of ten days, subject to stays. 
A

provision requiring that a date for payment be set in reference 
to

this automatic stay would add no new meaning, and indeed might seem

inconsistent with the terms of Rule 58. The, provision might

complicate the process of issuing stays. Nor does it seem likely

that a formal statement in the judgment will affect the behavior 
of

many defendants.

No new and formal procedure is needed to enable the United

States Attorney to notify the defendant of the means for making

payment to the United States.

Payment terms would become important if structured judgments

were to be entered after litigation as well as upon settlement.

Providing for structured judgments by rule may run outside the

limits of the Rules Enabling Act, however, and raises questions 
far

different from those raised by General Murphy.

If a change were to be made, it might best be done by adding

a new subdivision (a) to Rule 62, relettering the present

subdivisions:

(a) Effective date. Subject to the provisions of this rule,

a judgment is effective on the date it is entered under

Rule 58.

This provision would be less redundant if - as suggested by the

current Style Draft of Rule 58 - the "effective only when" language

were deleted from Rule 58.
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Rule 31

a Rule 31. Depositions Upon Written Questions RULE 31. DEPOSMONS UPON

h WRrTrEN QUErONS

) Seig Quesns; Notir (a) Sering Quetons; Notice.

(1) A party may take the testimony of any (1) A party may, upon writt questions, depoe any

person, including a party, by deposition upon written person, including a party, without kavc of court

questions without leave of court xcept AS provided in mxcept as provided in (2). win attendance

paragraph (2). The aUednet of witnesses may be may be compelled by subpoena under Rule 45.

compelled by the use of subpoena ap ided in Rle (2) A party must obtain leave of court, which must be

4S. granted to the etent Consistent with Rule 26(b)(2):

(2) A party must obtain leave of court, which (A) if th person to be aumnned confined in

ahall be granted to the extent consistent with the prion or

pnncipes stated in Rule 26(b)(2), if the person to be o

examined is confined in prison or if, without the (I) if. unless the parties consent in writing to the

written stipulation of the parties, deposition:

I (A) a proposed deposition would result in (i) the proposed deposition would result in

more than ten depositions being taken under this more than ten depositions being taken

L rule or Rule 30 by the plaintiffs. or by the under tis rual or Rule 30 by the

I defendants, or by third-party defendants; plaintif, or by the dfendantS, or by

(3) the person to be examined has already dtb rd defendants;

been deposed in the cae; or (11) the person to be deposed has already
been deposed in the cas; or

1 |{(C) a party sek to take a deposition the party see to take a deposition

before the time specified in Rule 26(d). fore perte to do so*undersRule
7 ~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~bcfore pemitd to do so under Rule

(3) A party desiring to take a deposition upon 26(d).
I written questions shall serve them upon every other

party with a notice taing (1) the name and address of (3) A party wanting to depose a person upon written

the penon who is to answer them, if known, and if the questions must seve the questions on every other

name is not known, a gencral-description sufficient to party, with a notice stating, if known, the

I identify the peron or the particular class or group to deponent's name an d addU ss. If the deponent's

E which the person belongs, and (2) the name or nme is unknown, the notice must enerlly

descriptive title and address of the officer before whom describe the person or the particular class or group

the deposition is to be taken. A deposition upon to which the person belongs. Th notice must also

i written questions may be taken of a public or private sa the name or descriptive title and address of the

corporation or a partnenhip or association or officer before whom the deposition will be taken.

governments agency in accordance with the provsions (4) A public or private corporation, partnership,

of Rule 30(b)(6) uassociation, or governmental agency MAY be

(4) Within 14 days after the notice and writCtn deposed by written questions to peons designated

questions ae served, a party may serve cross questions as under Rule 30(b)(6).

upon all other parties. Wthin 7 days *Rcr being (5) Additional questions to the deponent must be served

served with cross questions, a party may serve rdirect on a11 puties as follows: cross questions, within 14

7 questions upon all other parties. Within 7 days after days alter being served with the notice nd Wil

being served with redirect questions, a party may servc questions; redirect questions, within 7 days after

orecross questions upon all other parties. The Court bein& crved witf emu questions; and s

7 msg for cusue shown enlarge or AhOftM thc timc questions, within 7 days after being served redirect

questions. he court may, for cause shown, exnd

or shorten these times.

Li
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Rule 31

(b) Officer tD Take Responses and Prepare Record. (b) Officer to Take Responsas and Prepare Rocord. TheA copy of the notice and copies of all questions served shall party noticing the deposition must deliver to the officer abe delivered by the party taking the deposition to the officer copy of the notice and of all questions served. Thedesignated in the notc, who shall proceed promptly, in the officer must proceed promptly in the manner providedmanner provided by Rule 30(c), (e), and (), to take the by Rule 30(c), (c), and (I) to record the deponent'stestimony of the witness in response to the questions and to testimony in ponse to the questions and to prepare,prepare, certify, and file nor nail the deposition, attaching certify, and, under Rule 30(ftl), file or send thethereto the copy of the notice and the questions received by deposition,,attachinS a copy of the notice nd thethe officer que ins cved by the officer.

WI Notice of iling. When the dpostion is filed the (c) Notice of Filing. Th party arranging for the transcript Jparty taking it shall promptly give notice thereof to all other or reconling of a deposition must promptly notify allparties. other parties when it is filed.

, ,71~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Rule 32

Rule 32. Use of Depositions in Court Proceedings RULE 32. USING DEPosmonrI:j _________________________________ IN COURT PROCEEDINGS

(a) Use of Depositions. At the trial or upon the (a) Using Depositions. At any trial or hearing, part or all

hearing of a motion or an interlocutory proceeding, any part of a deposition'- to the extnt oterwise admissible

or all of a deposition, so far as admissible under the rules under evidendary nrin, applied as though the deponent

r of evidence applied as though the witness were then present were present and testiing - may be ued as specified

and testifying, may be used against any party who was in (1) - (4). Substituting parties under Rule 25 does not
present or represented at the taking of the deposition or who affect the right to use depositions previously taken. A

* , had reasonable notice thereof, ji accordance with any of the deposition, if properly take an filed 'in my fderal or

following provisions: state action that has been dismissed, May be used in a
L1 claer action involving the sam subect maw betweenii the sam parties or their representatives or successors in

interest to the same extent as if taken in the lter action

IL7Li

*L
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Rule 32 L
() Any deposition may be used by any party for (1) Any party may use a deposition to contradict or Lthe purpose of contradicting or impeaching the impeach the testimony given by the deponent as atestimony of deponent as a witness, or for any other witness or for any other purpose permitted by thepurpose permitted by the Federal Rules of Evidence. Federal Rules of Evidence. -
(2) Tew deposition of a party or of anyone who (2) A party my, for any purpose, use against anat the time of taking the deposition ws an officer, Adverse party a deposition of:director, or managing agent, or a peson designated

under Rule 30(b)(6) or 31(a) to testify,on behalf of a () the adverse paty, or cpublk or privatepcorporation, partnership or (3) anyone who, when deposed, was the adverseassociation or governmental agency which is a pauty parys officr,; dirtor managing aget ormay be used by an adverse party for any p ose. designee under Rule 30(bX6) or Rule 31(aX4).
(3) The deposition of a witness, whetier or not a (3) (A) Subject to subparagraph (B), a party may, forpary, may be used by aty party for any *pupse if the - any purpose, use a deposition Against any prtycourt finds: ' that attended the deposition or had reasonale

lF thatthe witnmuss isdead; or wteof itifthe court finds:
(B) that the witness is at a grer distance f) that the deponent is dead;

than 100 miles from the place of trial or hearing, (-) that the deponrnt is more than 100 milesor is out of the United States, unless it appears from the place of tri or hearing, or isthat the absence of the witness was procured by outside the United States, unless itthe party offeifng tk dVpsiiOn Or appears that the witness's absence was
(C) that the witness is unable t tnd a procured by the party offering thetestify because of age, illness, infirmity, or dwoshon;

impnrsonrnent; or l) that thc deponent cannot atend the trial
(D) that the party offering the deposition or hearing because of age, illness,has been unable to procure the attendance of the infirmity, or imprisonment;witness by subpoena; or (Ov) that the party offering the deposition
(E) upon application and notice, that such could not procure the deponent'sexceptional circumstances exist as to m e it attendance by subpoena; or 'tdesirble, in the interest of justice and with due Wv) upon application and notice, thatregard to the importance of presenting te exceptional circumstances make ittestimony of witnesses orally in open court, to desirble - in the intercst of justice andallow the deposition to be used, with due regard to the importnce of

A deposition taken without leave of court pursuant to a live testimony in open court - to allownotice under Rule 30(aXt2)(C) shall not be used against the deposition to be used.a party who demonstrates that, when served with te (B) Subparagraph (A) does not authorize use of anotice, it was unable through the exercise of diligence deposition:
to obtain counsel to represent it at the tWing of the rdeposition; nor shall a deposition be used against a ti) t a paty that, having receved lessdparty who, having received less than 11 days notice of thn 11 days notic of a deposition,rea deposition, has promptly upon receiving such notcpurmpdly moved for a protective oder afiled a motion for a protective order under Rue 26(cXl)-eque ting that 726(cX2) requesting that the deposition not be hold or the deosition not be held or be held at Libe held at a diferent time or place and such motion is a different time or place - and thispending at the tun the deposition is held motion was still pending when thedeposition was held; or K

fii) taken without leave of court under the
special provisions of Rule
30(a)(2)(B)(iii), when offered against a
party de nrAting dud, when served,
with the notice, it could not, despite
diligent efforts, obtain counsel to
represent it at the deposition.

L



IkRule 32

(4) If only part of a deposition is offered in (4) If a party introduce in evidence only pat of a
evidence by a prty, an advee paty may require the deposition, an adverse party may require the offeror
offeror to introduce any other pat which ought in to introduce other parts that in firness should be

F fairness to be considered with the part introduced, and considered with the part offered, and any party may
any pary may introduce any other puts. Ibelf introduce any parts tht would be amissibleI Substitution of parties pursuant to Rule 25 does if the deponat were prest and testfyingY
not affect the right to use depositions previously taken;
and, when an action in any court of the United States
or of any State has been dismissed and another action
involving the same subject matter is afterward brought

F bbctAe the same paties or their representatives or
successors in interest, all depositions lawfully taken
and duly filed in the former action may be used in the
later as if originally taken therefor. A deposition
taken may also be used as permitted by the Federal
Rules of Evidence.

(b) Objections to Admissibility. Subject to the (b) Objetions to Admissibiliy. Subject to Rule 28(bX4)
provisions of Rule 28(b) and subdivi ion (d)(3) of this rule, and Rule 32(d)(3), a party may object at a trial or
objection may be mde at the trial or hearing to receiving in bearing to the introduction of any deposition testimony
evidence ny, dposition or part thereof for any reason that would be inadmissible if the witness were present
which would uire the exclusion of the evidence if the and tetfying.
witness r then present and testifing.

(c)1 Form`'tf Presentation. Except as otherwise (c) Form Of Preseptation. Except as the court dircts
r directed by thxe; ourt, a party offering deposition testimony otherwe, a pat offeing deposition testimony under

pursuant to this! rlc may offer it in tenographic or this rule may offer it in stenographic or nontenographic
nonstenographi form,, but, f innon ,ographic form, the form, but, if in nonstenographic forn, the pary must
1party 14li ° rovide the cou w a tcript of the also provide the court with a trancript of the portions
portions o offered. O reques of a pry in a case tried offered. On any party's request, deposition'testimony
before a .jul sition testimony offered other than for offered in a jury trial for any purpose other than
impeachlnent poses shal ,be presented in impeachment must, unless the court for good cause

* nonstenogrphiq fors mif ava lable, unleai the court for orders otherwise, be presented in nonstenographic form,
good cueodrotews.if available.

~~~I I ,,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Rule 32

(d) Effect of Errors and Irregularities in (d) Objections.
Depositions.

(1) To Notice. An objection to, a deposition notice s(1) As to Notic Al erors and irregularities in - precluded unless promptly served in writing on thethe notion for takng a depoition ar waived unless party giving the notice.written notice u prmptly ed upon the party giving () To Office's DisUaio An o nthe noticenT Ofcrs squaiicatin. A bet ae
on dsu on of the officer befor whom a(2) As to Disquaifation of Offlaer. Objection depoition s to be taken, if [no made before the

taking a deposition because of disqualification of the oitio n s is precluded unless made,officer before whom it is to be taken is waived unless thpromply r the basis for disqualification I
*made before the taking of the deposition begins or a becomes known or, with due e, could hvesoon thereafter as the disqulification becomes known b knoween kwn.
or could be dicovered with reasonable diligence. (3) To Taking of Depositio.

(3) h to T~~it of Deposi A(3 To Tkng of Depostion(3) As to Taking of Depoisito.A beto oadeoetsCmeecmrt
(A) Objections to the competency of a the competency, relevancy, or matacOlity of

witness or to the competency, rekvancy, or esmony isrcluded u ade biere or
to make than before or during the taking of the ojcon might heben obved, removed,
deposition, less te ground of the objection is or cured if de a the time.

Obj"ection 8Adt an ozalone which migh hv been obvie or rnoved h ,if presented attme B) Adepositin isprecluded
unless imelym de drng the deposition,

(B) Erors and irregplarities occurring at the Itin rel manner oforal deposition in the mar of taking the e Ie ,i o ns Otdeposition, in zf. faire of the questions or swers tho tho ai, a ptny
answvers, in %te oath or, afhirmanu, w n th odc, rohr Mststat0. mih havem eeconduct of and kin been
might be ovau, removed, orcuredif promptly time.l9ll iii~ l >!1pmetd w ivduleseai sonable obection p (QA ofa qir

(9~~~I1 , whc
qora * F ytzglcr no I v tT o

w htheretio n i ude theaking of the deposition. iu ll m3 uq
pq pigc e unl , ess srved i I(9 ons tothe fdorm o f w(i hitten

questio under Rule 31 are waived unbu sunlessrswi veddue writige n gpon the party Sc .r beinw r
&H ~'irhin the ~ie allowed for, qu .

sering t~ucee~ngcrop] or other q=huesin 4and ithi 5 dys aterservice of the astTO C0Oftmd Returin Dp~ositioa. An
questions authorized, obj~~~~tection to hoiw the testmn hA be transcribed

trhew deosition has been prepare,,signed,(4) As to Completion and Return of crtified, sealed, endorsed, rnmtefld rIDeposition. Errors and irregularities in the manner in otherwise handled by the offiecr is precluded unless
which the testimony istranscribed or the deposition is a motion to, suppress is maepomtyafe h

trnmitd filed, Or otherwise, desk with by the orlig nce culd have beim= kn ~orn . wt
officer under Rules 30 and 31 an waived unless a 0'dhvb-=kon
motion to suppress the deposition or some parn thereof
is made with reasonable promptness after such defect

is, or with due diligence might have been, ascertained.



Rule 33

Rule 33. 1nterro9Storit Ion PsrteRULE 33. INERROGATORIES TO PARTIES

Avilability. Without hv of court or () Availability. Without leave of court or writtcn

stipulation, any party MAy srve upon any other pty ipulation, any party may, when permitted under Rule

written interrogatories, not exceeding 25 in number 26(d), serve on any other party written interrogatories -

p including all dicret subparts, to be answered by the party not excoeding 25 in number, including all discrete

served or. if the party served is A public or private subparts - to be answered by the party srved or, if

corporation or a partnership or association or gvernmental at party i * public or privte corporation, ipter

L agency, by any officer or agent, who shall furmish such association, or governmental agency, by any oler or

r infora ton a i available to the party. Leave to serve agent, who must funish the information that i availab

additional interrogatories sa be granted to the t to the party. Lve to serve a intesaogatoriem ,

consistent with the principles of Rule 26(bX2). Without or to serve intogtoes at an eaier time, must be

leave of court or written stipulation, interrogatories may not rnted to the nt consitent wth Rule 26Q2).

lbe served beore the time specified in Rule 26(d).

(b) Answens and Objections. (b) Answen and Objection.

L (1) Each interrogatory shall be answered (1) Within 30 days after being saved with

3 separately and fully in writing under oath., unless it is introgatories, a party must serve a copy of its

objected to, in which event the objecting pany shall a and any objections. A shorter or longer

state the reasons for objection and shall answer to the time may be ditd by, the court or, absent an

extent the interroptory is not objectionable. order, are to in writing by the parties subject to

(C2) e answers are to be signed by the person Rule29.

mak~ing themn, and the objections signied by the attorney A) Eah interrogaory must, unless objected to, bea

maring, them, mrnd the, objections answered separately and fully in writing under

L ~~~~~making them. n T
* Ik oath or affirmion. cThe rcsponding party

(3) The party upon whom the intaroust awer ach i rg to the extent I

have been rsrved shall serve a copy of the answers, oo obei9Ile.

and objlctions if any, within 30 days after th service

of the interrogatorics. A horter or lnger time may (3) All grunds for objeActng to n interroatory

dibcted by the court or, in the absence of such an mut bet d with ifc$ . Any grund

tortr, agreed to in writing by the parties subject to not satd in a timely objection is precluded

Li,; Rule 29. unlass Cthet, for good cause shown,

(4) AlD grounds for an objection to an cx mhc u thanw

interrogatory shall be stated with specificity. Any (C) The ,responding party mst sgn the rs,

ground not stated in a timely objection is waived and its atorney must sign any objections.

unless the prty's failure to object is excused by the 2) The party submitting interrogatories may move for

court for pod cause aown. n order under Rule 37(a) with repect to any

(s) The party submitting the interrogatories may objection to, or other failure to answer, an

move for an order under Rule 37(a) with respect to interogatory.

any objection to or other failure to answer an

,1 interrogatory.

71b
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Rule 33

(C) Scope; Use at TriaL . earogaories may relate (C) Scope; use at Trial.to any maos which can be inquired into under Rule 
b ,26(bXl), and the answers may be rsd to th extrogoes may relt to any mater that can be fpermited by the rules of evidence. inquired into under Rule 26(bXl). Answers may be

used as permitted by the Federal Rules of Evidence. nAn interrogatory otherwise proper is not necessarily
objectionable merely because an answer to 'the iterrogatory (2) An otrwise proper intrrogatory is not Linvolves an opinion or contention ta rlates sp fact or Om objectionable merely because it asks for an opinionapplcation of law to ft bu te cout may or 'thatrlates to fa or thean interro r n not banscrd uni aftr designated of aw to , but the court may order th such an Ldiscovery has been completed or uil a p confance ory ned not b until deinatedor ot~ erii$ .tiscvrc 2r complete or until a prril conferenoce

or other- law t , i i ! ~ I Ior some other time.

ti 'Ip ', 'art to 1,(d)W O0kn to Pkbduce Business Records. Wber (d) Optidn to Pue Busines Records. If answerin ananswerto an nberrogatory may be derived or interrgao ill eqir to eain adi, 
_

ascertin~tedfom the bu reco of the party upon inspe, compil, abstract, or summarize its records, And.whoml the nteroatory has been erved or from an the burden of anig the aswer will be -examination, amdit or of such business records, substantilly the same whe this revww is done by itincluding a ;ompzlatio, abstrac or, summ~ary thereof and or by teitroaigpry tmyase ythe burden 9f zderivig or pcertainin the nswIer is
substantially (1) ~~~~~~~~~specifyig the rcdstamUsti be reviewed, inustnial tpesaey serv~ing thvnterrgmtry ()suficicieticall to pri l~itroaigprytasfrth Suc it, them as Preaiyit couldtt;; a tnd, atyt

may be de Wcra~ d *M o fird to th paity (2 iigt&eite~gtn at reasonable
sering tihe inte gaory sonle opportunitytoexaminepportunitytoexamineudit, and inspectu the[udit or i spcsuc~ ecdsand to ma1de copies, rcdsndtmaecopies, comnpilation, absrc,

-y l IL trcs

,compilatio~i~bstra~t J u A tha ors
bein siegtdtltoritteitroan party to
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FILE NOTE U1

January 16, 1994

Re: Filing by Facsimile Transmission

This note summarizes the action of the Standing Committee at
its January 13 and 14 meeting with respect to proposed Judicial
Conference standards for filing by facsimile transmission under
Civil Rule 5(e) and Appellate Rule 25(a). A separate memorandum
addresses the general question of implementing such delegations of
rulemaking authority to the Judicial Conference.

Discussion was focused by drafts prepared by the Appellate
Rules Committee. The drafts began as Guidelines suggested by the
Court Administration and Case Management Committee. Those
Guidelines were extensively revised at the Standing Committee
meeting in June, 1993. The Standing Committee urged the Judicial
Conference not to adopt the revised Guidelines, in part because
they might trespass on other rules. The Judicial Conference
responded by asking the Standing Committee to coordinate efforts
with the Court Administration and Case Management Committee and the!L Committee on Automation and Technology, and to report back to the
September, 1994 Judicial Conference. The Appellate Rules Committee

7 met immediately after, and substantially revised the proposed
guidelines. Many elements of the guidelines were separated out and
put into a model local rule. This format was preferred because of
the belief that Judicial Conference Guidelines will not be readily
found by practicing lawyers, who will look instead to local court

Ad rules for guidance.

r The Civil Rules Committee considered the Appellate Rules
Committee draft in October, 1993. It urged that the "guidelines"
should be called "standards," adhering to the term used in Civil
Rule 5(e) and Appellate Rule 25(a). It also urged that the modelL local rule should be incorporated into the standards, so that any
court that chooses to permit filing by facsimile transmission must
adopt all of these terms. This recommendation rested on the

F belief that national uniformity is important.

The Standing Committee accepted the recommendation that the
Judicial Conference directions be referred to as Standards. It

Lv approved recommendation of the model rule simply as a model,
however, not as a set of binding terms that must be adopted into
any local rule authorizing filing by facsimile transmission.

L The first step of the Standing Committee deliberations led to
a recommendation that filing by facsimile transmission to the clerk
not be allowed on a routine basis. Most committee members believed

tLi that clerks offices simply cannot handle any significant regular
volume of facsimile filings. At least five additional concerns

7 were added. Two seemed particularly important. The first of these

I



was that some litigants who do not have access to facsimile
equipment - including state and local government agencies as wellas small firms - would be placed at an unfair disadvantage. Theother was that routine filing rules would prove a trap for theunwary as many would try to reach the court's facsimile equipment L]at the same last minute, freezing some out entirely. Other reasonsincluded the frequently poor quality of facsimile printing, theburden of assembling transmitted documents, and the belief thatfacsimile transmission is an obsolescent technology that soon will
be replaced by more direct electronic filing.

The Standing Committee then recommended Standards and a Model LLocal Rule'to-govern filing by fax agencies, and to govern filing
by transmission to the court on order lof the court or on Cauthorization by the clerkLin emergency or other appropriate L
circumstances. The standards note the value of, nationaluniformity, and urge adoption of the model local rule. Apparently
experience has shown a high rate of success in recommending uniformadoption of proposed model local rules.

The details of the standards and model rule will be summarized ¢when they become reasonably fixed. [
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I COMMITTEE ON RULES OF PRACTICE AND PROCEDURE
OF THE

JUDICIAL CONFERENCE OF THE UNITED STATES
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20544

r ALICEMARIE H. STOTLER CHAIRS OF ADVISORY COMMITTEES

CHAIR JAMES K. LOGAN
APPELLATE RULES

PETER G. McCABE
SECRETARY PAUL MANNES

BANKRUPTCY RULES

PATRICK E. HIGGINBOTHAM
CIVIL RULES

! X February 9, 1994 D.LOWELLJENSEN
CRIMINAL RULES

RALPH K. WINTER, JR.
EVIDENCE RULES

Honorable Ann C. Williams
Chair, Committee on Court Administration

and Case Management
United States Courthouse
219 South Dearborn Street
Chicago, Illinois 60604

Honorable Rya W. Zobel
Chair, Committee on

Automation and Technology
John W. McCormack Post Office and
Courthouse, Room 1802

90 Devonshire Street
Boston, Massachusetts 02109

Dear Judges Williams and Zobel:

On behalf of the Committee on Rules of Practice and

Procedure, I am sending to you the enclosed draft of "StandardsLE for Facsimile Transmission." The standards were reviewed and

revised by the five advisory rules committees and were discussed
at length and approved by the Standing Committee at its January

7 meeting. I am also sending to you a two-page excerpt of an

L informational item in the Committee's report to the Judicial
Conference explaining its views on fax filing.

L Please call me at (202) 273-1800 if you have any questions
on these materials.

Sincerely,

Peter G. McCabe
Secretary

Enclosures

L.
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COMMITTEE ON COURT ADMINISTRATION AND CASE MANAGEMENT

E JUDICIAL CONFERENCE of tde UNITED STATES

Honorable Ann C WiLams
Chair

L March 22, 1994

rf Honorable Alicemarie H. Stotler
L United States District Court

Post Office Box 12339
i Santa Ana, California 92712

Dear Judge Stotler:

Thank you for forwarding the draft of "Standards for Facsimile Transmission."
I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the changes proposed by the Standing
Committee on Rules of Practice and Procedure.

In consideration of the comments and proposals of the Standing Committee on
Rules of Practice and Procedure, the Committee on Court Administration and Case
Management will revisit whether or not to continue to support the routine filing of
papers by facsimile transmission as a local option, at our next Committee meeting in

LS June. I anticipate that, given the concerns of your Committee as well as the
Committee on Automation- and Technology, this Committee may well withdraw its
recommendation regarding routine filing by facsimile transmission.

At the same time, I must express some concern related to the proposed
guidelines. The purpose of the proposed guidelines for filing by facsimile, as presented
by the Committee on Court Administration and Case Management, was to provide
guidance to those courts which elected to enact local rules to allow for the acceptance
of filings by facsimile transmission on a routine basis. Thus, the guidelines were
designed specifically to apply to a more expansive policy on the acceptance of papers
than presently is authorized under Judicial Conference policy.' Indeed, if these
restrictive guidelines were to apply to current policy, they would greatly increase any
burdens on the clerks of court. It is important to maintain maximum flexibility for
emergency situations, especially for the appellate courts and for last minute filings in
death penalty cases. Although the guidelines clearly would serve a purpose if routine
facsimile transmission were allowed, our Committee does not want these restrictions to
hamper the clerks' ability to accept emergency filings.

K 1 Currently, the Judicial Conference allows the acceptance of papers transmitted
by facsimile transmission in narrow circumstances: (a) in compelling circumstances orE (b) under a practice which was established prior to May 1, 1991.



Honorable Alicemarie H. Stotler
Page 2

Moreover, our Committee recognized both the complexity and lengthy duration
of the local rules enactment process, and it was never our purpose to complicate a
court's ability to accept papers by facsimile transmission, as allowed by Judicial
Conference policy, by imposing the mechanics of local rulemaking procedures for a C
policy that would serve merely as an interim measure. If the Judicial Conference were
to adopt the view that the present policy should remain in place until such time as a
more advanced technology were commonly available (e.g., electronic filing), then we
should not burden the legal community with a rulemaking process that would result in
a rule outmoded by the time of its enactment.

In addition, we are providing the draft of "Standards for Facsimile Transmission" L
prepared by your Committee to the Appellate, District, and Bankruptcy Clerks'
Advisory Groups for their comment. E1

Again, I want to thank you for the opportunity to review and comment on the
proposals of your Committee. K

Sincerely,

Li

Ann C. Williams

H
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LI Fax Filing
Rules
January 1994

STANDARDS FOR FACSIMILE TRANSMISSION

I. General Purpose and Scope:

(1) Purpose of the Standards: The Standards for Facsimile
Transmission are established by the Judicial Conference

L of the United States and apply in those courts that
permit their clerks, under the Federal Rules of
Appellate, Civil, and Criminal Procedure, to receive

t documents for filing by means of facsimile transmission.

(2) Compliance with Rules of Procedure: These Standards for
Facsimile Transmission are designed to guide the

L activities of litigants and court personnel relating to
facsimile transmission consistent with, and where
authorized by, all applicable rules of procedure adopted

L under 28 U.S.C. § 2072. They do not amend, modify, or
excuse noncompliance with, any applicable rules.

r; II. Definitions:
L

(1) "Facsimile transmission" means sending a copy of a
document by a system that encodes a document into
electronic signals, transmits these electronic signals,
and reconstructs the signals so a duplicate of the
original document can be printed at the receiving end.

(2) "Receive by facsimile" means a clerk's receiving by
a facsimile machine in the clerk's office a facsimile
transmission of a document.

L
(3) "Facsimile machine" means a machine, used to transmit

or receive documents, that meets the requirements stated
L in part III of these standards.

r (4) "Fax" is an abbreviation for "facsimile" and, as

L indicated by the context, may refer to a facsimile
transmission or to a document so transmitted.

L

L



Fax Filing
Rules
January 1994

III. Technical Requirements:

For purposes of these standards, in order for courts to
receive by facsimile the following technical requirements must
be met.'

(1) Facsimile Machine Standards:

(a) A facsimile machine must be able to send or
receive a facsimile transmission using the
international standards for scanning, coding, and
transmission established for Group 3 machines by LJ
the Consultative Committee of International
Telegraphy and Telephone of the International K
Telecommunications Union (CCITT), in regular
resolution.

(b) The receiving unit must produce a permanent image
on plain paper. Thermal and chemical images are
not allowed.

(2) Additional Facsimile Standards for Senders:

(a) Each sender must satisfy or exceed the following
equipment standards:

(i) CCITT Compatibility - Group 32

(ii) Model Speed - 9600-2400 bps (bits per second)
with automatic stepdown; and

(iii) Image Resolution - standard 203 x 98.

1 The Administrative Office will monitor technological K
advances and will recommend modifications to these standards
when necessary.

2 Group 3 fax machines are currently the most common,
accounting for 97% of the devices on the market. Group 3
compatibility is mandatory for public applications at the present
time. Group 3 fax can utilize the public telephone network (voice
grade lines) and does not require special data lines. Group 3 fax
devices transmit at under 1 minute per page, may have laser
printing capability, and use various standard data compression
techniques to increase transmission speed. L

r
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(b) A facsimile machine used to send documents to a
clerk of the court must be able to produce a
transmission record as proof of transmission at the
time transmission is completed.

IV. Fees:

(1) Payment of filing fees and any additional charges
prescribed or authorized by the Judicial Conference for
the use of the facsimile filing option shall be made in
a manner determined by the Administrative Office.

(2) If a court authorizes the filing of papers by facsimile,
the clerk must ensure that appropriate filing fees and

L any additional charges are paid.

(3) Other Fees for Filing by Fax3

(a) When documents are received on the court's fax
equipment, the court shall collect the following
fees, in addition to any other filing fees
required by law:

For the first ten pages of the document,
excluding the cover sheet and special
handling instruction sheet. . . . . . $5.00

For each additional page . . . . . . $ .75

For each page of any necessary copies to be
reproduced by the court4 . . . . .$ .50

(b) No fees are to be charged for services rendered on
behalf of the United States or any agency or any
official of the United States acting in his or her
official capacity.

L

These fees may be collected once the Judicial Conference
approves amendments to the Miscellaneous Fee Schedules promulgated
under 28 U.S.C. §§ 1913, 1914, and 1930.

See Miscellaneous Fee Schedule.
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V. Fax Filing. The procedures and requirements imposed upon
facsimile filings should be in rules readily available to'
parties and their attorneys. Because current fax
transmissions are relatively slow and produce less than
desirable images, transmissions directly to the clerk should
be permitted only in emergencies or by permission of the
court. Also, because electronic transmission is evolving and E
fax, appears to be ,an interim technology to be replaced
eventually by more sophisticatedsystems, difficult-to-change
national rules seem undesirable. Nevertheless, uniformity is
desirable, since' fax filing 'is most likely from remote
locations" and across jurisdictional' boundaries. For these
reasons uniform local rules in the following form are
suggested asIappropriate for bot h district and circuit courts:

MODEL LOCAL RULES

Loc. R.( ).1 Facsimile Filing. The court will accept for filing
a single copy of a paper transmitted directly to the clerk by
facsimile (fax) if authorized- by the court in a particular case or
by the clerk in an emerlgency lor other appropriate circumstance.
The fax transmission must cpomply with the Judicial Conference l,
Standards For Facsimile Transmission, which (are attached or can be
obtained from the clerk's office on request).

Loc. R.( ).2 When F.ilIng is gomplete. Mere fax transmission
does not constitute filing Theipaper actually must be received by
the clerk. Filing is accomplished as of the time the sending
machine completes tra'smi'sionif~th&fax is directly to the clerk L
and is printed out in the clerk's office from the same
transmission. [
Loc. R.( ).3 Signatpre. The image of an original signature on
a fax paper is an original signature for filing purposes.

Loc. R.( ).4 Cover Sheet. A paper faxed directly to the clerk K
must have a fax cover sheet (in addition to any other cover
required by the rules) showing the following:

LJ

a. the name of the case and the case number, if known;
b. the title of the document or documents being faxed;
c. the sender's name, address, telephone number and fax

number;
d. the number of pages, including the cover sheet, being

faxed;
e. the date and time faxed; and Li
f. whether acknowledgment of receipt is requested.

This cover sheet does not count against page limitations otherwise
applicable to the document. V

LLL11
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Loc. R.( ).5 Acknowledgment of Receipt. If the sender so
requests in writing on the cover sheet required by Local R.( ).4,
the clerk will acknowledge receipt of papers faxed directly to the
clerk by faxing to the sender a copy of the cover sheet. The clerk
also will note any transmission defect on the copy of the cover
sheet before faxing it to the sender.

Loc. R.( ).6 Additional Copies. Documents filed by fax
transmission to the clerk must be followed by additional copies
with a print resolution of at least 300 dots per inch and whichL comply in all respects, including number of copies, with federal
rules applicable to nonfax filings, unless excused by the court.

7 The additional copies must be mailed or delivered to the clerk
before the end of the next business day. When circumstances
require, the clerk may make copies of faxed papers for use by the
court and charge the filing party for these copies. All applicable
filing fees must accompany the additional copies.

Loc. R.( ).7 Facsimile Transmission to a Fax Filing Agent. A
paper may be transmitted to a person or entity (fax filing agent)

L who undertakes to present the paper to the clerk for filing. The
paper presented must have a permanent image on plain paper. The
fax filing agent must pay all applicable fees at the time the agent

L presents the paper for filing. The filing is governed by all
applicable filing rules, except that Loc. R.( ).4 governs
signatures, and a single copy may be filled if additional copies areK mailed or delivered to the clerk in compliance with Loc. R.( ).6.

L
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REPORT OF THE JUDICIAL CONFERENCE

COMMITTEE ON RULES OF PRACTICE AND PROCEDURE

TO THE CHIEF JUSTICE OF THE UNITED STATES AND MEMBERS OF THE
JUDICIAL CONFERENCE OF THE UNITED STATES:

Your Committee on Rules of Practice and Procedure met in

Tucson, Arizona, on January 12-14, 1994. All members of the

Committee attended the meeting, except Judge George C. Pratt and

Alan C. Sundberg, Esquire. The immediate past chair, Judge Robert

E. Keeton, and former member, Professor Charles Alan Wright, also

attended. Representing the advisory committees were: Judge James

K. Logan, Chair, and Professor Carol Ann Mooney, Reporter, of the

Advisory Committee on Appellate Rules; Judge Paul Mannes, Chair,

and Professor Alan N. Resnick, Reporter, of the Advisory Committee

on Bankruptcy Rules; Judge Patrick E. Higginbotham, Chair, and Dean

Edward H. Cooper, Reporter, of the Advisory Committee on Civil

Rules; Judge D. Lowell Jensen, Chair, and Professor David A.

Schlueter, Reporter, of the Advisory Committee on Criminal Rules;

and Dean Margaret A. Berger, Reporter, of the Advisory Committee on

Evidence Rules.

NOTICE
NO RECOMMENDATION PRESENTED HEREIN REPRESENTS THE POLICY OF THE JUDICIAL

CONFERENCE UNLESS APPROVED BY THE CONFERENCE ITSELF.



II. Information Items

A. Facsimile Filing Standards

At its September 1993 session, the Judicial Conference

referred to the Committee on Rules of Practice and Procedure,

in coordination with the Committees on Automation and Technology

and Court Administration and Case Management, for a report to

the September 1994 Conference, the question of whether, and under

what technical guidelines, filing by facsimile on a routine basis

should be permitted.

The chair of your Committee has kept the chairs of the two

L other respective Committees informed of the action taken by the

Advisory Committees and your Committee on this matter.

The Advisory Committee on Appellate Rules devoted a

L substantial portion of their September 1993 meeting reviewing and

revising a draft of the facsimile filing guidelines immediately

following the Conference session. Extensive redrafting was later

added by the Reporter and individual members of that Committee.

The revised draft reorganized the guidelines into: (1) a national

7 set of technical guidelines on equipment, and (2) a set of model

local rules governing attorney responsibilities regarding facsimile

L filing.

The Advisory Committee on Civil Rules later carefully studied

the redrafted guidelines. It generally approved the revisions, but

favored a more uniform national approach on the procedures to

assist members of the bar who practice nationally. The Advisory

4
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Committee on Bankruptcy Rules has continued to oppose unanimously -

the application of the facsimile guidelines to bankruptcy L

proceedings for a variety of reasons, particularly the practical

consequences on bankruptcy clerks' offices and its outmoded

technology. The Advisory Committees on Criminal and Evidence Rules E
expressed no, objections to the facsimile guidelines,.,

Your Committee considered at length views of the various K
committees on and the several versions of the guidelines, and it

concluded unanimously that facsimile filing should not be permitted

on a routine basis. Among the principal problems with routine

facsimile filing are the following: (1) the procedures would impose

great burdens on clerks' offices; (2) the technical equipment K
requirements would not be honored by those members of the bar who7

have obsolete equipment, and it would be difficult to police

compliance effectively; and (3) the guidelines may create a trap 7,
for members of the bar who rely on last minute f ilings but are

frustrated because others are using the same transmission line.K

Your Committee, however, agreed that facsimile filing should

be permitted on a non-routine and locally approved basis to ref lect

actual practices in the courts. Accordingly, it revised the latest7

draft of the facsimile filing guidelines to facilitate such an

approach, and it will furnish the Committees on Automation and

Technology and Court Administration and Case Management with copies

for their consideration. A report on the results of the

coordinated effort will be given to the Conference at its SeptemberK

1994 session.

5
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MEMORANDUM

January 16, 1994

To: Civil Rules Committee Files - Judicial Conference "Standards"
under Civil Rule 5(e): National Uniformity and Control of
Local Rules

L From: Edward H. Cooper

Civil Rule 5(e) and Appellate Rule 25(a) authorize filing by
facsimile or electronic transmission if permitted by local court
rules that conform to standards adopted by the Judicial Conference.
These rules were first suggested in June, 1989, by the former
Judicial Conference Committee on Judicial Improvements. The
history of these Rules in Committee records is scanty, reflecting

L little thought about the nature of the standards process delegated
to the Judicial Conference. Such history as can be reconstructed

7 was not before the Standing Committee on Rules of Practice and
L Procedure in June, 1993, and January, 1994, when it considered

proposed Judicial Conference standards for facsimile filing. The
7 efforts of the Standing Committee to construct an appropriate

procedure illuminate the uncertainties of the process better than
the history. After summarizing the history, this note explores the
deliberations of the Standing Committee. This experience suggests
that the standards process requires more thought.

History of Rules 5(e) and 25(a)

The first documents in the history are from the June, 1989
agenda of the Committee on Judicial Improvements and an August 31,
1989 letter from Judge Richard M. Bilby, chair of that Committee,
to Judge Joseph F. Weis, Jr., as chair of the Committee on Rules of

L Practice and Procedure. The agenda item shows that the question of
facsimile filing was referred to the Rules Committee in December,
1988, because of doubts about the impact of Civil Rules 5(e) and

X 11. Court clerks began to express doubts about the problems that
might arise from facsimile filing and the question was withdrawn
from the rules committees and referred to the Committee on Judicial
Improvements. The Judicial Improvements Committee concluded that
facsimile filing confers no benefits on the courts, would impose
significant financial and administrative burdens, and was not yet7 sufficiently reliable to be adopted. "To prepare for future
technology, however," the agenda suggested that perhaps the Rules
Committee could fashion a rule that would permit electronic filing
methods "by local rules of court, promulgated in accordance with
Judicial Conference standards." Judge Bilby, in recommending
slightly revised rule language, observed that this approach would
"permit the Judicial Conference to restrain implementation of this
type of technology until it can be determined that they [sic] may
be used without an undue strain on judicial resources." He also
noted that he had appointed a committee to begin drafting
guidelines.
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The next item in the history is the September, 1989 Report of
the Committee on Judicial Improvements to the Judicial Conference.
The,,proposal is said to reflect "the Committee's determination that
use of such methodsshould be a matter of local option, so long as
certain fundamental requirements (e.g. minimum equipment
standards) are met."

The October 26, 1989 minutes of the Advisory Committee on
Appellate Rules come next. The Committee thought it prudent to
move slowly, but approved the recommended Rule 25(a) change
"recognizing that the amendment would authorize experimentation in
selected courts and would require establishment of standards by the
Administrative Office."

The July 12 and 13, 1990 minutes of the Committee on Rules of
Practice and Procedure simply note unanimous passage of a motion
that "the language regarding filing by facsimile upon approval by
the Judicial Conference of the United States be added to Rule 5." L

The September, 1990 report of the Committee on Rules of
Practice' and Procedure to the Judicial Conference describes the L
proposed ambndments to Civil Rule 5(e) and Appellate Rule 25(a) as
a reaction toithe recommmendation,,of the Judicial Improvements

Committee." The report then explains that since the proposed
amendment "would not be effective until and unless the Judicial L
Conference first acts, your Committee approved this amendment even
though it has not been submitted for public comment." Similar
language was used separately with respect, to Appellate Rule 25(a).

These bare bones of recorded history are tantalizing. They
suggest that responsibility was placed in the Judicial Conference
for,two reasons. First, concern with the burdens placed on courts
by facsimile filings cautioned that facsimile filing be allowed
only, Non an experimental basis, and only when the experiment was -

approved by the Judicial Conference. Second, concern with rapid L
technology changes that could not be accommodated in the ordinary
pace of the rulemaking process led to substitution of a more
expeditiou$ prlocess for adjusting standards. It maybe revealing K
that the Octoberr,41989 Appellate Rules Committee minutes refer to
standards developed by the Administrative Office as the, obvious
source of Judicial Conference suppprt There is no indication of C
consideration of any,;Ineed for national uniformity in practice. Nor
is there any indicatiqn of thought about the relationship between
the process for devloping, Judicia Conference standards and the
formalEnabling Actprocess. If anything, some uncertainty may be
shown by the Standing Committee statement that there was,no need
for public, co ient 'snce the amelndment "would not be effective
untiliand unless th9 Judicial Conference first acts."' Of course
Rules 5(e) and 25(a) became effective in a technical sense on

2
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completion of the Enabling Act process, both as limits on local
court authority and as delegations of power to the Judicial
Conference. They did not become effective as an immediate source
of authority for facsimile filing. There was no description of the
steps that might be taken by the Judicial Conference to substitute
for the lack of publication and comment on the initialproposals.

LJ 1993-1994 Proposals

In September, 1991, following initial adoption of Rule 5(e),
the Judicial Conference adopted a standard that authorizes local
rules for facsimile filing. This standard, effective December 1,
1991, permits facsimile filing "only (a) in compellingF- circumstances or (b) under a practice which was established by the
court prior to May 1, 1991."1 The Committee on Court Administration
and Case Management undertook to draft "guidelines" that wouldK permit routine filing by facsimile transmission. A draft of these
guidelines was presented to the Standing Committee on Rules of
Practice and Procedure in time for hurried consideration at its
June, 1993 meeting. Extensive changes were recommended to, and
adopted by, the Committee on Court Administration and Case
Management. At the September, 1993 meeting of the Judicial
Conference, Judge Keeton as chair of the Standing Committee urged
that the guidelines not be adopted!because they might intrude on
the regular Rules Enabling Act process. The Judicial Conference
referred-the question to the Standing Committee, in coordination

,ell with the Committee on Court Administration and Case Management and
He the Committee on Automation and Technology, for report to the

September, 1994 Judicial Conference meeting.

The Appellate Rules Committee met immediately after the
Judicial Conference action and further revised the proposed
Guidelines. Perhaps the most important change was to divide the
topics covered by the Guidelines into two parts. The first part
was a general statement about technological requirements and the
like. The second part was a proposed model local rule that covered
the issues that must be addressed by a lawyer seeking to make a
filing by facsimile transmission. These issues include such
matters as signature requirements, cover sheets, supplementation of
the facsimile filing by the appropriate number of clear copies,
acknowledgment, and the like. The change reflected the conviction
that lawyers should be ableto rely on local rules ,without also
having to know of, and seek out, a Judicial Conference document.
The Civil Rules Committee considered the questions presented by the
proposed guidelines at the October, l993 meeting. There was little
advance notice and no time to prepare to work on the dptails of the
Appellate Committee draft. The Civil Rulles Committee, however,
strongly supported two principles. One was that the Judicial
Conference action should be in the form of "standards," the word

3
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used in Civil Rule 5(e) and Appellate Rule 25(a), not "guidelines." 7
The second was that national uniformity is very important. It was
recommended that the standards authorize adoption of local rules
only if the local rules include the precise terms of a uniform rule
incorporated in the standards.

Professor Mooney, reporter of the Appellate Rules Committee,
prepared a memorandum raising the question whether Judicial
Conference standards can limit the local rulemaking authority
established by 28 U.S.C. § 2071. A copy is, attached.C

It was against this background that the Standing Committee L
considered filing by facsimile transmission on Januairy'13 and 14,
1994.' Three different modes of proceeding were discussed. One
alternative was adherence to the full-blown Rules Enabling Act
process. Facsii ile filing rules would be published for comment,
the advisory,, dbpcommittees wou~d consider comments and perhaps
recommend chahge-si and t-he Standing Conmittee would transmit a 7propsed rue t~the~Juici1 Conf erence f or, submission to the

Supreme Court 'dnid'repor ~tCongress. The apparent Outcome wpuld
be unifofr~m nhaiotial ruhis process would seem to leave

i. i l [ l i1l ll ' i " 11 i~lltll L Il 1 1p d , 'IT s

litte purpose fo aptingrues provdng for Judicial Conference 7
Stadardsn ara ]i; A other aJmativeewas to keep thpo process within
the reuica Co e str but to publishe proposed rules
for comme ofh pro ding eite was to keep,the process within
theormulat ofr I ' f cr~tree structure wiphout' publicationn for

comm nti Canfer, inconcf.. '

The outcom& was'ad'pt pn of proposed standards and a model
local rule to be' Pre's e t the 'Judicial Conference, in
coordination with theo r committees, without publication for
commtnt. The' tacita e ast ionseemed to be that, the Judicial
Conf erence, w Id Iact ti'htsubmission to the Supreme~ Court.
Therule was no texplicit ation of the reasons feor cosing

There~~~~ wainlll , 1 i 1h' am

this mode of 6beeNeither was there any explicit
formulation o~ reasons fo recoxmmending promulgation of a model
uniform ruethat I0u-bi b modif ied or 'ignored by local rules
authrzigflse~fiig It seems fair to say that the only

prec~~~dept is an ~. lt 7
Pr 1~im lil onlusion. the Judicial Conference need

not deet E lnq Act prbcedures 'when a rule adopted accordingto EnbigAtpo~u uhrie 'Jud'icil Conference action on
a mater~ of pactieorpOcedure. 'judicial, Conference action in
this 'manner ca t est-'circumscribe the scope of local
rulem 'kin~ ttl~ Sadn omittee recpmmended standards that would
proh~ibit lCal tue auorizing routine facsimile ~~fil ing. But7
noti g' isdon th4 neesarily re6solves the question whether
Judiia~ d~ re 'aani~ dictate the peiqterms of local
rule~. ~ ~ ' a rcs

4r
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L The Civil Advisory Committee interpretation of Civil Rule 5(e)
is spelled out in the minutes of the October, 1993 meeting. The
interpretation was not based on institutional memory of the

K purposes of drafting this provision. Instead it was an effort to
make sense of the language and the purposes that might explain the
language. The basic notions are clear enough. Section 2071

7 requires that local rules conform to national rules adopted
L pursuant to § 2072. Rule 5(e) was adopted pursuant to § 2072.

Rule 5(e) says that a local rule can permit facsimile or electronic
filing "if such means are authorized by and consistent with

L. standards established by the Judicial Conference of the United
States." A local rule that is not authorized by or consistent with
the standards is in conflict with Rule 5(e) and is invalid under §

7 2071.

This beginning, however, may meet resistance on the ground
that "standards" are not the same as local rules. An intention to
authorize Judicial Conference establishment of a nationally uniform
rule would have been stated directly. A district court,' for
example, might wish to authorize facsimile filing but only if it

F can impose terms different than those set out in a Judicial
Conference rule. Standards can set outer limits, but detailed
implementation must be left to local rules.

The argument for Judicial Conference power to establish
binding local rule terms begins with attributing a set of purposes
to Rules 5(e) and 25(a). One clear purpose is to retain some
degree of local freedom - no district will be required to permit
facsimile filing. This purpose reflects the fact that the capacity
to accept facsimile filing may vary from district to district.

}i Most district court clerks, indeed, believe that routine facsimile
filing with present technology and resources would be disastrous
for their offices. Another clear purpose is to constrain the

E degree of local freedom - no local facsimile filing rule can be
L adopted until the Judicial Conference adopts standards, and then

the local rule must conform to the standards. Beyond these clear
purposes may lie other reasons for delegating control to the
Judicial Conference. The most likely general purpose draws from
recognition that technology is continually changing and that there
is little experience with routine use of facsimile or electronic
transmission for court filings. Enabling Act procedures take time.
Once a uniform national rule is adopted by Enabling Act procedures,
only legislation or new Enabling Act procedures can iamend it.
Judicial Conference procedures can be quicker, and may be able to
combine the talents of different committees and admihistative
offices in ways that are more difficult to accomplish under normal
Enabling Act procedures. Once the basic principles are etabl ished
by a rule adopted under the Enabling Act, delegation of the details
to the Judicial Conference and local option can facilitate adoption

B ~~~~~~~~~~~~~5
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and regular adjustment of sophisticated standards. j

Given these purposes, there is little doubt that the Judicial
Conference could adopt standards that leave great room for
variations in local rules. If it seems best simply to recommend a [
uniform rule, urging, the values of uniformity and expressing the
hope that district courts will adhere to the uniform rule, Rules -

5(e) and 25(a), clearly permi't that course. Should various courts L
choose to,,experiment with different local rules, 'the result may be
useful rcoipparisons that help generate a better and uniform rule in _

the future. ,

If the need for uniformity seems great, however, it also seems
proper to adopt Judicial Conference standards that require
adherence to a uniform local rule. This choice would not defeat
the apparent purposes of, Rules 5(e)! and 25(a). First, each
district would remain free to determine whether to permit facsimile p
filing at all. This freedom seems important; many courts believe
that they lack the capacity to permit routine filing by facsimile
transmission. Second, adoption of a uniform national rule through
standards adopted outside the Enabling Act process would reflect a
judgment that for the''ti'me being, uniformity is important. Rules
5(e) and 25(a) need not be read to reflect a determination that
uniformity is inappropriate. Pistead", they can be read to leave
determination of the need for uniformity to the, Judicial L
Conference. This determination can be changed at any time when
experience or changing techxology show that change is desirable.
Interactive electronlc i communication, for example, could easily
develop to the point t whlch an undertaking electronic filing
cpuld, be instructed, to follow any local requirements in the very
process of filing. 1 ,

For the moment, the important point is that the Standing
Committee did not resolve these questions. Nor was there any
general discussion of the usefulness or wisdom of acting thrpugh [
the 'Eabling Act to dellegate some portion of rulemaking to the
Judicial Conference. The potential advantages of speed and
flexibiIity are apparent The disadvantages are equally apparent.
Therea is a fair argument that uniform national practices should be
established only through they deliberate, participatory, and
41lti taged Enabling [ Act process. The manifold uncertainties
encountered in, contending with the proposed, facsimile filing L
standards illuminate ther great' risks of a process that' does not
ihcluie publication for widespread public comment. Therealso are
4sks in a process,' that seeks to coordinate the activities' of
different Judicial ICon6 ence committees that have different
stores and agendasa. The pportunity for fusing different
FrengLhs may be off setb diffused responsibility and attention.

6 [2
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Perhaps the role of Judicial Conference standards should be
limited to matters that have clearly identified characteristics.
One appropriate category may be rules that involve no important
policy, but that do require technical knowledge and perhaps
uniformity. The technical standards for facsimile or electronic
transmission for filing seem to fit comfortably in this category.
The provision in Civil Rule 79(a) for Judicial Conference approval
of the form and style of civil docket books seems similar. Another
appropriate category may be rules that are not particularly
procedural. The use of cameras at trial may be an illustration of
this category; see proposed Criminal Rule 53.

The practice of using the Enabling Act process to delegate
some part of Enabling Act authority to the Judicial Conference
remains new, untried, and essentially unexplored. It may be
desirable to think about it coherently before it is exercised
further.

7
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COwMlrTEE ON RULES OF PRACTIOC AND PROCEDURE L
OF THE

JUDICIAL CONFERENCE OF THE UNITED STATES
WASHINOTON, D.C. 20S44

ALUICARIE IL $otqh CHAIRS OF ADVISORY OMMnMEFS
OHM JAMES K. 1QAM K
PETER M acCASE APPELLATA RFUL&

PE1EcAflA? X PAUL. MA1ES
BAKUPTCY u [gS

PATRICK EL HOGBOTHAM
ani RL

January 9, l993 D. LOWELL JENSEN
CR1MINU RULES

RALPH K> WNTER, JR.
EVIDENCE ru m

Honorable Alioemarie H. Stotler
United States DistriCt Judge 7
751 West Santa Ana Boulevard
P.O. Box 12339
Santa Ana, California 92701

Dear Judge Stotler: L
I am not certain wether I am making a mountain out of a

molehill but I thought I would set ty thoughts down on paper L
about the fax riling questions,

The G±idelines for FaCsiWile Filing that were submitted to
the Judicial Conference last fall were proble:atia because they
lncluded many provitions that should be the subject of rules -
such as when and how a paper is filed -- rather than of standards
preacribed by the Judicial Conference. Judge Reeton, therefor&,
persuaded the Conference to delay action on the facsimile filing
question.

The Appellate Rules Advisory Comittee recomnended a
significant paring of the guidelines and that most of the items -'
originally contained in the guidelines should become the subject
of local rulpv in those cQurtu choosing to permit facsimile
fillng. The Civil Rules Conmittee seems to agree that local
rules should govern but in order to maintain uniformity the
Committee recommends that the guidelines (standards) should
mandate inclusion of certain "terms" in the local rules.

Fed. R. Civ. P. 5(e) and Fed. R. App. P. 25(a) both
authori2e local rules that permit "filling) by faceimile or other
electronic means if such means are authorized by and consistent
with standards established by the Judicial Conference of the
United States." The existence of that language authorizes the
Judicial Conference to establish standards governing electronic
filing. The only point of disagreement between the Civil and
Appellate Advisory Committees seems to be the advisability of
broadly construing that authority. r

LI
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L
The Civil Rules Comaittee's minutes reflect its strong

. belief that national uniformity is important with regard to
certain fax filing procedures and that mandating such uniformity
via the standards does not create any Rules Enabling Act
problems. Xf the Judicial Conference adopts standards that
require uniform procedures governing such matters as signatures,Ls, transmlssions records, cover sheets, and time of filing, which
must be incorporated in local rules, such action is certainly a
politically sensitive stap if only arguably a violation of the
Rules enabling Aat procedures,

The Rules Enabling Act requires that any rules prescribed by
a court other than the Supreme Court nust "be consistent with
Acts of Congress and rulus of practice and procedure prescribkd
under GeCtion 2072 of this title." 28 U.9.C. I 2071(a). There
is no requirement that local rules be Consistent vith procedures
mandated by the Judicial Conference.

The Civil Rules Comittee appears to 'blieve that because
the national rules, Fed. go c P. I() and red. R. App. P.
25(a), authorize local rules only if they are consistent with
standards Ostalilished by the Judijcal Conference, the Judicial
cConference is authorized to detail the procedures, that muat be
incorporated in local rules it a court deoides to permit
facsimile fling. That imay be corret.. The provisions in ljules
r b(e) and a5(a) 'were adopted using the Rules Enabling Act
proc 4urles and",thus the delegation of authority to the Judicial
Conferen'Ce I'is presumobly legit~zate.! The full 4lmport of Auch a
dslgatihn, IhoQIver, miy tot have been appreciated by either the
publio o;r he Congre6s. 'it zeans th4at nh Judicia). Clonftfderce

LJ can dictate the content's 1f local r¶,is8 vitbout the' poblication
and co ent period, required,,for, all oter I ruled national lor

Ironically, given the differing positions of the Appolate
and CIVil Advisory Committes, the Conference apparently has more
authority over circuit' Curt rules than over district court
rules. Seotion 2071(c) providess

(1) A rule Of a prescribed under
subsection '(A) sha1l remain ln effect A nlss modified or
abrogated, b t i c f

L (2) Any b rule! prescribed by a court othO; than the
Supreme Court Unr subiection (a) shl remain in ettetect
unlesS modified o brated telnf ne.
(Empoasis added.)

The Judicial Conference pay C or abrogate a rule P#OznU19ated
by a court Qfl appeals but the judicial council of the rl*Vant
ciroUi$t has that authority as to district court rules. Given7 Judiciall conf,,erence', ,power to modify circuit rule., gth power to
dictats their' cotentiis not so great a stretch; but noe the
Confe ds not hI V such power over district courtirules

L=
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Local rules are aadopte4 by a process analogous to the H
national rules. Each coart has an advisory oomittat, 28 U.S.C.
I 2077(b), and local rules may Nbe precribed only After giving
appropriate pmblic notice and an opportunity for comment-" 28
U.S.C. § 2071(b). Xf the standards prescribed by the Judicial
Conference speciry the iling procedures as wall as the technical
equlient stantdars, itho 1 only doeiision left to the locl couris
is whelther t: perit facaiqtils filing. To the extent that the
language of "Ie lodal rules' is dictated by the Judicial
Conference the local rules wLIl not be the product of the usual
local deliberative process. Local, rulemkitn is constraired in a L
sinilar nanner, however, whenever an Act of Congress or a
national ule pri r1`ated iuhder, S 2072 mquires some pzxocedure.
Constraint by the Judicial Conference, howeverf ia xnot authorizedby the i9114lo Bnabl inq Act.l~ Aga hy,tat may not be problematic

,:bfnt W % ,l~~ g g6A 7i,' l-[e 1L

under the elegationt arxet ote- howavar, that both of t-he

corgositdretoiel uis- par jprecede4, "b pub Aq LIdel aaieprcse;tAt frUld nt" bed true. o~r cns~traints
imposeb tQ. ,i cI.liait i! trie h oh rjr, ofr
mloda Io to0 oAlca rl 1 16de y 41ther t Ae 0JdicC~fe 1e, , i~u rule1] te ccunc4

of, la, q0|: |1lll! !"ade | |,jj~j lcb ll' Ll t iW k ' L I L e l l ji'1,,

f 4a l4 tht
ef-rt 1 I rbecause
OAFIII tau st ~ R be~e a'e areH

"d~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~[

~~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ , , ;,[ L I
F VOva 7 on a~, rpp~,a~AI

praot~~~.c~ 1 p doeuri., Pb beeoe Ihasu-~conlrprantrx ne izi soasof aiPi cve need
to dat pe I t~ o~mlF u~a~4j,~drs~t

Tr airptain credibility in ttat dialoe ~i~~nrS, theq"* 69:Iht ow to proceed 1d be~st~~ ~
Con ided. I3 udgeK e obn elln

~gs~,efor. thi. Judicl Cxfrence ' l ecusthe ~ui~ie1~nesin eiffet, vol hv *ado' ~l' *d~ ly by-
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passed the rules enabling aot procedures -- the Judicial
Conference would have done what it has urged the Congress not to
do,

The approuch urged by the Civil Rules Comittee is
different. Under the Civil Committee's approach, the Judicial
Conference would not actually establish the fax filing
procedures. Instead, the Conference would mandate the procedures
which must be ineluded in any local rales that authoris. fax
filing. The local rules would still need to be promulgated in
the usual way, even though many of their terms would be
predetermined by the Judicial Conference. My tear is that is a
subtle distinction that may not be sufficiently evident to avoid
confusion or sufficiently justified to by-pass the usual
procedures.

None of these questions would arise, if national rules were
used to establish the procadures rather than standards prescribed
by the Judicial conference. The Advisory ConmitteQ on Appellate
Rules did not recommend national rules for a variety of reasons
among which is the faot that it is common for new rules to arise
from the circuits and to have some time to develop there before
incorporation in the national rules. Given that Rule 25(a)
requires those courts that wish to permit fax filing to have a
local rule authorizing it and that the Committee resolved to
develop model local rules for use by those cirouits deciding to
permit fax filing, the Cormittee was not troubled by the
unifomity questions.

If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact
mne.

Carol Mooney, Repot

.C: Judge Logan
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Rule 30

Rule 31. Depositions Upon RULE 31. DEPOSITIONS UPON

Written QuestiWonsRITTEN QUESTIONS
I ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ usin
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Rute 31

(a) Serving Questions; (a) Serving Questions; Notice.
Notice. (1) A party may, upon

(1) A party may take the written questions,
testimony of any person, depose any person,
including a party, by including a party,
deposition upon written without leave of court
questions without leave of except as provided in
court except as provided in (2). The witness's
paragraph (2). The attendance may be
attendance of witnesses may compelled by subpoena
be compelled by the use of under Rule 45.
subpoena as provided in Rule (2) A party must obtain

45. leave of court, which
(2) A party must obtain must be granted to the

leave of court, which shall extent consistent with
be granted to the extent Rule 26(b)(2):
consistent with the (A) if the person to be
principles stated in Rule examined is confined
26(b)(2), if the person to in prison; or
be examined is confined in
prison or if, without the (B) if, unless the
written stipulation of the parties consent in
parties, writing to the

(A) a proposed deposition:
deposition would result (i) the proposed
in more than ten deposition would
depositions being taken result in more
under this rule or Rule than ten
30 by the plaintiffs, or depositions being
by the defendants, or by taken under this
third-party defendants; rule or Rule 30 by

the plaintiffs, or
(B) the person to be by the defendants,

examined has already been or by third-party
deposed in the case; or defendants;

(C) a party seeks to to
take a deposition before deposed has
the time specified in already been
Rule 26(d). deposed in the

(3) A party desiring to case; or
take a deposition upon
written questions shall (iii) the party seeks
serve them upon every other to take a
party with a notice stating deposition
(1) the name and address of before perrm.t.e4t~e it may do so
the person who is to answer under Rule
them, if known, and if the
name is not known, a enr .
dipt~o~ f~i~te ..t t. (3) A party wanting to
d.ntiy the perso'n'o'r'the depose a person upon

particular class or group to written questions must
which the person belongs, serve the questions on
and (2) the name or every other party, with
descriptive title and a notice stating, if
address of the officer th known, the deponent's





Rute 31

(b) Officer to Take (b) Officer to Take Responses
Responses and Prepare Record. and Prepare Record. The
A copy of the notice and copies party noticing the
of all questions served shall deposition must deliver to
be delivered by the party the officer a copy of the
taking the deposition to the notice and of all
officer d in the questions served. The
notice, who shall proceed officer must proceed
promptly, in the manner promptly in the manner
provided by Rule 30(c), (e), provided by Rule 30(c),
and (f), to take the testimony (e), and (f) to record the
of the witness in response to deponent's testimony in
the questions and to prepare, response to the questions
certify, and file or mail the and to prepare, certify,
deposition, attaching thereto and, under Rule 30(f)(1),
the copy of the notice and the file or send the
questions received by the deposition, attaching a
officer. copy of the notice and the

questions received by the
officer.

(c) Notice of Filing. When (c) Notice of Filing.__Me
the deposition is filed the e
party taking it shall promptly tys ;;US

give notice thereof to all a-dep sitiart must
other parties. promptly notify all other

parties when it -s has
filed a deposition.
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Rule 32

Rule 32. Usaft Depositions in RULE 32. USING DEPOSITIONS
Court Proceedings IN COURT PROCEEDINGS

(a) Use of Depositions. At (a) Using Depositions. At any
the trial or upon the hearing trial or hearing, part or
of a motion or an interlocutory all of a deposition - to
proceeding, any part or all of the extent permitted by
a deposition, so far as the Federal Rules of
admissible under the rules of Evidence or otherwise
evidence applied as though the admissible under
witness were then present and evidentiary rules applied
testifying , edgainst as though the deponent

any prty w~ v~spr~en ~ wee prsent and
rpeeted~at the tak. c testifying - may be used
th~ dep.~ition ~ wh~ hadas specified in (1) - (4).

xoactr in Substituting parties under
accordance h anyof the Rule 25 does not affect

following provisions: the right to use
depositions previously
taken. A deposition, if
Prep r~y taken and filed
in any federal or state
action that has been
dismissed, may be used in
a later action involving
the same subject matter
between the same parties
or their representatives
or successors in interest
to the same extent as if
taken in the later action.
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Rule 32

(2) Any deposition may (1) Any party may use a
be used by any party for the deposition
purpose of contradicting or (A) to contradict or
impeaching the testimony of impeach the
deponent as a witness, or testimony given by
for any other purpose the deponent as a
permitted by the Federal witnessd or
Rules of Evidence.

(2) The deposition Wf a A-B1 for any otherpurpose permitted by
patt or of anyone who atheFdrlReso
the time of taking the Evideral R
deposition was an officer, Evidence.
director, or managing agent, (2) An adverse party may,
or a person designated under for any purpose, use
Rule 30(b)(6) or 31(a) to against an dvzr33 party
testify on behalf of a a deposition of:
public or private (A) the adverse party,
corporation, partnership or or
association or governmental
agency whi hi pty m (B) anyone who, when
be deposed, was the
for an uroe.ve-re party's

(3) The deposition of a managing agent, or
witness, whether or not a designee under Rule
party, may be used by any 30(b)d(6) or Rule
party for any purpose if the 31(a)(4)-
court finds:

(A) that the witness(3) (A) Subject to
(A) that the witness subparagraph (B),

is dead; or a party may, for

(B) that the witness any purpose, use a
is at a greater distance deposition against
than 100 miles from the any party th`t
place of trial or atnnldtM
hearing, or is out of the deostin rhadt
United States, unless it eSnb oto
appears that the absence f the court
of the witness was finds:
procured by the party (i) that the deponent
offering the deposition; is dead;
or

(ii) that the deponent
(C) that the witness is more than 100

is unable to attend - miles from the
testi~y because of age, place of trial or

illness, infirmity, or hearing, or is
imprisonment; or outside the United

(D) that the party States, unless it
offering the deposition appears that the
has been unable to witness's absence
procure the attendance of was procured by
the witness by subpoena; the party offering
or the deposition;

(E) upon application (iii) that the
and notice, that such deponent cannot
exceptional circumstances attend the trial
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Rule 32

(4) If only part of a (4) If a party introduces in
deposition is offered in evidence only part of a
evidence by a party, an deposition, an adverse
adverse party may require party may require the
the offeror to introduce any offeror to introduce
other part which ought in other parts that in
fairness to be considered fairness should be

considered with the part
and any party .may introduce eeed introduced, and
any other parts. any party may itself

Substitution of parties introduce any parts thatSubstittion ofpartieswould be admissible if
pursuant to Rule 25 does not the deponent were
affect the right to use present and
depositions previously pesti and
taken; and, when an action estifying'
in any court of the United
States or of any State has
been dismissed and another
action involving the same
subject matter is afterward
brought between the same
parties or their
representatives or
successors in interest, all
depositions taken
and duly filed in the former
action may be used in the
latter as if originally
taken therefor. A

(b) Objections to (b) Objections to
Admissibility. Subject to the Admissibility. Subject to
provisions of Rule 28(b) and Rule 28(b)(4) and Rule
subdivision (d)(3) of this 3 2(d) (3) ,a rtma
rule, at s at
the tral or hearing to hearing to the
receiving in evidence any introduction of any
deposition or part thereof for deposition testimony that
any reason which would require would be inadmissible if
the exclusion of the evidence the witness were present
if the witness were then and testifying.
present and testifying.

1. The conditional language "that would be acdnissibLe if . . ." may be viewed as substantive, though in
accord with existing practice.
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Rule 32

(c) Form of Presentation. (c) Form of Presentation.
Except as otherwise directed by Except as the court
the court, a party offering directs otherwise, a party
deposition testimony pursuant offering deposition
to this rule may offer it in testimony under this rule
stenographic or nonstenographic may offer it in
form, but, if in stenographic or
nonstenographic form, the party nonstenographic form, but,
shall also provide the court if in -cnrencgraphic
with a transcript of the fGrM, ths party-usOt lso
portions so offered. On provido the urt w-_ith a
request of any party in a case tranSrtft ptn
tried before a jury, deposition e44ere4 must provide the
testimony offered other than court with a transcript of
for impeachment purposes shall portions offered in
be presented in nonstenographic nonstenographic form. On
form, if available, unless the any party's request,
court for good cause orders deposition testimony
otherwise. offered in a jury trial

for any purpose other than
impeachment must, unless
the court for good cause
orders otherwise, be
presented in
nonstenographic form, if
available.
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Rute 32

(d) Effect of Errors and (d) Objections.
Irregularities in (1) To Notice. An
Depositions.toadpiinntc

(1) As to Notice. All is p unless
WVP in promptly served in
the notice or ta Ing a writing on the party
deposition are unless giving the notice.
written notice is promptly (2) To Officer's
served upon the party giving Disqualification. An
the notice. objection based on

(2) As to disqualification of the
Disqualification of Officer. officer before whom a
Objection to taking a deposition is to be
deposition because of taken, if not made
disqualification of the before the deposition
officer before whom it is to begins, is
be taken is waived unless unless made promptly
made before the taking of after the basis for
the deposition begins or as disqualification becomes
soon thereafter as the known or, with due
disqualification becomes diligence, could have
known or could be discovered been known.
with reasonable diligence. (3) To Taking of Deposition.

(3) As to Taking of (A) An objection to a
Deposition. deponent's

(A) Objections to the competency or to the
competency of a witness competency,
or to the competency, relevancy, or
relevancy, or materiality materiality of
of testimony are not testimony is
waived by failure to make pd unless
them before or during the made before or
taking of the deposition, during the
unless the ground of the deposition, when the
objection is one which ground of the
might have been obviated objection might have
or removed if presented been obviated,
at that time. remove if

(B) trora ind made at e tme.
Mag~laz~t ocring (B) An objection to

at the oral deposi.on in matters occurring at
the manner of taking the an oral deposition
deposition, in the form is ......... dunless
of the questions or timely made during
answers, in the oath or the deposition, when
affirmation, or in the the objection
conduct of parties, and relates to the
errors of any kind which manner of taking the
might be obviated, deposition, the form
removed, or cured if of questions or
promptly presented, are answers, the oath or
waived unless seasonable affirmation, a
objection thereto is made party's conduct, or
at the taking of the other matters that
deposition. might have been
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Rule 32 conclusion

(C) Objections to the form of written questions
submitted under Rule 31 are waived unless served in
writing upon the party propounding them within the time
allowed for serving the -uc-ceedI-:n oross -o-r .other
questions and within 5 days after service of the last
questions authorized.
(4) As to Completion and Return of Deposition. Errors

and irregularities in the manner in which the testimony is
transcribed or the deposition is prepared, signed, certified,
sealed, indorsed, transmitted, filed, or otherwise dealt with
by the officer under Rule and jV are waived unless a
motion to suppress the deposition or some part thereof is made
with reasonable promptness after such defect is, or with due
diligence might have been, ascertained.





Rule 32 style conclusion

obviated, removed, or cured if presented at the
time.

(C) An objection to the form of a written question
under Rule 31 is precluded unless served in writing
on the party submitting it within the time for
serving add-tiona-.questions or within 5 days after
being served with a recross question.

(4) To Completing and Returning Deposition. An objection to
how the testimony has been transcribed or how the
deposition has been prepared, signed, certified, sealed,
endorsed, transmitted, filed, or otherwise handled by the
officer is prjeclude.d unless a motion to suppress is made
promptly after the defect or irregularity becomes known
or, with due diligence, could have been known.
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RuLe 33

Rule 33. Interrogatories to RULE 33. INTERROGATORIES TO
Parties PARTIES

(a) Availability. Without (a) Availability. Without
leave of court or written leave of court or written
stipulation, any party may stipulation, any party
serve upon any other party may, when at a time
written interrogatories, not permitted under Rule
exceeding 25 in number 26(d), serve on any other
including all discrete party written
subparts, to be answered by the interrogatories - not
party served or, if the party exceeding 25 in number,
served is a public or private including all discrete
corporation or a partnership or subparts - to be answered
association or governmental by the party served or, if
agency, by any officer or that party is a public or
agent, who shall furnish such private corporation,
information as is available to partnership, association,
the party. Leave to serve or governmental agency, by
additional interrogatories any officer or agent, who
shall be granted to the extent must furnish the
consistent with the principles information that is
of Rule 26(b)(2). Without available to the party.
leave of court or written Leave to serve additional
stipulation, interrogatories interrogatories, er-te
may not be served before the * itr gatorie at
time specified in Rule 26(d). an earlier time, must be

granted to the extent
consistent with Rule
26(b)(2).
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Rule 33

(b) Answers and Objections. (b) Answers and Objections.

(1) Each interrogatory (1) Within 30 days after
shall be answered separately being served with
and fully in writing under interrogatories, a party
oath, unless it is objected must serve a copy of its
to, in which event the answers and any
objecting party shall state objections. A shorter
the reasons for objection or longer time may be
and shall answer to the directed by the court
extent the interrogatory is or, absent an order,
not objectionable. agreed to in writing by

(2) The answers are to the parties subject to
(2 i dThthe answers i aretoRule 29.

'Iakin~ them and Sthef (A) Each interrogatory
objections signed by the must, egress except
attorney making them. to the extent

(3) The party upon whom objected to, be
the interrogatories have answered separately
been served shall serve a and fully in writing
copy of the answers, and affirmation. The
objections if any, within 30 affirmationg.pth
days after the service of WYst anwr3c
the interrogatories. A 4 --t- - ---
shorter or longer time may ___ _gateryte the
be directed by the court or, .tent n-t
in the absence of such an cbee4teinable.
order, agreed to in writing (B) All grounds for
by the parties subject to objecting to an
Rule 29. interrogatory must

(4) All grounds for an be stated with
objection to an specificity. Any
interrogatory shall be ground not stated in
stated with specificity. a timely objection
Any ground not stated in a is precluded unless
timely objection is waived the court, for good
unless the party's failure cause shown, excuses
to object is excused by the the failure.
court for good cause shown. (C) The responding party

(5) The party submitting person must sign the
the interrogatories may move attorne mnd its
for an order under Rule attorney must sign
37(a) with respect to any any objections.
objection to or other (2) The party submitting
failure to answer an interrogatories may move
interrogatory. for an order under Rule

37(a) with respect to
any objection to, or
other failure to answer,
an interrogatory.
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Rute 33

(¢) Scope; Use at Trial. (a) Scope; Use at Trial.
Interrogatories may relate to (1) Interrogatories may
any matters which can be relate to any matter
inquired into under Rule that can be inquired
26(b)(1), and the answers may into under Rule

26(b)(1). Answers may
be used as permitted by

An interrogatory otherwise the e~ 1 %1eg S
proper is not be vd
objectionable merely because an (2) An otherwise proper
answer to the interrogatory interrgo isenot
involves an opinion or interrogatory is not
contention that relates to fact necessarily
or the application of law to objectionable merely
fact, but the court may order . .
that such an interrogatory need opntlon or contention
not be answered until after that relates to fact or
designated discovery has been the application of law
completed or until a pre-trial to fact, but the court
conference or other later time. may order that Such-anthe interrogatory need

not be answered until
designated discovery is
complete or until a
pretrial conference or

__ some other time.
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Rule 33

(d) Option to Produce (d) Option to Produce Business
Business Records. Where the Records. If answering an
answer to an interrogatory iiainterrogatory will require

be~deivedor a~cerain~~fr~a party to examine, audit,
party upon whom the abstract., Ed itn 5-umma---it

interrogatory has been served busness records, an the
or from an examination, audit burden of ascertaining the
or inspection of such business answer will be
records, including a substantially the same
compilation, abstract or whether this review is
summary thereof and the burden done by it or by the
of deriving or ascertaining the interrogating party, it
answer is substantially the may answer by:
same for the party serving the (1) specifying the records
interrogatory as for the party that must be reviewed,
served, it is a sufficient in sufficient detail to
answer to such interrogatory to p t i

n~~s ~permit the interrogating
...... f... ..... .... . . .. ...........- ........ .... party to locate and

the aul... . ay.be....r..e... identify them as readily
oertai~ec n~d t fodt it could; and

the party serving the
interrogatory reasonable (2) giving the interrogating
opportunity to examine, audit party a reasonable
or inspect such records and to opportunity to examine,
make copies, compilations, audit, and inspect the
abstracts or summaries. A records and to make
specification shall be in copies, compilations,
sufficient detail to permit the abstracts, or summaries.
interrogating party to locate
SS:. ....... . 5S. f>S:f .:.'.s.:S ~ .S ....... ..: :Sf:f.f:.::
;' .. Al'S S fd'ti as readily as can
the party served, the records
from which the answer may be
ascertained.
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ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICE OF THE
L. RALPH MECHAM UNITED STATES COURTS JOHN K. RABIEJDIRECTOR 

CHIEF, RULES COMMITTEE
SUPPORT OFFICE

CLARENCE A. LEE. JR. WASHINGTON, D.C. 20544
ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR

April 21, 1994

MEMORANDUM TO MEMBERS OF THE ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON CIVIL
RULES

SUBJECT: Supplemental Materials for the April 28-30, 1994 Meeting

For your review, I have attached the following:

(1) statements of the two witnesses who are scheduled to testify on the proposed
amendments;

(2) correspondence relating to Item X-A. of the agenda, which addresses possible
conflict between provisions of Civil Rule 4(i)(3) and Admiralty Rules;

(3) four recent comments on proposed amendments;
(4) Dean Cooper's summary of recent comments on proposed amendments (three

of the comments referred to in (3) above were faxed to Dean Cooper on
April 21, 1994, and are not included in this summary); and

(5) material on Item IX of the agenda regarding access to court records.

John K Rabiej

Attachments

cc: Honorable Alicemarie H. Stotler
Professor Daniel R. Coquillette
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REPORTER'S NOTE

April 20, 1994

The attached sketch on sealing orders is exactly that - a
sketch. It is intended as a succinct, indeed dense, summary of the
questions raised by reviewing a dozen articles and annotations. At
best, -it will serve as the foundation for discussion that may
provide more definite directions for the next step.

The sketch of a supposed Rule 77.1 is even less than a sketch.
It is a skeletal model of the most salient points that must be
covered in a Irule if one is to be drafted. Subdivision (b)
illustrates the' structure that might be adopted if different
standards are adopted for different categories of materials. The
choice not to attempt to define any of the standards, apart from
the stab at settlement agreements in paragraph (4), is deliberate.
The number,,of categories can be reduced according to the number of
standards 'found appropriate.

Of course there is no magic in placing a sealing order after
Rule 77. This implicit suggestion follows the lead of Rule 77(b),
which provides that all trials on the merits are conducted in open
court. Rule 77(b) seems more general than the Rule 43(a) provision
for taking trial witness testimony orally in open court.

None, of the ,models proposes appeal provisions. Creating a
general right of'appeal from orders granting or denying sealing
would be costly. If the idea seems attractive nonetheless, that
sort of provision is easy to draft.



1 Rule 77.1. Sealing Records
2
3
4 (a) Open Records. All materials on file with the court and

5 the transcripts of proceedings conducted in open court

6 are open to the public unless sealed under paragraph

7' (b).

8 (b) Sealing Records. The court may seal an open record

9 only after making specific findings appropriate to

10' support sealing under (1), (2), (3), (4), (5), or (6).

11 (1), Pieadingsl and materials submitted 'on

12 Inconsideration of a motion [or, appl ication], may'

13 be sealed * * *

14 (2) Discovery materials that have been filed with

15 the court but not used on consideration of a

16 motion [or application] may be sealed * * *

17 (3) The transcript of a proceeding conducted in open

18 court may be sealed * * *

19 (4) A settlement agreementlfiled with the court may

20 be sealed with the consent of all parties to the

21 agreement. If the court is asked to take any

22 action to approve or enforce the agreements the

23 court may maintain the seal only under the

24 standards of paragraph (1).

25 (5) A judgment may be sealed under paragraph (4) or

26

27 (6) Other materials may be sealed * * *

28 (c) Unsealing Records. A sealed record must be unsealed:

29 (1) to the extent that the court finds that the

30 requirements of paragraph (b) are no longer

31 satisfied; or

32 (2) twenty-five years after the sealing order was

33 made, unless the original order specifies a

34 different period or the court at any time orders

35 that the seal be extended for a definite period.

36 (d) Sealing procedure. A court may order records sealed,

37 or may modify or vacate a seal order, after:



Sealing Order Sketch
April 20, 1994

page -2-

consideration of this first question. What standards for
sealing are announced, and what standards might be revealed
by the actual facts of current practice, remain obscure.
The actual effects of sealing also are obscure; widespread
sealing, indeed, may thwart efforts to learn about the
potential benefits of open access to sealed records. If
much useful information is sealed, leaving open only less
useful information, there is little basis for comparative
study.

Drafting a rule that, will improve matterstremains a
challenge even if it is concluded that improvement is
needed. The existence of several state models - most of
them relatively new - can provide a good start. Beyond
that point, the most important choice isi-between, a rule
that leaves much to ,open-ended discretion and a rule that
seeks to provide ,detaiiled standards and-procedures, adapted
to differences in "'the materials to be sealed 'and the
reasons for sealing. ,,iEach additional point ,of detail
increases the need for clear ,understanding of complicated
issues that may be dihfficult to foresee.,,i

Two additional Llimits on the rulemaking process must
be confronted. The First Amendment 1isitth6cfirst limit. It
clearly gives a right of access to- criminal proceedings.
Several courts have concluded that there also is a First
Amendmentright of access to civil, proceedings,; iincluding
not only trial but documents filed before ,trial. The
relationship between, the First ,mendmentl right off access
and the common law right of|access riemaihs obscure. The
First ,Amendment tets aIsre likely to lbe expressed ion terms
that limit sealing l narrow limits carefully tailjored to
serve overriding interest's. First Amendment tests also are
likely to insist on, protectiln , of the public interest by
procedures, that include some form of public notice and
opp rtunity for hearing, andalso cle secififindins
of the factors that suippor seig 1 ACvil~ R.e-mustfind some way, to aodayatep ocruivn is
Amendment requirents th e iprced e ft
the Enabling Act1 ji the ' u li e common
suggestion, example ul allowed
to, private or govern set s ies that
would limit a~epwrt age h ~ie~t~stlements
that are not' le th teo1,idyr sufpiently
substantive t-bbyod th'~cp1 gt~Eal~gAct.

Wise rulemaking requires, ~i'd 1,,foundation.~ ti
easiest" to datgood ruo~hn teeii 1 ~~al
identified- problem in a currertllrule owhen there is a
well-understood body of conte n¢ary ipracti'ce 1that can be
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absorbed in rule form. The first step must be to assess
the foundations for a sealing rule.'

Basic Blocks' F-

'At least four basic sets of 'concerns must be addressed
once6i the'h decision, is made to draft a new rule.

(1), Present PublicAccess: What materials and events
now fall within a right of publilc access? How far is
acces s almatter ofIcommon-law principle, how far" a matter
of FiArst ,mendment Prbtectiono l ''

(2' Chandina Present Access: Is the need for a rule
simply til to foster unifor adhe'rence to the mainstream 'of
generabl [pre'sent lgpractict~q i!"Or are there reasons to expand
or contrct s r 4ights of access?,1_

(31, DiiRe[lation to IrNonsealed Information: If i court
information is dseae`d-,swhat effect dols the seal have on
disseminiations of irnfo altmaionh-from other sources? How far,
for example, should arn order sealing a complaint limit the
right doll' pie plaintiff f)o' discu'ss the filing of the suit or
informatiobi that bers l t~ie dispute but is not described
as 1drIawn from or refliectedin theN~ complaint?

[Ir~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Y

1(:4 ', Procedural Requirements: What' provisions should be
made [for [tiemporary lseali ng orders? Notice' to nonparties?
Descriptip~ f[hemtr1to ibe, sea~led that facilitates

oppostioh~ bu ~oen~~1 ef~ I efective sealing? Hear ing?
Findings V fja~s g~l~tofa& Es i lthat1 conltrol the decision?
Duration yaain ~[hmint~

,Interen ts That Favor Access

The )dihnthereksi t1 If for access- have supported; a
ommonlaws 24 x at ther isi! a right of [public

acce~ss rtO, ~ii ~i~~ I~lingsl, Judgments, and to' any
matria.j ubmttei~ c~siex;ation, by, the court in

decidt aa si dme right of access may
sta l a,1ult ' on~ ~so~ymaterlials occupy

ale~s cet~ olt~J[ 11le~(~ spepifically covers
prota lstat p t t seems to be
genefa whe is gaccessto athe
discov y 6~~l~ htt~F~cnduct~ '-f ~-a
deposit ori fpI'0i no 1.b event. This
asup [6hc[l~d ~l'us i6 o~t atccess to the
fruits fhxc~Y~~n p filingwt a presumptive
righp qfab~~a~h~i~i.dwti te urt, but not to

unfiled j~~ ~~ c9~'Icluion nin urnwould place
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special pressure on Rule 5(d), which allows a court to
order that discovery materials generally not be filed. It
seems strange to turn the right of access on such matters
as the filing storage capacity of a particular district
court.

The nature of the interests favoring access, generally
has been explored in cases dealing with access to criminal
trials. Some of these interests bear directly on the
quality of factfinding, while others rise to very abstract
judgments about the role of courts in a democratic society.

The most case-specific interests in access stress the
possibility that access will produce better testimony.
Public knowledge of a trial may lead unknown witnesses to
present themselves. And, as a far more common occurrence
in an increasingly anonymous society, the knowledge that
proceedings are open Hand the 'presence of bystanders may
encourage the parties and witnesses to remain honest.

Other concrete interests in access are familiar from
discussion of discovery protective'orders. Litigation may
involve products, persons, or circumstances, that 'pose a
threat of injury to nonparties. Publication of the facts
of a lawsuit may help others protect themselves.
Publication also may facilitate sharing 'of information
among litigants in separate lactions, reducing the"costs,
accelerating the speed, and imprdving the results. At the
extremes' of conduct, openness may deter evasion of
discovery or even destruction of evidence useful for other
cases.

More abstract interests begin withl fos'tering public
confidence in the judicial process. Citizens who know the
process is open and accessible will trust it better than a
secret"process. Thepopen process, moreover, is likely to
deserve greater confidence. Public exposure is a shield
against judicial surrender to improper influences,. It also
is a shield against public oppression L if the risk of
oppression is not often as great in civil actions as in
criminal prosecutions brought by the very government that
sponsors the court, the risk iremains real" both in
government civil action" and in purely private litigation.
Public participation inccelebrated civil actions also may
achieve something oft the catharsi' Ithat comes 'from
vicarious public participatioiv' 'in celebrated criminal
trials. As the lawmaking componient of civil adjudication
continues to expand in scope and importance, moreover,
public access may provide a strand of legitimizing support.

Fe 1 HI F~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~t~~ i 'b0'""i.;, lml,>
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Right To Disseminate

.,,,Most, discussion of the interests opposed to sealing

focuses ,on the values of access by nonparties". A, party,

however', may claim an independent interest in disseminating

information. This interest is subject to regulation if

information, is ,,acquired, with the help of the court,

particularly if the help is discovery rather than a trial'

subppena,:. ,,,SA comprehensive sealing rule must deal with the

question,,,, ~of, prohibiting dissemination of information

independietly acquired.

Interests That Favor Sealing

Most discussi'on of, the interests that favor, sealing

focuses on the risk of specific harm to specific parties in

par',ticular litigation'.,,There aret, however clear analogues

to the~broad theoretical arguments that champion openness

as a public value. These arguments are not 'often

articulated because they are taken for granted.

Reconsideration lof, things, taken for granted is not

unthinkable. The lufewi ill.strations provided below are

intended d, ,[to illustrate, some unarticulated assumptions,

however', ,not to invite rzeconsideration.

Il. Jury deliberations constitute a vital part of the

decisior process. Jury, secrecy undoubtedly masks

occasio al miscarriages of justice. 1 Public access,

howeverW, is seldom suggested., The Seventh Amendment may

well stand Fin the wiay. Consultations with each other by

judges of a multii-udge panel, and conferences by judges

with law clerks, likewise are vital parts of the decision

process. So too are draft opinions. Article IIImay well

prot$ect-against public uistrision in these processes. In
6 , ,~ , against I , 1,I I fJI I'l~ ~

camelra-consideration of,,material' claimed to )-be privileged

may ~affect vital pulpiteet, )articularly-"if some
fo~of governmnl 1rmiee scaied.' Full prtection

ofa OWrads that such

prodeedingsr, re Clos

Beyond,, thi1 ple0ire of, judicial privacy, other

se, pi g may pl e ml d dif l prob leim' C oferences

int cha m!rs,, p> En ial Aratferen finfg geralv settlement

ukU& atons tha saeultimate
ju 1.cia'1 e te yet l be . caIon for

decisionore effctiv~l han thetria itself. Public
acces,+p~1evr, ~~oulF stfle .nyhop ~for significant

acgomplishment

"iThfmorell u i ii1tatit~ iofaip~i ~ needs cover
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a familiar range of values. Protection is sought for
reasons of national security. Law-enforcement needs may be
urged with respect to investigative techniques, identity'of
informants, or such devices as drug courier profiles.
Commercial information is often protected, not only in the
area of technical trade secrets but across much wider areas
of information that could cause advantage or disadvantage

',in competitive struggle. Physical safety may be involved
-crime informants again are an example, as are victims of
some wrongs such as sexual violence or domestic abuse.
Even witnesses may need to be protected against harassment
or worse. A variety of personal privacy interests are
asserted, ranging from such things as medical and
employment records through personal financial information,
or sexual habits. Interests of nonparties may be invoked
in similar terms, including such matters as lists of
organization members'. Fears of exploitation 'or even
harassment may arise from matters as simple as1 the amount
of a settlement. In a small number of cases, there may be
concerns that p"ublicity!will jeopardize the opportunity for
a falir trial, '"'just as nllilay 'occur in criminal cases. ' Still
other interests abound'

Materials and Events Covered

Protection may be sought for a wide variety of
materials or events. For purposes of rulemaking, however,
a relatively small set of categories can embrace almost all
significant matters.

The presumption of access seems strongest with respect
to pleadings, motions and material advanced in support or
opposition, and trial. The presumption may be diluted
slightly with respect "to other materials filed with the
court but not otherwise advanced as a basis for decision.
Discovery materials, as noted above, generate more
uncertain reactions, particularly as to materials not filed
,with the court and' the conduct of depositions. Pretrial
conferences' may fall outside the presumption of access;
certainly there is little discussion in the general
'literature.

Special problems arise from settlement and the events
that surround it. No one argues that the public should
have access to private settlement discussions. Settlement
conferences under court auspices probably are viewed in the
same way. A settlement agreement that is not filed with
the court also is likely to remain outside the right of
access. It seems common, however, for the parties to wish
both to file a settlement agreement as an entree for future
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judicial enforcement and to maintain confidentiality. The
presumption of access probably attaches if a party actually
seeksjudicial enforcement; the situation is less certain
if the parties agree to maintain confidentiality and no
judicial action is sought.

ba Disciplinary proceedings for a judge or member-of the
bar also present-distinctive problems. These proplems
likely can' beL iomitted from any rule that may be drafted.
Court administrative records likewise may be safely
omitted.

dd~fb> �,l Sealing Standards

The task of setting ,standards requires bringing
together the categorical nature of the lmaterials offered
for sealing -7pleadings, 1motions, discovery, settlement,
trial, orb,other; the specific nature of the information
involved;1 the nature I cQf the injury that might be
foretal Ied by ,sealing;, and the-nature of the private and
public, interests harmed b sealing. This task can be
captured in a terse " gooc~causeDI lo~rmula, [1a more pointed
balancing formula that directs attention to the factors to
be considered a seresuf diffeiqentformulas tied to the
categories of materials invblved, or possibly even a set of
more definite rules. I

The standards also might, Idifferentlate between sealing
by agreement of all parties and s Ieallg opposed by one or
more parties. The distincton is likely to make more sense
in some settings than in others.hConsent of the parties to
seal the dollar amount, ofa entmay deserve great
deference-., Consent to seal tIhe ote r ermslof a&settlement
agre eaent May Ldeserve dsoii~ odference~ Pu the"'choice ~to
file ,h I agreement cleary, pts mhe gpartiel beyond full
control, and the seal weaelthiin once any 11party asks the
court to~ take action enf6 p 5ing agr~eemen~t. In another
dimep sion, a, ru.le that r1us 1sep6 g pulcacs
shoud addespar t i dto subvert the
rule. TheTeasoats~~ Unfiled
discovery mateila kili eod. Apiyate sealing
agreement probably cannot defeat the rule; return of
discovery materials to thepproducilng party probab~ly carries
an obligationto maintThiphe maerials as ppublic records.

It ieairt Inde-ddruile. Even with
more specifc ae ao o te it may be
wondered whether a od do", much to
increase uiomty or Impoe reuJlts
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A more specific rule would promise greater control.
It also would require much more work to be sure it was
wise. It is not possible to learnt much about sealing
practices simply by reading reported decisions and
secondary literature. It seems likely that the vast
majority of sealing orders remain effective, often without
challenge. What kinds of showings are actually required to
support sealing of what sorts of materials is largely
unknown. The potential harm to private and public
interests cannot even be guessed.

Procedural Requirements

Supreme Court decisions dealing with access to
criminal Proceedings emphasize the importance of procedure,
a theme taken up 'in some of the state rules. In addition
to setting out standards for sealing, a variety of
procedural issues can be addressed.

Notice is an obvious starting point. The purpose of
sealing is to prevent access by nonparties. The purpose of
denying sealing is to1serve public and private interests by
allowing access. Inhall logic, some provision should be
made for notice'r t-o nonparties. 1It is relatively easy to
draft a general lpublic notice provision. in attempt to
sort out more limited 1 notice lprovisions will be more
difficult. It would be awkward, for instance, to provide
notice to public media but only limited categories of other
"interested" persons. Means ILof notice ailso must be
resolved. The Imbore effective the notice procedure, the
more frequently A' ill'l nonpartiesappear toresist sealing.
More procedure will 1 iake leal ing harder work Ifor the
courts. The added burden relate Din part to the next point

to the extent that the *' makes effective sealing
possible, nonpartifes oftenenouqh will be forced to resist
sealing of infonration 1 that, were it avti1able, would be of
no use or interest.

Nonparty participation creates an unavoidable dilemma
in facilitating intelligent participation and maintaining
the possibility of effective sealing. Only full disclosure
of the material can support fully effective participation,
but that would be self-defeating. Limited access may be
effective in some cases, but some of the most obvious
restrictive devices carry their own problems. Limiting
access to counsel for purposes of the sealing motion runs
into the fact that counsel may be the person most feared;
perhaps the fear exists only in cases in which it is
desirable to stimulate additional litigation, but it is
hard to be confident of that. This procedural dilemma will
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require careful consideration. The common responseof in
camera inspection again imposes substantial burdens,,,,even
if it can be shared with magistrate judges or masters.

Provision also could be made for temporary sealing
ordersj., Thebonly question in this dimension,, ,indeed, is

ethet it might be adequate to leave this obvious,'need to
implication.,

The standards for sealing might be supplemented by
specific provisions for burdens ofl,,justification. A single
burden of justification could be imposed on a party seeking
to impose a,,seal or to ,Ioppose vacating. Or a burden of
showing the need for sealing ,gcould be lipuposed on theiparty
seeking the seal", while the ~burden of showing the need!fpor
access could be imposed on theparty opposing th~eseal.
Perhaps other variations culd p be pimaginedF,- one example
might be a distinction between prejludgment opposition to
initial, seali~ng and postjudgment requests to unseal.

Specific fi jsarequiedr as to the if actors
weighed indcdn whtert ~a,.[ The-eluphasis~lon the
importance ofsepIi ind$e ~t ~ ct- to acpess to
criminal,1 P~~edns ~gs~~ta Ejf indings should be
required ak't ~a~1r 3~ln~ ~6dP

Spep$ificity eq uemInts can belorated for sealing
ordersrl,4 along lip~s ni a to rments for
iRn.uncdI)ons F ,provioion could
includ specifc', 7Vo ~pri~ ~a~g res-a

woarJ4,( one important
exahm prs~6 W~ e pace for any

presumptive yed rjV ni,
discus j obeateety-iv year lm
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~ 1 CIVIL PRACTICE AND PROCEDURE S 69.081

TITLE VI
CIVIL PRACTICE AND PROCEDURE

, CHAPTER 69' MISCELLANEOUS PROCEDURAL MATTERS
*69.031 Designated financial institutions for assets in hands of guardians,

DA STATUTES curators, administrators, trustees, receivers, or other officers
I and permanent 'In' general: Perhaps it was error to place money in custodial, rather than guardianship,
Special Session account; however, incorrect designation of account had no bearing on result sub judice;

since trial court did not order appellee to supervise disbursements pursuant to S 69931,
money could have been withdrawn even if it had been more appropriately placed in

e official Florida guardianship account; § 744.44 contains no language which would restrict guardian from
ion of Statutory making withdrawals without court approval. Gale v. Harbor Federal Sav. and Loan, App., (4th)

~ation smplifies571 so. 2d 11i4 (1990).nation simpllfies
Ja Statutes and 69.081 Sunshine in litigation; concealment of public hazards prohibited
:ation. (1) This section may be cited as the "Sunshine in Litigation Act."

(2) As used in this section, "public hazard" means an instrumentality, including
reported in: but not limited to any device, instrument, person, procedure, product, or a condition

of a device, instrument, person. procedure or product, that has caused and is likely
i20 So. 2d 1226 to cause injury.

509 U. S. - (3) Except pursuant to this section, no court shall enter an order or judgment
113 S. Ct. 2922 which has thie purpose or effect of concealing a public hazard or any information
'5 L. Ed. 2d 789 concerning a public hazard, nor shall the court enter an order or judgment which has

3 F. 3d 444 the purpose or effect of concealing any information which may be useful to
28 F. Supp. 988 members of the public in protecting themselves from injury which may result from
-48 (July, 1993) the public hazard.

(4) Any portion of an agreement or contract which has the purpose or effect of

e references to concealing a public hazard, any information concerning a public hazard, or any
information which may be useful to members of the public in protecting themselves
from injury which may result from the public hazard, is void, contrary to, public

Pamphlets and policy, and may not be enforced.
(5) Trade secrets as defined in S 688.002 which are not pertinent to public

hazards shall be protected pursuant to chapter 688.
(6) Any substantially affected person. including but not limited to

representatives of news media, has standing to contest an order, judgment,
agreement, or contract that violates this section. A person may contest an order,
judgment, agreement, or contract that violates this section by motion in the court
that enteredithe order or judgment, or by bringing a declaratory judgment action

981, pursuant to chapter 86.
981 Q7) Upon motion and good cause shown by a party attempting to prevent

disclosure of information or materials which have not previously been disclosed,
including but not limited to alleged trade secrets. the court shall examine the
disputed information or materials in camera. If the court finds that the information
or materials or portions thereof consist of information concerning a public hazard or
information which may be useful to members of the public in protecting themselves
from injury which may result from a public hazard, the court shall allow disclosure of
the information or materials. If allowing disclosure, the court shall allow disclosure

71 5 of only that portion of the information or materials necessary or useful to the public
* regarding the public hazard.

(8)(a) Any portion of an agreement or contract which has the purpose or effect of
concealing information relating to the settlement or resolution of any claim or
action against the state, its agencies. or subdivisions or against any municipality or
constitutionally created body or commission is void, contrary to public policy, and
may not be enforced. Any person has standing to contest an order, judgment,
agreement, or contract that violates this section. A person may contest an order,
judgment, agreement, or contract that violates this subsection by motion in the
court that entered such order or judgment. or by bringing a declaratory judgment
action pursuant to chapter 86.

(b) Any person having custody of any document, record, contract, or agreement

'Al;~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~~~~_______________________
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3

relating to any settlement as set forth in this section shall maintain said public nder chapter
records in compliance with chapter 119.e uetalhabyer

(c) Failure of any custodian to disclose and provide any document, record, estabhish by re
contract, or agreement as set forth in this section shall be subject to the sanctions of this sent i
as set forth in chapter 119. or docket any
This subsection does not apply to trade secrets protected pursuant to chapter 688, assessment c
proprietary confidential business information, or other information that is pursuant to 1
confidential under state or federal law. (3) In any a

(9) A governmental entity which settles a claim in tort which requires the or penalty as
expenditure of public funds in excess of $5,000, shall provide notice, in accordance plaintiff must
with the provisions of chapter 50, of such settlement, in the county in which the (a) Pay to 1
claim arose, within 60 days of entering into such settlement; provided that no notice interest asse
shall be required if the settlement has been approved by a court of competent taxpayer: anc
jurisdiction. (bM1. Tend(
Derivation contested as

Laws 1991, c. 91-85, § 1; Laws 1990,,c. 90-20, 5 I. unless this r
Construction and application: Subsection (4) provides that agreement or contract which appicable de
has purpose of concealment is contrary to public policy and unenforceable; where petitioner 2. File witt
argued that statute was inapplicable because public was well aware of dangerous nature of contested ass
asbestos, petitioner failed to recognize that statute includes prohibition against court order this state, or
which conceals any information concerning public hazard which would include these and condition
depositions; apparently deponents were either deceased or infirm and could not be called penalties, anc
upon to testify at trial; trial court did not depart from essential requirements of law in denying director of V
petitioner's motion. ACandS, Inc. v. Askew, App., (1st) 597 So. 2d 895 (1992). ireto ofy

Failure to payCHAPTER 71 REESTABLISHMENT OF DOCUMENTS dismissal of t
71.011 Reestablisment of papers, records, and files percent of t(4)(a) ExceNegotiable instruments: Owner of lost, destroyed or stolen negotiable instrument may circuit court I

proceed under § 673.804 by direct action against obligors (makers and endorsers) on Court in and f
instrument without first re-establishing lost, destroyed or stolen instrument in separate resides or m
action under 5 71.011. Dunn v. Willis, App.. (5th) 599 So. 2d 271 (1992). (b) Venue

CHAPTER 72 TAX MATTERS taxpayerthatdomicile in tt
72.011 Jurisdiction of circuit courts in specific tax matters; administrative legality of an

hearings and appeals; time for commencing action; parties; deposits circuit court
(1)(a) A taxpayer may contest the legality of any assessment or denial of refund (5) The re,

of tax, fee, surcharge, permit, interest, or penalty provided for under § 125.0104, § (6) Any ac
125.0108, chapter 198, chapter 199, chapter 201, chapter 203, chapter 206, chapter chapter 45 a
207, chapter 211, chapter 212, chapter 213, chapter 220, chapter 221, S 336.021, § settlement.
336.025, § 336.026, § 370.07(3), chapter 376, § 403.717, § 403.718, § 403.7185, § Derivation
403.7195, § 403.7197, § 538.09, § 538.25, chapter 624, or § 681.117 by filing an Laws 1993,
action in circuit court; or, alternatively, the taxpayer may file a petition under the 1991, c. 91-111
applicable provisions of chapter 120. However, once an action has been initiated 89-171, § 10.
under § 120.56, § 120.565, S 120.57, or § 120.575, no action relating to the same Construction
subject matter may be filed by the taxpayer in circuit court, and judicial review shall challenges to
be exclusively limited to appellate review pursuant to § 120.68; and once an action provides in ger
has been initiated in circuit court, no action may be brought under chapter 120. and payment is

(b) A taxpayer may not file an action under paragraph (a) to contest an file action in ci
assessment or a denial of refund of any tax, fee, surcharge, permit, interest, or that § 68.01 co
penalty relating to the statutes listed in paragraph (a) until the taxpayer complies cited to no in
with the applicable registration requirements contained in those statutes which proceeding brc
apply to the tax for which the action is filed. avaltable in § 7

(21 No action may be brought to contest an assessment of any tax, interest, or Question of
penalty assessed under a section or chapter specified in subsection (1) after 60 Constitution, ir
days from the date the assessment becomes final. No action may be brought to of 5 72.011(3)
contest a denial of refund of any tax, interest, or penalty paid under a section or Requiremen
chapter specified in subsection (1) after 60 days from the date the denial becomes any of requirer
final. The Department of Revenue or, with respect to assessments or refund denials or motion for sState, Dept. c
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Rule 19 UNIFORM SUPERIOR COURT RULES

' menced there; all items specified in subparagraph may limit access to court files respecting that ac-(H) of this rule shall be deemed amended according- tion. The order of limitation shall specify the partly. It shall not be necessary that service of process of the file to which access is limited, the nature andbe perfected a second time upon parties defendant, duration of the limitation, and the reason for limita-1 except that any publication required to be made in a tion.newspaper in the proper venue shall be republished. 21.2 Finding of Harn. An order limiting ac-Any interlocutory or other order theretofore en- cess shall not be granted except upon a finding thattered in the action, upon the motion of any party, the harm otherwise resulting to the privacy of ashall be reviewed, and thereafter reissued or vacat- person in interest clearly outweighs the public inter-ed by the court to which the action was transferred. est.
19.2 Criminal. 21.3 Ex Parte Orders. Under compelling cir-(A) When a criminal action is to be transferred to curstances, a motion for temporary limitation ofthe superior courtofacounty different from that in access, not to exceed 30 days, may be granted, ex'which initially brought, the superior court judge parte, upon motion accompanied by supporting affi-granting the venue change, unless disqualified, davit.shall continue as presiding judge in said action. 21.4 Review. A copy of an order limiting access(B) When there has been an order granting shall be transmitted to and subject to review by thechange of venue to the superior court of a county Supreme Courtother than that bin which the action theretofore 21.5 Amendments. Upon notice to all parties ofpended, the trial jury shall be selected from quali- record and after hearing, an order limiting accessfled jurors of the transferee county although trial may be reviewed and amended by the court enteringof the action may, in the discretion of the presiding such order or by the Supreme Court at any time onjudge, take place in the transferor county. its own motion or upon the motion of any person for19.3 Contested Election Results. In respect of good cause.actions contesting election results, venue change is

-~. not limited to the county adjoining that in which the RULE 22. ELECTRONIC AND PHOTO.action commenced but may be made to an appropri- GRAPHIC NWS COVERAGE OFate court in any cbunty of the state; costs incident
to the further hanling and trial of such action shall JUDICIAL PROCEEDINGS
be borne by the transferor county. Unless otherwise provided by rule of the SupremeCourt or otherwise ordered by the assigned judgeRULE 20. PEREMPTORY CALENDAR after appropriate hearing (conducted after notice toall parties and counsel of record) and findings,Periodically the assigned judge may cause to be representatives of the print and electronic publicdelivered to the clerk of the court and published a media may be present at and unobtrusively makelist of pending civil actions in which the discovery written notes and sketches pertaining to any judicialperiod has expired or criminal cases upon reason- proceedings in the superior courts. However, dueable notice requiring the parties (including the to the distractive nature of electronic or photo-state) or their attorneys to announce whether the graphic equipment, representatives of the publicactions or cases appearing thereon are ready for media utilizing such equipment are subject to thetrial and when trial should be scheduled. Failure to following restrictions and conditions:appear at the calendar sounding or otherwise to (badvise the judge or appropriate calendar clerk may (A) Persons desring to broadast/record/photo-result in the following disposition: graph official court proceedings must file a timelyresult .n the follo,% g written request (form attached as Exhibit "A") with(A) In civil acticns the dismissal without preju- the judge involved prior to the hearing or trial,dice of plaintiffs action or defendant's answer, specifying the particular calendar/case or proceed-counterclaim, or cross-claim; and, ings for which such coverage is intended; the type(B) In criminal cases, the acquitting of the ac- equipment to be used in the courtroom; the trial,cused defendant or the dead docketing of the case. hearing or proceeding to be covered; and the person

responsible for installation and operation of such_ v RULE 21. LIMITATION OF ACCESS equipment.
TO COURT FILES (B) Approval of the judge to broadcast/re-cord/photograph a proceeding, if granted, shall beAll court records! are public and are to be avail- granted without partiality or preference to any per-able for public inspection unless public access is son, news agency, or type of electronic or photo-

limited by law or by the procedure set forth below, graphic coverage, who agrees to abide by and con-
21.1 Motions and Orders. Upon motion by any form to these rules, up to the capacity of the spaceparty to any civil action, after hearing, the court designated therefor in the courtroom. Violation of
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Rule 1 ANNOTATED LAWS OF MASSACHUSETTS

inapplicable to court papers, documents, exhibits, dockets, indices -and other records which are required to be impounded by statutecourt rule, or standing order.
Where impoundment is sought in connection with discovery, theserules shall be applied in a manner consistent with the provisions ofRule 26(c) of the Massachusetts Rules of Civil Procedure, Rule 26(c)of the District/Municipal Courts Rules of Civil Procedure, and Rule2 6(c) of the Massachusetts Rules of Domestic Relations Procedure.
These rules shall not be construed to deprive a person of any rightsor remedies regarding impoundment which are otherwise availableunder law.

Rule 2
MOTION FOR IMPOUNDMENT

A request for impoundment shall be made by written motion whichshall state the grounds therefor and shall include a written statementof reasons in support thereof. The motion shall describe with particu-j1 larity the material sought to be impounded and the period of time forwhich impoundment is sought.
A motion for impoundment shall be accompanied'by affidavit insupport thereof. Unless otherwise provided herein, the rules govern-ing motions and affidavits in civil proceedings generally shall apply to -requests for impoundment.
An order of impoundment may be requested prior to the filing ofthe material sought to be impounded.

Rule 3

EX PARTE IMPOUNDMENT
An ex parte order of impoundment may be granted by the courtwithout notice only upon written motion supported by affidavit in themanner provided in Rule 2 and only upon a showing that immediateand irreparable injury may result before a party or interested thirdperson can be heard in opposition. An ex parte order of impound-ment shall be endorsed with the date of issuance; shall be filedforthwith in the clerk's office and entered of record; and shall'expireby its terms within such time after entry, not to exceed ten days, asthe court fixes, unless within the time so fixed, the court extends theorder.

If an order of impoundment is granted without notice, the mattershall be set down for hearing at the earliest possible time, and in anyif. event within ten days. On two days' notice to the party who obtained
586 T



UNIF. IMPOUNDMENT PROCEDURE RULES Rule 6

the order of impoundment without notice or on such shorter notice as

the court may prescribe, ,a party. or interested third person may move

for modification or termination.

XiAn ex parte order of impoundment may be requested prior to the

e E filing of the material sought to be impounded.,.,,.t

Rule 4

e k NOTICE

Service of the motion for impoundment and affidavit shall be made

e - 1 row ' on all parties in accordance with 'Rule 5 of the Massachusetts Rules

of Civil Procedure. In the event an order of impoundment is sought

at the time of, or prior to, service of the original complaint, service

shall be made in accordance with Rule 4 of the Massachusetts Rules

of Civil Procedure. The time periods for hearing shall be as set forth

in Rule 6 of the Massachusetts Rules of Civil Procedure.

.: i The court may, prior to, hearing, order notice to be given to

t - *. , interested third r persons who Imay not be parties to the action,

- including persons named insihe material sought to be impounded.

r. . WJ Notice to such interested thirdi persons shall be given in such manner

as the court may direct.

-1 . xService shall be proved by affidavit containing a particular state-

ment thereof, including the names and addresses of all parties and

interested third persons who have been given notice.

f 
Rule 5

E OPPOSITION TO REQUEST FOR IMPOUNDMENT

Any party or interested third person who has been notified in

accordance with Rule 4 of these rules may serve opposing affidavits

not later than one day before the hearing, unless the court permits

t them to be served at some other time. Service of opposing affidavits

,,shall be made in accordance with Rule 5 of the Massachusetts Rules

of Civil Procedure.

Rule 6

MOTION BY THIRD PERSON TO BE HEARD

5 A person who has not been notified in accordance with Rule 4 of

these rules and who desires to be heard in order to request or oppose

impoundment may serve on all parties a written motion supported by

affidavit.- If impoundment is desired, the provisions of Rule 2 of these

rules concerning motions and affidavits and Rule 4 of these rules

concerning notice shall be applicable. The time periods for service of
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Rule 6 ANNOTATED LAWS OF MASSACHUSETTS

the motion to be heard and for setting of a hearing date shall be as -set forth in Rule 6 of the Massachusetts Rules of Civil Procedure.

Rule 7
HEARING

An order of impoundment may be entered by the court, afterhearing, for good cause shown and in accordance with applicable law.In determining good cause, the court shall consider all relevantfactors, including, but not limited to, the nature of the parties andthe controversy, the type of information and the privacy interestsinvolved, the extent of community interest, and the reason(s) for therequest. Agreement of all parties or interested third persons in- favorof impoundment shall not, in itself, be sufficient to constitute goodcause.
Interested third persons who are notified in accordance with Rule 4 7of these rules and those third persons who have filed motions to be* heard in accordance with Rule 6 of these rules may, in the court'sdiscretion, be given an opportunity to be heard.
Where a public hearing may risk disclosure of the informationsought to be impounded, the court may close the hearing to thepublic. If a hearing is closed to the public, a record of the proceedingsshall be preserved stenographically-or by a recording device. Appro-priate steps shall be taken to preserve the confidentiality of therecord.

Rule 8
ORDER OF IMPOUNDMENT

An order of impoundment, whether ex parte or after notice, maybe made only upon written findings. An order of impoundment shallspecifically state what material is to be impounded, and, whereappropriate, may specify how impoundment is to be implemented. Anorder of impoundment shall be endorsed with the date of issuance andshall specify the duration of the order.
In its order, the court may allow persons other than those de- Xscribed in Rule 9 of these rules to have access to impounded material,and may order that appropriate deletions or notations be made in thecivil docket and indices kept by the clerk. -

Rule 9
CLERK'S DUTIES

Upon entry of an order of impoundment, the clerk shall make anotation in the civil docket indicating what material has been im-
588 1



UNIF. IMPOUNDMENT PROCEDURE RUIts Rule 12

as pounded. All impounded material shall be kept separate from other

papers in the case and shall not be available for public inspection.

Such impounded material shall be available to the court, the attor-

-- t neys of record, the parties to the case, and the clerk, unless otherwise

ordered by the court.

ter . - Upon expiration or other termination of the order of impound-

1w. ment, the material shall be returned to the file, unless other arrange-

ant ments have been made, and the docket marked accordingly.

ind
'sts - Rule 10

the MODIFICATION OR TERMINATION
ior
)Od A party or any interested third person, whether or not notified

-- under Rule 4 of these rules, may, by motion supported by affidavit,

e 4 - seek to modify or terminate an order of impoundment. Such motion

be shall be served in accordance with the provisions of Rule 5 of the

rt's - Massachusetts Rules of Civil Procedure upon all parties, all interested

L~ third persons who were notified pursuant to Rule 4 of these rules,

ion - and any other person as ordered by the court.

the No order of impoundment may be modified or terminated, except

igsy upon order of the court and upon written findings in support thereof.

ro-
the Rule 11

MATERIAL IMPOUNDED BY STATUTE OR RULE

This rule applies to requests for relief from impoundment in cases

where material is required to be impounded by statute, court rule, or

lay standing order, except where a different procedure is otherwise

iall provided.
ere Relief from impoundment may be sought by motion supported by

An affidavit, and shall be granted by the court only upon written

md findings. The procedure otherwise set forth in these rules shall govern

requests for relief from impoundment to the extent practicable.

de-
ial, Rule 12
the REVIEW

An order impounding or refusing to impound material shall be

subject to review by a single justice of an appellate court in accor-

dance with provisions of law and consistent with the procedures

established in Rule 1:15 of the Rules of the Supreme Judicial Court.

im-h (Added, effective January 1, 1988.)
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4 01 § 216.1 UNIFORM RULES,.TRIAL COURTS

PART 216. SEALING OF COURT RECORDS IN
CIVIL ACTIONS IN THE TRIAL COURTS

§ 216.1 Sealing of Court Records Whereit appears necessary or desirable, the court
(a) Except where otherise provided mby statute ay prescribe appropriate notice and an opportunity

or rule, a court shall not enter an order in any, to be heard
action or proceeding sealing the court records, (b) For purposes of this rule, "court records"
whether in whole or in part, except upon a written shall include all documents and records of any na- c
finding of good cause, which shall specify the ture filed with the clerk in connection with the
grounds thereof. In determining whether good action. Documents obtained through disclosure and -
cause has been shown, the court shall consider the - not filed with the clerk shall remain subject toII0. interests of the public as well as of the parties. protective orders as set forth in CPLR 3103(a).

A,

ft

t~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

320

A:~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

.4 A.~~~~~~~~~~~
A}.,,~~32 ~
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)URTS RULES OF PRACTICE 
Rule 76a?

CKB & Rule 75b. Filed Exhibits: Withdrawal
,roleum,
rror de- Notes of Decisions

In general 1 exhibit came too late to prevent waiver of objection

to impropriety of tampering with exhibit without

notice to patient's counsel and trial court Perez v.

1. In general Bagous (App. 13 Dist.1992) 833 S.W.2d 671.

Improper retrieval of sheathed needle that had Once party has admitted exhibit into evidence,

been admitted into evidence in medical malpractice exhibit may not be retrieved and used to create

c., rule action and then inserted into model'arm during another during a jury recess without 'notifying

jury recess in order to support physician's claim opposing counsel or trial court; newly created

that needle was not'long enough to cause damage exhibit may not be entered into evidence without

was waived where patient did not object as soon as informing opposing counsel of use of entered ex-

he learned of impropriety; although patient could hibit. Perez v. Bagous (App. '13 Dist.1992) 833

not have waived error by failing to object when S.W.2d 671.

needle was admitted into evidence, no objection or - Sheathed needle that had been admitted into

request to withdraw exhibit was raised when pa- evidence in medical malpractice action should not

tient learned of tampering. Perez v.,Bagous (App. have been retrieved during jury recess and insert-

13 Dist.1992) 833 S.W.2d 671. i ed into model arm to create new exhibit to support

Request during, deliberations that jury be in- physician's claim that needle used during injection'

structed to disregard needle that had been intro- had not been long enough to reach and cause

duced as exhibit and then retrieved by physician damage to posterior interosseous nerve. Perez v.

and inserted into model arm to create another Bagous (App. 13 Dist.1992) 833 S.W.2d 671.

Rule 76a. Sealing Court Records

1. Standard for Sealing Court Records. Court records may not be removed from court

files except as permitted by statute or rule. No court order or opinion issued in the

adjudication of a case may be sealed. Other court records, as defined in this rule, are

presumed to be open to the general public and may be sealed only upon a showing of all of

r the following:

c. rule !(a) a specific, serious and substantial interest which clearly outweighs:

(1) this presumption of openness;

(2) any probable adverse effect that sealing will have upon the general public health or

safety;
(b) no less restrictive means than sealing records will adequately and effectively protect

the specific interest asserted.

for re- | 2. Court Records. For purposes of this rule, court records means:

whichav (a) all documents of any nature filed in connection with any matter before any civil court,

I have except:

clerk's (1) documents filed with a court in camera, solely for the purpose of obtaining a ruling

not to on the discoverability of such documents;

i clerk (2) documents in court files to which access is otherwise restricted by law;

morn- (3) documents filed in an action originally arising under the Family Code.

previ- stlmn ie
3 to be b) settlement agreements not filed of record, excluding all reference to any monetary

- consideration, that seek to restrict disclosure of information concerning matters that have a

probable adverse effect upon the general public health or safety, or the administration of

public office, or the operation of government.

- (c) discovery, not filed of record, concerning matters that have a probable adverse effect

upon the general public health or safety, or the administration of public office, or the

operation ofgovernment, except discovery in cases originally initiated to preserve bona fide

trade secrets or other intangible property rights.

Inc. v, 3. Notice. Court records may be sealed only upon a party's written motion, which shall

be open to public inspection. The movant shall post a public notice at the place where notices

for meetings of county governmental bodies are required to be posted, stating: that a hearing

will be held in open court on a motion to seal court records in the specific case; that any

person may intervene and be heard concerning the-sealing of court records; the specific time

and place of the hearing; the style and number of the case; a brief but specific description of
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Rule 76a DISTRICT AND COUNTY COURTS

both the nature of the case and the records which are sought to be sealed; and the identity of
the movant. Immediately after posting suich notice, the, movant shall file a verified copy of
the posted notice with -the clerk of the. court in which the case is pending and with the Clerk
of the Supreme Court of Texas.

-4. Hearing. hearing, open t the public, on a motion to seal court records shall be held
in open court as soon as practicable, but not less than fourteen days after the motion is filed
and notice is posted. Any party may participate in the hearing. Non-parties may intervene
as a matter of right for the limited purpose of participating in the proceedings, upon payment
of the fee required for filing a plea in intervention. The court may inspect records in camera
when necessary; -The court -may determine amotion relating to sealing or unsealing court
records in accordance with the procedures prescribed by Rule 120a.

5. Temporary SealingOrder. A temporary sealing order may issue upon motion and
notice to any parties who have answered in the case pursuant to Rules 21 and 21a upon a
showing of compelling need from specific facts shown by affidavit or by verified petition that
immediate and irreparable injury will result to a specific interest of the applicant before
notice can be posted and a hearing heldas otherwise provided herein. The temporary order
shall set the time for the hearing required by paragraph 4 and shall direct that the movant
immediately give the public notice required by paragraph 3. The court may modify or

-withdraw any-temporary order upon motion by any party or intervenor, notice to the parties,
and hearing conducted as soon as practicable. Issuance of a temporary order shall not
reduce in any way the burden of proof of a party requesting sealing at the hearing required
by paragraph 4.

6. Order on Motion to Seal Court Records. A motion relating to sealing or unsealing
court records shall be decided by written order, open to the public, which shall state: the
style and number of the case; the specific reasons for finding and concluding whether the
showing required, by paragraph 1, has been made; - the specific portions of court records
which are to be sealed; and the time period for which the sealed portions of the court records
are to be sealed. The order shall not be included in any judgment or other order but shall be
a separate document in the case; however, the failure to comply with this requirement shall
not affect its appealability.

7. Continuing Jurisdiction. Any person may intervene as a-matter of right at any time
before or after judgment to seal or unseal court records. A court that issues a sealing order
retains continuing jurisdiction to enforce, alter, or vacate that order. An order sealing or
unsealing court records shall not be reconsidered on motion of any party or intervener who
had actual notice of the hearing preceding issuance of the order, without first showing

--changed circumstances materially affecting the order. Such circumstances need not be
related to the case in which the order was issued. - However, the burden of making the

-showing required by paragraph 1, shall always be on the party seeking to seal records.
8. Appeal. Any order (or portion of an order or judgment). relating to sealing or

unsealing court records shall be -deemed to be severed from the case and a final judgment
which may be appealedd-by any party or intervenor.who participated in the hearing preceding
issuance of such order; The appellatecourt may abate the appeal and order the trial court to
direct that further public notice be given, or to hold further hearings, or to make additional
findings.

9. Application. Access to documents in court files not defined as court-records by this
rule remains governed by existing law. This rule does not apply to any court records sealed
in an action in which a final judgment has been entered before its effective date. This rule
applies-to eases-already pending on its effective date- only with regard to: -

- (a) all court records filed or exchanged after the effective date;
(b) any motion to alter or vacate an order restricting access to court records, issued

before.the effective date.
Added by order of April 24, 1990, eff. Sept. 1, 1990.

Comment-1990
- New rule to establish guidelines for sealing certain court records in compliance with

Government Code § 22.010.
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'OURTS RULES OF PRACTICE Rule 77
v ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Note, 2

ion of dis- 10. Protective orders When party moves for protective order, trial,"
News v. Trial court committed rersible error in con- court should first determine whether there is good'- Nes v.,,LHal ourtcomsit~lrevesibl errr incon- cause for protecting documents from distribution

.N.2d 655. eluding, absent motion to seal court records, that cas fo protet docmnts from oder btonor disclosure; nonmovant in protective order pro-
,ling, could there had to be, compliance with rule governing ceeding has burden "of showing court that there

Irequire- -sealing of court records before court could consider must first be compliance with rile providing for
disclosure iand- rule on motion for protective order. Ford sealing of court records by establishing that some
o appeal 'Motor .o. v. 'Benson (App. 14, Dis±.193) 848 or all documents are' court records. Ford Motor
tents nor S.W2d 487, rehearing denied, application for writ Co: v. Benson (App. 14 Dist.1993) 846 S.W.2d 487,
!me Court of error fed, rehearing denied, application for writ of error filed.
se issues,
Morninig

1992) 84,2 , h Rule 77. Lost Records and Papers
;cre-ion- "Notes of Decisions

vcretion In
il exhibitsappealxof Objection 2 objected at trial that copies were uncertified, but
aipptation ,argued on appeal that documents were not intro-
limitatidn , duced in compliance'with rule governing loss of

2. Objection records. Coke v. Coke (App. 5 Dist.1990) 802
etion over Former husband waived objection to duplicate S.W.2d' 270, error denied.
3me mootIIIe Dallas file after original had disappeared, where husband
1. Dallas 1,, I
Wals (Sup.

INDEX

o prevent
nent tern- See Volume 6, Main Volume and Pocket Part
iring dis-
al to limit t
ffered at
, v. Mar-

ights tad Texas Rule 166(b)(5)
I to tria
dissueof Rule 166(b)(5) provides for discovery protective orders.

is of trial Paragraph (c) authorizes orders ordering that the results
appeal in of discovery be sealed, that disclosure be restricted, or
iecuments. the like,, and concludes: "Any order under this subparagraph

Appeals 5(c) shall be made in accordance with the provisions
of Rule 76a with respect to all court records subject
to that rule.

1, rather
standard,
.acturer's

liability
)ist.1992)

of proof
cuments.
992) 843

automo-
pending

~stricting
4lating to -
mins; dis-
te which
not just

d not be
Jhandler
)92) .844
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§ 8.01-420 CODE OF VIRGINIA § 8.01-420.01

I. DECIDED UNDER CURRENT LAW. And should be considered with other
evidence. - It is the duty of the court, when

A. General Consideration. so requested in an action for wrongful death, to
tell the jury that a mortality table introduced

Wrongful death action. - The expectancy into evidence is to be considered by them, but it

of continued life of the decedent Is relevant and b ' is not conclusive or binding. It shall be consid-

necessary to establish the extent of loss for the bered along with all the other evidence relating

decedent's society, companionship, comfort, to the health, habits, and other circumstances

guidance, advice, services, protection care, and of the person which may tend to influence his

assistance set out in § 8.01-52. The expectancy life expectancy. Edwards v. Syrkes, 211 Va.
-table in this section therefore, is admissible if 600 179 S.-E2d 902 (1971).

such items of loss are supported by the evi _ Reading section to jury. - The objection

dence. Gradd4 1 . Hatchet, 23 IVa. :65 353 now made to the action of the trial court in

SWE.2d 741 (1987). ' reduc's permitting counsel for the plaintiff to read to

where injury permnanent and reduces the jury from this section, it being the table of

earning capacity, evidence of life expec- life expectancy, does not appear to have been

tancy permnissible. - Where there wvas evi- voiced in the court below. While this method of

dence that the injury to the plaintiff was not introducing the life expectancy table in evi-

only permanent in nature, but was of a type dence is unusual. and not an approved proce-

and character from which the jury could have dure, it does not here constitute reversible

reasonably inferred the plaintiff would suffer a error. State Farm Mut. Auto. Ins. Co. v.

lessening-of his earning capacity, it was proper Futrell, 209 Va. 266, 163 S.E.2d 181 (1968).

for the court to have permitted evidence of Instruction in wrongful death action. -

plaintiff's life expectancy. Exxon Corp. V. In a wrongful death action, the jury should be

-Fulgham, 224 Va. 235, 294 S.E.2d 894 (1982). instructed, if requested, substantially as fol-

Applied in Wingo v. Norfolk & W. Ry., 638 lows: "The court instructs the jury that the life

F. Supp.. 1.07 (WD . Va. 1986). expectancy table introduced in evidence is to

II. DECIDED UNDER' PRIOR LAW. be considered by you as an aid in determining
- life expectancy, but it is not in any way

The table is to be considered as evi- conclusive or binding. You should consider it

dAence. Edwards v. Syrkes, 211 Va. 600, 179 along with all the other evidence relating to

S.E.2d 902 (1971). the health, constitution, and habits of the

But it is not conclusive or binding. decedent in your determination of his life

Edwards v. Syrkes, 211 Va. 600, 179 S.E.2d expectancy." Edwards v. Syrkes, 211 Va. 600,

902 (1971). 179 S.E.2d 902 (1971).

§ 8.01420. Depositions as basis for motion for summary judgment or,
-to strike evidence. --- No motion for summary judgment or to strike the
evidence shall be sustained when based in whole or in part upon any discovery
--depositions under Rule 4:5, unless all parties to the suit or action shall agree
-that such deposition may be so used. (Code 1950, § 8-315.1; 1973, c. 483; 1977,

c. 617; 1978, c. 417.)

Law Review. - For survey of Virginia law - . DECISIONS UNDER PRIOR LAW.

on practice and pleading for the year
1974-1975see, 61 Va.-!L. Rev. 1799 (1975): For Applied in O'Brien v. Snow, 215 Va 403,

article on libel' and slander in Virginia, see 17 210 S:.2d 165 (1974).
U. Rich. L. Rev. 769 (1983).

§ 8.01-420.01. Limiting further disclosure of discoverable materials
and information; protective order. - A. A protective order issued to

prevent disclosure of materials or information related to a personal injury
action or action-for wrongful death produced in discovery in any cause shall
not-prohibit an attorney from voluntarily sharing such materials or informa-
tion with an attorney involved in a similar or related matter, with the
permission of the court, after notice and an opportunity to be heard to any
party or person protected by the protective order, and provided the attorney
-who receives the material or information agrees, in writing, to be bound by
the -terms of the protective order.
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§ 8.01-420.1 CIVIL REMEDIES AND PROCEDURE § 8.01-420.3

B. The provisions of this section shall apply only to protective orders issuedon or after uly 1, 1989. (1989, c. 702.)

Law Review. - For essay on -Protective Litigation: Striking the Proper Balance," seeOrders, see 24 U. Rich. L. Rev. 109 (1989). For 48 Wash. & Lee L Rev. 1503 (1991),essay "Prtective Orders in Products Liability

§ 8.01-420.1. Abolition of common-law perpetuation of testimony.-The common-law proceeding to perpetuate testimony is abolished. (1977, c.617.)

REVISERS' NOTE

This is a new section in Title 8.01, enacted in 4:2 the exclusive proceeding to perpetuateview of the revision of Part Four of the Rules of testimony.
Court, to make the proceeding provided in Rule

§ 8.01-420.2. Limitation on use of recorded conversations as evi-dence., -Na mechanical recording, electronic or otherwise, of a telephoneconversation shall be admitted into evidence in any civil proceeding unless (i)all parties to the conversation were aware the conversation was beingrecorded or (ii) the portion of the recording to be admitted contains admissionsthat, if true, would constitute criminal conduct which is the basis for the civilaction, and one of the parties was aware of the recording and the proceeding isnot one for divorce, separate maintenance or annulment of a marriage. Theparties' knowledge of the recording pursuantto clause (i) shall be demon-strated byr .a declaration at the beginning d the recorded portion of the
conversation to be admitted, into evidence that the conversation is beingrecorded. This section 'shall not apply to -emergency reporting systemsoperated by police and fire departments and by rescue squads, nor to anycommunications common carrier utilizing service observing or randommonitoring pursuant to § 19.2-62. (1983, c. 503; 1992, c. 567.)

The 1992 amendment, in the first sentence, recording," and inserted "pursuant to clauseadded the clause designation (i), and added the (i)" il the second sentence.language beginning "or (ii) the portion of the

I. Decisions Under Current Law.
- A. General Consideration.

I. DECISIONS UNDER CURRENT LAW. admissibility of evidence in federal pro-
- A. General Consideration. ceedings. Leitman v. McAusland, 934 F.2d 46(4th Cir. 1991).A state evidentiary. rule does not control

§ 8.01420.3. Court reporters to provide transcripts; when recordingmay be stopped; use of transcript as evidence. - Upon the request of anycounsel of record, or of any party not represented by counsel, and uponpayment of the reasonable. cost thereof, the court reporter covering anyproceeding shall provide the requesting -party ith' a copy f the transcript ofsuch proceeding or any requested portion thereof.
The court shall not direct the court reporter to cease recording any portionof the proceeding without the consent of all parties or of their counsel ofrecord.
Whenever a party seeks to. introduce --the transcript or record of thetestimony of a witness at an earlier trial, hearing or deposition, it shall not be
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Andrew D. Miller, "Federal Antisecrecy 
Legislation: A Model

Act To Safeguard theFPublic from Court-Sanctioned Hidden

Hazads, 193 2 Enironmental Affairs 370, 395 ff

1993] . ANT1SECRECY LEGISLATION 395

business interests of corporate America specifically the protection

of the trade secret, and the public right of access to court records.irs

V TH! MODEL ACT. A FEDERAL'JtANTJSECREC LAW

ESTABLISHING JUDICIAL GUIDELINES FOR LOM NG ACCESS To

-COURT RECORDS IN CIVIL ACTIONS

1) Public Hazard. As used in this section a public hazard means an

instrumentality, including but not limited to any device, instrument,

person, procedure, product, or a condition of a device, instrument,

person, procedure, or product, that has caused and is likely to cause

injury.'8 0

2) Court Records. The following information or documents are con-

sidered court records for the purposes of this statute:

A) al documents of any nature filed with, submitted to, or issued

by the court, except:
1) documents filed with a court in camera, solely for the purpose

of obtaining a ruling on the discoverability of such documents;'8 '

2) documents in court-files to which access is restricted by law; '2

+ u B) discovery in any matter before the court, whether or not filed

with, or submitted to the court, not including,

1) any:information qualifying as a trade secret that does not

conceal a public' hazard; or information which may be useful to the

public in protecting themselves from a public hazard.'83

C) all settlement agreements, whether or not filed with the court,

excluding all references to monetary considerations. '8

3) Balancing Test for Motion to Lnimit Access to Court Records.

All court records, as defined by this statute, are presumed open to

the general public's inspection. A party seeldng a protective order,

the dismissal of a suit predicated on a confidential settlement, or a

sealing order shall bear the burden for its justification.

in See supra notes 33, 42-45 and accompanying text.

s FLA. STAT. ANN. § 69.081 (2) (West Supp. 1991).

l' TEX. R. CM. P. ANN. r. 76a(2)Xa)(1) (West Supp. 1991).

- 1 d. at (2)(a)(2).
"i Cf. id.(2)(c) (West Supp. 1991); supra notes 103-21 and accompanying text.

i Cf. Tid R. CIV. P. ANN. r. 76a(2)(b) (West Supp. 1991). The provision includes within

its' definition of court records settlement agreements, not fied of record, excuding all

reference to any monetary consideration, that seek to restrict discosure of information con-

cerning matters that have a probable adverse effect upon general public health and safety or

the administration of public offes1 or the operation of government. Id.
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UpA)Upon motion to limit access, a court shall conduct an in cameraexamination of the materials in question. A court shall approve therelease of notification for a pending public hearing upon a findingthat:
1) there is a specific, serious and substantial interest in limitingaccess that clearly outweighs the public right to access;
2) the materials in question do not conceal a public hazard, anyinformation concerning a public hazard, or any information whichmay be useful to members of the public in protecting themselvesfrom injury which may result from the hazard; 18 5
3) no less restrictive means than limiting access to the courtrecords will protect the parties privacy rights.

Upon completion of a public hearing, a court may enter an orderlimiting access to any of the information or documents referred toin section (2) only upon finding, in light of information obtainedthrough the hearing process, that the requirements of section (3)(A)have been met. 186

4) Access by Government Officials.
A) No court may enter an order limiting access to informationor documents referred to in section (2), to any federal or stategovernment official with regulatory, investigative, administrative,legislative, -judicial, law enforcement or other responsibility in re-gard to which the information or documents are relevant, even whenthe standards in section (3) have been met.
B) Any federal or state government official with regulatory,investigative, administrative, legislative, judicial, law enforcementor other responsibility shall comply with any order or agreement tolimit access to the information or documentation in question, unlessdisclosure is necessary as part of a proceeding, undertaken by thefederal or state governmental official against or involving the partythat the information or documentation concerns, to protect the healthand safety of the general public.187

5) Notice. Within 4 days of court approval of a public hearing,movant must post a notice in a location accessible to the public in

I85 Cf. FLA. STAT. ANN. § 69.081 (3 (West Sapp. 1991): sispra note 148-49 and accompanyingtext.
IN Cf. TEX. R. Crv. P. ANN. r, 76a(1) (West Supp. 1991); supr: note 94 and accompanying
tx Cf. Wis. S. 213, 90th Leg., § 3 (3) (1991); supra note 145 and accompanying text.
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-the- federal courthouse in a place provided for that purpose by the

court. ' ovanlt must also fe notice With the Unid States Attorney

Gene&a's Office assigned to the court. Movant must provide a copy

of the`notice, free iof charge, to any person who requests a copy.

The notice shall include all of the following: -

A. The' time and place the public hearing will be held.

B. The identity of the person who filed the motion, including

names, addresses, and phone numbers of the attorneys for the par-

ties in the civil action.
C. The caption and file' number of the civil action.

D. A brief, specific description of the nature of the case and the

information or documents that the person requests be withheld from

access.
E. Notification that any person may intervene and be heard con-

cerring the request to limit access.
Immeliately after posting such notice the movant shall file a ver-

fied copy of the posted notice and an affidavit stating that the notice

was posted and filed with the assigned United States Attorney Gen-

eral's Office with the clerk of the court in which the case is pending.

The clerk of the court shall maintain a file of notices, filed under this

subsection, and orders issued under section (3) that will be open to

the -public during regular business hours.'8

6) Hearing and Temporary Sealing or Protective Orders.

A) A public hearing on the motion shall be held as soon as

practicable, but not less then 14 days after the motion is filed and

notice- is posted. Any party may participate in the hearing. Non

parties may go on record as intervening for the limited purpose of

participating in the proceedings. If, upon the discretion of the court,

~' See Tix. -. Crv.-1. ANN. r. -76a(3) (West Supp. 1991); supma note 123-24 and accom-

pranying text; cf. Wis. S. 213, 90th Leg., § 3(5) (1991). The Wisconsin provision states that

(a) toln the day on which a motion is filed requesting a court to issue an order limiting

access to records in civil actions, the person who filed the motion shall post a notice

-in a location accessible to the public in the county courthouse in a place provided for

that purpose by the county. The person who filed the motion shall provide a copy of

the notice, free of charge, to any person who requests a copy. The notice shall include

all of the following: 1. The identity of the person who filed the motion. 2. The names,

addresses and phone numbers of the attorneys for the parties in the civil action. 3.

The caption and file number of the civil action. 4. The time and place when a hearing

will be held on the motion. 5. A brief, specific description of the nature of the case

and the information or documents that the person requests be withheld from access.

6. A statement that any person, subject to 803.09, may intervene for the limited

purpose of being heard on matters relevant to the motion.

Id. Wis. S. 213, 90th Leg.. § 3 (5) (1991).
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itWis not feasible to conduct an' open hearing, an in camera review
may be -undertaken with the aid of affidavits.

B) -Upon motion and notice to all parties, 'the court, in its
discretion, may issue a temporary sealing or protective order upon
a showing of compelling need from specific facts demonstrated by
affidavit or by verified petition that immediate and irreparable injury
will result to a specific interest of the applicant before a formal in
camera review can be held. A temporary sealing or protective order
may be modified or withdrawn by the court upon in camera review
of the motion to limit access to court records as provided in section
(3), and is automatically withdrawn upon commencement of the hear-
ing as provided in part'A of section (5). 19

7) Order on Motion to Limit Access. A'motion to limit access shall
be decidedby written order that rules solely on the motion and
states the specific reasons for finding'whether or not the standards
required in section (3)(A) have been met. The witten order shallstate a) the style and number of the case, b) the time and place the
public hearing was held, c') the identity of the 'movant includingnames, addresses, and phone numbers of the attorneys for the par-
ties in the 'civil action, d) a brief, specific description of the natureof the caseband the infdrmation or documents that movant requests
be withheld from access, e)' all parties and "nonparties that partici-
pated in thelhearinhg, f) the specific reasons'for finding and concluding
whether the showikg require by section (3) has been made, g) and
the information or, documents to which an order limiting access
applies, who is denied acess, and the time period that access is
denied. The orer shall not bi included in any judgment or otherorder but shall be a separate ddcument in the case;, however, failure
to comply with this require sha not affect its appealability. A
copy of the order shall be fied th the clerk of the court for inclusion
in the files created under section (5)(e), and with the applicable
United Stats Attorrfey General's Office.'b

1 Cf. TMX. R. CiV. P. ANN. r. 76a(4)5) (West Supp. 1991); pupa notes 125-27 andaccompanying text.' I ' ' v l

i See fix. R.' Cv. P. 'I N. r. 76a(6A (West Supp. 1991); supra note 127 and accompanying
text; see also WiS. S. 213, 90th'Leg., § 3(8) (1991). The provision states that[a] moion to limit access shall be 'decided by' a written order that rules solely on the

Emotion and states the specific reasons for finding and concluding whether or not the
,standards requiredunder sub. (2) have been met. If the court finds and concludesthat the standardshave been meet, the court shall, except as provided in sub. (3),
issue a wiiten ord limiting ac~cess. dThe written order shall specify the information
or documents that the order applies to, who is 'denied access and the time period that
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8) AppelW of Order on Motion to Limit Access. Any order or portion
of an order, ruling on a motion to limit access or any other request
to limitaccess to information or documents referred to in section (3)
shall be appealable by any party or intervenqr7whio participated in
the hearing preceding issuance of such order. The appellate court
may, in' light of section (3) requirements, reverse the, order, or abate
the appeal and order the trial court to direct that' further public
notice be given, or to hold further hearings, or to make additional
findings'19 '

9) Continuing Jurisdiction. A court that enters an order under this
section limiting access to court records retains continuing jurisdiction
to enforce, alter, oryacate the order. Any person may bring a motion
to enforice, alter,or vacate that order, subject to this section. An
order shall not be,,reconsidered on motion of any party or intervenor
who had actual notice of the hearing preceding issuance of the order,
or who subsequently challenged the order, unless the party or in-
tervenor shows that circumstances materially affecting the order
have changed.. Such circumstances need not be related to the case
in which the order was issued. No order limiting access shall remain
in effect unless the' standards in section (3) are met at the time when
the order is challenged orreconsidered.92

access is denied. Any order limiting access shall ensure that access is denied only to

information or documents in regard to which the standards required under sub. (2)
--.have been met. A copy of the order shall be filed with the, clerk of the supreme court

ad the clerk of circuitrcourt for inclusion in the files created under sub. (lXb).

Id. Ws. S. 213, 90th Leg.,,§ 3(8),(1991)..
- See TEX. R. Crv. P. xN. r. 76a(8) (West Supp. 1991); smrpm notes 132-34 and accom-

panying text; see aiso W*n. & 213, 9th Leg.;, I3(9) (1991). The provision states that "talny

- - '. order or portion of- an order ruling on a motion to limit access or any other request to limit

access to information or documents referred to in sub. (1) shall be appealable pursuant to

; , Section 808.03 (1) by any person who had the right to be heard in the hearing."
WIs S. 213, 90th Leg., § 3(9) (1991).

Sie TE L CIv. P. ANN. r. 7Wa(7) (West Supp. 1991); supna notes 129-3 and accom-
p-anyug text Je also Wa s. S. 213, 90th Leg., 3(10) (1991). The-Wisconsin provision states
that

(a] court that enters an order under this section limiting access retains continuing
jurisdiction to enforce, alter or vacate that order. Any person may bring a motion to
enforce, alter or vacate that order, subject to this section. An order shall not be
reconsiderdd at the request of a party or intervenor who had actual notice of the
- hearingpreceding issuance of that order unless the party or intervenor shows that
some relevant c-ir~izistances, not necessarily related to the case in which the order
was entered, has changed. No order limiting access shall remain in effect unless the
standards in sub. (2) are met at the time when the order is challenged or reconsidered.

Wis. S. 213, 90th Leg., § 3(10) (1991).
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10) Return and Destruction of Documents. No court may enter an-order requiring-any litigant, attorney, government official, or mem-ber of the public to return or destroy any legally obtained informa-tion or document referred to in section (2).193

11) Agreements and Orders to the Contrary are Void. Any portionof any agreement, contract, stipulation, or court order that is con-trary to the provisions of this section are void, contrary to publicpolicy, and may not be enforced.194

VI. THE MODEL ACT: EXPLAINED

1) Public Hazard. As used in this section a public hazard meansan instrumentality, including but not limited to any device, in-strument, person, procedure, product, or a condition of a device,instrument, person, procedure, or product, that has caused andis likely to cause injury.
Paragraph 1 of the Model Act, defines "public hazard" as used inthe Sunshine in Litigation Act. l95 This definition, in conjunction withthe paragraph (3) balancing test of the Model Act, specifically targetsenvironmental hazards, medical malpractice or misconduct, and de-fective products"96 as the most prominent and dangerous sources ofpublic hazard. This broad definition would leave the classification ofa public hazard open to judicial interpretation and provide for theadaptability of the Model Act to undiscovered future hazards.197Critics have attacked this definition of "public hazard" as over-broad and dangerously inclusive.l98 Certainly this definition gives ajudge discretion to determine what constitutes a public hazard.L99"Device", "instrument", "person", "procedure"-and "Product" are

IX Wis. S. 213, 90th Leg., § 3(11) (1991).
' SeW FL&A--STAT. ANN. § 69.081 (4) (West Supp. 1991); supra note 162-63; see also Wis.S. 213, 90th Leg., § 3(14) (1991). The provision states that 'fajll provisions in contracts,agreements,-stipulations and court orders that are contrary to the provisions of this sectionare void."

WIs. S. £13, 90th Leg., 1 3(14) (1991).
-- See FLA. STAT. ANN. i 69.081(2) (West Supp. 1991); supnz note 158 and accompanying
g';See supra notes 15861 and accompanying text.1'Id.

"'t See Richard L. Marcus, 7te Discovery Confidentiality Controversy, 1991 U. ILL. L.REv. 457, 482-83. Marcus argues that the Sunshine in Litigation Act is overinclusive. Hestates that even an individual who carries the AIDS virus can be classified under the Act asa 'proven risk of injury to others" and thus a public hazard. Id."'Sec id.
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LAW OFFICES

YAGMAN & YAGMAN, P C.
723 OCEAN FRONT WALK

VENICE, CALIFORNIA 90291

(310) 452-3200

APR 1 2 1994

Peter G. McCabe
Secretary
Committee on Rules of Practice
and Procedure of the Judicial
Conference of the United States
Washington, D.C. 20544

Dear Mr. McCabe:

- Enclosed are the materials you requested in your April
8 letter. Presently, I am scheduled to undergo surgery to
remove a herniated lumbar disc, in New York City on Tuesday,
April 19, 1994. I am not yet certain I shall be able Lo at-
tend the hearing in Washington on April 28. I shall attempt
to telephone you to let you know with some certainty my
availability on April 22. I can be reached at my home in
New York beginning on April 16, at (212)349-7517 should you
need to contact me.

Sincerely,

STEPHEN YAGMAN

Enclosure-testimony & vitae
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TESTIMONY OF STEPHEN YAGMAN TO COMMITTEE ON RULES
OF PRACTICE AND PROCEDURE OF THE JUDICIAL CONFER-
ENCE OF THE UNITED STATES, WASHINGTON, APRIL 28, 1994

THE 1985 CHANGES TO RULE 83, F.R. CIV. P., THAT
OSTENSIBLY PROHIBITED THE ISSUANCE OF STANDING
ORDERS BY FEDERAL DISTRICT JUDGES WHOSE SUBSTANCE
WAS IN CONFLICT WITH LOCAL COURT RULES, SHOULD NOT
BE ALTERED, AND DISTRICT COURT JUDGES SHOULD NOT
BE PERMITTED TO ISSUE STANDING ORDERS THAT ARE AT
VARIANCE WITH LOCAL COURT RULES.

By Stephen Yagman

My name is Stephen Yagman, my practice is exclusively

in the federal courts, and in the area of prosecuting cases

under 42 U.S.C. 1983 against police for misconduct. I have

provided a copy of my curriculum vitae for your convenience.

I give this testimony to oppose strongly any change in

Rule 83 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure that would do

away with, modify, or weaken the change in that Rule effected

by its 1985 amendment, specifically the phrase in that Rule

that provides as follows: "In all cases not provided for by

rule, the district judges and magistrates may regulate their

practice in any manner not inconsistent with ... those [local

rules] of the district in which they act."

The 1985 amendment to Rule 83 was enacted to confront

"[t]he practice pursued by some judges of issuing standing

orders [that] has been controversial, particularly among

members of the practicing bar." And, "[t]he last sentence in

Rule 83 [quoted just now] [was] amended to make certain that

standing orders are not inconsistent. with the Federal Rules

or any local district court rules." Notes of Advisory Com-

mittee on the Rules, 1985 Amendment.
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The Advisory Committee's precatory words at the end of

its commentary on the 1985 Amendment that "[b]eyond that, it

is hoped that each district will adopt procedures, perhaps by

local rule, for promulgating and reviewing single-judge

standing orders,'" apparently have been ignored, and no attention

whatever paid to this last sentence of the Committee's comments.

The reality is that, at least in the Central District

of California, which I believe is either the largest, or the

second largest federal district in the Nation, one is hard

pressed to find but one judge who has not ignored completely

the 1985 Amendment to Rule 83, and who does not have at least

one standing order whose contents are at variance with some

one of the court's local rules, and therefore is illegal under

Rule 83.

Such standing orders that are at variance with the court's

local rules cover topics from the form of early meeting reports,

the manner of submitting and marking trial exhibits, and the

manner of formulation and presentation of proposed jury in-

structions. While some say that variety is the spice of life,

for small firm lawyers, sole practitioners, lawyers who regularly

take cases on a contingency basis, and civil rights lawyers

who usually fall into all of the other above categories, these

one-judge standing orders are a miserable bane that retard the

efficient practice of law. On the other hand, for large firm

lawyers who bill by the hour to fee paying clients, these

one-judge orders are yet an additional source of income.

2
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The more Dickensian the practice, the more federal practice

resembles medieval practice in which lawyers charged by the

writ or by the word, the more money large firm lawyers make.

Thus, the practice of one-judge orders is a boon to

that small part of the bar who sits atop the pyramid the

bar is, and a big headache to the vast majority of the bar who

are sole practitioners or small firm practitioners.

At bottom, the issue reduces to one of permitting indiv-

iduality of judges against attempting to have uniform practice.

The balance weighs heavily against accommodating the urge

of some judges to be complete masters in their own courtrooms,

and in favor of rendering federal trial practice as uniform as

is practicable, so as to invite access to the federal courts

and as to make that practice as user-friendly as is possible.

Notwithstanding the recent historical trend to attempt

to bar access to the doors of the federal courts, and to attempt

to drive away litigants and lawyers who would bring their

disputes to the federal courts, the office of the federal courts

should be the opposite: to invite into an hospitable dispute

resolution forum all those who wish to come there. Indeed,

that must be the function of a system designed to replace

forms of disputeresolution our society disfavors.

Consistency of practice, uniformity of practice, and ease

of practice all are goals that should be had by our federal

3
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court system. Indeed, I need not cite to you the many in-

stances in which rules have been adopted to make uniform

federal practice, and at the same time to do away with many

forms of state law practice that make pleading, discovery,

and trial practice cumbersome, unwieldy, and inhospitable

to litigants and lawyers alike.

I know of not one judge in the Central District of

California who had one-judge orders before the 1985 Amendment

took effect, who changed his or her practice after the Amendment

took effect. And, numerous judges who took office after that

time simply have ignored the prohibition of one-judge orders.

These judges coerce compliance with these illegal orders

by threatening or imposing sanctions, -anid by-stimp-y refusing to

permit cases to come to trial unless and until lawyers cave in

and obey patently illegal one-judge orders. In one such case,

I sought mandamus, but it was refused because of the very

stringent bases on which mandamus must be based. Such one-

judge orders virtually defy appellate review, but I now have

two such orders before the Ninth Circuit on direct appellate

review. Thus, it is odd that the movement to get rid of the

1985 Amendment's provisions has emerged or has any steam.

Yet, the provisions of the Amendment should- be strengthened,

and should not be abolished.

There is no sound reason, except the desires of federal

district judges to be the masters and mistresses of their own

4
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domains, to do away with the provisions of the Amemdment. There

is no sound reason why district judges who have good, workable

ideas concerning practice cannot and should not get together

and provide for uniform practice. Yet, apparently, they seem

unable to do that, ad then flood lawyers with endless, different

one-judge orders as the result of their inability to formulate

uniform rules y local practice. There just is no good reason

for this practice, and it would be ill-advised to cater to the

inability of judges to formulate uniform local rules by doing

away with the 1985 Amendment to Rule 83.

What should be done, instead, is this. Rule 83 should be

further amended to provide for challenges to one-judge orders

that could be made to a committee of district judges who would

be charged with invalidating any one-judge order that was in-

appropriate in light of the provisions of Rule 83. That is,

teeth should be put in Rule 83. District courts should not be

permitted to exist in any extent to cater to the personalities

or idiosyncrancies of individual judges, but should be there and

should be forced to be there to serve the "just, speedy, and

inexpensive" resolution of-disputes.

Since I have travelled here from Los Angeles, I think it

appropriate to make two additional comments.

First, there is a lacuna in the Federal Rules to the

extent that parties litigant are unable to compel appearance

at trial of opposing parties. There is no reason for parties

5
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to need to serve subpoenas on other parties to attend trial in

the event such parties are subject to service of trial sub-

poenas. The practice of many states, including California,

makes provision for serving a notice to appear on any party

litigant to appear for trial, much as in federal practice, a

party need not be subpoenaed for a deposition. This lacuna

in federal practice places a large burden especially on civil

rights plaintiffs, who often are unable to serve trial sub-

poenas on police, whose addresses are blocked in motor ~vehicle

computers, whose addresses are not provided in discovery, and

who cannot be served where they work because there is no co-

operation in serving them there. Rule 45 should be amended to

provide as follows: "Upon service of a notice to appear at

trial on any party on whom service of a trial subpoena could

be made pursuant to the provisions of this Rule, that party

shall appear at trial as if he or she had been subpoenaed."

There is no conceivable reason for this amendment not to be

enacted.

Second, with the new availability of videotaping and

audiotaping of depositions, there is no reason not to do away

altogether with the expense of forcing a party who wishes to

take a deposition to pay for an officer to take the deposition

to be present simply to administer an oath. Therefore, Rule 30

ought to be amended to permit any lawyer who takes a deposition

6
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in a federal proceeding to himself of herself administer the

oath or affirmation to the deponent. That would make possible

the taping of the deposition without the incurrence of the

expense of a court reporter. Of course, under the newly-

amended Rule, any other party would be free to have a court

reporter present either to transcribe the deposition testimony

and/or to administer an oath or affirmation if such is desired.

Such a change would benefit civil rights plaintiffs who almost

never have the financial means to pay for reporters who attend

depositions and who are at a great disadvantage because of

this factor.

In summary, the Balkanization, that is, the division of

federal practice at the local level into smaller mutually

different, if not hostile, bailywicks, is a very bad idea. It

does not comport with the ideal of uniform practice. Teeth

should be put in Rule 83, rather than sterilizing it. And,

changes should be made to Rules 45 and 30 to make easier and

less costly litigation in federal district courts.

7
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COMMENTS ON THE NEED FOR AMENDMENT OF
FEDERAL RULE OF CIVIL PROCEDURE 26(c)

SUBMITTED BY
LAWYERS FOR CIVIL JUSTICE,' AND

THE NATIONAL CHAMBER LITIGATION CENTER
TO

THE COMMITTEE ON RULES OF PRACTICE AND PROCEDURE
JUDICIAL CONFERENCE OF THE UNITED STATES

April 18, 1994

1. SUMMARY

We commend the Committee for its neutrality and restraint in drafting the

proposed amendment to Federal Rule of Civil Procedure ("FRCP") 26(c), adding a

standard to govern the modification of protective orders, while leaving intact the

provisions regarding the initial issuance of such orders. The accompanying Committee

Note also reflects careful research and a delicate balancing of interests.

The need for effective means to protect confidential information and a

sensitive approach to the competing interests at play in litigation may be greater today

than at any time in the past. As the world becomes an "information superhighway," legal

protection for information as the new currency and property is vital. Civil litigation is

information intensive. The procedural rules are highly invasive, compelling far-reaching

production of information. The level of protection courts provide for proprietary or

1 Lawyers for Civil Justice (LCJ) is national organization comprised of the three
leading defense bar organizations, the Defense Research Institute, the International
Association of Defense Counsel, and the Federation of Insurance and Corporate
Counsel, corporations in the Fortune 500, and individual defense practitioners from
around the country. LC's mission is to restore and maintain balance in the civil justice
system for the benefit of the public.
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personal information becomes of critical interest to society when the information itself is

a commodity or possession. The proposed amendment to Rule 26(c) recognizes these

realities and properly preserves the inherent authority of courts to protect information

and control court records.

The Committee's research confirmed that there was no need to change the

standards for issuing, protective orders, and we believe the Committee reached the right

conclusion on that issue. However, although we maintain that no amendment to Rule

26(c) was necessary in any respect, the proposed amendment serves a useful purpose by

setting out standards for modification of protective orders.

Our experience was and is that the present system for issuing protective

orders, with its good cause balancing of competing interests, has worked very well.

Further, courts willingly have exercised their inherent authority to correct imbalances in

the information flow, often sua sponte, providing crucial information to governmental

offices or making it public when necessary. Courts were modifying and dissolving

protective orders with alacrity, notwithstanding the absence of a unified standard.

Allegations that the courts' authority to issue protective orders has been subverted to

conceal information about hazards from the public just does not withstand scrutiny.

While we endorse the text of the proposed amendment as fair, we are

concerned that it may lend itself to misinterpretation due to the political nature of the

issue. To prevent such mischief, we recommend adding a sentence or two to the

Committee Note to the effect that the amendment does not change the substantive law

of access to information produced in litigation, nor does it affect the existing state of the

law regarding intervention for purposes of modifying or dissolving a protective order.

-2 -
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With that minimal change, we support the amendment, although a strong case can be

made for leaving matters as they are.

2. BACKGROUND

The movement to restrict the issuance of protective orders has its origins

in efforts to gain greater access to information produced in litigation, particularly to

unfiled discovery and settlement documents, information to which the Supreme Court

had found no First Amendment right of access, and as to which no common law right of

access ever existed.2 The primary rationale for greater public access was that

information produced in litigation revealed serious defects in consumer products or

public exposures to toxic materials - information that was being concealed from the

public behind protective orders. It was said that cases involving such information were

settled quickly in secrecy, and the public was never apprised about the underlying danger

that led to the lawsuit in the first place. Without public disclosure of the alleged harm

or defect, more injuries purportedly followed. Having issued the protective orders, the

courts were said to be unwitting co-conspirators.

This image of lady justice gagged by court "secrecy" orders touched off a

national campaign for "sunshine in litigation." The proponents sought enactment of

state legislation and changes to state court rules. The campaign was supported by

emotion-filled anecdotes regarding a number of consumer products, and the injuries that

occurred because of the risks hidden from the public behind protective orders.

2 Seattle Times Co. v. Rhinehart, 467 U.S. 20 (1984).
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Some of the allegations lacked credibility on their face. For example, the

Pinto was identified as a dangerous product whose dangers the public never learned

about because of protective orders. But the initial Pinto cases were tried in open court

under the eyes of a cadre of journalists. The breast implant cases also are cited, but

they too were tried to a jury and no protective orders were ever entered in the initial

cases. In fact, a quick search of Nexis reveals that media coverage of these defect

allegations occurred when the lawsuits were first filed, long before any protective orders

could have been issued in those cases.

A distinguished commentator searched for a cause and effect relationship

between protective orders and subsequent injury to members of the public as alleged

regarding a host of other products, but found none.3 In every case, it was found that

information about the alleged defect or harm was either erroneous, or there was already

a public source of information to which the public had access. Protective orders,

invariably issued long after any potential harm from a product would manifest itself,

were made the scapegoat for flaws in the flow of information from the manufacturer or

the press to the public. The commentator concluded that, "[n]one of these anecdotes

reveals a cause and effect relationship between sealed court records and harm to public

health or safety."4

Nonetheless, the false anecdotes were frightening. Even the idea that the

courts were unknowingly acting contrary to the public weal was intolerable. As a result,

3 Arthur R. Miller, Confidentiality, Protective Orders, and Public Access to the Courts,
105 Harv. L. Rev. 427 (1991).

4 Id- at 482.
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93 separate proposals to restrict the use of protective orders and confidentiality in

litigation were introduced over the last four years, primarily in state legislatures but also

in state rulemaking bodies. 5 Legislation to modify Rule 26(c) or otherwise restrict the

use of confidentiality in litigation in the federal courts was the subject of congressional

hearings in the Senate in 1990 and in the House of Representatives in 1992.6 Senator

Herb Kohl of Wisconsin introduced similar legislation again in 1993, and has scheduled

a hearing for April 20, 1994. None of the federal bills ever left the committee of

origin.'

Whether by coincidence or design, most of the proposals put forth took

one of two approaches: the first was to prohibit and nullify any court order, agreement,

or contract that would "conceal a public hazard."8 Public hazard was defined broadly to

include any "product, instrument, person, activity, or entity" that "has caused or is likely

to cause injury." - The second most common approach was to restrict courts' authority to

issue protective orders or sealing orders that would prohibit public disclosure of

information concerning a "probable adverse effect on public health or safety, or the

5 See attached legislative activity report.

6 See Examining the Use of Secrecy and Confidentiality of Documents By Courts in Civil
Litigation, Hearing before the Subcomm. on Courts and Administration Practice of the
Senate Judiciary Comm., 101st Cong., 2d Sess. (May 17, 1990); H.R. 2017, H.R. 3803,
102d Cong., 1st Sess.; Hearing on H.R 2017, Federal Sunshine in Litigation Act and HIR
3803, Federal Court Settlements Sunshine Act, Before the Subcomm. on Intellectual Property
and Judicial Administration of the House Judiciary Comm., 102d Cong., 1st Sess. (Sept. 10,
1992).

7 nOpen Court Records Act of 1993," S. 1404, 103d Cong., 1st Sess. (1993).

8 Fla. Stat. § 69.081 (1993); see, e.g., Hawaii S.B. No. 671, 17th Legis. (1993);
Massachusetts H.B. 3608 (1993); cf. "Sunshine in Litigation Act," Colo. S.B. 94-173
(replacing term "public hazard" with term "injury source").
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administration of government."' Neither provision explained how, or when, or where, or

by whom it was to be determined that these standards had been met. Both courts and

litigants complained that the standards were unworkable, and in fact, required the court

to prejudge the merits of the case simply to determine whether a blanket protective

order should issue to manage discovery.10 As time went on, several variations of these

themes appeared. In every case the proposals drastically limited trial court discretion to

make decisions regarding confidentiality on a case-by-case basis.

It is quite striking that, notwithstanding the broad media coverage and

legislative fervor used to promote such legislation and rules, only three such restrictive

proposals out of 93 were ever adopted."1 One of the more restrictive laws, from

Washington, was repealed this year and replaced by a more moderate provision in

response to concerns about the harsh effects of the original law on proprietary

information and trade secrets produced in litigation.' Five other states felt moved to

9 Texas Rule of Civil Procedure 76a (West 1993); see, e.g., Maine S.P. 439, 116th
Legis. (1993).

'0 See, eg., Judge J. Michael Bradford, Rule 76a, Jeff. Cty. Bar J. (Spring 1991); see
also Chuck Herring, Sealing Court Records: Unanswered Questions and Unsolved
Problems, Tex. Law., May 21, 1990 at 24; cf Lloyd Doggett & Michael J. Mucchetti,
Public Access to Public Courts: Discouraging Secrecy in the Public Interest, 69 Tex. L. Rev.
643 (1991) (author of Rule 76a concedes rule will require adjustment).

" Sunshine in Litigation Act," Fla. Stat. § 69.081 (1993); Tex. R. Civ. P. 76a (1993);
Washington Engrossed Substitute Senate Bill 6484, signed by the Governor on March
21, 1994, to be codified at ch. 4.24, Rev. C. Wash.

12 As Governor Mike Lowry of Washington stated on signing S.B. 6484 repealing more
restrictive legislation from 1992, "This measure recognizes that advancing the public's
right to know and protecting confidential proprietary information are equally essential to
a flourishing society." Statement for Governor's Signing of SSB 6484, Mar. 21, 1994.
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take some action, and they adopted rules or laws that essentially codified existing

practice.' 3

Thus, the movement to enact legislation or promulgate rules sharply

restricting protective orders has been largely unsuccessful. Nonetheless, as one

commentator observed, it has sensitized members of both state and federal benches to

the tension between a potential public interest in the substance of civil litigation between

private litigants and the needs of the litigants for confidentiality during the litigation

process.' It is, perhaps, that sensitivity that justifies promulgation of the proposed

revisions to Rule 26(c), since most commentators agree that there is no demonstrated

need for such revisions.'5

3. THE SCOPE OF PUBLIC ACCESS IS NOT CHANGED

Since national attention has been focused on the issue of public access and

confidentiality, any discussion of protective orders automatically triggers discussion about

the extent to which non-parties to litigation are entitled to access to the private

information produced therein. Although debate continues, the scope of public access to

judicial proceedings and the information produced throughout the litigation process is

'5 See, e.g., "Sealing of Court Records," Delaware Superior Court Civil Rule 5(g)
(added May 31, 1991); "Sealing of Court Records in Civil Actions in the Trial Courts,"
22 NYCRR Part 216, New York Uniform Rules of Trial Courts (added Mar. 1, 1991);
Va. Code ch. 16, Title 8.01-425.1 (1993).

14 See Miller, supra note 2, at 502.

'5 Miller, supra note 2; Richard L. Marcus, The Discovery Confidentiality Controvery,
1991 U. Ill. L. Rev. 457.
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relatively well-defined by common law tradition and Supreme Court decisions."6

Nothing in the proposed amendments to Rule 26(c) should be understood to modify the

existing substantive law of public access in any way. Indeed, such modifications would

be beyond the scope of the Committee's rulemaking authority.

Thus, establishing a standard to modify or dissolve a protective order, as

provided in the proposed amendment, does not authorize a court to now grant access to

any information to which access could not have been granted prior to the amendments,

such as unfiled discovery. To illustrate, it is clear that at present no right of public

access exists to unfiled discovery.17 However, non-party litigants in other cases against

the same defendant have been given access to unfiled discovery, solely for efficiency

purposes, to use in their own litigation. When that is done, the information is provided

subject to any protective order or other safeguards applicable in the original case."8 In

theory, the non-party litigant is only being given what he would be entitled to in the

other litigation anyway, so such disclosure does not enlarge the scope of access rights.

Furthermore, courts have refused such requests for access when the request for access

16 Generally, public access is permitted to information presented in open court, toinformation contained in court files, and to information used in dispositive motions, suchas summary judgment. See Miller, supra note 2, at 439-41, nn. 57-58 (explaining leading
Supreme Court decisions).

17 Seattle Times, 467 U.S. at 34-35; In re Reporters Committee for Freedom of the Press,773 F.2d 1325, 1334-35 n.7 (D.C. Cir. 1985) (Scalia, J.).

18 Manual for Complex Litigation (Second) § 21.431; see also Report of the Federal
Courts Study Committee, pp. 102-03 (April 3, 1990).
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has been denied during discovery in other litigation, and access would circumvent that

denial."9

When litigation is settled without a trial, it follows that there still is no

right of public access to the information that was produced, because it is still unfiled

discovery. The fact of settlement does not transform the status of the unfiled discovery

materials, nor does it create any new or different right in the public that did not exist

prior to settlement. Consequently, members of the public or media seeking access to

information from a settled case have no different right to access than if they had

requested access during the active discovery process. To be sure, it can be argued that

there is no right of access at all once a case is settled, because there is no case or

controversy left for the court to preside over.2' Lacking jurisdiction, the court is

powerless to compel former parties to produce otherwise confidential information.

Equally important, the proposed amendments should not be understood as

implicitly authorizing intervention for purposes of modifying or dissolving a protective

order, in situations or to entities, which would not have qualified for intervention prior

to the amendment. The law on intervention for purposes of modifying or dissolving a

protective order is unsettled. It varies based on the entity or person seeking

intervention, the point in the litigation at which intervention is requested, and the

19 See, e.g., In re Eli Lilly & Co., Prozac Products Liability Lit., 142 F.R.D. 454 (S.D.Ind. 1992); Stack v. Gamill, 796 F.2d 65 (5th Cir. 1986).

2 See Poliquin v. Garden Way, 989 F.2d. 527 (1st Cir. 1993) (Keeton, J., dissenting)(arguing that a district court altogether lacks jurisdiction to modify a protective orderafter the parties voluntarily dismiss a case and incorporate the terms of the protectiveorder in the settlement agreement).
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purpose for which intervention is sought.2' Consequently, the amendment is properly

understood as only establishing a standard for modification or dissolution once a court

has affirmatively answered the threshold question of whether intervention is proper.

Given the heated nature of the debate on access and protective orders, it

is not far-fetched to expect counsel or litigants with strong feelings about these issues to

seek judicial interpretations of the Rule 26(c) changes that are consistent with their

vision of what the law should be. To prevent over-reaching or misconstruction of the

proposed amendments, it is essential to include a sentence or two in the Committee

Notes cautioning that the amendments do not resolve these conflicting visions. Neither

the law of access nor the law of intervention is changed -- only the standard for

modifying a protective order is addressed. Absent such a clarifying statement, we are

concerned that the proposed amendments could lend themselves to considerable

misunderstanding and be used to undermine the confidentiality needs of litigants.

4. CONCLUSION

Perhaps the greatest single flaw in the legislative and rulemaking proposals

put forth in the "sunshine in litigation" campaigns was replacing judicial discretion with

arbitrary rules that predetermined the outcome without regard for the facts. The

21 See, e.g., Banco Popular de Puerto Rico v. Greenblatt, 964 F.2d 1227 (1st Cir. 1992)(intervention to seek access to documents subject to protective order three months afterjudgment denied as not timely); Litflejohn v. BIC Corp., 851 F.2d 673, 683 (3rd Cir.1988) (court lacked authority to require parties to concluded action to return documentssubject to protective order to court for inspection and copying by third partyintervenors); Palmieri v. State of New York, 779 F.2d 861, 864-65 (2d Cir. 1985)
(protective order should not be modified post-judgment absent most compellingcircumstances).
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proposed amendment's virtue is that it directs courts to three relevant factors to

consider, but it permits them to consider other factors as well, does not give any single

factor greater importance, nor does it prescribe a hierarchy of preferences. Instead,

courts are given broad latitude to use the prescribed factors to arrive at results that are

just for the unique facts involved.

Our preference would be for no substantive changes to Rule 26(c) at all.

However, the Committee's careful review of the issues involved and its restraint in

dealing with them have resulted in modest changes that do not detract from the ability

or discretion of district courts to protect confidentiality as fully as ever. The changes

made aim to clarify an area where some uncertainty now prevails, and we believe a

clarifying sentence in the Committee Note will prevent any over-reaching interpretations

of the amendments. Consequently, we have no basis for objection to the proposal, and

we reiterate our respect and support for the Committee's work.

Respectfully submitted,

Alfred W. Cortese, Jr.
Kathleen L. Blaner
KIRKLAND & ELLIS

Attachment
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Research Division
202-273-4070

S memorandum
DATE: April 15, 1994
TO: Advisory Committee on Civil Rules
FROM: John Shapard
SUBJECT: Survey of counsel regarding possible amendments to Rule 68.

This is a preliminary report of the responses received in our questionnaire survey of
counsel regarding possible amendments to Rule 68. It is based on responses received from about
35% of those to which the survey was sent. A follow-up mailing will be done soon, which we
expect will produce a final response rate of roughly 50%.

Although survey researchers can in some instances offer useful insight about how non-
respondents might compare to respondents, this is not one of those instances. It is a subject best
suited to speculation. My speculation is that the majority of non-respondents didn't respond
because they simply didn't care to be bothered with the survey (and hence that their responses
would not likely differ much from those who did respond). Some of them, however, probably
didn't respond because they have strong feelings of animosity--whether to Rule 68 in particular
or to the Rules or rule changes in general--and did not respond because doing so might lend
support to an effort of which they disapprove.

Sample of Cases

The questionnaires for the survey were sent to counsel in a sample of cases drawn from
the population of all federal district court civil cases terminated in the first six months of 1993
(the most recent six months for which we had the relevant data at the time the case sample was
selected). Because the objective of the survey was to obtain information relative to cases of a
type that might be influenced by amendment to or abolition of Rule 68, a number of categories of
cases were excluded from the population. Of the 114248 cases in the population, fully 79763
were eliminated for at least one of the following reasons:

* Termination of the case was not an actual disposition of the litigation (cases terminated by
transfer to another district or remanded to state court or to an administrative agency)



* Cases disposed of in a manner suggesting little likelihood that there was reason or
opportunity to consider a decision whether to go to trial or instead to settle the case (cases
disposed of by default judgment, dismissal for want of prosecution, lack of jurisdiction, or
by other pretrial motion to dismiss, and cases dismissed voluntarily by plaintiff before
defendant filed an answer in the case)l

* Cases whose subject matter is such that "trial" and "settlement" are often inapposite
(appeals from decisions denying social security benefits or from bankruptcy court
decisions, petitions for writs of habeas corpus or for writs of mandamus by prisoners,
motions to vacate sentence, deportation cases, and actions for mortgage foreclosure)

* Cases of a type in which settlement is otherwise thought very unlikely or problematic for
reasons unrelated to the incentive rationale of Rule 68 (asbestos product liability cases and
prisoner civil rights cases)

The remaining cases were divided into four categories: contracts, torts, civil rights (about
half being employment discrimination cases), and all others. 200 cases were selected from each
category, 100 chosen at random from among those that had been disposed of by trial, and 100
chosen at random from among those that had not reached trial. This produced a total of 800
cases.

We then requested from the clerks of court the docket cover sheets for these cases, and
from these obtained the names and addresses of counsel of record (approximately 2000
attorneys) in these cases. The questionnaire that is the subject of this memorandum was sent to
counsel in all but the civil rights cases. A different questionnaire was sent to counsel in the civil
rights cases (owing to the very different influence of rule 68 in these cases). A preliminary
report of the responses obtained for the civil rights questionnaire will be provided at the
Advisory Committee meeting.

RESULTS

The very brief bottom line is that a significant majority of counsel--both plaintiffs' and
defendants' counsel--support the idea of making Rule 68 a "two-way" device with significant
post-offer attorney fee compensation for the offeror whose offer is refused and not bettered at
trial. There is also a notable minority of counsel who believe such a rule would have negative
consequences.

The responses are tabulated in some detail in the attachment, which is a copy of the
questionnaire with result tabulations substituted for answer spaces. Most tabulations reflect the

l Some of the cases excluded might well have been appropriate for inclusion (e.g., a case
dismissed voluntarily by plaintiff before an answer is filed might have been dismissed because of
a prompt settlement). Because we cannot discern whether a case settled based on the data
available to us about the population of federal civil cases, we chose to eliminate all cases in any
category that we judged to include only a small proportion of cases actually suitable for the
survey. To do otherwise would have posed increased risk that we would solicit the assistance of
counsel in answering our questionnaire, only to learn that the question we asked had no relevance
in the circumstances of the specified case.
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percentage of respondents that selected the indicated answer (as a percentage of those who gave
some answer to the question). The percentages should sum to 100 for those questions that
instruct the respondent to "check one" answer, but may sum to more than 100 for questions that
invited the respondent to "check each" answer that applies or with which they agree. Questions
for which there may be interest in comparing the responses of plaintiffs' and defendants' counsel
include breakdowns of all responses, "ptf' responses, and "def' responses. Note that many
respondents do not fall cleanly into either plaintiff or defendant categories (e.g. where a
counterclaim was filed). They are included among all responses but not in either the plaintiff or
defendant groups.

The remainder of this memorandum provides a brief tour of the questionnaire, explaining
the purpose of certain questions and offering some thoughts about the implication of the results.
These are merely "some thoughts," and are probably best treated as useful for provoking the
reader's own analyses rather than as definitive statements of what the survey proves.

1. The cover page's explanation of Rule 68 and the first two questions serve in part merely
to get the respondent thinking about the topic. The respondent was invited at the end of the
questionnaire to revisit questions 1 and 2 and select new answers if they so chose. Few did, but
the tabulations provided reflect respondent's "final' answers. The results show that a majority of
respondents favor at least some enhancement of the incentives aspects of Rule 68. A small but
significant minority (about 20%) favor abolishing the rule. The first three answers (chosen by
60% of respondents ) would make Rule 68 available to both plaintiffs and defendants, and
provide for some attorney fee-shifting. Unfortunately (and to the author's excruciating
embarrassment), answer "c" was misstated in such a way that it is unclear precisely what those
who chose that answer had in mind.2 Clearly they support some form of fee-shifting as an
incentive for making and accepting reasonable offers, but it is otherwise unclear what the answer
means.

2. Question 3 was intended partly just to verify the accuracy of the information I had used to
identify tried and non-tried cases, and also to provide a valid estimate of the proportion of cases
that are settled rather than tried. The accuracy of the tried/not tried distinction was verified (the
tried cases include those disposed of by trial, those settled after trial, and those now on appeal).
The estimate of proportion of cases settling is not yet complete, but it is clear that it is much
lower than often supposed. Of the 114,000 district court cases counted as "closed" in the first
half of 1993, only 2.9% reached trial, and at most 38% could possibly have settled.

3. Question 4 was intended to help distinguish between tried cases that might have settled
and tried cases in which trial was unavoidable. It achieves that objective only to a limited extent.
Responses a, b and c, at least, may identify cases that could not have settled. At least one of
these responses was chosen by 39% of respondents. Response e may identify cases that could

2 The figures "$120,000" and "$80,000" were transposed in the illustration, leading to the
possible inference that an offeror might have to pay offeree's post-offer attorney fees if the offer
did not prove superior to the judgment. I am extremely grateful to the respondent who
telephoned me to point out the error.
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have settled. It was selected by 55% of respondents. In general it appears that about half of the

cases that go to trial might have been settled.

The difference between plaintiffs' and defendants' counsels' views of the likely outcome

of cases is reinforced by the answers to question 6, which suggests that on average, defendants,

would havebeen willing to ,pay in settlement only about half, of what plaintiff s demanded, with

the discrepancy being notably greater, in cases that were tried than in those that were settled, or

otherwise disposed of short of trial.

Question 12 may provide particularly noteworthy insights when we compare answers

from plaintiffs and defendants in the same case. With, the current response rate, we have just 63

cases in which questionnaires were received from both, plaintiffs' and defendants' counsel (that

number should atleast double if the finalresponse rate is 50%o). Among these 63 cases are 38

that went to trial, but only 22 for which attorneys from both sides answered, question 12. Of

these 22, plaintiffs demand significantly exceeded defendant's bottom-line offer in 18 cases, but

the reverse was true in 3 cases, and the difference,was very small ($35,000 demand versus

$30,000 offer) ink one case. These four cases went to trial but apparently would not have if the

two sided' "botto~m-line" positions were knon, to each, other. Thesample of 22 cases is too small

to permit reasonable generalizations, but it does appear thatisome non-trivial proportion of tried

cases couildthave settled simply trough more effective communication, which might ,be

facilitated By an amended Rule 68.

4. Question 5 helps to assess the proportion of settled cases in which settlement might have

occurred eier han it did and atk~less cost, and question 8 helps to gauge how much expense is

saved by settle#n*nts. The responses sigst tha abo ut 70% of cases settle about as fast(or at

least as cheaply) as they cant and seafast ch sttlement might have occurred in about 30%,
with an ave~age swings of about 50% of litiAation'costs. Question 8 indicates that the average

litigation expense saved by settlement is about $30,00 (median $12,500). Among those who

said that the case could, have settled earlier and ith significant savings, that averageexpense

incurred (question 8) eas $l32,0, and th aveage expected cost to proceed through trial
would have le1n' 0,000more.

Response d tti question 5 is actually a different question, which along with question 15

was desigqed to obt in fion aboulit the signiftcance of "risk aversion" as a factor

influencing settlemjt deisidn. 9% of r9spo1de0nts checked answer 5d, whichis one was of

3 Risk aversion can be understood in the context of a defendant facing a 10% chance of a

$1,000,000 judgment, which is in simple economic terms equivalent to a certain loss of

$100,000. If a $1,000,000 judgment would mean bankruptcy but $100,000 would not, then I

would likely be risk, averse, and so be willing to pay somewhat more than $100,000 to settle the

case. To elaborate the concept a bit, suppose I would be bankrupt either way. $1,000,000 won't

make me more bankrupt than $,100,000, so I would be risk-prone, having no alternative but to

gamble on the 10% chance of winning and having no loss. Risk aversion can also work in the

context of possible, gains. A plaintiff with a 50%0 chance of winning a $1,000,000 verdict might

well settle for less than $500,000, being averse to the 50% risk of winning nothing, and given

that even $300,000 is a large increase in plaintiff s wealth. hi contrast, it makes no sense to trade
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saying that the client was risk averse. The answers to question 15 indicate that counsel generally
see risk-aversion as playing a role in settlement decisions, especially in regard to the risk of a
financially ruinous loss (answer b), but a minority--albeit a large minority--agreed that risk
aversion disadvantages a party who is at risk of failing to win a large increase in wealth.
Notably, a majority also indicated that the wealthier party has the advantage in litigation,
regardless of the range of possible outcomes in the case, a view which tends to imply the
existence of financially irrational behavior among litigants (e.g., a willingness to pay my lawyer
$10,000 to avoid having to pay the plaintiff $5,000--or to force the defendant to pay me $5,000).

5. Question 6 helps quantify the proportion of cases in which Rule 68 might be employed
without potential difficulties in determining whether a judgment was more or less favorable than
an offer. About 85% of the cases involved requests for either monetary relief alone or monetary
and comparatively insignificant non-monetary relief. The other 15% involved requests for
significant non-monetary relief, and so might be problematic for application of the rule in some
forms. Apparent differences between plaintiffs' and defendants' counsel might be due to either of
two causes. First, it might simply be that defense counsel are more likely to see a request for
non-monetary relief as frivolous or inconsequential than are plaintiffs' counsel. Instead,
however, the differences may be a product of the fact that I have tabulated answers by
respondent, not by case. We do not in most instances have a response from one side whenever
we have a response from the other side (that is true for 139 of the responses, concerning 63
cases). Some of the cases for which defendants' counsel responded have (so far) no response
from plaintiffs counsel, and vice-versa. Hence comparison of the two groups' responses will not
necessarily yield identical tabulations even for such a non-subjective question as "was this case
closed by jury verdict."

6. Question 7 addresses the nature of the "real" dispute in the case. Some proposed
modifications to Rule 68 can be expected to work most satisfactorily in cases where only
damages are at issue, and to be less effective in cases where only liability is seriously at issue.
The responses indicate that damages were unclear in about half of the cases, liability only was
uncertain in about 30%, and there was little uncertainty in about 20%. Comparison of the
tabulations for all cases with those for settled cases, suggests that cases are more likely to be tried
when liability is at issue, and more likely to settle when liability is clear. This question is also
one of the few in which apparent differences appear between the responses of plaintiffs' and
defendants' counsel. In general, defendants' counsel seem more likely to perceive uncertainty in
a case (whether concerning damages or liability) than are plaintiffs' counsel. Caution is needed
at this stage of the analysis, however, for the reasons explained under 5, above.

7. Question 9 attempts to measure the extent of perceived "abuses" of pretrial process (e.g.,
abuse of discovery), on the thought that the risk of post-offer fee-shifting under an amended Rule
68 might inhibit such abuses. Parts a and b of the question address what rU call "intentional "

a 50% chance of winning $10 for less than $5, since $10 is not a significant increase in wealth.
Finally, it might be noted that playing the lottery is an example of risk-prone behavior, at least
for those who recognize that what one buys for $1.00 is a lottery ticket typically worth around
$0.50 (e.g., equivalent to a one percent chance of winning $50--or a one in ten million chance of
winning $5,000,000).
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and "unintentional" abuses. Parts c, d and f (sic - there is no e), related to litigation expenses

arising from appropriate use of process. Overall, 57% of respondents identified some portion of

their own litigation expenses as caused by abuses. Again on an overall basis, abuses account for

about 20% of litigation expense,4 divided about equally between intentional and unintentional. It

is worth noting that on average, the answers attribute about 60% of all litigation expenses as

being "caused" by the opponent. This is not anomalous; there is no reason to suppose that the

figure should ideally be 50%. Certain discovery requests, for instance, may often entail more

work for -the requestee than for the requester.

8. Question 13 is perhaps the most significant question in the questionnaire. It provides a

somewhat rmore objective measure of how Rule 68 might affect cases if made "two-way" and

given more "teeth.)", Unsurprisingly, the majority indicated that such a rule would have made no

difference in the specific case (unsurprising since a fair proportion of cases were either destined

to be tried or were seitled without much difficulty). 26% indicated that such a rule would likely

have led to an earlier settement and reuced xpenses (5% sad the opposite); 13% said such a
rule would have resulted in a more favorable esult for his or her client (2% said the opposite).

Although it is riskyito express muchtondfidence i te significance of comparisons at this stage,

there is also the suggestion that plaintiffs counsel areTjora likely than defendants' counsel to

expect that s'altrle wp~ild have had beneficial eects and less likely to expect it to have made

no differ ( te i no apparent differpnce be~ewn groups in expectation of negative
consequne)

Question 14 is similar to 13, except tdt it solicits the respondent-s opinion about the

potential consequences in geral--rather than in pltio to a particular case--of an amended
Rule 68. The responses to question 14 indicate that a significant majority or plurality of

respondents anticipate that such a rule would have [presumably] positive consequences, such as
resulting in- morel settlements (75%o), ealier stlemens (63%), and reduced litigation expenses

(43%). Notable rfiinorities, however, anticipate t least some negative consequences, such as

inhibiting reasonable steps id litigation out of far that A party may have to pay the opponents

costs of responding to such! steps (24).

Please telephone me at 202-2734070 if questions occur to you that I might address

through further tabulations of the responses. I will endeavor to provide relevant tabulations at

the Advisory Committee meeting.

4 This needs to be taken with a grain of salt at this point, since in the sample as a whole, tried

cases are represented in a much larger proportion than they occur in the starting case population.
Among settled cases, the relevant mean is 12% of litigation expenses (rather than 20%).
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[Attachment]

Questionnaire Concerning Proposed
Amendments to Rule 68, FRCP

Explanation of Rule 68 and possible amendments.

No proposed amendment has yet been published for comment or otherwise formally
entertained by the Advisory Committee on Civil Rules. The committee wishes to consider a
number of possible alternatives, including abolition of the current rule.

As it now stands, the rule allows a party defending against a claim to serve an offer
of judgment. If the offer is not accepted within 10 days and the judgment finally obtained is
not more favorable to the offeree than was the offer, the offeree must pay the statutory costs
incurred after making the offer. The existing rule is thought to have little use or effect, at
least in cases where costs are minor compared to the amount at stake in the case. The rule
may be significant in cases where a statute permits the prevailing plaintiff to recover attorney
fees "as part of the costs" in the action, since the Rule has been interpreted to include such
attorney fees. Hence an unaccepted Rule 68 offer can result in plaintiff failing to recover the
post-offer attorney's fees to which plaintiff would ordinarily be entitled.

The current rule has been criticized not only because the incentive of cost recovery is
thought to be too weak to be effective, but also because it is available only to defendants-it
is a "one-way" rule. Most ideas for amending the Rule call for making it a "two-way" rule,
available to plaintiffs as well as defendants, and increasing the incentives by allowing
recovery of sums greater than post-offer costs. Some alternative types of incentive are set
forth in question 1, on the next page.

Application of the existing Rule 68 or of possible amended versions of the rule to
cases in which a prevailing party might otherwise be entitled to recover attorney fees (e.g.
class actions, civil rights) raises different questions than does application to cases in which
each side ordinarily bears its own attorney fees. All questions in this questionnaire
pertain only to the application of an offer of judgment rule to cases in which
each side would ordinarily bear its own litigation expenses, except for
taxation of statutory costs.
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PART I.

1. Several ideas have been proposed for amending Rule 68 to increase the incentive to make and
accept early and reasonable settlement offers. Another idea, advocated in the belief that the current rule
is unfair or pointless, is simply to abolish Rule 68. Which of the following options for amending
Rule 68 do you believe would generally lead to the fairest outcomes for all parties in civil litigation?
(Please check one)
Percentages (P9flDef)l
36 (25/41) a. Allow recovery of the reasonable attorney fees incurred by the offeror after making the

offer.
8 (8fl) b. Same as a, above, but allow recovery of some percentage of reasonable post-offer

attorney's fees (which could be more or less than 100%). What percentage?: _ _% of
reasonable fees.

16 (17/14) c. Allow recovery of reasonable attorney fees, but only to the extent that they exceed the
difference between the offer and the judgment. The rationale of this idea is that rejection of
the offer has benefited the offeror to the extent that the judgment is superior to the offer.
For instance, a judgment for $100,000 is $20,000 better than plaintiffs offer to accept
$120,000 (or defendant's offer to pay $80,000). In either case, if offeror's reasonable
post-offer attorney fees were $30,000, the offeree would be obliged to pay only $10,000 in
compensation for those fees.

0 (1/0) d. Allow recovery of some multiple of statutory costs. What multiple? - times costs.
10(11/12) e. Allow recovery of post-offer costs plus expert witness fees or other expenses not ordinarily

taxable as costs (what other expenses?:

3 (2/2) f. Allow recovery of a percentage of the amount of the judgment. What percentage?:

18 (28/13) g. Abolish Rule 68 altogether.
9 (9/11) h. Leave Rule 68 as it is.

(N=43 1)

2. Another proposal, that can be added to any of the first six ideas mentioned above, is to preclude
recovery in an amount that exceeds the value of the judgment. If, for instance, plaintiff obtained
judgment for $10,000, the amount of post-offer fees or other expenses recoverable by either partycould not exceed $10,000. Hence a plaintiff could lose the entire amount of the judgment, but notmore. Do you favor or oppose this provision?
34 (34/35) a. Favor
47 (42/52) b. Oppose
19 (25/13) c. Unsure or inapplicable (e.g., because I support abolition of Rule 68)
(N=432)

1 The overall percentages represent responses provided by counsel for parties of all
types, while the plaintiff and defendant percentages include only counsel who
indicated that the party represented was exclusively in plaintiff or defendant status.
Other types of parties are both (e.g. where a counterclaim is filed), third party
defendants and the like.



PART II. NOTE: The questions in this part pertain specifically to the case referenced in the cover
letter. Before answering the following questions, you may find it helpful to retrieve your files on the
referenced case in order to refresh your memory concerning its litigation and the associated expenses.
Please understand that our motive in asking these questions is not to pry about details of your case,
but rather to provide systematic information-which does not now exist-about factors that may
influence the effectiveness of Rule 68.

3. How was this case resolved?, (please checkon~ly, one answer)

8 ai It has not been resolved (Please'indicate "NA" next to any subsequent questions that you are
unable to answer because the case has not been concluded).

24 b. By verdict after a jury trial
14 c. By verdict after a bench trial
2 d. By sumnmary judgment
2 e. By dismissal with prejudice
1 f. By voluntary dismissal without prejudice
4 g. By a stipulated disposition that amounted to capitulation by plaintiff or defendant

32 h. By a compromise settlement or consent judgment entered into before the case reached
judgmn' ent in the district court.

4 i. By a settlei eteed into after verdict or other final judgment (e.g., pending appeal)

j. dtherY Please expla:
(N=431) [

4. If this case was not settled, why not? Please check each answer that is applicable to this case. (If
the case did settle, skip this questions)

11 (8/12) a. The atters at stakeextended beyond the relief sought in this particular case (e.g., one or
both paries sought tR establish legal precedent, or were concerned that a settlement in this
case would encoumge or discourage other litigation).

23 (17/21) b. Oneao both parties t¶ere more concerned about matters of principle or were too emotionally
invested in the case to accept a compromise resolution.

14 (12/13) c. The stakes in the case were so great that the costs of litigation were relatively insignificant,
so tha4 there was little incentive for settlement on the part of at least one party.

13 (16/11) d. The outcome of the case was so highly unpredictable that there really was no way to find a
satisfactory compromise.

55 (43/57) e. The parties (adWor counsel) were simply too far apart in their assessment of the likely
outcome ofih, cthse Had one or both sides been more reasonable or realistic, settlement
mlight [have occurre.

5 (2/4) f. Ijhs was V u r case in which the multiple interests involved made it very difficult, if
not imposszil tolhion a satisfactory settlement.

12 (19/7) g. No serious settlement offers were made. I don't understand why.
2 (2/2) h. Serious settlement negotiations occurred, but failed. I don't understand why they failed.

23 (25/21) i. Other. Please explain:
N=243 (95/98)



5. Please check each of the following statements that is applicable to the settlement of this case. (Ifthe case did not settle, skip this question.)
35 (34/38) a. This case settled as soon as the parties had adequate information to evaluate the case. Itcould not reasonably have settled earlier than it did.
35 (37/35) b. This case could have settled earlier than it did, although not at significant savings inlitigation expenses.
27 (25/27) c. This case could have settled earlier than it did, with significant savings in litigation

expenses. About what percentage of total litigation expenses could have been saved?:mean 50%
9 (6/7) d. The settlement in this case provided my client with a less favorable outcome than he (or sheor it) would have accepted had he been financially able to accept the risks of going to trial,and hence able to insist on better settlement terms.

N=186 (83/71)

6. What remedy or remedies were sought in this case? (please check only Qua~)
77 (78/88) a. monetary relief only

3 (3/2) b. non-monetary relief only
7 (8/5) c. both monetary and non-monetary relief, with the monetary relief much more significant thanthe non-monetary relief
5 (8/2) d. both monetary and non-monetary relief, with the non-monetary relief much more significantthan the monetary relief
7 (3/3) e. both monetary and non-monetary relief, with both being of considerable significance (i.e.,not c or d)

N=431 (173/174)

7. When the outcome of a case is a matter of significant uncertainty, the uncertainty may be duemainly to: (1) uncertainty about damages (with liability fairly clear), (2) uncertainty about liability--orat least about liability for some significant component of alleged damages (with the measure ofdamages relatively clear), or (3) both of these. Please select one of the following statements toindicate the nature of the uncertainties in this case.
All (pif/deJ) Settled Cases

29 (35/31)22 a. liability was seriously at issue, but damages were fairly clear
14(16/12)22 b. liability was fairly clear, but damages were uncertain
37 (25/40) 32 c. both liability and damages were uncertain
20(24/16) 24 d. there was not much uncertainty about either damages or liabilityN=428 (171/154) 156

8. Litigation expenses for your client. "Litigation expenses" refers to attorney fees, statutory costs,and other actual expenses incurred in representing your client in this case, by all counsel who tookpart in that representation. If your client was not charged on an hourly basis (e.g. because thearrangement was a contingent fee, flat fee, or you are in-house counsel), please estimate what theattorney fees would have been had you charged on an hourly basis at rates that are standard in yourlocality for counsel of your level of experience and reputation.
a. What was the approximate total litigation expense for your client in this case?
mean (median) Tried cases: $192.000 (48.000): non-tried cases: $57.000 ($12.000)

b. About what percentage of total litigation expenses was attributable to attorney fees? 79 (80)%



c. If this case settled, about how much additional litigation expense would have been required to take
the case through trial or other final disposition (e.g., if the case likely would have been decided by
summary judgment or have been appealed). $33.500 (12.500)

9. Please estimate what percentage of the total litigation expenses in this case fell into each of the
following categories '(The percentages should sum to 100%.)

63% zero, Expenses incurred in necessary response to actions of an opponent that were
median of probably taken primarily for the purpose of increasing my client's expenses,
non-zero=20 and/or delaying or complicating the litigation.

52% zero, Expenses incurred in necessary response to actions of an opponent that were
median of unreasonable or il-considered, although probably not undertaken primarily to
non-zero=20 increase my client's expenses or to delay or complicate the litigation.

mean 41% Expenses incurred in necessary response to actions of an opponent that were
reasonable in light of the circumstances of the case.

mean 18% Expenses incurred at the initiative of me or my client, and which did not
necessarily require that opponent incur expense in response.

mean 22% Expenses incurred at the initiative of me or my client,'and which probably or
clearly required that opponent incur expense in response.

57% non- Sum offirst two above (needless expense) No significant differences when
zero, mean broken down by plaintiffs' and defendants' counsel.
overall
(including
Os)= 18%
(N=384)

10. What was the nature of the fee arrangement with your client in this case?

61 (32/86) a. Hourly fee (exclusively or primarily)
25 (55/1) b. Contingent fee

7 (6/9) c. In-house counsel or other compensation unrelated to time spent or result achieved
1 (1/1) d. Flat fee

6 (6/3) e. Other. Please explain:

N=428 (171/175)

11. What type of party was your client in this case?

40 a. Plaintiff or claimant only
41 b. Defendant (party against whom a claim is asserted)
15 c. Both claimant and party defending against a claim (e.g. a counterclaim was at issue)

1 d. Other real party in interest (e.g. third party defendant)
0 e. A nominal party (not a real party in interest)

3 f. Other. Please explain:

(N=43 1)



12. Approximately what was the final, "bottom line" settlement offer you would have recommended
that your client make or accept in this case--the offer most favorable to opponent that you thought an
acceptable alternative to trial or other court disposition of the case. Please provide a monetary figure.
Answer "NA" if the settlement terms cannot be equated to a monetary amount or if your client would
have been unwilling to settle due to an interest in establishing precedent, vindicating principles, or the
like. (Place answer in the appropriate space to indicate whether the final offer would have involved
paying or accepting a sum in settlement.)

ALL CASES Plaintiffs (N=124) Defendants (N=1 16)
Mean 230,000 116,000

Median 100,000 30,000
Tried Cases

Mean 268,000 102,000
Median 100,000 35,000

Non-Tried Cases
Mean 173,000 137,000

Median 50,000 25,000

13. Suppose that Rule 68 were amended to permit offers by plaintiffs as well as defendants, with
50% of reasonable post-offer attorney fees payable by a party who fails to accept an offer and does
not obtain a better result in the judgment. Please check each of the following statements that is
applicable to this case (whether or not it settled).

Such an amended Rule 68 probably would have:
60 (51/64) a. made no difference in this case
26 (34/22) b. made settlement more likely or led to an earlier settlement, and thus probably resulted in

significant savings in litigation expenses
3 (2/4) c. delayed settlement, and probably led to greater litigation expenses.
2 (2/2) d. made settlement less likely
7 (8/6) e. resulted in a less favorable result for my client

13 (13/12) f. resulted in a more favorable result for my client
2 (511) g. caused my client never to have brought or defended the case, or led me to refuse to accept

the case
N=429 (172/173)



PART III. The questions in this part pertain to your general experience, practice, or opinions
concerning civil litigation.

14. Again suppose that Rule 68 were amended as explained in the previous question. Please check
each of the following statements with which you agree concerning the likely effects of the rule, in
civil cases generally. The amended rule probably would:

Percentages

All Ptfs Defs
75 76 71 a. result in more cases reaching settlement
3 3 3 b. result in fewer cases reaching settlement

62 67 59 c. lead cases to settle earlier than they would in the absence of the rule

4 4 3 d. delay settlement

24 23 23 e. lead to case outcomes (net outcome from settlement or trial) that are more fair

9 5 13 f. lead to case outcomes that are unduly generous to plaintiffs

9 17 3 g. lead to case outcomes that are unduly generous to defendants
18 27 9 h. lead to case outcomes that are unduly generous to wealthier litigants

5 2 6 i. lead to case outcomes that are unduly generous to poorer litigants
13 15 11 j . lead to case outcomes that are less fair, although not necessarily to the advantage or

disadvantage of any particular class of litigants

10 10 11 k. increase the expenses of litigation

43 47 41 1. decrease the expenses of litigation

34 32 34 m. inhibit actions taken for the primary purpose of imposing expenses on an opposing
party, or delaying or complicating litigation

9 10 10 n. increase the frequency of actions taken for the primary purpose of imposing expenses
on an opposing party, or delaying or complicating litigation

24 27 21 0. inhibit taking reasonable and/or necessary steps in litigation, out of fear that the party
may have to compensate opponent for the expense of responding to those actions

17 18 6 p. encourage taking reasonable and/or necessary steps in litigation, owing to the
possibility that those expenses will be compensated by opponent

5 4 6 q. make no difference
N=428 (168/175)

15. For the types of cases you litigate, please check each statement that you agree with concerning
how a party's financial means affects the fairness of results in these cases.

17 (10/25) a. Financially weaker parties are generally at no disadvantage compared to wealthier parties.
61 (70/53) b. A party is at a disadvantage compared to a wealthier party when the worst possible outcome

would be financially ruinous to the poorer party.
32 (44/25) c. A party is at a disadvantage compared to a wealthier party when a settlement offer that is

unfair to that party is nonetheless a large increase in wealth for the poorer party.
62 (70/54) d. Financially weaker parties are generally at a disadvantage compared to wealthier parties,

regardless of the range of possible outcomes in the case.
21 (11/29) e. Financially weaker parties generally have an advantage, or at least an offset to other

disadvantages, because juries are inclined to render generous verdicts against wealthier
parties and/or inadequate verdicts against poorer parties.

N=414 (165/166)



16. Please check the statement that best describes how you generally arrive at a final, bottom line
settlement offer that you would recommend your client make or accept. Please check only one
answer.
E a. I estimate the average or most likely verdict (or other case outcome), and subtract the

litigation expenses likely required of my client for further litigation.
E b. I ignore litigation expenses, and consider only the average or most likely expected judgment.

c. I try to determine how the opponent assesses the case, and thus estimate the offer most
advantageous to my client that the opponent might be willing to make or accept.

E d. I simply explain to the client what I see as the likely or possible outcomes, and let the client
decide whether to make or accept an offer. I usually do not make any specific
recommendation.

E e. Other. Please explain:
NOTE: The most commonly offered answer to this question was "a." but the second-most
common was "e (other." In most instances the "other" answer was explained as a combination of
two or more of the canned answers (e.g., "a and c"). The results do not appear at first blush to
tell us much more than that most counsel do engage in some form of more- or less-sophisticated
"risk analysis" when considering settlement.

17. Approximately how many civil cases have you handled or worked on in the past ten years in
which you played a major role in advising on decisions to make, accept, or reject offers of settlement?

4 a. 3 or fewer
6 b. between4andlO
9 c. between 11 and25

82 d. more than 25

18. Approximately what percentage of the civil cases that you handle or work on are cases in federal
district court. All Ptf Def

Mean% 41 38 42
Median% 20 25 30

19. If your reflections in the course of answering this questionnaire have led you to change your
opinion regarding possible amendments to (or abolition of) Rule 68, please return to questions 1 and
2 and answer them again, this time placing the numeral "2" next to the answer you now prefer.

20. Please provide on the back of this page any additional comments or suggestions you may have
concerning Rule 68.

El Please check here if you wish to receive a copy of the report of this study. If your
address is not shown correctly on the cover letter, please indicate the correct address here:

Thank you for your cooperation and assistance. Please return the questionnaire in the enclosed
envelope (or addressed to: Research Division, The Federal Judicial Center, One Columbus Circle,
N.E., Washington D.C. 20002-8003, Attn.: Rule 68). If you have questions concerning the survey,
please contact John Shapard at (202) 273-4070, Ext. 357.
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APRIL 22 SUMMARY OF STILL-MORE-RECENT
COMMENTS ON PROPOSED RULES

Rule 26(c)(3)

ABCNY provides a 21-page comment that is difficult to
abbreviate. The conclusion is that present practice achieves all
the good things hoped for proposed Rule 26(c)(3), and it is likely
to work mischief.

One major theme is that different modification standards
should apply to "blanket protective orders." If a protective order
results from actual court consideration of specific discovery
materials, a high burden should be imposed on the person seeking
modification. The rule should specify that the burden is high. If
instead the parties have agreed to a blanket order that wins
unreflected judicial endorsement and that relies on unilateral
designation of protected materials, a demand for release of
protection should impose the burden of justifying protection on the
party who seeks protection. This approach accomplishes the result
that now follows from well-drafted blanket orders: a producing
party who wishes protection must move for a material-specific
protective order if another party challenges a designation of
confidentiality. Although reliance on the blanket order can be
considered, the party seeking protection should demonstrate good
cause.

A second major theme is that the draft does not list all the
factors that bear on modification or dissolution. It is doubtful
whether any rule can capture all the relevant factors. One omitted
factor is whether the party seeking modification "has subpoena
powers" - if so, there is less need for modification. Another
factor is whether the material has become a "judicial record" by
actual use in a judicial proceeding that implicates the right of
public access.

A third major theme is that the draft may result in a less
stringent test than current practice. Only compelling public needs
should warrant modification, not a mere curiosity "interest."
Discovery is designed to resolve private disputes, not to serve the
public welfare. And there is no showing that the public welfare
would be advanced by relaxing protective orders. The need to avoid
duplicating discovery burdens should be recognized only for
"similar," "related," or "collateral" litigation. If discovery--
protective orders are not reliable, potential litigants may refrain
from bringing good claims or resisting bad claims.

ATLA "recommend[s] minor additions to the proposed rule to
further advance the provision's laudable objectives. (1) Language
should be added "which dispels any doubt that there is a
presumption against court-imposed secrecy." (2) The right of third
parties to intervene to seek dissolution or modification should be
expressly recognized. (3) The amendment should apply to secrecy
provisions in final judgments. (4) The Committee Note reference to
studies finding no public harm should be deleted, because other
studies find that protective orders do cause public harm. (5) The
Note should not refer to the usefulness of blanket protective
orders; they are contrary to case law and there is no support for
the view that they facilitate discovery.



Rule 43(a)

ABCNY agrees with deleting the requirement that in-court
testimony be presented "orally." It urges that transmission from
another place should be permitted only in "exceptional
circumstances," borrowing the test of Rule 32(a)(3)(E); if the
"good cause" standard is retained, the Committee Note at least
should make clear that "mere convenience of the witness" is not
good cause. This recommendation rests on the multiple advantages
of in-court testimony and disadvantages of transmitted testimony:
(1) The witness may be less willing to lie in sight of counsel,
court, parties, and jury; demeanor supports better evaluation of
credibility, and may provide clules for effective cross-examination;
(2) A witness presented on a' monitor may be distorted, "body
language may Pe lost," and this testimony -being different in mode
of presentation - may be singled out Ifor special attention; (3) The
court has l ess control over an absent witness, and cannot control
the tr'arsmission Iprocess; (4) In an extreme case, there may be
cllusf'ifrlby 'si~h 1 teans as of f-camer signals to coach the` witness,

anId sending arepresentative to th ransmission site as pro ection
will Iprove costly,

I , L , 'i I
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SUPPORT OFFJCE

CLARENCE A. LEE. JR. WAASHINGTON, D.C. 20544
ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR

April 26, 1994

1IEMORANDUM TO MEMBERS OF THE CIVIL RULES COMMITTEE

Attached is a cover memorandum from Professor Howard M.

Downs, University of California, Hastings College of the Law.

It is to accompany the material he had sent to you on April 21,

1994. The memorandum you had received previously from him was

intended for law reviews.

Judy Krivit
Staff Assistant
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M E MORANDUMN

TO:41 Advisory Committee on Civil Rules

FROX: Professor Howard M. Downs
University of California, Hastings

DATE: April 20, 1994

RH: Rule 23 Proposed Revisions

2 * S 3S * * * *59* 5* 59* * * * * * * * * S

After conversation with Professor Edward H. Cooper
concerning your meeting on April 28, I have decided to forward
immediately two recent articles studying Rule 23. The articles
are, in general, self-explanatory and contain a number of
suggestions for consideration by the committee, but three
preliminary observations are in order relating to the current
proposed revisions:

1. In 23 (a) (3) the change from typical claims
or defenses of the representative to
"positions" which are typical may be read as
an attempt to modify General Telephone v.
Falcon. A vital historical protection of the
class is that the representative is asserting
the same or similar claims as the class, a
protection which was reatfirmed in General
Telephone. See Downs, Federal Class Actions:
Due Process by Adequacy of Representation
(Identity of Claims); The Impact of General
Telephone v. Falcon, 54 Ohio State Law
Jlournal 607 (1993), which is enclosed4 The
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The Advisory Committee on Civil Rules
Page 2
April 20, 1994

committee comments on Subdivision (a) add to
this uncertainty by stating that the court
would set forth "a generalized statement of
the matters for class action treatment, such
as all claims by olass members against the
defendant arising from the sale of specified
securities during a particular period of
timer8." This may be read as dispensing with a
rigorous analysis of representative olaims
compared with class claims and does not
reflect multiple issues to be analyzed and
compared in a securities action such as the
same misrepresentations and nondisclosures,
curative statements, and as to pendent
claims, choice of law and reliance issues.
See Downs, supra, 54 Ohio State Law Journal
690-698 and Appendix A, Chart C to the
enclosed Case for Reform article.

2. The decision to combine the categories and to
facilitate discretionary notice is well
justified by these studies. With
approximately fifty percent of all class
cases involving combined certification and
settlement, the settlement notice has become
more crucial and the inadequate content of
the settlement notice is not addressed by the
committee See Downs, Federal Class Actions:
... The Case for Reform which is enclosed.

3. The commnittee revisions authorizing use of a
magistrate judge or master are appropriate
but do not go far enough in requiring greater
judicial scrutiny of settlement processes.

I am deeply appreciative of the effort and difficulties
facing the committee in revising Rule 23 and trust that this
input will be helpful.

HMD : edd
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REPORTER' S SUMARY

Comments on Proposed Amendments:
Civil Rules 26, 43, 50, 52, 59, 83, and 84

On October 15, 1993, the Committee on Rules of Practice and
Procedure published for public comment proposed amendments to Civil
Rules 26, 43, 50, 52, 59, 83, and 84. The public comment period
closes on April 15, 1994. A public hearing on the proposals is
scheduled for April 28, 1994, to coincide with the first day of the
Civil Rules Advisory Committee meeting in Washington, D.C.

This note summarizes the three written comments that have been
transmitted by the Administrative Office to the Reporter as of
April 1, 1994.

General

John L.A. Lyddane finds "these amendments are essentially non-
controversial" and sees "no reason why they should not be
implemented. "

Rule 50

Judge Cornelia G. Kennedy is concerned that Rule 50(b)
continues to be ambiguous on the question whether a motion for
judgment as a matter of law must be renewed after verdict "where
the court simply fails to rule on the motion made at the close of
the evidence rather than denies it." Her court - the Sixth Circuit
- does not require renewal "if the trial court reserved its
decision on the motion to see if the jury verdict would make the
issue moot. If the motion must be renewed under all circumstances,
perhaps it would be better to say so."

Rule 83

Stephen Yagman expresses concern that the proposal "do[es]
away with" the final sentence of Rule 83, which now requires that
procedural orders by individual judges be "not inconsistent with
these rules or those of the district in which they act." Since the
proposal requires that procedural orders by individual judges be
"consistent with federal law, rules adopted under * * * §§ 2072 and
2075, and local rules of the district," the concern must reflect
the change from "not inconsistent with" to "consistent with." He
extols the virtues of uniformity in local practice.



ADDITIONAL COMMENTS: 1993 PROPOSED AMENDMENTS

Public Citizen Litigation Group

All of the following comments were set out in a single
submission by the Public Citizen Litigation Group.

Rule 26(c)(3)

Generally support the proposal. But suggests: (1) "Return or

destroy" orders should be permitted only if the party providing
discovery responses retains both the request and responding
materials in readily accessible form for the benefit of future
litigants. (2) It should be made clear that a protective order can
be amended after judgment. (3) Iy may be intended to suggest, by
way of an allusion to the last sentence of the Note, that Rule 26
should be amended to provide for amendment of protective provisions
included in a judgment. (4) The Rule or Note should state that a
court may require that unfiled materials be filed, even after the
case has concluded. (5) It should be provided that a nonparty can
move for modification without intervening. (6) The list of factors
to be considered should be deleted in favor of a "good cause"
standard. Considering the extent of reliance may too often defeat
modification. Courts seem to have balanced the appropriate factors
reasonably well under a general good cause standard.

Rules 50, 52, and 59

The comment reflects the belief that Rule 6(a) permits filing
by mail without actual receipt by the court. If a change is
intended, it should be made clear. (The source of this belief is
uncertain. Rule 5(e) provides for filing with the clerk or a
judge. The cases and treatises say that filing requires actual
receipt by the clerk or judge; filing by mail occurs at the time of
receipt, not at the time of mailing. Cooper v. City of Ashland,
C.A.9th, 1989, 871 F.2d 104; Torras Herreria y Construcciones, S.A.
v. M/V Timur Star, 6th Cir.1986, 803 F.2d 215, 216; Lee v. Dallas
Cty. Bd. of Educ., C.A.5th, 1978, 578 F.2d 1177, 1178 n. 1, 1179;
4A C. Wright & A. Miller, Federal Practice & Procedure: Civil 2d,
§ 1153.) It also is suggested that provision should be made for
filing by private courier services. Local rules have conflicting
provisions for filing by means other than United States mail, and
should be replaced by a uniform national practice.

Rule 84(b)

This is a good idea, but it is not clear that it is authorized
by 28 U.S.C. § 2072. Congress should be asked to amend the statute
to confer this authority on the Judicial Conference. The procedure
should include provision for notice and comment, and for
transmittal to the Supreme Court and Congress at least 30 days
before technical changes become effective.



APRIL 22 SUMMARY OF STILL-MORE-RECENT
COMMENTS ON PROPOSED RULES

Rule 26(c)(3)

ABCNY provides a 21-page comment that is difficult to
abbreviate. The conclusion is that present practice achieves all
the good things hoped for proposed Rule 26(c)(3), and it is likely
to work mischief.

One major theme is that different modification standards
should apply to "blanket protective orders." If a protective order
results from actual court consideration of specific discovery
materials, a high burden should be imposed on the person seeking
modification. The rule should specify that the burden is high. If
instead the parties have agreed to a blanket order that wins
unreflected judicial endorsement and that relies on unilateral
designation of protected materials, a demand for release of
protection should impose the burden of justifying protection on the
party who seeks protection. This approach accomplishes the result
that now follows from well-drafted blanket orders: a producing
party who wishes protection must move for a material-specific
protective order if another party challenges a designation of
confidentiality. Although reliance on the blanket order can be
considered, the party seeking protection should demonstrate good
cause.

A second major theme is that the draft does not list all the
factors that bear on modification or dissolution. It is doubtful
whether any rule can capture all the relevant factors. One omitted
factor is whether the party seeking modification "has subpoena
powers" - if so, there is less need for modification. Another
factor is whether the material has become a "judicial record" by
actual use in a judicial proceeding that implicates the right of
public access.

A third major theme is that the draft may result in a less
stringent test than current practice. Only compelling public needs
should warrant modification, not a mere curiosity "interest."
Discovery is designed to resolve private disputes, not to serve the
public welfare. And there is no showing that the public welfare
would be advanced by relaxing protective orders. The need to avoid
duplicating discovery burdens should be recognized only for
"similar," "related," or "collateral" litigation. If discovery
protective orders are not reliable, potential litigants may refrain
from bringing good claims or resisting bad claims.

ATLA "recommends minor additions to the proposed rule to
further advance the provision's laudable objectives. (1) Language
should be added "which dispels any doubt that there is a
presumption against court-imposed secrecy." (2) The right of third
parties to intervene to seek dissolution or modification should be
expressly recognized. (3) The amendment should apply to secrecy
provisions in final judgments. (4) The Committee Note reference to
studies finding no public harm should be deleted, because other
studies find that protective orders do cause public harm. (5) The
Note should not refer to the usefulness of blanket protective
orders; they are contrary to case law and there is no support for
the view that they facilitate discovery.



Rule 43(a)

ABCNY agrees with deleting the requirement that in--court
testimony be presented "orally." It urges that transmission from
another place should be permitted only in "exceptional
circumstances," borrowing the test of Rule 32(a)(3)(E); if the
"good cause' standard 'is retained, the Committee Note at least
should make clearlthat "mere convenience of the witness" is not
good cause. This recommendation rests on the multiple advantages
of in-court testimony and disadvantages of transmitted testimony:
(1) The witness may be less willing to lie in sight of counsel,
court, parties, and jury; demeanor supports better evaluation of
credibility, and may provide clues for' effective cross-examination;
(2) A witness 'presented on a monitor may be 'distortedl, "body
language may be lost," and this testimony - being di'ferent in mode
of presentation - may be s'ingled out fox special attention; (3) The
court has less control over an absent"'witness, and cannot control
the transmission process; (4) InT'an extreme case, there may be
collusion by such means as off-camera signals to coach the witness,
and sehding a representatie to the transmission site as ottion
will prove costly.

2
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SUMMARY OF RAIL-DELAYED CO NTS ON PROPOSED RULES

April 22, 1994

Rule 26(c)

The Reporters Committee for Freedom of the Press believes the
proposal "could * * * be improved still further" by: (1) An
explicit statement that the public interest should be considered in
the initial determination whether to enter a protective order; and
(2) Stating in the Committee Note that the examples of public
interest "are illustrative, not exhaustive."

Trial Lawyers for Public Justice, based on experience with
their "Project ACCESS," decries the "disastrous" results of
llunnecessary secrecy" under present practices. They believe that
the proposal is a step backward. Only the first sentence should be
retained, explicitly recognizing the power to dissolve or modify a
protective order. It anything more is to be done, it should be to
state that on motion to dissolve or modify, a party seeking to
maintain protection must bear the burden of showing "good cause"
for continued protection. Without an explicit good cause standard,
courts will feel invited to backslide into some more open-ended
approach.

The additional factors listed in the proposal are nefarious.
The reference to "reliance" is irrelevant; the only question is
whether there is continuing good cause for protection - if the
court would order production now, that is all that counts. The
reference to "public interest" should be moved up to subdivision
(a) as a factor that can override a valid private interest and
prevent initial issuance of a protective order. The reference to
persons seeking information for other litigation is undesirable
because not even initial protective orders should bar access by
litigants in other actions - it is enough to condition access on
agreement to be bound by the protective order and consent to
jursdiotion of the court that issued the protective order.

Rule 83

The Federal Magistrate Judges Association would reject three
features of the proposal. (1) There is no compelling reason to
reqire that local rules adhere to a national numbering system.
(2) The 83(a)(2) restriction on enforcing local rules is vague -
what is a matter of form? a negligent failure to comply? and will
undercut local rules, encouraging careless practices. (3) The new
final sentence of 83(b) would forbid enforcement of widely accepted
norms, including those not codified in any form of order, and is
unwise.
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Senator Herb Kohl
RALPH K. WINTE -JR.United Stateas Senator ECVDENCE RULES

Committee on the Judiciary
Washington, D.C. 20510-6275

Dear Senator Kohl:

Peter McCabe has forwarded your letter of April 25, 1994submitting commelnts to the Advisory Committee regarding proposed
cha;nges to Federal Rule of Civil Procedire 2 6(c). i have asked
Peter McCabe to furnish a copy of your letter to each member of the
committee. Its incisive an-d candid grasp of this diffficult problem
is welcome.

With your indulgence, I will delay the detailed response your
letter deserves until I have the benefit of the full Advisory
Committee discussion later this week. We are pleased that counsel
Jack Chorowsky, and perhaps others, will attend our sessjou.

We appreciate the opportunity to present testimony to yourc 6mf . :76 i-e nning of a hun --

Sincerely yours,

Pa E. gginbotham

cc:- The Honorable Howell Heflin
The Honorable Charles E. Grassley
The Honorable Joseph R. Eiden
The Honorable Orra G . Hatch
The Honorable Janet Reno
The Honorable L. Ralph Metacham
The Honorable Frank Hunger
The Honorable Alicemarie H. Stotler
Dean Edward H. Cooper
Mr. Peter G. McCabe
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DENNIS DeCONCINI, ARIZONA ALAN K SIMPSON. WYOMING
PATRICK J. LEAHY, VERMONT CHARLES E. GRASSLEY, IOWA
HOWELL HEFLIN, ALABAMA ARLEN SPECTER. PENNSYLVANIA
PAUL SIMON, ILLINOIS HANK BROWN, COLORADO U.3 1itd . 5tttS l c
HERBERT KOHL, WISCONSIN WILLIAM S. COHEN, MAINE
DIANNE FEINSTEIN, CALIFORNIA LARRY PRESSLER. SOUTH DAKOTA COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY
CAROL MOSELEY-BRAUN, ILLINOIS CM ITEO H UIIR

CYNTHIA C HOGAN. CHIEF COUNSEL WASHINGTON DC 20510-6275
CATHERINE M RUSSELL STAFF DIRECTOR
MARK R' DISLER MINORITY STAFF DIRECTOR
SHARON PROST. MINORITY CHIEF COUNSEL

April 26, 1994

Mr. John K. Rabiej
Rules Committee Support Office
Federal Judiciary Building
One Columbus Circle, N.E.
Washington, D.C. 20544

Dear John:

Per our discussion last week, find enclosed Senator Kohl's
comments on the Committee's proposed modification to Rule 26(c).
Thanks so much for keeping the comment period open, and please
call if you have any questions about the enclosed submission. I
look forward to Thursday's session.

Sincerely

Jack Chorowsky
Counsel
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JOSEPH R. BIDEN, JR., DELAWARE, CHAIRMAN

EDWARD M, KENNEDY, MASSACHUSETTS ORRIN G. HATCH, UTAH
HOWARD M. METZENBAUM, OHIO STROM THURMOND, SOUTH CAROLINA
DENNIS DECONCINI, ARIZONA ALAN K. SIMPSON. WYOMING
PATRICK J. LEAHY. VERMONT CHARLES E. GRASSLEY, IOWA
HOWELL HEFLIN, ALABAMA ARLEN SPECTER, PENNSYLVANIA
PAUL SIMON, ILLINOIS HANK BROWN, COLORADO nited a tcz v "m t
HERBERT KOHL, WISCONSIN WILLIAM S. COHEN, MAINE
DIANNE FEINSTEIN. CALIFORNIA LARRY PRESSLER. SOUTH DAKOTA CM ITEO H UIIR
CAROL MOSELEY-BRAUN, ILLINOIS COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY

CYNTHIA C HOGAN. CHIEF COUNSEL
CATHERINE M RUSSELL. STAFF DIRECTOR WASHINGTON. DC 20510-6275
MARK R. DISLER. MINORITY STAFF DIRECTOR
SHARON FROST, MINORITY CHIEF COUNSEL

April 25, 1994

Peter G. McCabe, Esq.
Secretary
Advisory Committee on Civil Rules
Judicial Conference of the United States
Room 4-170
1 Columbus Circle, N.E.
Washington, D.C. 20544

Dear Mr. McCabe:

I am writing in response to Judge Higgenbotham's kind
invitation to submit comments regarding proposed changes to
Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 26(c) now under consideration by
the Advisory Committee on Civil Rules ("Advisory Committee").

At the outset, allow me to commend the Advisory Committee
for taking a studied look at whether the Civil Rules, in their
current form, allow for the proper balance to be struck between
openness and confidentiality in the issuance of protective
orders, and relatedly, whether existing protective order practice
has adversely affected public health and safety.

Before turning to the specifics of the proposed modification
to Rule 26, I would like to comment briefly on some of the views,
assumptions, and conclusions that appear to have informed the
Committee's decision-making process to date with respect to this
issue. I draw my characterization of the Committee's sentiments
from the draft Commentary accompanying the proposed rule, from
Judge Higgenbotham's April 20, 1994 testimony before the
Subcommittee on Courts and Administrative Practice of the Senate
Judiciary Committee on this subject, and from a Memorandum on
Protective Orders prepared by Dean Edward Cooper in 1993 which
was submitted by Judge Higgenbotham with his congressional
testimony ("Cooper Memorandum"),

1. The Need for Chancre

Perhaps most troubling, in my view, is the conclusion which
appears to premise the Advisory Committee's efforts with regard
to Rule 26(c), namely that "in the light of actual practices,
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there is no need to amend the provisions of Rule 26(c) relating
to entry of protective orders." See paragraph 3 of the proposed
Committee Note to the Rule 26(c) amendment; Cooper Memorandum at
1. Both references are supported by citations to Marcus, "The
Discovery Confidentiality Controversy," 1991 U.Ill.L.Rev. 457,
and Miller, "Confidentiality, Protective Orders, and Public
Access to the Courts," 105 Harv.L.Rev. 427 (1991).

As an initial matter, it would seem that the Advisory
Committee's decision to propose a modification to Rule 26
undermines the proposition that there is no problem worth
addressing; for absent a problem, why suggest a modification at
all? More importantly, however, experience and "actual practice"
suggest that the quoted statement is simply inaccurate and off-
base.

As Judge Higgenbotham is well aware, the $4 billion mass
tort settlement in the consolidated breast implant litigation
might well have been substantially smaller had a protective order
not been issued by a federal court in the now-famous Stern v. Dow
Corning case. The plaintiff in Stern had discovered documents
fairly characterized, in my view, as "smoking guns" strongly
indicating the dangers of implants in 1984. These documents were
kept from the public and, equally importantly, from the FDA as a
result of a protective order gagging the plaintiff, her
attorneys, and her expert scientific witnesses. It took
regulators and the public another seven years following Stern to
learn about the dangers of silicon breast implants. During that
seven year period, almost one million uninformed American women
chose to receive implants. Thus, the largest mass tort
settlement in American history also comprises a chapter in the
story of how protective orders have adversely affected American
public health and safety.'

As serious and troubling as it is, the case of silicon
breast implants is not the only example in this regard. Since
1990, we have engaged in extensive discussions about this matter
with government regulators, attorneys, public health and safety

1 The role that court secrecy played in the silicon breast
implant saga is documented, among other places, in a memorandum
that was submitted to me on April 18, 1994 by Dr. Norman
Anderson, Professor of Medicine at Johns Hopkins Medical School
and former chairman of the Food and Drug Administration's
Advisory Panel on Breast Implants. I would be pleased to provide
the Committee with a copy of Dr. Anderson's memorandum upon
request.
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experts, and consumer advocates. These discussions have
uniformly led to the conclusion that the fields of food and drug
litigation more generally, as well as vehicle safety litigation,
are both replete with examples of the use of protective orders to
shield important information bearing on health safety from the
public.2 Perhaps even more importantly, there are very strong
indications that protective orders have had the effect of keeping
important information from the agencies Congress has charged with
protecting the public health and safety.

Let me clarify the proposition that I believe the collective
weight of the anecdotal evidence supports. It does not support
the position that "court secrecy" is the only factor at play in
denying the public and regulators information; nor does it prove
the point that court secrecy in all or even most cases

2 See, eg., Testimony of Benjamin Kelley, President,
Institute for Injury Reduction, Hearing of the Senate Judiciary
Subcommittee on Courts and Administrative Practice, April 20,
1994; Testimony of Professor Charles Clausen, Director of
Clinical Education, Marquette University Law School and Principal
Drafter of the Wisconsin Rules of Civil Procedure, Hearing of the
Senate Judiciary Subcommittee on Courts and Administrative
Practice, April 20, 1994; Testimony of Arthur Bryant, Executive
Director, Trial Lawyers for Public Justice, Hearing of the Senate
Judiciary Subcommittee on Courts and Administrative Practice, May
17, 1990; Testimony of Dianne Weaver, Esq., Hearing of the Senate
Judiciary Subcommittee on Courts and Administrative Practice, May
17, 1990; Walsh & Weiser, "Public Courts, Private Justice," The
Washington Post, October 23-26 (1988) (four-part series);
McGonigle, "Secret Lawsuits," Dallas Morning News, Nov. 22, 1987
at 1A; McGonigle, "Sealed Lawsuits," Dallas Morning News, Nov.
23, 1987 at 1A; see generally, F. Hare, J. Gilbert & W. ReMine,Confidentiality Orders (1988).

See also J. Graham, "Product Liability and Motor Vehicle
Safety," in The Liability Maze (P. Huber and R. Litan, eds.)
(1991). In this well-received compendium published by the
Brookings Institution, Professor Graham of Harvard writes that
with regard to improving motor vehicle safety, "two strategies
are particularly promising: provision of better safety
information to consumers and a revitalized regulatory process."
Graham notes that "the power of judges to insist on
confidentiality" in litigation "has had the potentially perverse
effect of limiting the amount of publicity directed at vehicles
and manufacturers" in cases where sufficient efforts have not
been made to enhance vehicle safety.
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constitutes an absolute bar to the dissemination of information.
(These, I should note, are the arguments that supporters of the
status quo typically make in taking issue with the evidence.)
But the research does suggest that court secrecy is a serious,
and substantial factor contributing to the ignorance of the
public and often regulatory agencies.

Finally, I urge the Committee to scrutinize more carefully
the authorities upon which it appears to base its conclusion that
there is no problem with the current use of protective orders.
Neither Professor Marcus nor Professor Miller purport to engage
in an empirical (or even a looser, anecdotal) review of the use
of protective orders.3 Their scholarship is, in the main,
theoretical and impressionistic, discussing in general terms the
values implicated by the debate over confidentiality in the court
system. Though unquestionably eminent and distinguished
scholars, neither Professor Miller nor Professor Marcus, I
believe, is or recently has been involved in substantial
litigation affecting public health or safety. That is not to say
that their articles do not contain thoughtful observations; but
to allow such works to form the basis for the Advisory
Committee's conclusion that a problem does not "in practice"
exist is, respectfully, less than sound. Indeed, until I became
involved in this issue, it had always been my perception that the
Advisory Committee typically based its actions on credible
empirical and experiential evidence, rather than the kind of
generalized, conceptual discussions found in the Miller and
Marcus articles.

2. Countervailing Considerations

The broader public interest in health and safety must, of
course, be weighed against legitimate interests that litigants
may have in confidentiality. In balancing these interests, I
would urge the Advisory Committee to scrutinize carefully not
only the arguments of advocates for additional openness as it
seems to have already done, but the arguments in favor of
confidentiality as well. The legitimacy of these arguments
appear to be taken as true almost reflexively; but how they play

3 Professor Miller does engage in a brief critique of a
handful of cases that have been discussed in the debate over
confidentiality in the courts (at pp. 481-482). I dispute his
characterization of some of these cases, as well as the lessons
to be drawn from them and would be happy to supply the Advisory
Committee with additional information in this regard upon
request.
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out in practice is often neglected. Most judges and attorneys
will readily recognize that the use of protective orders is not
limited to those cases where litigants have proven with any
degree of rigor the existence of legitimate trade secrets or
other truly sensitive competitive information.4 While the text
of Rule 26(c) reflects a presumption in favor of openness (i.e.,
protective orders are only to be authorized upon showing of "good
cause") and a burden on the party seeking a protective order, in
practice, both the presumption and burden often mean little when
a party with substantial resources threatens to fight discovery
tooth and nail unless the opposition stipulates to a wide-ranging
protective order -- irrespective of the actual merits of such
claims as a matter of law.

And, of course, when opposing parties agree to
confidentiality, courts have little reason or incentive under the
current system to question its propriety. All this is not to say
that confidentiality is never appropriate; but my discussions
with members of both the plaintiffs and defense bars, and the
judiciary suggest that claims of confidentiality are not
infrequently unsupported or unduly sweeping. These claims
therefore ought to be discounted appropriately when the Committee
considers how best to strike the balance between the public and
private interests enmeshed in civil litigation. My concern is
that, to date, the Advisory Committee has been far more eager to
question and discount the claims of those who advocate openness
than the claims of those who advocate privacy and
confidentiality.

This, in turn, suggests to me that the Committee may not be
putting sufficient stock in the notion that the courts are
charged with doing the public's business and pursuing the public
interest -- not just the interests of individual litigants before
the courts. While the so-called "public law" model of civil
litigation may not find favor in the eyes of some judges and
academics, I can assure the Advisory Committee that the
democratic constituency which ultimately lends the courts their
legitimacy is, without exaggeration, shocked at how little
consideration the public interest and public health and safety

4 Literature published by the defense bar illustrates this
point: "Even where defense counsel can make no special claim of
confidentiality, he or she should routinely seek a protective
order limiting the dissemination of discovery material." See
Kearney and Tracy, "Preventing Non-Party Access to Discovery
Materials in Product Liability Actions: A Defendant's Primer,"
1987 Defense Res. Inst. Monograph 40-41.
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concerns receive as the courts mete out civil justice. In my
view, the extent to which the courts ought to be responsive to
such public concerns is no small issue; and it is not necessarily
the type of technical legal-question that belongs in the
exclusive province of the judicial conference to address.

3. The Proposed Rule 26(c) Modification

By its terms, the Advisory Committee's proposed modification
to Rule 26(c) merely clarifies the authority judges already
possess to modify or entirely dissolve protective orders.
Therefore, I do not see the proposed modification as striking a
more appropriate and reasoned balance between openness and
confidentiality. To be sure, such a clarification does send a
message to district judges that they ought to be more solicitous
of the public interest in the issuance of protective orders. But
the message is decidedly weak: it does not direct district
judges to consider the public interest in the first instance,
when making the original decision to issue a protective order. I
fail to grasp why the public interest -- specifically public
health and safety concerns -- should be relevant to a decision to
modify or dissolve a protective order, but not relevant to a
decision to issue such an order in the first place.

Moreover, even if the proposed modification expressly
applied to the decision to issue an order, the current text only
suggests that the court "consider" the public interest. That is,
of course, what courts are supposed to do today, even in the
absence of such clarifying language. My deep concern is that if
past practice is any indicator, a mandate to "consider" public
health and safety imperatives would be largely inadequate. In my
view, and that of many others, there should be a category of
cases in which, at a minimum, a presumption against the issuance
of protective orders exists.

Reasonable people can disagree as to how to best define such
a category and under what circumstances the presumption could be
rebutted. I would begin, however, with the proposition that an
appropriate formulation would only encompass cases implicating
public health and safety concerns (a discrete subset of lawsuits
filed in federal court), and that any presumption against secrecy
in such cases could, at the very least, be rebutted where
legitimate trade secrets were at stake. To this I would add
language clarifying that no protective order may be construed as
preventing parties or their attorneys from making post-settlement
disclosures to regulatory authorities.
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In sum, it does not appear likely, in my view, that the
proposed modification will work a significant change in
protective order practice. Indeed, I am unconvinced that as a
result of this change the courts will scrutinize with
considerably more care requests for protective orders (especially
those made by both parties) in cases affecting public health and
safety. As Judge Higgenbotham knows, I have introduced
legislation (S. 1404) that would, in fact, work a significant
change in current practice. I would be equally happy, however,
to forego my legislative efforts if the Advisory Committee were
to revise its proposed modification to respond to the many
critics of current practice (including those who have testified
at our 1990 and 1994 hearings) and the brief comments set forth
above.

Allow me to thank the Advisory Committee in advance for
considering these comments. I look forward to a productive
dialogue on this issue between the Judicial Conference and the
Congress.

Si cerely,

Herb Kohl, U.S.S.

cc: The Honorable Howell Heflin
The Honorable Charles E. Grassley
The Honorable Joseph R. Biden
The Honorable Orrin G. Hatch
The Honorable Janet Reno
The Honorable L. Ralph Meacham
The Honorable Frank Hunger
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